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Foreword
B S NAGESH
Founder
Trust of Retailers & Retail
Associates of India
We at TRRAIN are indeed very fortunate that we have had the opportunity to work on a
report on “Disability Employment - Indian Retail Changing Equations”.
When we started our project “Pankh” Wings of Destiny, creating livelihood for Persons with
Disability (PwD) in the Retail sector back in 2011, we hadn’t imagined that we would make
such a profound positive impact to the lives of 10,000 such PwD youth in just 7 years. We
have since then, grown from one training center to 39 such centers across India; from
empowering a maiden group of 22 youth in 2011, to over 10,000 young men and women
since then till 2018. Our journey so far has been a beautiful one, with a small team of
dedicated people who have patiently dealt with our NGO partners and PwDs to help them
gain the skills they need to secure their livelihoods. We persevered against the odds
to convince the first few retailers to begin employing our PwDs in their organizations.
Looking back, we are proud that since then over 500 retailers have stepped forward to
employ and thus ensure livelihood for more than 10,000 PwDs trained by us.
It has been encouraging to see how so many of our retailers have since made inclusive
hiring a policy decision, and have even earmarked a certain percentage of PwD hiring a key
objective to their hiring policy. This goes a long way in laying down a path and opening the
door for India’s Retail sector becoming a beacon of hope by embracing inclusive hiring
especially for PwDs. Through this report, we wish to establish the immense potential and
value the industry has to gain from increasing PwD inclusivity in the hiring across retail.
At every stage of our journey we have carefully measured the impact made, while also
calibrating the process we adopted so our efforts yielded the most positive results. We
also ensured that we made a compelling business case, so donors and sponsors got
the best social returns for their investment. We even adopted a systematic process and
technology framework to track the progress we were making as we trained and empowered
livelihood creation. Our systems and data insights from the years we have been operating
has helped us in bring authenticity and an expert’s perspective to the reports that we
have published.
We were heartened to have HSBC invite TRRAIN to join hands in helping create a whitepaper
where we could investigate in greater detail, and share our findings on the opportunity
that exists in providing employment for PwDs in the retail sector. I believe this is the first
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such exercise being undertaken in retail in India, where we will establish the pivotal role
that the retail industry will play in bringing in inclusive hiring for PwDs and open the
doors of opportunity for not just the PwDs, but even the industry as a whole.
This report aims to highlight the current status of PwDs in India, including a comparison
of the numbers with other developed and developing countries. There is also a very clear
need for us to correct our current census process and implement a new methodology
in our 2021 census that can capture the correct data and paint a more accurate picture
of India’s PwDs. The report also explores some valuable secondary data analysis and
reflects on the states where a clear opportunity exists for NGOs and development sector
professionals to focus their efforts. It also underscores the urban-rural divide and the
many PwD youth struggling because of it. One key reason for huge gap between the
supply of jobs and demand for trained PwDs is due to the mismatch between where
the PwDs live and where the jobs become available. The report also highlights the kind
of disabilities and typical availability of job roles in various geographies. Of course, the
feasibility for migrating to where the jobs become available isn’t always the best solution.
India’s 10 million+ retail shops have 43 million+ retail employees staffing them. The retail
sector indubitably holds immense potential in playing a powerful role in the creation of
gainful jobs for PwDs. This report explores this potential within the sector, and reiterates
our belief that we are just looking at the very tip of the iceberg in terms bringing inclusivity
into the retail sector.
Our study looks closely at the PwDs themselves. The individuals as well as the community,
their dreams, aspirations and ambitions while also looking at how society perceives them.
What are the opportunities we can explore to change these perceptions and influence
positively, the mindset of PwDs and people around them? What steps can each of us
undertake in society to include PwDs into the mainstream? Although we already know,
and the data reiterates how many PwDs have outperformed their able counterparts in
many areas where they were given an opportunity to contribute.
During the study, the team from Centre of Gravity and TRRAIN have met NGOs, retailers,
PwDs, Government officials to learn from each of them so that we could develop a
comprehensive roadmap based on their valuable insights. We have also attempted to
show the way forward by offering our recommendations to the Government in the hope
that at least some of these ideas will get the attention they deserve.
A report of this nature could not have got completed without the hard work of our research
partner Centre of Gravity and their team. Team TRRAIN lead by Ameesha and Nancy have
diligently worked on the report. I believe the report will form the foundation of our goal
in helping create livelihoods for over 10,000 youth each year in retail.
I would like to once again thank HSBC for giving us this opportunity and placing their faith
in us to deliver this report.
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Foreword
SURENDRA ROSHA
CEO
The Hongkong and Shanghai
Banking Corporation Limited, India
At HSBC, diversity is in our roots. Founded more than 150 years ago to finance trade
between markets where HSBC operated – we have always brought different people and
cultures together. Diversity sits at the heart of our purpose: “Throughout our history
we have been where the growth is, connecting customers to opportunities, enabling
businesses to thrive, economies to prosper and helping people fulfil their hopes and
dreams and realise their ambitions”. It is also encapsulated in our new brand promise,
“Together we thrive”.
Today, we have over 229,000 employees serving 38 million customers in 66 countries
around the world –speaking 144 languages. We believe this diversity benefits our
customers, our business and our people. We want a connected global workforce that
reflects the communities where we operate and helps us meet the needs of our diverse
customer-base. Different ideas and perspectives help us innovate, manage risk, and grow
the business in a sustainable way.
Being inclusive is an expression of our values to be dependable, open and connected, and
creates an environment where people are valued, respected and supported to achieve
their potential. Our Corporate Sustainability approach and programmes echo these
values. Our flagship programme, HSBC Skills for Life was launched in 2015 and is a 5-year
INR100 crore commitment to provide 75,000 youth and women with requisite skillsets to
ensure they are placed in formal employment or earn a sustainable livelihood. So far, 39
initiatives under HSBC Skills for Life focused on placement linked skilling of youth, have
trained 11,000 youth and placed 6,500 of them, since December 2016. A third cycle to
support another 25 initiatives to reach over 11,000 youth is in under way.
One of our key learnings has been the need for a specialized focus on skilling for people
with disabilities (PwDs) who often are not included in mainstream education, nor in skills
training programmes. In order to pave the way for this, since 2016, we have supported
13 organisations working with PwDs that have trained over 1,800 youth and placed
1,130 of them. However, this is not enough. Our partners have highlighted the need for
an ecosystem building approach and have conveyed the urgency of investing in data,
insights and frameworks that will enable a greater number of employers to hire PwD’s.
The partnership with TRRAIN, a leading organization in skilling PwD’s in the retail sector, is
therefore an important one. With this report, it is our endeavor to bring skills development
and placements for PwDs to the forefront of the employability agenda.
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I would like to extend my thanks, on behalf of HSBC, to the TRRAIN team for putting
together a data-rich report which provides an understanding of where the opportunities
lie for all stakeholders to improve employability outcomes of PwDs. This one of a kind
report provides a roadmap for job roles and standard operating procedures which training
organisations and employers alike will find valuable. Most importantly it gives a voice to
PwD’s and articulates their aspirations for the future.
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Objective
Currently, there are lot of reports, data, articles, discourses and insightful pieces on
Persons with Disabilities available in the ether. Though immensely useful, most of this
information is either fragmented, very academic and narrowly focused. Hence, to get a
good understanding of this sector, one would need to pore over multiple of such reports
and articles.
We felt there should be one definitive book that brings together all the relevant information
about this sector. The gaze of the book should be specific yet broad enough for it to be
useful to all the stakeholders.
It should give a good understanding of the lay of the land for folks who are generally
interested in this sector; it should help organisations ease into hiring and working with
PwDs by giving them clear principles and practitioners approach; it should help PwDs
understand their rights and to get employment (training required, trainers, kind of
organisations who hire them etc.); it should also be able to facilitate the Government to
prioritise it’s focus areas.
Finally, the success of this book is, if it can generate momentum, and accelerate livelihood
creation for PwDs in the retail sector, (especially in customer facing roles) and be a
powerful catalyst in mainstreaming them.

Chapter 1

Understanding
Disability
How the World Defines Disability
As our understanding of disabilities evolved over
time, so has the definition of disability. In this chapter,
we discuss the evolution of the definition (globally),
its current form and India’s narrative.

Chapter 1

Understanding Disability
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Definition of Disability
There have been a number of narratives on a standard
framework & definition of disability over the decades;
yet it still remains in the ‘work in progress’ mode, where
narratives get added over time. This evolutionary nature
is primarily because of two broad reasons Reason 1: The looking lens of ‘disability’ is closely
linked to all of us as a society and how we evolve.
It has technically seen four shifts, with the last two
shifts being closely connected with each other. Social
understanding of disability has changed from a
‘charitable model’ to a ‘medical model’ to the current

The Charity Model
Views the PwDs as the
problem and sees them as
dependent on the
sympathy of others to
provide assistance in a
charity or welfare mode.

"What a pity! This woman
is bound to a wheelchair,
she'll never be able to
marry, have children and
care for her family."

Medical Model
Deﬁnes it as a medical
problem which requires
a cure and therefore
treatment.
The general approach of
this model is towards
special institutions for
persons with disabilities,
E.g. - special schools,
sheltered workshops,
special transport, etc.

"Oh, this poor man,he
should go to a doctor
and discuss with her if
there is a therapy, which
could enable him to walk
again, like everybody
else.”

Figure 1.1: Evolution of Social Understanding of Disability

lens of looking at it in the context of an ‘environmental’
and ‘human rights’ model. The most important change
that has happened through this evolution, is the shift in
the gaze from 1.
2.
3.

A very narrow perspective of the individual and their
condition to a broader gaze of the environment.
From the focus on their disabilities to their abilities
(with the right enablers).
From seeing them differently or special to
considering them equally.

Social Model
The social model of
disability places the
emphasis on promoting
social change that
empowers and incorporates the experiences of
PwDs, asking society itself
to adapt.
The social model
emphasizes institutional,
environmental and
attitudinal discriminations
as the real basis for
disability.

"The community should
build ramps in public
buildings, so that persons
like her can participate in
social life more freely."

Human Rights Model The
human rights-based
model of disability builds
on the insights of the
social model to promote
creation of communities,
which accept diversities
and diﬀerences, and have
a nondiscriminating
environment in terms of
inclusion in all aspects of
the life of society.
The general approach of
the model is towards a
universal design (annexure 2). The design of an
environment has to be
such that it does not
diﬀerentiate between
age, size, ability or
disability.
"When he gets a job, his
employer should ensure
that toilets are accessible.
This is his right!"
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Disability in Multidimensional
Perspective from WHO
Disability is Environmental: A person’s environment
has a huge impact on the experience and extent of
disability. Inaccessible environments create disability.
For instance, a deaf individual without a sign language
interpreter, or a wheelchair user in a building without
an accessible bathroom or elevator.
Health is also affected by environmental factors, such
as safe water and sanitation, nutrition, poverty, working
conditions etc. The environment may be changed to
improve health conditions, prevent impairments, and
improve outcomes for persons with disabilities.
Apart from environment, institutions and organizations
also need to change to avoid excluding people with
disabilities.
Disability is Diverse: Persons with disabilities are
diverse and heterogeneous, while stereotypical views of
disability emphasize wheelchair users and a few other
“classic” groups such as blind people and deaf people.
Persons with disabilities have diverse personal factors
with differences in gender, age, socioeconomic status,
sexuality, ethnicity, or cultural heritage. Each has his or
her personal preferences and responses to disability.
Disability is a Developmental Issue: Prevention of
health conditions associated with disability is a
development issue. Attention to environmental factors,
including nutrition, preventable diseases, safe water
and sanitation, safety on roads etc. can greatly reduce
Box 1.1

Reason 2: Inconsistency in definition across various
countries. Countries around the world have variations
in the terms of how they define, measure and constitute
disability in their respective geographic regions.For
example, USA & few other countries consider loneliness
and depression across any age as a disability while some
other countries do not consider these conditions as
disabilities. Use of a cane, difficulty in lifting things are
seen as disabilities in certain countries, while it is not

the incidence of health conditions leading to disability.
A public health approach distinguishes:
Primary Prevention – actions to avoid or remove
the cause of a health problem in an individual or a
population before it arises. It includes health promotion
and specific protection.
Secondary Prevention – actions to detect a health
problem at an early stage in an individual or a
population, facilitating cure, or reducing or preventing
spread, or reducing or preventing its long-term effects
(for example, supporting women with intellectual
disability to access breast cancer screening).
Tertiary Prevention – actions to reduce the impact of an
already established disease by restoring function and
reducing disease related complications (for example,
rehabilitation for children with musculoskeletal
impairment).
Article 25 of the CRPD specifies Access to Health as an
explicit right for people with disabilities, but primary
prevention of health conditions does not come within
its scope.
Disability is a Human Rights Issue: People with
disabilities experience inequalities – for example,
when they are denied equal access to health care,
employment, education, or political participation
because of their disability. People with disabilities are
subject to violations of dignity – for example, when
they are subjected to violence, abuse, prejudice, or
disrespect because of their disability.

Excerpts from WHO’s report on World Disability

explicitly mentioned in other countries. In India, anyone
with 40 percent or above impairment is considered as
disabled, but in Germany at least 50 percent impairment
is considered as a disability.
These factors not only make `disability’ complex to
define but also make measuring, benchmarking and
subsequent studies difficult.

Chapter 1

Having said this, there has been a continuous effort
by multiple stakeholders and countries to arrive
at a standard framework for countries to follow.
The International Classification of Functioning (ICF)
framework developed through a collaborative approach
of the World Health Organization (WHO) & its 191 states
is a step in this direction. An overview of the ICF is
provided in annexure 3 of this report. It was endorsed in
the Fifty-fourth World Health Assembly on 22 May 2001.
It is a framework for describing and organizing
information on functioning and disability. It provides
a standard language and a conceptual basis for the
definition and measurement of health and disability.
It has uses across areas such as policy development,
economic analyses, research, intervention studies and
uses of environment factors.
In the ICF, functioning and disability are studied across
four dimensions mentioned below, and not just at an
individual level 1.

2.

3.

4.

Body Function and Structures - functioning at the
level of the body. E.g. doing everyday activities such
as eating, showering, dressing or toileting.
Participation - functioning of a person as a member
of society. E.g. Restriction doing housework,
engaging in remunerative employment.
Activities - functioning at the level of the individual.
E.g. Getting out of bed, moving around at home or
at places away from home.
Environment factors - whether these factors are
facilitators or barriers. E.g. Stairs at home or work
affect entrance and exit.

The other development has been, the ratifying of the
CRPD treaty by many more countries (only two countries
are yet to sign). The CRPD is an international human
rights treaty of the United Nations intended to protect
the rights and dignity of persons with disabilities.
Parties to the convention are required to promote,
protect, and ensure the full enjoyment of human rights
by persons with disabilities and ensure that they enjoy
full equality under the law. The convention has served
as a major catalyst in the global movement from viewing
persons with disabilities as objects of charity, medical
treatment and social protection towards viewing them

Understanding Disability
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History on Disability
Classification by WHO
WHO’s initial classification for the effects
of diseases, the International Classification
of Impairments, Disabilities, and Handicaps
(ICIDH), was created in 1980. The first draft of
the International Classification of Functioning,
Disability and Health for Children and Youth
(ICF-CY) was completed in year 2003 and
published in 2007.
Official updates to the ICF are available as annual
lists of changes. These updates are approved
annually at the October meeting of the WHO
Family of International Classifications		
(WHO-FIC) Network.
WHODAS 2.0 is unique in that it covers ICF domains
fully and also assesses disability in a culturally
sensitive way across a standard rating scale.
Box 1.2

Source: “International
Classification of Functioning,
Disability and Health (ICF)”. World
Health Organization. 22 July 2016.

Definition of Disability
under ICF Framework
An umbrella term, covering impairments, activity
limitations, and participation restrictions.
Impairment is a problem in body function or
structure; an activity limitation is a difficulty
encountered by an individual in executing a
task or action; while a participation restriction
is a problem experienced by an individual
in involvement in life situations. Disability is
thus not just a health problem. It is a complex
phenomenon, reflecting the interaction between
features of a person’s body and features of the
society in which he or she lives.
Box 1.3

Source: WHO Report on Disability
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as full and equal members of society, with human
rights. It is also the only UN human rights instrument
with an explicit sustainable development dimension.

The convention was the first human rights treaty of the
twenty-first century and came into force on 3 May 2008.
As of April 2018, it has 161 signatories and 177 parties.

United Nations Partnership on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities (UNPRPD)
The United Nations Partnership on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNPRPD) is a
unique collaborative effort that brings together UN entities, governments, disabled people’s
organizations and the broader civil society to advance disability rights around the world. The
UNPRPD supports the full implementation of the convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (CRPD) by facilitating policy dialogue, coalition-building and capacity-development
at country, regional and global level. In doing so, it leverages the comparative advantage of
multiple stakeholders to advance the vision of a “society for all” in the 21st century.
Box 1.4

CRPD and Optional Protocol Signatures and Ratifications
Not Signed

Signed Convention

Signed Convention & Protocol

Ratified Convention

Ratified Convention & Protocol

160 signatories
to the Convention
92 signatories to the
Optional Protocol
164 ratifications and
accessions to the Convention
89 ratifications and accessions
to the Optional Protocol

Note:
Signatories include countries or regional integration organizations that have signed the
Convention and its Optional Protocol, some of which may now also have ratified.
The European Union, a regional integration organization, is a State party to the Convention.
The Cook Islands and the State of Palestine, non-member States of the United Nations, are
State parties to the Convention.

Figure 1.2: CRPD and Optional Protocol Signatures and Ratifications across the globe

Department of Field Support
Geospatial Information Section (formerly Cartographic Section)
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India on Disability
Recognition and measurement of disability in the
census has been a roller coaster ride for India through
the decades (figure 1.3). Though there have been
mentions as early as year 1872, it is only in the last
couple of decades that there has been some consistent
measurement.
Now, with the ratification of the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (RPwD) Act, 2016 (refer Box 1.5 and annexure
4), which has added 13 additional impairments to the

1981
1931

The disabilities
Question was ﬁrst
Asked in Census

According to experts, while on paper, the disability
policy of India has always been one of the few robust
ones when compared globally, yet its implementation
has been lacklustre.

Again the disabilities
Questions were dropped.

The disabilities
Question was
Dropped for few
Years in Census.

1872

list (taking the overall count to 21), India has started
to deepen its commitment to this area. This will not
only get a larger corpus of people under the disability
umbrella but would also bring about required 		
infrastructural changes.

Census recorded eight
Types of disabilities.

2001
1991

The disabilities
Questions with 3 types
Of disability ( Blind,
Crippled & Dumb)
Was added back.

2016
2011

After many RTI’s ﬁled
by individuals and
Organizations, the
Disability question
was included again.

Figure 1.3: India’s Journey in Recognizing and Measuring Disability Numbers

Highlights of RPwD Act
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The types of disabilities have been increased from the existing 8 to 21 with the
Central Government having the powers to add more.
Additional benefits for PwDs and those with high support needs.
Right to free education.
Increase of reservation from 3% to 4% in Government jobs.
Grant of guardianship by District Court under which there will be joint decision –
making between the guardian and the persons with disabilities.
Creation of National and State Fund to provide financial support PwDs.
Penalties for offences committed against PwDs.

Box 1.5

The Rights of
Persons with
Disabilities
(RPWD) Act.
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Definition of disability by the Indian Government
A disability is a result of the interaction between a person with a health condition and a particular
environmental context. Individuals with similar health conditions may not be similarly disabled
or share the same perception of their disability, depending on their environmental adaptations.
Disability is not an all-or nothing phenomenon but involves degrees of difficulty, limitation or
dependence, ranging from slight to severe.
Source : Disabled Persons In India - Census 2016
Box 1.6

“…Govt. department within themselves are not in sync. There is no coordination within the
Ministry and departments…unless the Ministry of Social Justice actually takes a very strong
role to ensure the implementation..Who is going to be a monitoring watchdog to make sure
that all of these happens in sync with the new act…”
- Rati Misra, Disability Rights Activist and Advisor, NCPEDP
“…In term of legislation India is very bold and perhaps way ahead of the developed
nations; however the weakness of it is that it is in the hands of State Governments to get
implemented… so if a State Government is progressive then it may get implemented, if it is
not, then it may not happen.. “
- Meera Shenoy, Founder, Youth4Jobs Foundation & Not Just Art

Chapter 1

Understanding Disability
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Table 1.1: A Few Best Practices on Interacting with PwDs
Don’ts

Do’s

Avoid using terms like disabled persons,
handicapped, invalid, a victim of, suffers from etc.

You may say - People with disabilities or Person
with disabilities

Avoid saying - The person is afflicted with, suffers
from, is a victim of…

If you have to mention, then you can very politely
state that the person (it is better to address them
by their names) has… and mention the name of
the disability

Avoid saying that’s person is wheelchair bound or
confined to a wheelchair

You can say the person uses a wheelchair

Avoid the phrase birth defect

You may say - Born with disability or has disability
since birth

Avoid saying Is Cerebral Palsied or is a cp,
spastic person

Instead you can say person who has or with
cerebral palsy, or has spastic muscles

Mute or Dumb

Person without speech, nonverbal

Deaf and dumb, deaf person

Girl who is deaf, person who has a
hearing disability

Is crippled, lame

Has a physical disability or persons with mobility
impairment

Avoid the team epileptic or fits affected

You can mention that the person has epilepsy or
gets seizures

Do not address a PwD as retarded/mentally
retarded or mongoloid

Instead you can use like: Person with intellectual
disability/with developmental disability/with
a learning disability
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Disability as a Developmental Issue
Disability probably is the most debilitating condition
and could potentially pull back the progress of a family
by a generation or two. Though disability could be seen
from a myriad of lens, we believe that at its heart it is a
developmental issue, especially for a country like India.
There is no escaping the fact that it has a direct link
to poverty. Disability could increase the risk of poverty
and poverty could increase the risk of disability. No
wonder 80 percent of the world’s people with disability
are from developing and under-developed countries.
According to WHO, people with disabilities and their
families are more likely to experience Economic and
social disadvantage than those without disabilities.
The onset of disability may lead to the worsening of
social and economic well-being and poverty through
a multitude of channels including the adverse impact
on education, employment, earnings, and increased
expenditures related to disability. Both employment
and income outcomes appear to worsen with the
severity of the disability.
In this context, Nobel Laureate, Dr. Amartya Sen, makes
an important distinction between the earnings handicap
and the conversion handicap. The conversion handicap

makes a given level of income, yield a lower level of
well-being relative to the non-disabled population.
People with disabilities may have extra costs resulting
from disability – medical care, assistive devices, the
need for supportive assistance etc. which often require
more resources to achieve the same outcomes as
people with no disability.
Poverty may increase the risk of disability. Poverty may
lead to the onset of a health conditions associated
with disability (low birth weight, malnutrition, lack of
clean water or adequate sanitation). It could increase
the likelihood that a person with an existing health
condition becomes disabled.
Interestingly, even with the strong link to poverty,
disability is not yet part of the UN Millennium
Development Goal.
Therefore, the onus of addressing this cannot just be
with the Government; it is the collective responsibility
of all the stakeholders of the country to address it and
ensure that these folks become part of the mainstream.
The subsequent chapters should be read in this light.

Chapter 2

Disability in
India

A Look at the Numbers
India is home to the world’s second largest population,
In this chapter, we understand the numbers, how
India stacks up globally and the reasons for it.
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PwD Population in India
According to the census 2011, India has about 26.8 million or 2.68 crores of
‘Persons with Disabilities’ (PwDs).
This translates to about 2.21 percent of the entire
population. Over the last decade, the proportion of

Urban

Rural

31%

2011
2.68cr

69%

26%

2001
2.19cr

74%
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Figure 2.1: Urban and Rural distribution of the PwD population in India
from Census 2001 and 2011 (N=26.8 million)

PwDs has increased from 2.13 percent in 2001 to 2.21
percent in 2011. In absolute terms, the decadal rate of
increase of PwDs has been more than the population
growth; the overall population grew by 17 percent 1.03
billion to 1.21 billion (103 crore to 121 crore) while the
PwDs have grown by 22 percent 21.9 million to 26.8
million (from 2.19 crore to 2.68 crore).
Given that India is still an agrarian economy, it is no
surprise that majority of the PwDs are from rural areas.
The direct implication is that a considerable chunk are
not exposed and far removed from any kind of skill
training and job opportunities.
As compared to the 2001 figures, the urban areas have
seen a significant spike in PwDs (47 percent increase),
while rural areas had an increment of 14 percent.
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10 states (Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Bihar, Andhra
Pradesh, West Bengal, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh,
Karnataka, Odisha, Tamil Nadu) account for 80 percent
of the people with disability (21.4 million (2.14 crore)).
Uttar Pradesh followed by Maharashtra contributes to
25 percent of the PwD population.
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Figure 2.2: State-wise distribution of PwD population (India Census 2011, N=26.8 million)
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India’s PwD Population as
Compared to Other Nations
Though the 2nd most populated nation in the world,
India’s 2.21 percent PwDs seems a significantly lower
proportion of PwDs than the global average of 15
percent or the 8 percent for developing countries. At
15 percent, it is a whopping 800 to 900 million PwDs

worldwide, of which 80 percent are in the developing
and underdeveloped nations.
Experts in India are of the view that the PwDs numbers
are far higher, ranging from 5 to 10 percent, estimating
the number to be between 60-100 million (6 -10 crores).
For estimation purposes, we have used the census
data as well WHO’s global average of 8 percent for
developing countries.
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“…We believe India’s PwDs population is around 7-10% and this does not include old age, Including
them it would be more than 10%. Now, with the additional disabilities, it may well be almost 25%
including old age…”
- Senthil N S Kumar and Subhashini K. N, Association of People with Disability (APD)
“…WHO says the global percentage is 15% of the population and now that we have 21 disabilities,
the real numbers would be much higher. We go by the official numbers for now but also keep the
estimated 15% so that people realise that this is a huge chunk of our population...”
- Shanti Raghavan, Founder, Enable India
“…The census says 26.8 million, but It is underestimated. What happens is that, people do not tell
that there is a person with disability in their family. Only when you ask certain questions, can people
come out with those answers. Many a times people hide this…”
- Manish Kumar, Program Manager - ABLE, American India Foundation

These variances in the numbers brings alive the
complexity of defining, measuring and comparing
disabilities. There are multiple reasons for this huge
discrepancy in the numbers.
1.

The Research Methodology - Probably the most
important variable responsible for the skew. There
are broadly two ways by which the data is captured
at the ground level.
a.
Diagnostic: A direct way of asking the questions.
E.g. “Is anyone in the house deaf?” / “Do
you have a disability?” generates the lowest
prevalence estimates. Nigeria - 05.%, Jordan 1.2%, Turkey -1.4%, Jamaica - 6.3%, India - 2.21%
b. Activity based: This method relies on a functional
approach based on common activities of
individuals. E.g. “Do you have trouble bathing
or dressing yourself?”. Yields higher prevalence
estimates than the diagnostic approach but
can be very culturally sensitive (e.g. putting on
a sari is a more demanding task than putting
on a skirt). Brazil’s proportion shot to 14% from
1% (in their current census) due the shift in the
methodology. Poland - 10.0, United Kingdom
- 12.2%, Brazil - 14.5, Canada - 18.5%, United
States - 19.4%

Most of the developing & under-developed countries
use the diagnostic method, while the developed
countries are moving/ moved to the activity-based
approach or a variation of that.

“…An important way to record disability is by not
asking direct disability questions, It should be more
activity based questions…”
- Nipun Malhotra, Founder, Nipman Foundation

“…What is disability? When you are not able to do
certain things, you are disabled. When you are not
saying that I could not able to sit down, I could not able
to climb stairs, so it’s a disability again. So that kind of
a conversation is not happening. If you put converted,
I am very sure that it will be more than 10 %...”
- Senthil N S Kumar and Subhashini K. N, Association
of People with Disability (APD)
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2.

Enumerator Bias - the person collecting the data
themselves may get biased in terms of asking,
recognizing and reporting.

c.

3.

Awareness - people may not be aware that
an individual in the family is suffering from a
disability. This is especially true for the intellectual
disabilities.

d.

“…enumerator training is definitely required.
Sometimes, the enumerators themselves tend to
judge. E.g. I met a visually challenged girl and she had
opened the door for the enumerator and he was trying
to be sensitive said you don’t look like a person with
disability…“

e.

5.

Using a cane, difficulty in lifting things are seen
as disabilities in certain countries like USA &
UK, while it is not explicitly mentioned in other
countries.
Chronic/deadly diseases like HIV and Cancer
are considered as disabled like in United
Kingdom while it may not be in some other
countries.
Difference due to severity of disability - e.g.
a person who is completely blind in one eye
is considered as a disabled in the USA (it
substantially limits a major life activity) and
not considered as a disability in India.

Avoidance on Reporting Disability - Disability is
seen as a taboo in developing countries like India
and therefore in this context, whatever is ‘physically
seen’ gets reported, the rest tends to get hidden.

- Nipun Malhotra, Founder, Nipman Foundation

“…The parent themselves sometimes do not know that
their child is disabled, unaware of the problem. When
they learn about it, they would not want to report it.
Also, lot of occurrences go unreported as people do
not want to be referred to by a word that he/she is
Deaf or Dumb. All these contribute to the reasons why
our official numbers are low...”
- Shanti Raghavan, Founder, Enable India
4.

Difference Between Countries - Countries differ
in the number and kind of impairments taken into
account. For example,
a.
India measures 6 disabilities (excluding
‘Others’ and ‘Multiple disabilities’) and has
no sub-heads; Japan has 3 but goes deeper
into each of the sub-heads and has a 7-point
grading system for each; USA has 6 with 34
impairments under it; The Republic of K o r e a
has 6.
b. Old age and associated ailments like loneliness,
depression etc. are considered as disabilities
in some of the developed countries but not so
in some developing countries.

“…When you see the population’s demographic
distribution, almost 70% of PwDs are in rural areas.
And in rural areas these social stigmas are very
prevalent; the disabilities don’t get reported… when
you go down to the field and start working, you
realize that 2.21% is not the real figure. It is much
more...”
- Manish Kumar, Program Manager - ABLE, American
India Foundation

“…Some families hide the fact that the child
disabled…they don’t declare to world that S/he is
disabled. There are people who hide because they
have daughter to marry and nobody wants to marry
daughter if anyone is disabled in there family…”
- Dr. Nidhi Singhal, Director, Research & Trainings,
Action for Autism

“…In villages, disabled children are locked up inside
their homes. Reason being, families do not want
others to know about the disabled child as it…”
- Bhaskar R, Abhivrudhi Foundation
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Types of Disabilities in India
Movement, hearing and vision impairment are the three major disabilities
in India
These three impairments are almost in equal proportion
(all three range between 19 percent and 20 percent) and
together account for about 58 percent, 16 million (1.6
crore) of the total disability population. ‘Any other’ as
an alternative is as high at 18 percent.
The higher incidence of movement impairment for males
could be due to accidents. A report on Road Accidents
in India 2016, published by Transport Research wing
recorded at least 4,80,652 accidents in 2016, leading to
1,50,785 deaths. The number suggests that at least 413
people died everyday in 1,317 road accidents.

According to a World Bank estimate, seen from a purely
economic perspective, road accidents cost India about 3
percent of its gross domestic product every year.
Experts believe that the mental disability is muted and
its proportion could be higher. According to them, the
reasons for the lesser numbers are lack of awareness
and social stigma.
With India ratifying the RPwD act there would be a
significant spike in the proportion of PwDs going
forward. Refer Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.4a: Proportions of various disabilities reported in census 2011
India (N=26.8 million)
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Figure 2.4b: Proportions of various disabilities further divided into
gender reported in census 2011 India (N=26.8 million)

“…Census said that there would be estimated 1200 people with spinal cord in Karnataka. But
if you see in the last 3 years alone, we have reached more than 1800, that too just 4 districts
out of 640 districts. So which means that the numbers are way more …”
- Senthil N S Kumar and Subhashini K. N, Association of People with Disability (APD)
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Table 2.1: Classification of Disabilities Currently and in RPwD Act 2016.
Current Disability Classification

The RPwD act 2016 includes 21 Disabilities

1.

Vision Impaired.

1.

Blindness.

2.

Hearing Impaired.

2.

Low-vision.

3.

Speech Impaired.

3.

Leprosy cured persons.

4.

Movement impaired.

4.

Hearing Impairment (deaf and hard of hearing).

5.

Mental retardation- the person who have
lacks of understanding/ comprehension as
compared to her/his own age.

5.

Locomotor disability.

6.

Dwarfism.

7.

Intellectual disability.

8.

Mental Illness.

9.

Autism spectrum disorder.

6.

Mental Illness- the person who have difficulty
in social interactions and adaptability.

7.

Multiple disabilities.

8.

Any other.

10. Cerebral palsy.
11. Muscular dystrophy.
12. Chronic neurological conditions.v
13. Specific learning disabilities.
14. Multiple sclerosis.
15. Speech and language disability.
16. Thalassemia.
17. Hemophilia.
18. Sickle cell disease.
19. Multiple disabilities including deaf blindness.
20. Acid attack victim.
21. Parkinson’s disease.
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Age Distribution of PwD Population
India’s youngest (0-19 years) are the largest segment of the population of people
with disability at 28 percent (7.8 million).
They are followed by the old (60 years and above) at (19
percent(5.68 million).
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21%

50-59 yrs

If we take the entire employable population (20 to 59
years) within the population of people with disability,
they account for half the proportion of PwDs 		
(13.4 million).
The largest spectrum lie in the employable group
(20-59 years).
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“…Lack of medical facilities or accidents are causes for physical disabilities. Rural areas are prone to
suffer from disabilities and we notice this in the backward states. We can relate poverty with physical
disabilities…”
- Srilakshmi Bellamkonda, Program Manager- PwD programs, Dr. Reddy’s Foundation
“…Lack of early intervention/ medication also are a big cause for disabilities in the poorer/ rural
communities. Kid has no oxygen supplied for a while and then this leads to complications that can
cause permanent disability; but then this doesn’t usually occur in the privileged families...”
“…Down’s syndrome and muscular dystrophy are not caught in early stages as there are no tests
conducted for them currently. These are genetic and can be figured out early and treated…”
- Shanti Raghavan, Founder, Enable India
“…Census data reports that almost 29% of PwD population lies in the age group of 0-19 years. Social
health infrastructure at the grass root level should be there. If that is not strong and they are not able
to address the relevant medical conditions, it could lead to conditions for people becoming disabled
in life. Another factor is awareness, because people do not know that the conditions could lead to
disability in the future. So people neglect it. Literacy also has a role to play in that….”
- Manish Kumar, Program Manager - ABLE, American India Foundation
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Apart from the fact that the Indian population is
predominantly young, there are other important factors
that contribute to this younger skew.
••

••

••

Access to Early Intervention - It is a specialized
service to keep track of the developmental
milestones of children (physical, sensory, emotional,
cognitive, etc.) From the age of zero to six years as
the fastest rate of brain growth takes place during
this time-period. In developed countries, this is
mandated by law and is offered free of cost whereas
this is not accessible to everybody in developing
countries, especially India.
Access to Medication and Hospitals - This again
is poor for countries like India. A study conducted
jointly by researchers at the Newcastle University
(UK), Lakshya (NGO), and TCS estimates that, there
is one government allopathic doctor for every 10,189
people, one government hospital bed for every
2,046 people and one state-run hospital for every
90,343 people.
Shortage of Health Providers and Infrastructure
- It is the most acute in rural areas, where health

Box 2.1
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expenses push large size of the populations into
poverty each year. The lack of medical qualifications
was particularly high in rural areas. The study
indicated that whereas 58% of the doctors in urban
areas had a medical degree, only 19% of those in
rural areas had such a qualification.
••

Early Pregnancy - In low and middle-income
countries, babies born to mothers under 20 years
of age face higher risks of low birth weight, preterm
delivery, and severe neonatal conditions.

••

Late Pregnancy (Above 35 Years) - higher chance
of having a baby with a genetic abnormality. These
include Down’s syndrome or the rarer chromosomal
conditions Edwards’ syndrome or Patau’s syndrome.

••

Access to Proper Nutrition - Maternal malnutrition
can affect the development of the fetus, cause
intrauterine growth delay and increase the risk of
the infant developing impairments. Nutritional
deficiencies are a risk factor for preterm birth,
which is associated with numerous complications
and adverse long-term problems including cerebral
palsy and cognitive, visual and hearing impairments.
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Education in the PwD Population
About 46 percent of the PwD population i.e. 12.3 million (1.23 crore) in India
are uneducated.
Even amongst people who are literate, a dominant
majority of them have only cleared their matriculation.
Reports indicate that across all levels of severity,
children with disability very rarely progress beyond
primary school. This impact seems to be far more

pronounced for female PwDs.
The primary reasons are the unavailability of the right
kind of schools, accessibility and availability of special
instructors and far more importantly, families not willing
to invest in their child with disability.
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“…In 2017 we did online survey in top 100 education institute in our country and we found the
total students with disability to be only 0.5%, so where are the rest going? So why is the system
not accepting them?...”
“…We have created the inclusive education, we have special education but the quality is
completely compromised, the teacher who is sitting in the classroom has 35 to 40 children;
where will she have the time to personally address or support a student who has a disability.
BE.d course have not even talk about disability, teachers are not even expose to this…”
- Rati Misra, Disability Rights Activist and Advisor, NCPEDP
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Employment in the PwD Population
A little over one third of the PwD population are employed (9.7 million).
The rest could either be unemployed or could be
suffering from disabilities that prevent them from
working. (Currently, a deeper understanding of severity
levels is not available). The gender gap is the starkest
here with a far lesser proportion of the women folk
getting any employment.

implementation has been poor. Compared globally,
India seems to fare on the better side of employment
rates with 36 percent employment which is on par with
some of the developed countries employment rates.

Spain

Some factors contributing to unemployment of 		
PwD population.
•• Social stigma.
•• Perception that they need to be taken care of and
cannot travel/ live by themselves for long periods.
•• Timing issue/Long working hours.
•• Marriage - either early or married immediately after
placement.
The first Special Employment Exchange was set up
way back in 1959 in Mumbai. In 1977, the Government
of India initiated a 3 percent reservation in jobs (govt
Sector) for PwDs. This has been increased to 4 percent
recently. Though there have been reservations, the
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According to experts, a dominant proportion of the
PwDs (around 85 percent to 90 percent) are employed
with the informal/unorganised sector where the
growth levels and productivity are low. In contrast, the
organised sector has the potential for enhanced growth
and productivity but participation in PwD employment
has been negligible with only a few companies
recruiting PwDs.

Unemployed
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A significant chunk of the PwDs are in the rural areas
- more removed from any kind of exposure to job
opportunities, technology, skill development or the
job market.
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Figure 2.8: Employment of PwD in India (India Census 2011. N=26.8 million)

“…Parents very possessive over their kids and are not aware of the opportunities that are
available in larger towns or cities. They do not allow their kids with disability out of the house
and do not encourage education. They fear if their kids will be able to manage in the outside
world, away from the family...”
- Srilakshmi Bellamkonda, Program Manager- PwD programs, Dr. Reddy’s Foundation
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India’s Retail
Sector
Leading the Charge
The retail industry is one of the biggest employers in
the country and has the potential to single-handedly
change the trajectory of the PwDs for the better and
mainstream them.
In this chapter, we look at the impact the retail
industry can have and what needs to be done.
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Introduction
Though the PwD population in India could rival in terms
of population numbers with a few European countries
combined, they are pretty much invisible from the
economic system of the country. The reasons primarily
are (discussed in detail in the earlier chapter)
•• Demographic - they are more from the economically
backward class and the rural areas (69 percent)
where access to various mechanisms in any form
has historically been an issue.
•• Lack of education - 46 percent are illiterate, while
another 35 percent would have education between
primary and middle school and hence not very
employable.
•• Societal - families don’t tend to send their kids out;
protect them till the very end (taboo & stigma).
•• Social skills - the above have an impact on their
daily living skills, giving rise to self-esteem and
confidence issues, often even the lack of basic
communication & language skills.

it has to ensure that there is no loss of GDP and all
its citizens are included, participating and enjoying
the benefits of economic progress. In this context, it
becomes vital to bring the PwDs out of the shadows
by providing employment and more importantly help
mainstream them. They need to be seen and felt by the
rest of the folks to realize that they are no different.
Many of the job opportunities currently do not do
the latter.

Now, the World Bank considers that leaving Persons
with Disability outside the economy, translates into a
foregone GDP of about 5 to 7 percent.

As seen in the earlier chapter, India has about 59 percent
of the PwD population who fall in the working age group
(20-59 years) and a significant chunk of them are not
that well educated. In this context, retail in India has a
huge role to play in the mainstreaming of PwDs.

For any country to be progressive and grow economically,

Here is where the retail category has a huge role to play.
A significant part (80 percent) of the retail jobs are
customer facing; hence, it not only provides employment
but also does the pivotal job of sensitisation. Secondly,
it is spread across and therefore gives high visibility, and
opportunities for PwDs, and finally, the entry barriers
for employment are by and large the lowest (the
current qualification in India is a minimum education of
10th grade).

“….retail probably is the only sector that can really mainstream the PwDs. Everything & everyone
is in front of the customer and it makes a huge impact on everybody..”
- Mr. B S Nagesh, Founder, TRRAIN
“…retail is everywhere, from a metro city to a village, be it a multi-brand super-store or a small
kirana (grocery) shop, from the mobile vending shops to direct marketing or the delivery boys
of online retailers. All of these mean a huge employment opportunity for PwDs as well bringing
them into public-consciousness… “
- Manish Kumar, Program Manager - ABLE, American India Foundation
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Size of Indian Retail Sector

The latest India Retail report (2018-19) estimates organised retail to be 81 billion
USD accounting for 10 percent of the overall retail category (792 billion USD).
The organised retail share is estimated to grow to 137
billion USD and account for 13 percent of overall retail
by 2021 (20 percent CAGR). Overall retail has grown at 11
percent CAGR. Now, if we assume the same growth rates,
organised retail would be around 243 billion USD in 2025
and account for 17 percent of overall retail.

When compared globally, the share of organised retail
is substantially low in India and is expected to to grow
exponentially.
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Figure 3.1: Growth of the retail sector in Billion USD

Retail accounts for over 10 percent of the Indian GDP and
makes it to the top of the stack for any global statistic
on growth potential. The global attention to the sector
has increased even further after the relaxed FDI norms
for certain segments in retail by the Indian Government.

Apart from being one of the largest contributors to
the GDP, it is also one of the largest employers in the
country, employing an estimated 42 million citizens. This
is expected to go up to 60 million by 2022. According
to National Skill Council, this sector is expected to
have one of the highest incremental human resource
requirements with over 17 million jobs being created
(National Skill Development Council). Table below
summarizes this demand.

Table 3.1: Estimated Number of Workers in the Organized Retail Sector
2017 - 18

2020 - 21

2024 - 25

People employed in retail (in lakhs) – CAGR 9.33%

451

552

724

No. of employees in organised retail (in lakhs)*

26

49

115

Proportion

6%

9%

16%

* estimate done from a WNS study of organised retail (2008)
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Employment of PwDs in Retail
Industry
As compared to the IT and hospitality sector which have
had an early start, this sector has played the rear-guard
role but is now rapidly catching up. Even more retail
companies are beginning to understand the significant
value in growing their PwD hiring.

An analysis of TRRAIN’s data throws up some interesting
discussion points. TRRAIN is probably the largest retail
focused training organisation in India, and has till date
trained over 10,000+ PwDs in the past 7 years.

Totalling 541 unique companies across eight categories
– retail, manufacturing, quick serve restaurants (QSRs),
medical stores/health care, hospitality, E-commerce,
service providers (photocopiers etc.), others (BPO/IT,
Banking, finance, Insurance, etc.), Telecom, Educational
Institutes, Working with other differently abled/NGO,
Traders & wholesalers (B2B), Theatre, Entertainment,
Real estate/Interior decorators, Government, Agri based,
Salon/Spa/Gym, Logistics, Automobiles and Courier

services were analyzed for recruitment. We have also
looked at retail in particular, which entails — overall
retail, Quick Service Restaurants (QSRs), medical/health
care & E-commerce. These account for about 47 percent
(254 in number) of the companies that have sought
recruitment services but account for bulk of the actual
people hired (77 percent). Retail also recruited 4031 out
of 5243 PwDs placed by TRRAIN.They have recruited 4031
out of 5243 PwDs.

Box 3.1
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7%

Service Providers

3%

E-commerce

7%
Hospitality

4%

13%
Others

Hospitality

31%
Others

Medical Store

9%
QSR
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Medical Store
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34%
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Retail
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Retail
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Figure 3.3: Categories of companies coming in to recruit PwDs and proportions of PwDs recruited by each category

N=5320
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The following are some observations from the study of
the entire group of companies inclusive of the 		
retail sector:
•• The number of companies recruiting has moved up
rapidly from 6 to 247 In a matter of seven years (FY
2011-18), a CAGR of 70 percent.
•• The number of PwDs recruited have gone up from
18 to 2010 PwDs, a CAGR of 92 percent.
•• Cumulatively about 541 companies have recruited
5000+ PwDs for the same period (Please refer
annexure 5 for more information).

If we consider only the retail categories (overall retail,
mobile stores, fuelling stations, malls, QSRs, restaurants,
cafes, medical stores, E-commerce) in the study then •• The number of companies recruiting has moved up
rapidly from 5 to 98 In a matter of seven years (FY
2011-18), a CAGR of 53 percent.
•• The number of PwDs recruited has gone up from 18
to 1277 PwDs, a CAGR of 84 percent.
•• Cumulatively about 217 companies have recruited
4000 PwDs for the same period (refer annexure 5).
•• Organised retail players account for the bulk of
recruitment about 90 percent.

Box 3.2
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Figure 3.4a: Year on year growth of the number of companies
(across all categories) coming to recruit PwDs

N=5243

Figure 3.4b: Year on year growth of the number of PwDs
recruited by companies across all categories
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Figure 3.5a: Year on year growth of the number of companies (from
the retail sector) coming to recruit PwDs
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Figure 3.5b: Year on year growth of the number of PwDs
recruited by companies from the retail sector
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Although, both the number of companies in the retail
sector recruiting PwDs and the number of PwDs recruited
by the retail sector have increased in the past few
years, this is just the tip of the iceberg. The proportion

of companies hiring PwDs and the proportion of PwDs
employed in the organised retail sector are yet very
small. Take a look at the numbers in the below figures.

27,00,000
No. of estimated
employees in organised
retail sector*

14,05,772
No. of employees in
organized retail sector
(from the companies
associated with TRRAIN)

13,002
No. of PwDs employed in
the organised retail
sector

Therefore, the proportion
of PwDs in the organised
retail sector
*Considering organised retail
employees at 6% of overall retail
sector (based on WNS study)

1007
Estimated No. of companies
in organised retail

85
No. of companies currently
employing PwDs
Proportion of
companies hiring
PwDs
Figure 3.7
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Table 3.2: Few Top Companies Recruiting from TRRAIN

Retail

Total

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

Vishal Mega Mart

482

0

0

0

0

5

14

463

Landmark

503

0

24

78

157

110

74

60

Future Group

491

9

20

66

52

120

183

41

Reliance Retail

423

0

0

71

84

88

104

76

D Mart

420

0

0

0

6

125

192

97

Aditya Birla Retail

109

0

23

31

16

9

8

22

Tata Group

113

0

7

28

7

17

46

8

Arvind Brands

54

0

0

8

10

3

24

9

Shoppers Stop

32

0

5

8

3

1

1

14

W & Aurelia

38

0

0

0

0

1

4

33

Total

2665

9

79

290

335

479

650

823

QSRs

Total

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

Café Coffee Day

211

0

27

55

56

34

30

9

KFC

124

0

0

33

4

30

36

21

McDonalds

79

3

23

0

8

9

21

15

Dominos

51

0

0

35

8

7

0

1

Hatti Coffee

18

0

0

0

0

0

4

14

Tea Post

13

0

0

0

0

0

0

13

Dodsal Hospitality
- Pizzahut

16

0

0

0

0

2

12

2
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QSRs

Total

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

Mad Over Donuts

12

0

0

11

0

1

0

0

US Pizza

11

0

0

0

0

0

11

0

Total

535

3

50

134

76

83

114

75

Medical Store

Total

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

Med Plus

59

0

0

12

0

0

10

37

Aster CMI Hospital

14

0

0

0

0

0

0

14

Apollo Pharmacy

9

0

0

0

0

0

1

8

Profile Hospital

10

0

0

0

0

0

10

0

Health Care

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

Total

100

0

0

12

0

0

21

67

E-Commerce

Total

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

Big Basket

25

0

0

0

0

0

0

25

Amazon

12

0

0

0

0

0

12

0

Paytm

15

0

0

0

0

0

0

15

Myntra

7

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

Total

59

0

0

0

7

0

12
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“…Initially Vishal Mega Mart started with 5 PwD candidates for their Karol Bagh and Uttam Nagar (Delhi)
stores, and today Vishal Mega Mart is recruiting over 100 PwDs each fortnight from us…”
- Meera Bhatia, Sai Swayam Society
DMart started hiring in 2015 with 72 PwDs and now we have reached 250. We have targeted to have at
least 2 per store as an immediate 1-3 year milestone and have at least 5 PwDs per store as a steady
state in 3-5 years.
- Meruna Das, Avenue Supermarkets
“…We started working with PwDs in 2011 after seeing them successfully manning the billing at some
KFC stores, We did a pilot with about 6-7 PwDs who were speech and hearing impaired. Today we have
around 300 PwDs at Max Fashion stores which is about 1 percent of our total workforce…”
- Nandini Mehta, Head HR, Max Fashion
“…We started hiring in April 2013 with 30 PwD staff and today we have 129 PwDs (around 8 percent)
in our organization and we want to grow that it to 25 percent. We know what a challenge it has been
to bring the number from the 1 percent to 5 percent and 8 and now the 25 percent will be another
challenge.…”
- Priya Adiseshan, Head - Central HR, Trent Hypermarket Pvt. Ltd.
“…Shoppers Stop’s involvement with PwDs started through our CSR program. We were funding the
training of about 500 to 600 PwDs every year, yet never had the confidence to hire them in our stores.
We started in 2015 and we employ around 50 PwDs with a plan to take the count to at least 4 percent
of our workforce…”
- BVM Rao, Customer Care Associate & Chief Human Resources Officer, Shopper’s Stop Ltd.
“…A pilot was done in 2005, with 10 hearing impaired candidates in Bangalore. The results encouraged
us to roll it out for the entire company. Till now (2017-18) CCD has recruited & trained over 500 PwDs…”
- Priyank Rai, Café Coffee Day
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Case Study 1: Shoppers Stop
Shoppers Stop along with Coffee Day are probably one
of the earliest organisations to have shifted their gaze
in this directi..on. Shoppers Stop’s involvement with
PwDs started through their CSR program. They were
funding the training of about 500 to 600 PwDs every
year through a partner organisation, yet never had the
confidence to hire them in their stores.
Like what Mr. BVM Rao said, “...We were apprehensive
and unsure about hiring PwDs as we did not know how
to deal with them in a work environment and secondly
we were in the fashion industry (which has a certain
stereotype of folks in the store); we were unsure how
this would affect our business…”
Their biggest eye opener was when they noticed Lemon
Tree Hotel being run by PwDs in key roles. This left a
distinct impression in their minds. After that, they
met up with other folks and got a perspective and the
confidence to go ahead. Much of their apprehensions
they realized were universal and could be
addressed easily.

Quoting Mr. BVM Rao “..it is more to do with the will than
anything else…”
Having decided to embark on this journey, Shoppers
Stop spent quite a bit of time with evangelists like
Aradhana Lal of Lemon Tree, to learn the ropes on how
to engage with PwDs. Currently Shoppers Stop employs
around 50 PwDs across their stores with a plan to take
the count to least 4% of their workforce.
Here are some of the things they are doing •• Certification process for supervisors in simple sign
language (as these folks are pivotal to the initiatives
success). They have trained around 300 supervisors
so far.
•• Developed a customized sign-language which
are retail specific; E.g. if the supervisor need
to communicate that the gondola needs to be
restocked, racks etc.
•• Getting their vendors enrolled and aligned with
what they are doing.

Case Study 2: Café Coffee Day
In 2005, Café Coffee Day (CCD) established a Vocational
Training College at Chikmagalur to impart quality
education in hotel management to students from less
fortunate financial backgrounds. After which, they were
employed at CCD outlets across India.
This led to the management to think about making the
workplace more inclusive and in that context considered
hiring PwDs. A pilot was done with 10 hearing impaired
candidates in Bangalore. The results encouraged them
to roll it out for the entire company.
Till now (2017-18) CCD has recruited & trained over 500
PwDs.
Though there were lot of initial apprehensions like any
other company starting off on this unfamiliar path, it
soon gave way to confidence based on the business
feedback. Some of the apprehensions were •• Demanding 10-hour shifts were employees had to
stand.

••
••

The physically impaired would find it very
challenging to perform some basic tasks.
Sustaining energy levels throughout the duration
shift.

Some of these PwDs have gone on to become cafe
managers, while others tend to win internal awards
regularly. E.g. having encouraged the maximum number
of downloads of the Café Coffee Day app by customers,
customers coming to the outlet seeking to be served
by these folks specifically, Stores that have PwDs most
often tend to win internal awards regularly.
Apart from productivity, these folks boost the morale of
the team and are able to touch them in a very different
way. Quoting Mr. Priyank Rai, ‘..though the normal
staff are not trained in sign language, they pick it up
by themselves and start interacting with them. This
becomes the norm after a while…’

Chapter 3

To arrive here has taken some time, dedication and
training •• CCD has curated a special induction program
designed to aid PwD to use their strong sense of
smell, vision and taste effectively.
•• It has a centralised in-house sign language
interpreter to help train the PwDs. Sensitisation
programs are done with the rest of the staff members
including training in basic sign language. The café
managers are enrolled into the program properly,
as they are the most important stakeholders and
they need to ensure that these folks become part
of the team.

••

••
••
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Coffee brewing & other soft skills training
conducted periodically to constantly help improve
performance and promote growth.
Direct access to the top management in the case
the PwDs feel, they have not been treated fairly.
Other best practices that were followed - written
appraisals and feedback rather than spoken;
adopting roleplays and videos for demonstration
and training needs.

Currently, taken on the mission of supporting ‘Mission
1000’ with Enable Academy - 1000 Opportunities, 1000
Lives, 1000 days.
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Why do Companies Hire PwDs?
The initial set of recruitments happened either because
someone from the immediate family would have been
disabled or to experiment. In the recent past, this has
moved past strong business reasons.
Though, no formal assessment has been done, all of the
companies (studied as part of our research), echoed
very similar benefits. According to the folks interviewed,
these benefits were played back by the store managers
and frontline staff who are amongst the most important
stakeholders in ensuring the success in hiring PwDs.

We have listed down a few benefits experienced
by some companies below:
•• Productivity rates are higher in whatever role
PwD employees are in, at least 1.5 times.
•• Quality of the work done is seen to be better.
•• Attrition rates are lower once they are settled
in; and do not normally quit their job for
small issues. Companies peg their attrition
to be around 50 percent lower than the able
employees.
•• Focus is high and typically do not waste time
in water cooler chit-chat.
•• The PwD employees are committed and
sincere.
Box 3.3

••

••
••

••

Internally, other able employees feel proud
and stickiness is bit more (feel the company
is empathetic and may reconsider before
quitting); and also take pride in this fact in
their circles.
Positive impact on customers shopping from
that particular store.
Positive impact on the morale of the frontline
staff, who work with the PwDs. It brings out
their empathetic side. Many of them learn
basic sign language to interact and encourage.
Positive impact on the reputation of the
company while recruiting (across levels).

Box 3.4

There also have been many direct/indirect impacts on
the business, some of which cannot be quantified but
can definitely be noticed •• Stickiness of customers (who shop from the store
because of this).
•• Savings in terms of recruiting and training of new
recruits; the notional loss of business till the new
recruits to come up to speed.
•• Creating a positive sense of goodwill around the
business.

“…Attrition rates are very high in this industry and what we get as bonus from the PwDs is, they
are loyal; they have somewhere in their mind that the company has hired me so I need to do
something for company. Once you train them, the money value is not in loss, time value is not
in loss compared to non-PwDs…”
- Prachika Saxena, Conrad Hotels
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“…I was working as a captain in the coffee shop at Hyatt and I was visiting Lemon Tree…I was
quite impressed when I questioned the guy (a PwD) with some technicalities and he was so
quick in answering them correctly…”
- Himanshu, Cafe Echoes
“…The need to be accepted and respected the way you are is essential for every individual. A
job would provide economic empowerment to PwDs, improve their standard of living and they
can start thinking of marriage and children which was something that is out of their hands
without a job. One of our PwD employees has also bought a flat in Bangalore which is in itself
a matter of pride…”
- Pavithra, Vindhya Infomedia
“…PwDs folks are highly focused, committed and productive. They don’t waste their time and
want to prove that they too can contribute…”
- Priyank Rai, Café Coffee Day
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Case Study 3 - Cafe Echoes – Impact of Hiring PwDs
Started in December 2015 in Delhi, Echoes is the
brainchild of a group of friends. It all started with
a serendipitous visit to Lemon Tree Hotel for a get
together. Here they noticed a hearing and speech
impaired employee working at the coffee shop and
were amazed at his dedication, speed and operational
knowledge of running the coffee shop.
The friends were at that time exploring ideas and
options to open a cafe and this concept felt right to
them- doing well by doing good. They opened the
Cafe Echoes ( derived from the PwD world) where the
frontline was run by the speech and hearing impaired
folks. Though there were multiple teething problems
operationally as well as with the PwDs, which irked the
customers, they did not let go of the thought.
There were quick changes made to the SOPs like cue
cards, light buzzers, introducing the person serving
through a card, numbering the menu, placards for
spoons & forks etc which helped the restaurant make
a U turn.

Like what Himanshu said, “....if it is not for this, we would
not have been successful; in fact the entire hospitality
business should be run by PwDs”. According to him all
said and done, the upside of hiring PwDs were immense•• They learn fast and are very good at implementation
(follow orders to the T).
•• Do everything in their capacity to perform well
(want the job and prove themselves).
•• Work well as a team - go outside their call of duty
to help the others.
•• Positive word of mouth. Customers wait for a long
time to enjoy the experience . Many of the café’s
frontline staff are active on Instagram Facebook etc.
with a decent set of followers many of whom are
customers.
Today Cafe Echoes has five outlet in three cities including
other cafes borrowing their model. From 4 people, they
are now at 50 (about 25 percent of their entire staff.
Kitchen is still not PwD).

Case Study 4 - Walgreens - Impact of Hiring PwDs
Walgreens (second-largest pharmacy store chain in the
United States), which emerged as a corporate leader in
the field by aggressively and publicly championing the
business case for hiring PwDs.
••

••

Higher Productivity - In the picking rate comparison,
the population of PwDs had higher productivity on
three different cases
Lower Turnover - Employee turnover for PwDs was
48 percent less than the remaining population

••

••

Better Safety Record - In a study that measured
relative incidents-accidents (per 1,000 hours), PwDs
had 34 percent fewer events than the remaining
driving population
Same Training, Targets and Workspace - Employees
with disabilities were trained to work side by side
with other team members. Importantly, employees
with disabilities had the same productivity goals,
the same performance standards and the same pay
as did the other employees.
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Barriers for Hiring
Though the reasons for hiring PwDs are compelling,
these are yet to find their way into the majority of
organisations. The main barriers are the apprehensions
due to the existing myths and stereotypes of PwDs.
Even the companies that are currently hiring had gone
through this phase.

The second one is the awareness of how to go about
recruiting PwDs. Even if there is interest, the step is not
easily taken. All the companies that were met as part
of the research had an inspiration and a catalyst story,
typically some organisations that has been through this
before. They have drafted behind these ‘early experts’
till they found their tailwind.

Mental/
Emotional Quotient

Job Related

- Can't take stress.
- Low conﬁdence
and self-esteem

- Sensitive
- Not productive
- Require constant
supervision
- Can't handle larger
responsibility
- Not commited
- Capabilities/skills for
front end
- not highly educated

Infrastructure

- Require infrastructure
changes.
- Accommodation,
pickup and drop.

Physically Fragile

- Could get hurt easily.
- Could fall sick often.
- Increase in medical
expenditure.

Figure 3.8: Barriers for hiring PwDs
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“…Many companies asked me - can you give me PwDs who look like you and me and not different?So
mind set was so deep that we realized there is really lot of work we need to do it’s not so easy…”
- Meera Shenoy, Founder, Youth4Jobs Foundation & Not Just Art
“…Currently, there is no proper information and awareness about how to hire PwDs…it looks like
hiring of PwDs is a difficult process. It will involve is lot of time, effort and money & infrastructure
changes…”
- Paras Kaushik, Aditya Birla Group
“…The only thing is that certain jobs in the past were stereotyped to a few disabilities, which is
creating a bias. E.g., in the hospitality sector housekeeping grows, because that is stereotyped for
PwDs. It is like if a person is having hearing disability you can train him to do a hospitality job. So
employers also start looking at hiring in the similar fashion…”
- Manish Kumar, Program Manager - ABLE, American India Foundation
“…Even though we have been involved with PwDs for a while now, we were training an average 500 to
600 PwDs every year as part of our CSR; Yet, we never had the confidence to hire them in our stores.
We were initially apprehensive and unsure, as we did not know how to deal with them…Secondly, we
were in the fashion industry; we were unsure how this would affect our business. also, we were not
sure about their productivity or act professional…”
- BVM Rao, Shoppers Stop
“…Our biggest challenge is, getting the competitive jobs. Getting the job as per your skill and
qualification. Your training says front desk but you are offered job in the back office or example we
do training of the blind to become physiotherapist. They are as good as anybody else. But still you
feel that the first thing come is that negative connotation that how a blind can be a physiotherapist.
The first thing comes is that how they will communicate…”
- Dr Bhushan Punani, Executive Director, Blind People Association
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Can the Retail Sector Impact the
Lives of PwD?
Though retail can potentially absorb a huge swath, there
are a few filters that tends to limit the potential. Most
retail employers are hiring youths (20-29 years) with
hearing disability and locomotor disability (not folks

who are wheelchair dependent) and to a very small
extent low vision and learning disability. They also need
to be at least educated till 10th standard. These by itself
water down the numbers drastically.

“…The normal recruitment policy for a store assistant is 12th pass because as his or her seniority goes
up, they may get put into cash or customer facing responsibility…if we make special exceptions for
PwDs (even if they are only recruited as helpers), these can be used as a norm (unless there is a policy)
…
The second factor is that in a store like ours, there are no settings and could be multi-level with no
lifts. it also entails extended hours of standing and movement. What we have observed is that, beyond
30 years, people find it difficult to keep standing; also, by this age, these folks move into back rooms
or other places at a senior position. But having said that, we have not explored hiring PwDs at a higher
age bracket though…
We normally hire speech and hearing impaired because they don’t necessitate too much of
infrastructure changes; our stores may not have lifts and the aisles may be crammed, with things
protruding; these are not movement or visual impairment friendly. Even if we get compliant, it still will
not be friendly for the visually and movement impaired. We may put ramps, make lifts and bathrooms
PwD compliant but the store will still remain the way it is. The fittings won’t change, it will still be
crammed etc….”
- Nandini Mehta, Head HR, Max Fashion

“…Companies say that they will hire only people with mild Physical disabilities as they do not have
much changes to be made and inclusion will not be a challenge…”
- Bhaskar R, Abhivrudhi Foundation
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Assumptions for Estimation
••

Our estimations are for three data points and
across two sets of population as described in the
below boxes.

••

••
••

The three data points are basically the
differing proportion of PwD population in
India that are used for the calculation
1. Recorded by the census 2011 (2.21
percent)
2. WHO global estimate of 8 percent
3. A mid-point of the above two numbers,
that is 5 percent
Box 3.5

The two population have division to study
the impact in the light of PwDs residing in
urban areas.
1. Only urban PwDs - Here we have looked
at only the urban population which is
31 percent of the overall population
and then calculated the PwD numbers
based on this proportion.
2. The total proportion of PwD - Here we
have considered the whole population
and taken out cultivators and folks
working home; we have taken rural
workers into account. Here the overall
population figure moves upto 73
percent. The assumption is that part of
the rural folks who are educated can be
trained and placed.
Box 3.6

••
••

Year on year growth rate of the population has been
calculated at 1.2 percent (census decadal growth
rate is at 1.2 percent) and all calculations are based
on this number.
Urban population of PwD is 31 percent of the entire
PwD population.
The number of people employed in retail is expected
to grow from 42 million in 2018 to 60 million by
2022. The CAGR is 9.3 percent. We have taken the
same percentage to forecast for 2025. (PWC report).
The number of people employed by the organised
sector has been based on the report by WNS at 6
percent going up to 16 percent for FY 2024-25.
The education, age and disability proportion are
basis the 2011 census data.
From the TRRAIN data, we have considered the
following categories as retail – retail, QSRs, medial
stores/ hospitals, E-commerce.

Table 3.3: PwD Population Estimates Based
on the Data Points and Population Set
(Figure in Cr.)

2017-18

2020-21

2024-25

Total Indian
population

134

139

146

PwD Population
2.21%

3

3

3.2

5%

6.7

7

7.2

8%

10.7

11

11.6

Urban population of PwD 31%
2.21%

0.92

0.95

1.00

5%

2.08

2.15

2.26

8%

3.32

3.44

3.61

Source – India Census 2011
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Table 3.4: Estimating Employable Pool of PwD Population Taking into Account Retail Filters
(Figures in lakhs)

2017-18

2020-21

2024-25

Filter 1 - Employable pool of PwDs (20 – 30 years - 16%)
2.21%

15

15

16

5%

33

34

36

8%

53

55

58

Filter 2 - middle school/ 10th std. and above (29 -38 %)
2.21%

4.9

5.1

5.3

5%

11.1

11.7

12.1

8%

17.1

18.7

19.4

Filter 3 - Only Urban (31% of the overall
population considered)

Overall population (73% of overall
population considered)

(Figures in lakhs)

2017 - 18

2020 - 21

2024 - 25

2017 - 18

2020 - 21

2024 - 25

2.21%

2.2

2.3

2.4

5

5

6

5%

5.1

5.2

5.4

12

12

13

8%

8.1

8.3

8.7

20

20

21

Source – India Census 2011. CoG primary research

If we take FY 2017-18 and the PwD population proportion
of 2.21 percent going upto 8 percent, the PwD figures
who can be potentially employed by the retail sector,
ranges between 2 lakhs to 8 lakhs. It is estimated to go
up to between 2.4 lakhs to 8.7 lakhs by 2025.

disability. Retail sector prefers people in the age range
of 20 to 30 years which account for 16% of the PwD
population. Further to it, retail sector needs employees
to be at least 10th Std. pass which accounts for 29-38
percent of the PwD population.

If we consider the overall PwD figures (including rural
workers) , the numbers are between 5 lakhs to 20 lakhs
currently and estimated to go up to between 6 lakhs to
21 lakhs by 2025.

Now, at the first pass, the assessment was whether only
organised retail can absorb PwD population?

The second step of the estimation was to calculate the
approximate number of PwDs that have the potential
to be employed in the retail industry by applying the
sector preference filter of age, education and type of

These companies would have a huge employee base
hence will recruit in huge numbers; have store fronts
across geographies, hence give the required visibility
to the PwDs, comply with regulations and are easy to
reach out to.
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Table 3.5: Estimated Number of Workers in the Organized Retail Sector
2017 - 18

2020 - 21

2024 - 25

People employed in retail (in lakhs) – CAGR 9.33%

451

552

724

No. of employees in organised retail (in lakhs)*

26

49

115

Proportion

6%

9%

16%

* estimate done from a WNS study of organised retail (2008)

Table 3.6: Proportion of Organized Retail Employees w.r.t Urban PwD Population (Proportion
of PwD to be Employed)			
Considering only Urban population

Considering the overall population

(Figures in %)
PwD proportion

2017 - 18

2020 - 21

2024 - 25

2017 - 18

2020 - 21

2024 - 25

2.21%

9

5

2

20

11

5

5%

19

11

5

45

25

11

8%

31

17

8

73

40

18

For FY 2017-18, the potential employable PwD population
is 2.2 lakhs (2.21 percent) and the total number of
employees in organised retail are about 26 lakhs. If
organised retail has to employ all these folks, then the
proportion of PwD within the organisation should be 9
percent going up to as high as 31 percent. The assumption
here is that, the entire universe of organised companies
are hiring and that too at the 9 percent level (2017-18).
The ask becomes far more higher if we consider the
PwDs amongst the overall population. Though the PwD

numbers gets whittled down quite a bit due to the retail
sector requirements, it is still substantial for just the
organised retail to absorb. Hence it is important for the
local and traditional stores to enroll PwDs.
TRRAIN’s data too shows that the local and traditional
stores seem to be coming for recruitment, but the
numbers accounted by them are miniscule. One of the
areas that the partner organisations needs to focus on
is mobilising more of these folks.

“…the way most of the big companies recruit PwDs still is to start with the HO and then fan out
to other metros…helps them in training, the PwD community becomes stronger…they are still
not focusing on the small towns as it may just be one person per store and the fear is that it
may not workout…”
- B S Nagesh of TRRAIN
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Table 3.7: Companies that have Come for Recruitment to TRRAIN
Group A
(National level players)

Group B
(Regional players)

Group C
(Local players)

Group D
(Traditional/unorgnaised)

Aditya Birla Retail

Royal World Fancy Store

Monisha Designer

Balu Cycle Mart

Godrej Natures Basket

Selva Maligai

Boorgu Jewellers

Jeeva Jala

Landmark

Show Off

Ishanya Mall

Navachetan Enterprises

Metro Cash And Carry

Shree Mahalakshmi

Jain Emporium

Anjali Ladies Corner

Reliance Retail

Shree Maruti Petroleum

Kosha

Anu Book Centre

Shoppers Stop

The Chennai Mobiles

Maniyar Hyper Market

Anu Mobiles

Tata Group

The Chennai Silk

Manjunath Dresses

Arun Xerox & Book Stall

The Mobile Store

Venkateshwara Super
Market

Modern Opticals

Balaji Fancy & General
Stores

V Mart

Chandan Sandal Stick
Group

Obul Reddy & Sons

Balaji Super Market

Vishal Mega Mart

Corona Design Watch
Shop

S K Mobiles

Basavwshwara General
Stores

Walmart

Sangeetha Mobiles

Harika Jewellers

Bhagwan Electricals

34%
Local

33%

5%

5%

Traditional

Local

Traditional

6%

Regional

13%

Regional

20%

84%
National

National

Figure 3.9a: Companies Coming for Recruitment Across the
Different Groups.

N=254

Figure 3.9b: PwDs Recruited Across the Different Groups.

N=4031
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Unique

Overall

Repeat

Unique

85%

National

52%
85%

Local
Traditional

94%

20

40

60

80

76%

13%

87%

Regional

15%

98%

24%

National

48%

Regional

0

Overall

15%

2%

Local

6%

Traditional

100

N=254

Repeat

62%

38%

96%

4%

92%

0

20

40

8%

60

80

100

N=4031

Figure 3.10a: Proportion of companies who have come only once vs.
repeat for PwD recruitment

Figure 3.10b: Proportion of PwD recruitment by companies coming in
only once vs. repeat

Number of companies from the local and traditional
sector are more but account for a very low proportion
of recruitment and are one-time folks who don’t come
for repeated hiring.

the PwDs. Though the salaries may be far lesser, the job
It would be in the same town and they need not travel
to a bigger city and spend most of the salary on
just surviving.

On the other hand, the National & regional players are
lesser in number but account for a dominant proportion
of the recruitment. The National players seem to be
recruiting less the 1st time but recruit significantly
more when they come for repeat hiring.

Apart from the filters, the other reason that has an
impact on the velocity and the proportion recruited are
the number of departments that are seen as conducive
for PwDs. Organisations are yet not confident of
recruiting for customer facing jobs.

Also, most of the recruitment done by the organised
companies, seem to more for the metros and not
smaller towns (ease of training, control, community
support for the PwDs. Which may not be possible In
small towns).

‘On the job’ reasons for attrition - Below are certain
addressable ‘on the job’ reason for attrition •• Issues of staying in a city – travelling, loneliness, no
friends etc.
•• accommodation issues - tend to stay together and
if one quits, the rest too move back as they are not
able to afford the rent
•• Lack of career progressions of these folks

The most important benefit of the local and traditional
stores recruiting is, it is a more sustainable option for
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“.. Persons with Disabilities prefer local employment to moving to the closest city. While moving
to the city, there is an additonal cost of rent and food on them leaving them low on savings
especially during the first few months of their employment. With a much lower salary they
are still able to manage and save higher when placed in their home town. The cost of living in
larger metros is much higher in the absence of hostel facilities and other infrastructure.”
- Nancy Desai, TRRAIN
“…one of the ways to catalyse the recruitment is for the Government to offer subsidy to
companies hiring PwDs for a while. It should take a leaf out of the textile policy of Bihar and
Jharkhand where the Government subsidies the salary paid to a worker there by 50 percent…”
- Mr. B S Nagesh, Founder, TRRAIN
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Next Steps in PwD Hiring by Retail
Sector
If the retail sector has to make the difference, then the
following areas needs to be addressed & reassessed by
the retail companies and their training partners •• The estimates calculated on absorbing PwD
population are still a huge ask as the number of
companies recruiting is still very low. Hence the
first step is for the entire organised sector to start
recruiting.
••

Once this flywheel starts, there could be an
assessment of the proportion of PwDs in the
workforce. The ideal would be around 5 going to 8
percent. Even then, only organised retail folks may
still not be able to absorb the entire mass. There
would still be a good proportion who gets left out
from this pool.

••

Hence the training companies need to start going
down the ladder and focus on the ‘white space’
retailers as well as the informal mom & pop stores.
Getting these retailers enrolled is equally important.
•• Across categories, the ‘white space’ tends to
be the opportunity space. In the case of retail,
there will be a set of organised companies on
one side and the really unorganised ‘mom &
pop’ stores on the other. But in-between them
is the ‘white space’, who are a bit of both.
These stores may not be as big but will have a
professional veneer. These could account for a
significant bulk of the sector.
•• Stand-alone mom & pop stores may come only
once to recruit and take a couple but their
sheer size could ensure that a good chunk gets
recruited.

••

Focus on hiring for & from small towns

••

Need to strongly reassess whether the filters of age
and education (depending upon the department)
are absolutely required or can they be relaxed for

PwDs. This will widen the influx of PwDs. 		
National Skill Qualifications Framework (NSQF)
has defined 10 levels of competency (covered in
the PwD section). These are equivalent to a certain
level of traditional academic qualifications e.g. A
Level-4 certificate is considered as equivalent
to Class-XII. In other words, people who may be
just 4th standard educated could have finished
the level 4 which is actually equivalent to 12th
standard. University Grants Commission (UGC) has
written to all universities that students coming out
with Level-4 certificates in Vocational Education
should be given equal weightage and considered
for admission into degree courses.
Companies need to start recognizing these
vocational certificates and not just go purely by
the traditional academic qualifications.
••

Open up the number of roles and departments
where PwDs can potentially fit and thereby create
more opportunities.

••

Shift the looking lens and the hiring narrative from
disability to being non-discriminative; in other
words to look at what the PwD can bring to the
table (his/ her skill set) rather than the disability.
This becomes important with the official increase
in the type of disabilities; the recruiting cannot
become too narrow.
Secondly, the RPwD act mandates that all business
houses which have public footfalls should become
PwD friendly. This would aid the organisations in
embracing the non-discrimination policy.

••

Focused recruitment of the Women PwDs. Working
female PwD numbers are significantly lower than
their male counterparts’. It is important to get this
segment into the fold. The onus is on the companies
too to ensure that they put it as a requirement.
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“…I should say, hiring should be based on on the merit & performance. Not seeing their disability. So
these are the few challenges.…”
“…When we started in 1984, everybody objected and resisted. Including the government, including
University. And today we run a diploma course for the blind and we are going for a graduation
programme. And our boys and girls have proved, such a fantastic physiotherapist, that they are doing
extremely well. So you know, it is a slow process. But the organization themselves have to find the way
and the means where abilities are used and not the disabilities. Things can definitely be changed...”
“…For any disability entry point may be restricted. But once the person is smart and he is able to
perform better, I am sure he is accepted very well. I will give you a classical example. The public
Relation Officer of BSE (Bombay Stock Exchange), he is a blind person. So nobody ever thought that
the PRO of a Premier Body of this country could be a blind person. This guy has done MBA. He was
working for torrent power and used to visit BSE for torrent power work. There so much people got
motivated, convinced and impressed, they invited him, come and join us. What the PRO skill that you
have we don’t even find within the sighted people. He got the job because he proved it...”
- Dr Bhushan Punani, Executive Director, Blind People Association
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New Set of Compliance for Private Employers According to
RPwD Act
1.

Frame an Equal Opportunity Policy:
Every establishment shall notify an Equal
Opportunity Policy. Such policy shall be displayed
on the employer’s website, failing which, the same
shall be displayed at conspicuous places of the
establishment premises. A copy of the said policy
shall also be registered with the Chief Commissioner
or the State Commissioner, as applicable. The Equal
Opportunity Policy shall contain details of the
facilities and amenities that the employer will be
providing to the employees with disability in order
to enable them to effectively discharge their duties
in the establishment.

2.

Appoint a Liaison Officer:
Private establishments having more than 20
employees are required to appoint a liaison officer
who shall oversee the recruitment of people with
disability and make the necessary provisions and
facilities for such employees in the establishment.

3.

Identify Posts/Vacancies for people with disability:
Although the Disability Law does not mandate
reservation of the disabled in the private sector,
private employers are required to identify posts/
vacancies in the establishment that would be
suitable for people with disability and include
details of the same in the Equal Opportunity
Policy of the establishment. Further, private
establishments receiving incentives from the
appropriate government may need to ensure that at
least 5% of their workforce is comprised of persons
having benchmark disabilities.

4.

Prohibit Discrimination:
The head of the establishment shall ensure that no
PwD is discriminated because of his/her disability,
except in cases where such act/omission is a
proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim.

Box 3.7

5.

Provide Additional Facilities/Benefits:
Private establishments shall take efforts to provide
additional facilities to the disabled such as training
facilities, assistive devices, barrier free accessibility
and formulate additional benefits for the disabled
such as preference in transfer, special leave etc.

6.

Revamp Existing Hiring Practices and Policies:
Given the above requirements, employers will now
need to revamp their existing hiring practices and
modify their HR policies.

7.

Conform with Accessibility Norms:
All establishments will need to ensure that
the building plan/ building structure of the
establishment and the physical environment,
transport and information and communication
technology adheres to the accessibility norms
formulated by the government. No establishment
shall be issued a certificate of completion or
allowed to take occupation of a building unless it
has adhered to the accessibility norms formulated
by the Central Government.

8.

Maintenance of Records:
Every private establishment having 20 or more
employees shall maintain records containing details
of PwD who are employed at the establishment.
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Implications of the Imminent Increase
of PwDs
1. Training Infrastructure

pressure on the existing training organisations would
be tremendous.

Currently from our estimate, there are 683 partner
organisations with 1098 centres, who are directly
involved in the mobilisation and training of the PwDs.
Once the requirements are known from the retail
companies, these organisations then recruit, train and
staff the retail organisation with PwDs.

To address this, there has to be either increase in
the number of shifts and trainees or reduction in the
number of days of training; the other way is to increase
the number of training centres or training organisations
and/or a mix of the above.

Now the training process takes about 60 days with 8
hours of training every day. Typically the centres can do
one shift with a batch 30 PwDs. Hence a single centre
operational through the year can at its peak, train
about 180 PwDs. But the reality on ground according to
TRRAIN is that the figure is close to 100, given the rate of
mobilisation. With the increased numbers of PwDs, the

The below figures assume that all the PwDs are trained
in the same year with all centres at peak throughput,
which may not be possible. In this context there would
an urgent need of training institutes or centres (apart
from working out ways to reduce the number of days or
increase the batch size).

Only urban population
(Figures in lakhs)

2017 - 18

2020 - 21

Overall population

2024 - 25

2017 - 18

PwDs to be trained

2020 - 21

2024 - 25

PwDs to be trained

2.21%

2.2

2.3

2.4

5.0

5.0

6.0

5%

5.1

5.2

5.4

12.0

12.0

13.0

8%

8.1

8.3

8.7

20.0

20.0

21.0

No. of Training centers

No. of Training centers

2.21%

2205

2295

2385

5000

5000

6000

5%

4995

5175

5445

12000

12000

13000

8%

8010

8325

8730

20000

20000

21000

Table 3.8: Number of training centre required
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2. Cost of Training
It takes between Rs.15,550 to Rs. 17,500 to train a single
PwD for 60 days as part of a residential program (for a
non-residential program, it is around Rs.12,500 per PwD).
If all the PwDs are to be trained, the following would
be the fund requirements (we have taken an average of
Rs.16,500 per PwD and accounted for an inflation of 4.9
percent).
There are two important source for funds•• The Indian Government which as part of its skilling
initiative allots an average of Rs 16,000 per PwD
for training. This is for a 90 day residential course.
The capital cost has to be borne by the training
organization.
•• CSR funds. According to the Govt. website (MCA),
the CSR funds available (2015-16) is to the tune of
9800 crores from 5100.companies. According to a
CSR tracking company, the expenditure was around
13800 crores and Top 92 companies by market cap
account for 44.5 percent of the funds.

this context, the monies made available for vocational
and skill training will continue to be available for some
time to come.
But all said and done, experts are of the opinion that
in the long run, partner organisations need to look at
developing an internal long term sustainable model of
training and not just rely on these two sources.

₹1304cr

13%

₹3117cr

Others

32%

₹355cr

Health/ Eradicating Huger/ Poverty
and malnutrition/ Sage drinking
water/Sanitation

4%

Swachh Bharat Kosh

₹923cr

9%

Environment/
Animal Welfare/
Conservation of
resources
₹1051cr

11%
Rural development
₹3073cr

31%

Education/ Diﬀerently
Abled/ Livelihood

A significant chunk (31 percent) goes into skill
development under which training of PwDs is included.

Figure 3.11: Sector wise CSR expenditure for 2015-16

The companies having CSR funds too have reached a
certain level of maturity where once they have decided
the sector, stick on to that sector for a period of time. In

Other in the above figure includes Gender equality / Women
empowerment / old age homes / reducing inequalities, Prime Minister’s
National Relief Fund, Encouraging Sports, Heritage Art and Culture,
Slum area development, Clean Ganga Fund, Other Sectors (Technology
Incubator and benefits to armed forces and admin overheads and
others), any other Fund

Only urban population

Overall population

In Cr.

2017 - 18

2020 - 21

2024 - 25

2017 - 18

2020 - 21

2024 - 25

2.21%

353

424

533

800

923

1342

5%

799

956

1218

1920

2212

2907

8%

1282

1538

1952

3200

3694

4696

Table 3.9: Requirement of funds for training
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2016-2017

2017-2018

Total CSR fund

INR 9,034 crore Spent

INR 10,030 Crores Spent by NSE
listed Companies

Number of companies spending on
CSR

1,522 BSE-listed companies

1016 NSE Listed Companies

Proportion spent on education and
vocational skill training.

37%

38%

What is the broad proportion for
specific PwDs training?

Top 100 Companies (by Market
Cap) have spent INR 43.21 crores
on PwD specific education and
skill development programs

Top 100 Companies (by Market Cap)
have spent INR 58.57 crores on
education and skill development
programs in which PwDs are
mentioned one of the beneficiary
groups

Table 3.10: CSR funding for training in year 206-17 and 2017-18

2016-17
(Cr)

2017-18
(Cr)

Education and Skill Development

20.4

24

Dr. Reddy's Laboratories ltd.

Education and Skill Development

18.3

12

L&T Ltd

Education and Skill Development

0.5

1.1

Indusind Bank Ltd.

Sports for Differently Abled

7.6

5.9

Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd.

Education and Skill Development

0.2

0.7

Wipro Ltd.

Education and Skill Development

1.4

2.4

Power finance corporation ltd

Education and Skill Development

2.1

-

Coal India Limited

Equipment for Differently Abled

0.8

-

Glenmark Pharmaceuticals Ltd.

Equipment for Differently Abled

0.6

-

ABB India Ltd

Education and Skill Development

0.3

-

Bajaj Finance Ltd.

Education and Skill Development

0.1

-

Steel Authority of India Ltd

Education and Skill Development

-

11.2

Housing Development Finance Corporation
Ltd

Education and Skill Development

-

3.7

Vedanta Ltd

Education and Skill Development

-

2

Bajaj Finance Ltd

Education and Skill Development

-

1.1

Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd

Equipment for Differently Abled

-

0.3

Companies focusing on PwDs specifically

Focus Area

Tata Steel Ltd
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2016-17
(Cr)

2017-18
(Cr)

Supporting PwDs

-

0.3

HDFC Standard Life Insurance Company
Ltd

Education and Skill Development

-

0.2

Eicher Motors Ltd

Education and Skill Development

-

0.2

Havells India Ltd

Equipment for Differently Abled

-

0.1

Cadila Healthcare Ltd

Education and Skill Development

-

0.0

52.2

65.1

Companies focusing on PwDs specifically

Focus Area

Divi's Laboratories Ltd

Total

Table 3.11: Snapshot of a few Companies Focusing on PwD Training. (The Rows that are Shadded are Non Equcational/ Skill Development Spends

Companies focusing on multiple areas
including PwDs

Focus Area

TCS Ltd

Education and Skill Development

206.81

263

ITC Limited

Education and Skill Development

45

45.49

Hindustan Petroleum Corporation

Education and Skill Development

6.03

-

Power finance corporation ltd

Education and Skill Development

14.12

-

Steel Authority of India LTD.

Education and Skill Development

13.28

-

JSW Steel Ltd

Education and Skill Development

11.51

-

Axis Bank Ltd

Education and Skill Development

-

14.46

Ambuja Cements Ltd

Education and Skill Development

-

19.81

NMDC Ltd

Education and Skill Development

-

64.49

296.8

407.3

Total

2017
(Cr)

2018
(Cr)

Source – Goodera
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3. Support Ecosystem
As the recruitments go up, there would be a need for a
robust ecosystem to handle lot of the training and posttraining aspects.
••

Certified trainers / sign language interpreters
- This would mean requirement for good quality
certified trainers/ interpreters.

••

Basic infrastructural requirements - In many cases,
there is a lack of basic infrastructure in terms of
desktops for each trainee etc. This has a direct
impact on the throughput as well as the quality
of learning. With the influx of more people with
training requirements, this aspect could potentially
become more aggravated.
One of the possibilities is to train PwDs for these
roles E.g. sign language interpreters, a visually
impaired person teaching how to use assistive
devices (as he/ she would be the best placed),
trainer, mobilisers. They could either work for
training organisations to become entrepreneurs.

••

Data sharing - The training and skilling of PwDs
requires a sensitive understanding of the person’s
mental make -up as these folks would have
battled lot of issues. Currently, the best practises
of understanding and handling emotional issues,
training, issues during training, counselling etc. are
residing within the different partner organisations
at different degrees of understanding. Every issue
that crops up means reinventing the wheel (by the
organisation which is experiencing it for the
first time).
If this entire sector has to take-off, it is extremely
important that information is freely available and
shared. This becomes beneficial not only for the
existing organisations but also for those who are
coming in newly.

“…All organisations are working in silos and there is
no knowledge sharing that is happening currently and
hence lot of effort and time is lost in reinventing the
wheel by individual organisations. We are trying to run
campaigns where we can get organisations together
and make a bigger impact…”
- Santosh, Enable India
••

Creating evangelists - Though companies are
getting into the hiring mode, the major stumbling
blocks are the perceived stereotypes and the lack
of knowledge on how to go about inducting and
sustaining PwDs. Almost all the companies that are
currently hiring have at some time crossed paths
with someone who could guide/ inspire them on
this journey. It is therefore critical to create a few
evangelists who can do this role of creatively and
interestingly busting the myths and enrolling/
assisting companies to get onto the bandwagon.
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Inducting PwDs into an Organisation
The principles covered here for inducting PwDs into the
organization have been inferred from the conversations
with the companies hiring PwDs. The steps are not
necessarily linear sequential (some steps can be
executed in parallel).

1. Top Management Gaze
One of the biggest learning echoed by almost all of
folks who have hired PwDs was that, irrespective of
whichever quarter the thought emanates from, It is very
critical to have the top management’s gaze for this kind
of initiative. The earlier the enrolment, the better, else
it tends to lose steam or the process becomes longer.
A couple of important practices followed by a few of
these companies is discussing the status quo of PwDs in
all business meetings. Along with the business numbers,
the PwD numbers, the challenges faced, the success
stories are discussed. Secondly, there is continuous top
management messaging across the organisation with
regards to PwDs.

“…The first thing that i did once i got all the things
in place is to meet the top management. They were
highly supportive and interested in this; their approval
& support is very important for this to get rolled out…”
- Nandini Mehta, Head HR, Max Fashion

“…Leadership commitment and direction makes a
whole lot of difference and gives a big start; but others
too at the ground level like the store managers and
ops team too should feel that. Otherwise it will not
succeed, no matter what the leadership commitment
is…”
- Priya Adiseshan, Head - Central HR, Trent
Hypermarket Pvt. Ltd.
“…Our Chairman makes it a point to ask about the PwD
numbers in all leadership meets. Now all the managers
know what has to be done. Our manning sheet has two
columns for recruitment, normal folks and PwDs…”
- Aradhana Lal, Lemon Tree

2. Creating Internal
Champion(s)
The other good practice is to have a resource, who can
internally champion it and become the go-to person.
This ensures focus as well as sustainability.
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expand but it will take a while. There are three kinds of
organisations operating-

There are not for profit and for-profit organizations,
who assist with job-mapping, policy framing, recruiting,
training and the placing of PwDs with the organization.
(They either do it themselves or link the organization to
NGOs who provide these services).
Currently there are around 683 partner organisations
functioning in this sector (refer annexure 7). Most of
these organisations are regional or localised to a few
cities. Hence it is always good to have multiple partners
across regions. There are a few who are starting to

••

••
••

Organisations that consult/ work with companies
in assessing their needs, job mapping and helping
them hire the right PwDs. These organisations would
either have their own recruitment and training wing
or they tie up with smaller NGOs who do this part.
Organisations who do all of the above and also
focus on the government.
Organisations that only focus on recruitment and
training of PwDs. These organisations either liaise
directly with retail organisations for placing PwDs or
partner with the larger organisations. (They are not
in the consulting/ advising space).

Organisations who consult with
retail companies

Organisations who consult and
work with Government

Organisations who focus
recruitment and training

TRRAIN

National Centre for Promotion of
Employment for Disabled People
(NCPEDP)

Abhirudhi Foundation

The Association of People with
Disability (APD)

Skill Council for Persons with
Disability (SCPwD)

Diya Foundation

Blind People’s Association

Retailers Association’s
Council of India (RASCI)

Voice of Needy

Dr. Reddy's Foundation

Nipman Foundation

Skill

on

Saadhya Foundation

Enable India
American India Foundation

“Prathibhe Action For Human And
Environment Development “

Youth4jobs Foundation
Table 3.12

4. Changing the Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP)
One of the important tasks as part of job-mapping is to
examine whether changing the SOP would work in favor
of recruiting a PwD.

“…Relooking at SOPs for any sector is important. In our
case, the menu in the coffee shop had 150 items on it
and this is a nightmare for individuals with speech and
hearing disability. We tweaked the SOP to ensure that
it works for the PwD. Instead of giving the menu first
and taking orders, the PwD first gives a card which has
his/her name, the disability and how to communicate
with them. Secondly, the menu is numbered (which
was not a practice with star hotels); the guest is then
given a notebook where they write down their order
numbers...”
- Aradhana Lal, Lemon Tree
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Case Study 5 - KFC - Yum! Brands
The ‘Special KFC’ in Banjara Hills started hiring hearing
impaired people in September 2008. This scheme is
part of the corporate social responsibility. This idea was
borrowed from an Australian KFC that took the initiative.
DIL- franchising company visited a ‘Special KFC’ store
in Australia. After that they decided to implement the
store in Hyderabad and developed the first ‘Special KFC’
in India.
‘Special KFC’ are now present in Kolkata, New Delhi and
Chennai KFC’s project for the future is to open ‘Special
KFC’ in every country.
All the managers and employee are certified with
sign language skills. KFC offers them the training in
sign language, so that they can easily interact with
their hearing impaired colleagues. For people who
do not know sign language, there is a board with
written announcements.

KFC made certain SOP changes to enable the hearing
impaired employees to efficiently •• Lights bulbs have been installed so that the hearing
impaired employee knows when the order/ food
under process have terminated their cooking time.
•• Adequate instructions are displayed for the
preparation of the food at each stage - from how
to prepare the order to the most effective ways for
keeping the order as per organization’s norms.
•• The hearing impaired employees are provided a
POYO – Point your order badge as an indicator for
the customer.
•• A wooden menu card is placed at the order point to
allow the customer to point the order.
•• The cashiering system has also been modified with
twin side display to avoid errors in taking the order.
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5. Job Mapping
This is an extremely important step and could take a
while. This is done to match the disability with the kind
of roles best suited for them within the organization
(refer annexure 5). The partner organizations study the
number of roles within each department and break
it down to specific tasks. This is done by observing a
person performing the role as part of the daily routine.
It could take a while before the detailed job mapping
is done.
Having done that, they look at how many of those tasks
can be performed by a person with a certain kind of
Role

impairment, based on that, a decision is taken as to
whether it can be assigned to a PwD or not and if yes,
what kind of PwD can do that role.
Job mapping would also require ‘on the job trial and
error’ by the floor manager that helps identify the right
job. E.g. Those with speech impairment are assumed to
not be capable of working in customer facing roles like
billing, sales executive, etc. but with simple enablers
like a badge that explains that they are speech impaired
and a paper and pen to communicate, they also are
able to perform like anybody else.

Description

Education

Disability

VI - Visually impaired, LV - Low vision, OR - Orthopaedic, DW-Dwarf, UIM-Upper limb mobility, LIM-Lower limb
mobility, HI-hearing impaired
Air Gage
Attender

Filling air to the vehicles. Person should be physical strong,
and willing to work under hot sun

Below
SSLC

LV, HOH, HI,
MPD, CP,
MI, ID

Cashier

CMP terminal operator logs in to enter the details from the
filled template. Prior to which clearing division checks for
availability of funds. After login the terminal operator enters
the details which is mentioned in template info like cheque
number, data amount etc. This process is approved by checker
& manager approves the details entered by the operator.

SSLC

HI, MPD, PD

Support Office
Staff

Monitor the queue length in billing counter in UK Tesco stores
in the interval of 15 minutes and update the data in Tesco’s
database

PUC

HOH, HI,
MPD, PD,
CP

Floor Manager

Overall in charge of the floor

Degree

MPD, PD,
CP

Table 3.13: Retail Job Mapping Example

“…The Food and Beverage service executive’s job involves 26-28 tasks such as, pouring water
into a glass, handing the menu card, receiving the order, placing cutlery etc. If an individual
with a particular impairment can perform 23 out of the 26 tasks then some small changes could
be made to accommodate that particular individual. If an impairment allows the person to do
only 8 or 10 tasks, then we don’t allot it to that impairment…”
- Aradhana Lal, Lemon Tree
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6. Business Side Buy-In

7. Sensitization

Another important principle is to ensure that there is a
buy-in from the business side (Store managers, Zonal
managers, business managers etc.) as they are the key
to the program’s success. At least a few of them need
to be enrolled at the very beginning to become ‘used
cases’ for the rest.

A very important act which reinforces the organisation’s
seriousness is sensitisation. It is an ongoing process
especially for the non-PwDs, sensitising them on how
to interact with PwDs, getting them to learn the basics
of sign language. This should ideally be made part of
any induction program.
PwDs too need to be sensitised about the job
requirements and the kind of changes/ adjustments
they need to make to live away from their homes.

“….HR can run the program but finally the business has
to accept it. Even today we have not been successful in
one of the zones, even after repeated attempts. There
were some issues that happened because of which the
business has become very wary and have ensured that
none are recruited in their zone…”
- Nandini Mehta, Head HR, Max Fashion

As part of the sensitisation, developing a customised
sign language for the specific category is a key to make
life easier (e.g. sign for gondola, racks, cup vs. salver
etc.)
One of the ways to create a certain level of confidence &
sensitivity is through internship programs and visits to
companies where both the organisation as well as the
PwD can experience one another.

“…A person with Autism or an Autistic Spectrum
Disorder can really perform in a work environment.
So when you train a person and have him/her
demonstrate, or you take the employer to another
employers’ place where they see them working, then
their eyes open. It is just that people are not aware...”
- Dr. Nidhi Singhal, Director, Research & Trainings,
Action for Autism

General Information on Interaction with PwDs
••
••
••
••
••
••

Treat PwDs as you would like to be treated.
Never assume that a PwD needs help. Ask if he/ she needs help before taking action.
Talk to the person with the disability, not to his aide, coach or sign language interpreter.
Resist talking about disability unless it is relevant to the task at hand.
Use a normal tone of voice.
Smile and be friendly.

Box 3.8
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A Few Best Practices
Mobility Impairment in the case the person has
mobility impairment
•• A good practice is to have accessible locations,
bathrooms for meetings, wide aisles that are kept
clear of obstacles.
•• Provide extra time to get from one work area to
another.
•• Provide priority seating in meetings and trainings.
•• Arrange for notes/minutes to be provided to
employees after meetings.
•• Make computer equipment software available
(speech-to-text,
word
prediction,
keyboard
modifications) when possible.
•• Arrange for adjustable desks and/or tables in work
areas.
•• Rearrange objects to accommodate a wheelchair
before the person arrives.
•• It is good to not push, lean on or hold onto a
person’s wheelchair. The wheelchair is part of his or
her personal space.
•• It is always good to know where to find accessible
restrooms, telephones, water fountains, etc.,
Hearing Impairment
•• As a practice, it is good to have the entire place
well lit so that a person who is speech or hearing
impaired will not have any difficulty interacting.
•• It is always good to let the person take the lead in
establishing the communication mode, such as lipreading, sign language or writing notes.
•• It is a good practice to talk directly to the person,
even when a sign language interpreter is present.
•• If the person lip-reads, face him or her directly,
speak clearly and with a moderate pace.
•• In a large meeting, it is easier if people raise their
hands and have the meeting leader point to the next
person who speaks; this will allow for easier lipreading, or for appropriate time for the interpreter
to begin signing.
Speech Impairment
•• Pay attention, be patient and wait for the person to
complete a word or thought — do not finish it for
the person.
•• Ask the person to repeat what is said if you do not
understand. Tell the person what you heard and see
if it is close to what he or she is saying.
Box 3.9

••

••
••
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Be prepared for various devices or techniques used
to enhance or augment speech. Do not be afraid to
communicate with someone who uses an alphabet
board or a computer with synthesized speech.
Do not be afraid to ask and answer questions.
Try moving to a quieter area if you are having
difficulty hearing/ understanding.

Vision Impairment, Blindness
•• When greeting the person, identify yourself and
introduce others who may be present.
•• When asked to guide someone with a sight disability,
never push or pull the person; allow him or her to
take your arm, and then walk slightly ahead. Point
out doors, stairs or curbs as you approach them.
•• As you enter a room with the person, describe the
layout and location of furniture, etc. Be specific
when describing the location of objects.
•• Do not leave the person without excusing yourself
first.
Cognitive Disability
•• Keep your communication simple. Rephrase
comments or questions for better clarity.
•• Stay focused on the person as he or she responds
to you.
•• Allow the person time to tell or show you what he
or she wants.
•• Ask the person to repeat what is said if you do not
understand. Tell the person what you heard and see
if it is close to what he or she is saying.
Mental Health Condition
•• Avoid stereotypes and assumptions about the
individual and how he or she might act.
•• Recognize but respect when people are acting
differently than they typically do. Keep in mind that
a person acting out of character may have difficulty
interpreting social cues.
•• Be patient. Allow the individual time to think and
answer questions.
•• Know that stress can aggravate a situation. Taking
steps to alleviate some of that stress may deescalate the situation.
In a crisis, stay calm and be supportive as you would
with anyone. Ask how you can help and find out if there
is a support person who can be sent for.
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8. Piloting & Scaling

9. Monitoring and Guiding

Piloting is a good way to build a case for PwDs (for the
management and the business). It also helps iron out
the issues. Once the piloting is done, scaling needs to
happen at a pace that works for the organisation.

Once the PwDs enter the organisation, there is a certain
level of hand-holding monitoring required. The normal
practice is the buddy system to ease them in. Typically,
it takes them about a couple of months to settle, post
which they start performing.

As a best practise, it is advisable not to mandate and
put numbers to be hired but allow the requests to
come from the stores. This builds more buy-in and
commitment. The other way round builds numbers but
may not make the program successful or sustainable
(as there may not be a buy-in at the store level).
The idea is to ensure that osmosis of best practices and
success stories happen across the different regions and
allow the momentum to be built from the ground-up.

“…At Future Group, we are principally committed to the
cause, but we don’t mandate numbers for hiring. We
allow the request to come from the business. From our
side, we encourage sharing of success stories across
regions and get the store managers inspired to try it
out. This builds more buy-in and commitment rather
than we forcing numbers down the throat. It is going to
be long drawn and will take time and patience…”
- Vineet Saraiwala, Deputy Manager, Future Group

“…We have just finished our pilot in 2 cities, Mumbai
and Bangalore with 12 PwDs in each center. The
pilot was a success and we are planning to hire one
more batch in Bangalore, Kolkata, Pune and 2 more
batches in Mumbai. It is a win-win situation for both
the employers and individuals. We want to drive this
project aggressively. Let see how its shapes it up…”
- Tanuja Tewari, Big Basket

“…Pilot is important as we can build a used case...
we can go back to the people, interview them and
build a case for the rest of the country. It helps build
confidence as well as determines the success or failure
of the project…”
- Aradhana Lal, Lemon Tree

Sometimes they quit in a short while. One of the major
reasons is loneliness. They are away from their comfort
zone of family/ friends and have come into a bigger
intimidating city. They need to adjust to everything from
food to accommodation and new friends. The other
aspect is their low self-esteem and confidence. Some of
them may feel it far more than the others.

“…First month is crucial but many NGOs do not take this
seriously. We have a mechanism where there will be
calls every week and one person will be assigned that
individual for the first four weeks. 15 mins call on how
they are doing, the workplace issues, and others…”
- Santosh, Enable India

“…Tracking is very important, we have observed that
people drop out due to multiple reasons. Some of
them being since most of them come from rural areas,
they find it hard to adjust with the work environment
as they are not used to that. We are asking corporates
to introduce buddy systems to counter this. The long
working hours in retail also make it tough for them to
continue work most of the time…”
- Ramachari, DEOC

“…Actually, tracking is very important, because you
would have put in a lot of effort in identifying them,
training, mobilizing them, finding a job for them.
Convincing them and doing a proper induction for
them. If then also the candidate doesn’t continue to be
in employment either in the same place or some other,
because he might have got a better salary or closer to
home…”
- Manish Kumar, Program Manager - ABLE, American
India Foundation
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The ones who remain, tend to stick for a while. Over
time there is attrition and the reasons tend to be•• Travel - offices may be situated at a distance.
Many times accommodation may not be possible
close to the office (An organisation may/ may not
provide pick & drop services). In those cases, travel
becomes a huge challenge.
•• Accommodation - one of the often mentioned
reasons for PwDs to discontinue their jobs. Most of
the times PwDs share living space to reduce rentals.
Even one person exiting could mean the entire
group moving out (as they may not be able to bear
the rentals).
•• Adjusting to a city life - is another major reason.
Most of them come from small towns, surviving in
the city becomes an issue- staying away from the
family alone, accommodation, food, sending money
home ad surviving on the rest of the money, travel
etc. Sometimes they don’t see much difference
between the monthly saving after the job and the
benefits they get from the government.
•• Holidays- most of the folks are used to a certain
kind of cultural celebrations, they may not get the
holidays to travel back home during these times
(which could become a deal breaker over time).
•• Infrastructure - lack of accessibility in the workplace
(ramp, lift, toilet, seat, reading softwares etc).
•• Long working hours - retail ends up being one of
the sectors where the working hours are long and
most of the time it is a standing job. This becomes
an issue after a while.
•• There are also expectation issues that creep up
and could lead to some level of disenchantment
and attrition- the kind of organisation that these
folks want to work for.

“…They see that their friends would have joined certain
NGOs and have better jobs (better salary). They set
their expectations and want to work only with those
companies; l not realising that these are dependants
on them and also the availability of jobs with those
companies…”
- Bhaskar R, Abihivrudh
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10. Infrastructure Change
To make the workplace PwD friendly, certain
infrastructural changes are required, both physical
and otherwise. E.g. kind of chairs/ desks, assistive
technology for computers etc.
The change to the physical infrastructure can be in two
ways •• Disabled friendly. E.g. disabled friendly trial rooms
and toilets. Though it is a step forward in the right
direction, there is an inherent discrimination of
PwDs in this.
•• Universal design. In this, the infrastructure
is designed in such a way that everyone can
access them (including PwDs) without feeling
discriminated.E.g. Auto sliding doors, sensors in
lifts, announcements in the lift, ramps at the entry/
exit etc.
Till now, the infrastructure compliance was limited only
to the government. But with the recent RPwD Act 2016,
even the private sector has been brought under the
purview (irrespective of whether they are employing
PwDs or no). As per the Act, all public and private
buildings used by the public at large would need to
become disabled friendly.
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Principles of Universal Design
(refer Annexure 2)
1.

Equitable Use: Design that is useful and marketable
to persons with diverse abilities E.g. A counter
space or desk surface may be raised or lowered
to accommodate users of varying height, or an
individual who uses a wheelchair.

2.

Flexibility in Use: Design that accommodates a
wide range of individual preferences and abilities.
E.g. A captioned video will allow people to choose to
listen or to read in order to understand content. This
not only provides access to individuals with hearing
impairments, but also accommodates those who
would rather not use sound or who comprehend
better through reading.

3.

Simple and Intuitive: Design that is easy to
understand, regardless of the user’s experience,
knowledge, language skills, or concentration level.
E.g. A website with that is well-organized with clear
headings will facilitate access to information.

4.

Perceptible Information: Design that communicates
necessary information effectively to the user,
regardless of ambient conditions or the user’s
sensory abilities. E.g. A video includes a voiceover
for individuals with visual impairments.

Box 3.10

5.

Tolerance for Error: Design that minimises hazards
and the adverse consequences of accidental
or unintended actions. E.g. A hallway is free of
protruding objects at a height where they would not
be detectable by someone with a visual impairment
who uses a cane.

6.

Low Physical Effort: Design that can be used
efficiently and comfortably with minimum effort.
E.g. An automatic door opener can facilitate access
to an office, mall, classroom or public place.

7.

Size and Space for Approach and Use: Design that
provides appropriate size and space for approach,
reach, manipulation and use, regardless of the
user’s body size, posture or mobility. E.g. A classroom
includes a range of seating options, including a
table for someone who uses a wheelchair or wider
chairs for individuals who are taller and/ or larger.
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Challenges Faced by Organisations in
PwD Hiring
Current Challenges
••

Defining Career Path for the PwDs Candidates
– most of the companies are still in the hiring
mode; but with the build-up of numbers, the career
progression and care path for these folks is starting
to gain importance.

••

Adequate Supply of PwDs - as discussed earlier, the
looking lens of most of the companies as well as
the fragmented availability of PwDs (spread across
India), supply is seen as the main bottleneck.

••

Getting the Regional / Zonal HR Folks to Drive
Programs - The first time around when the whole
program is envisaged, there is passion and energy;
but with every new person joining (who may need
to just implement), it could get challenging.

••

Availability of PwD Specialist Trainers - sign
language interpreters are hard to find or expensive.
Many of the folks still are from the friends and
family networks and may not work professionally
(timings etc.)

The Long Term Challenge
Though it may be early, companies need to reflect on
how to deepen their engagement and commitment to
PwDs beyond recruitment. What are the other programs,
activities that can be done to ensure sustainability of
the initiative and a constant stream of PwDs.
The long term challenge will not be recruiting or supply
but how to create a truly inclusive and therefore an
empathetic company. Organisations like Big Bazaar
have already started on this path through community
engagements. Store managers interact with institutions/
schools for disabled and conduct activities like store
visits internship programs etc.
Global companies like IBM, Accor, Carrefour etc. who
have been on the inclusive path for a while (part of it
driven by compliance) seem to be doing multiple things
on this front. Be it creating a central fund so that the
cost is not borne by the department hiring or awareness
initiatives with the community/ within the organisation
through videos/ publishing books or running internship
programs to encourage more participation or training
programs for sensitisation or creating/ deploying
assistive technology etc. They are constantly at it.
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Case Study 6 - IBM
IBM always has been inclusive of the disability community
ever since they first hired a PwD in 1914. Since then the
company has taken numerous steps and created various
programs to ensure that people with disabilities are
well accommodated within the organization. IBM also
worked to accommodate the reintegration of returning
employees, who had sustained a disability during the
Second World War.
A Look at their Initiatives•• Hired a blind psychologist Michael Supa to create
a program for hiring and training people with
disabilities in 1942.
•• Opened a training center in New York City in 1943.
•• Subcontracted work to Sheltered and Blind
Workshops in Binghamton, New York, in 1945.
•• Added disability coverage to its benefit plan in 1947.
•• In the 1990s, IBM Chief Executive Louis V. Gerstner
created eight diversity executive task forces charged
with improving the company’s policies concerning
women, minorities and people with disabilities.
•• The taskforce on accessibility and disability
produced innovations such as a central fund that
now makes it possible for IBM managers globally to
hire people with disabilities without having to bear
the added expense locally of accommodating them.
•• Blind Japanese IBM Fellow Chieko Asakawa opened
the web for non-visual access in 1998 with her IBM
Home Page Reader, which converts text to speech
and helps blind people navigate the web. Now she’s
helping to improve IBM’s Spoken Web technologies,
which make it easier for blind, elderly and illiterate
people to learn and do business on the web.
•• Developed a strategy that addresses different
aspects of the business’ approach to people with
disabilities. There are three core aspects: Attitude,
Accessibility and Accommodation, or the 3 A’s.
•• The Accessible Workplace Connection - the
online equipment request system, where

••

••

••

••

employees are able to request devices,
furniture and other goods and services that will
help them to be as productive as anybody else
in the organization.
Attitudes - Focus is on maximizing their
efficiency by engaging employees and managers
to tackle any prejudice against people with
disabilities, expelling myths and improving
attitudes toward the recruitment and retention
of employees with disabilities.
Accommodation - the things IBM provides to
allow employees to work more independently
and productively. Some examples: physical
improvements such as automatic doors, ramps,
Braille signage in elevators.

The company in 2000 set up the IBM Human Ability
and Accessibility Center within IBM Research.
The 40-person organisation leads compliance
initiatives so IBM products comply with all
government accessibility requirements; assists
acquired companies in quickly complying with IBM’s
accessibility policies; and works with clients and
IBM ®Business Partners to help them implement
end-to-end policies, processes and solutions for
accessibility. Most recently, the group collaborated
with IBM Human Resources and the IBM Office of the
CIO to create the Accessible Workplace Connection
portal, which makes it easy for managers to
accommodate IBMers with disabilities, and teaches
those employees about the tools and policies that
exist to help them do their jobs on an equal footing
with their peers.
Global disability awareness program- IBM aimed at
addressing the attitudes and unconscious bias of
its staff. IBM’s key message to other employers is
that the focus needs to be on the individual’s ability
– forget the word ‘disability’.
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Case Study 7 - Accor
The Accor Group is one of the world’s leading hotel
operators, headquartered in France. Owns Sofitel,
Pullman, Novotel, Ibis among others.
PwD Hiring and Retention
Accor has been hiring people with disabilities since
1992. To strengthen the company’s diversity initiatives,
it announced a formal declaration in 1997. In the
declaration, Accor and the employee representatives
vowed to fight all forms of discrimination based on
“origins, gender, family situation, health, disability,
beliefs, political opinions, union activity, ethnic
preferences, nationality, race, or religion”. It deepened
its commitment towards PwD over the years.
•• Setting up a disabled project team whose focus
is to recruit, integrate and retain Employees with
Disabilities (EWDs).
•• A non-discrimination statement was included in
the Group’s Recruitment Charter.
•• The company signed a Group Agreement on
Diversity in France with its trade union partners
which allocated a special budget for the disabled
project team.
•• Training Programs to hire more PwDs. The Disabled
Project Team launched a project called Handicape.
The Team organizes an information day for disabled
students so they can meet hotel professionals
and learn more about the industry. The project
offers a sandwich course (a course consisting of
alternate periods of study and industrial work) and
apprenticeships in a hotel or restaurant. Selected

••

••

••

young people are offered permanent positions
within the company.
Video resumes - collaboration with JobinLive, a
French company that specializes in creating video
résumés for people with disabilities at no charge.
Job candidates with disabilities record threeminute video résumés to present themselves, their
competences and experiences.
Awareness Initiatives
•• The company provides various training
programmes for its managers and employees
to alleviate any communication barriers that
may exist.
•• Sign language course to its managers and
employees.
•• Published a diversity booklet called Towards
the all Inclusive Company (Vers l’entreprise
inclusive) containing information and advice
on hiring disadvantaged employees.
•• Published a booklet, Disability in my Company
(Le handicap dans mon établissement) and
distributed to recruiters. The objective of the
booklet is to answer potential questions that
can arise during recruitment and hiring.
Products and services - apart from the standard
things like wheelchair, accessible bedrooms and
bathrooms, wide doorways, etc, they provide
vibrating pillows to wake hearing-impaired guests
in the case of alarm, induction loops for hearingimpaired persons attending events at its meeting
facilities etc.
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Case Study 8 - Carrefour
Carrefour is a French multinational retailer headquartered
in Boulogne Billancourt, France.
Since its first agreement with social partners in France
on providing equal opportunity was signed in 1999,
disability inclusion has been an important issue for
Carrefour. Currently, more than 12,000 PwDs work for
Carrefour. Carrefour implements major initiatives which
go beyond legal requirements. A founder member of the
ILO’s Global Disability Network in 2011.

••

Carrefour takes action at local level in order to help
people with disabilities get onto the job markets of all
of the countries in which it operates.
Some of the Initiatives •• Training of Store directors and managers across
Carrefour in the hiring and management of people
with disabilities.
•• Workstation adaptation -the Group develops tools
for adapting workstations for the disabled in all
countries where it operates.
•• “Mission Handicap” agreement signed in December
2010, covering the period from 2011-2013. It
established a new partnership with Association For
the Funding of the Insertion of the Disabled, and
has maintained the position of “Mission Handicap
benchmark” within the stores.
•• Partner institutions provided sign language
instruction to Carrefour’s Human Resource teams and
store managers. Then, hearing impaired employees
were trained to work as checkout operators.
•• Carrefour Supply Chain participates each year in the
“Free Handy’s Trophy”, a relay race in which ablebodied and employees with disability pair up to
cover a 700 km route on tandem bicycles and in
canoes.
•• Since 2016 Carrefour has helped those with
psychological disorders by working with the French
Army to provide immersion traineeships to soldiers
wounded in the line of duty.
•• In Brazil, Carrefour ran the “Eu pratico a inclusão”
(I support inclusion) programme, together with
the “Meu amigo e especial” (My friend is special)
scheme to help PwDs integrate into the company.
This proactive policy has increased the number of
employees with disability.
•• In Belgium, the “Duo Day” programme in 2015 was set

••

••

••

••

••

••

up in partnership with the AWIPH (Walloon agency
for the integration of PwD). Under this scheme,
employees are asked to work in tandem with a PwD
for several days. The campaign is an opportunity for
PwDs to find out about life in the workplace, and to
raise people’s awareness of how PwDs are full of
potential and can be employed.
In Poland, the retailer works with the Ekon
association, which has led to the recruitment
of 150 mentally disabled individuals. It employs
315 persons with disabilities, which represents a
20% increase between 2015 and 2016. In Romania,
Carrefour introduced an action plan in 2016 to hire
70 disabled individuals.
In Spain, Carrefour has signed agreements with the
local authorities and associations to promote the
employment of people with disabilities. Thanks to
the various initiatives undertaken, Carrefour Spain
received the European prize for best company in
terms of workplace integration.
In Italy, Carrefour has made disability one of the
four key priorities of its Diversity strategy. The
retailer employs more than 600 PwD in the country.
Focus on customers with disability with the same
level of attention, and has created a number of
services designed to help them do their shopping.
E.g. Carrefour Belgium provides blind people and
people with reduced mobility with support while
they shop. Carrefour France welcomes guide dogs
and supports the associations which train them,
so that they can familiarise themselves with public
places.
Entered into an agreement with France’s
Armed Services to provide military personnel
physiologically or psychologically wounded in the
line of duty with immersion traineeships. The aim
is to give them guidance in finding a new civilian
career and offer them appropriate retraining.
Helping young adults with autism and Asperger’s
syndrome to get onto the job market, working
alongside the Ass des As association. Carrefour’s
recruitment managers meet the families, provide
them with information about the various jobs on
offer and arrange coaching sessions (interview
practice, etc.)
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Government Benefits
The scheme of giving incentives to employers for
providing employment to PwDs in the private sector as
approved by the Government.
Incentives : Payment by Government towards employer’s
contribution to the Employees Provident Fund (EPF) and
Employees State Insurance (ESI) for the first three years.
The administrative charges of 1.1 percent of the wages of
the employees covered under the Employees Provident
Fund & Miscellaneous Provisions (EPF & MP) Act will
continue to be paid by the employer.
Applicable:
•• Employees with disabilities with monthly wage up
to Rs 25000 per month working in the private sector
would be covered.
•• The scheme will be applicable to the employees

••
••

with disabilities:Persons with Autism, Cerebral Palsy and Mental
Retardation and Multiple disabilities
Appointed on or after 1.4.2008.

How to Apply:
•• The employers would submit a copy of the disability
certificate, first time when such benefit under EPF
and ESI is claimed.
•• The Government will directly provide employer’s
contribution for the schemes covered under
the Employees Provident Fund & Miscellaneous
Provisions Act. 1952. This will be done in respect of
employees for a maximum period of 3 years. The
Administrative charges of 1.1 percent of the wages
of the employees covered under the EPF Act will
continue to be paid by the respective employers.
Source: http://punarbhava.in/
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Checklist to Know if your Organization is PwD Friendly
Equal opportunity and Inclusion
Is your workplace policy and practices free from
discrimination?
Do you ensure PwDs applicants get unbiased
consideration for employment?
Do you implement PwDs sensitive recruitment and
retention practices?
Do you pay equal remuneration including benefits,
for work of equal value?
Sustainable Policies to Promote Inclusion
Do you establish goals and targets on PwD inclusion
across the organization?
Do you engage internal and external stakeholders in
the development of company policies, programmes
and implementation?
Do you ensure that policies are sensitive and not
based on assumptive conclusions on working
capacities of PwDs
wHave you create an internal disability forum, to
effectuate needs assessment of the PwDs and
constant dialogues?
Accessibility and Reasonable Modifications
Do you engage in active discussion with PwD
employees on accessibility needs and invest in
providing an accessible environment?
Do you establish a safe and accessible physical
environment,
including
providing
accessible
transport and modified equipment?
Have you made your website and Intranet accessible
as per national and international standards and
provide assistive technology to your employees as
per their need and requirements?
Leadership, Sensitization and Community Engagement
Have you got top management support and create
and implement policies for PwD equality?
Have you established an internal PwD help desk
to continuously engage in a dialogue with the
employees with disabilities in the company?
Do you lead by example; showcase commitment to
equality and PwD inclusion and influence clients,
business partners, supply chain and industry peers
to respect the company’s commitment?

Transparency, Measuring and Reporting
Have you published the company’s policies and
implementation plan for promoting inclusivity?
Establish benchmarks that quantify inclusion
of PwDs in terms of recruitment, progress on
assessment, training and promotions.
Measure and report progress both internally and
externally.
Career Growth of PwDs
Organisations need to ensure that career
development decision is based on the disabled
employee’s potential and performance.
Managers also need to ensure that there is no
positive discrimination towards PwDs.
Supervisors should assess skill and encourage the
right talent.
Organisations need to ensure that equal
opportunities to play higher and supervisory role
are given to all employees
Necessary to make accommodation in the training
programs for PwDs.
Top management needs to drive values of inclusion
at every level with appropriate sensitization
programs and other tools.
Source: Nasscom
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Lives can get transformed if PwDs could gain access
to resources, which help them develop the necessary
skills and find employment. In this final chapter, we
look at the various schemes and benefits empowering
PwDs today.
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Introduction
Even though opportunities exist, there are multiple
challenges for PwDs that keep the possibility of
employment low.
The first one is the developmental issue of education
- A significant proportion of the people with disabilities
are not educated (45 percent). Of the people with
disabilities who are educated, a dominant majority of
them are matric or lesser. Across all levels of severity,
children with disability very rarely progress beyond
primary school. The primary reasons are the kind of
schools in the rural areas, which are not equipped to
cater to the special needs of the disabled, accessibility
and availability of special instructors and importantly
families not wanting to invest in their child with
disability.
Disconnected rural regions - India is still an agrarian
country and a significant proportion of the PwDs stay in
rural areas. Their access to the outside world in terms
of exposure, skill training or job opportunities are very
limited. This actually stops them from participating in
any kind relevant employment.
High dependency – Most of them are highly dependent
on their close ecosystem of family and friends and
do not become independent. This again comes in the
way of them finding employment (outside the support
system).
Lack of self-esteem and confidence – The social taboo,
their own family over-protecting them, their lack of
exposure ensures that most of these folks’ lack in
confidence and self-esteem. This again hampers their
employment opportunities.
Lack of access to skills and technology

Lack of basic communication & language skills–The
PwDs in general do not engage in too much social
interaction. This combined with the low level of
education makes them very weak in communication &
English language skills.
Employability attributes – The combination of the
above issues dramatically reduces their employability
attributes like working in a team, managing time,
managing people etc. to a non-existent level.
Lack of daily living skills - Many PwDs are not trained
in living skills like personal hygiene, grooming, personal
safety, etc.
In this context, retail works well for them. Currently, most
of the jobs in the retail sector are at the entry level.
This fits in well for the PwDs given their educational
levels. The other issues can be potentially addressed
through training.
There have been a few initiatives in terms of various
schemes and benefits that have been taken as a step
towards development and training of PwD population.
We will discuss the same in detail in this chapter.
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Government Departments Focusing
on PwDs
To ensure that the younger generation has the right kind
of skills to participate productively in the economy, the
Govt. had set up the National Skill Development mission
with an outlay of Rs.22800 crores in the Eleventh Plan.
The target is to skill 500 million in five to seven years.
Under the National Skills Mission, the Prime Minister’s
council on skills development, the National Skills
Development Corporation and the Sector Skills Councils
has been instrumental in developing appropriate
strategies, frameworks and providing support to skills
development initiatives.
Approximately 17 ministries of the central government of
India implement skills development initiatives in their
respective focus areas. The Ministry of Social Justice and
Empowerment, The Ministry of Labour and Employment,
Department of Rural and Urban development have the
largest of these initiatives.
Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment (refer
annexure 6) - The Ministry of Social Justice and
Empowerment is entrusted with the welfare, social
justice and empowerment of disadvantaged and
marginalized section of the society like Scheduled
Caste, Backward Classes, Person with Disabilities, Aged
Persons, and victims of Drug Abuse etc. Basic objective
of the policies, programmes, law and institution of the
Indian welfare system is to bring the target groups into
the mainstream of development by making them
self-reliant.
The Ministry is composed of two Departments:
•• The Department of Social Justice and Empowerment
•• The Department of Empowerment of Persons with
Disabilities
Department of Empowerment of Persons with
Disabilities (Divyangjan) - The ‘Disability Division’ of
the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment has
been strengthened by converting it into a separate
Department, so that it can liaise effectively with all the
other concerned Ministries / Departments and fulfill its

responsibilities towards the persons with disabilities
(PwDs). Looking to the specialised nature of the subject
on “Disability”, the wide ranging work to be done in the
light of the UNCRPT, and the inadequacy of existing
implementation structure, the time has now come to
upgrade the existing Disability Bureau in the M/o SJE.
The decision to create a separate Department for PwDs
within the M/o SJE was taken up by the Government, in
principle on 3rd January, 2012. This was also announced
by the President before both houses of Parliament on
12th March, 2012.
Ministry of Labour and Employment - The Directorate
General of Employment and Training (DGET) functions
as the executive arm of the Ministry and is responsible
for the management of all vocational skilling initiatives.
These include:
•• The National Council of Vocational Training (NCVT)
•• 10,000 Industrial Training Institutes (ITI’s) offering 2
year diplomas to grade 8 – grade 12 graduates
•• 3552 Industrial Training Centers which are ITI’s
managed by private players and funded by the
government
•• 947 Employment Exchanges which function as
placement centers which include 43 special
employment exchanges for the disabled
Ministry of Rural Development - This Ministry
implements schemes for generation of self- employment
and employment for rural and tribal youth.
Ministry of Urban Employment - The Ministry of
Urban Employment is the apex authority at the
national level to formulate policies, sponsor and
support programs, coordinate activities of central
ministries, state governments and nodal authorities
and monitor programs concerning all issues of urban
employment, poverty and housing in the country.
The urban counterpart of the skilling program, SJSRY,
(Swarnajayanti Shahari Rojgar Yojana) is implemented
by the Ministry of Urban Development. SJSRY has the
Urban Self Employment Program (USEP) and the Urban
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Wage Employment Program (UWEP).
Ministry of Human Resource Development - The
Ministry of Human Resource Development implements
Technical and Vocational educational training in schools
and institutes of higher education. The Department of
School Education and Literacy enables these vocational
skilling programs within secondary schools from grade
8 – 10. The Department of Higher Education runs some
technical and vocational courses through Community
Colleges, IITs and universities.
Ministry

Box 4.1

of

Communications

and

Information

Technology, Department of Information Technology This ministry through its Human Resource Development
Division is targeted to ensure availability of trained
human resources for the manufacturing & service
sectors of the electronics and IT industry. The initiatives
carried out include identifying gaps emerging from the
formal sector and planning programmes in the nonformal and formal sectors for meeting these gaps.
Besides these, all states have been mandated to set up
an umbrella State Jobs/Employment mission, under the
leadership of the Chief Secretary and Chairmanship of
the Chief Minister, to ensure state targets of skilling and
placing youth in companies is met.
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Process of Finding Employment
Mobilisation - Currently, the process starts with the
mobilisation and recruitment drive by the partner
organisations. This drive starts once there is a request
for PwDs from an organisation. Most often this
drive is in the semi-urban/ rural areas. (Most of the
organisations don’t charge anything for this but a few
do for registrations). Currently, there are around 683
partner organisations working in this sector in India.
Below are a few of these organisations. For more details
refer annexure 7.

“…Families are involved in the trust building phase.
Any decision that needs to be taken has to run through
parents and we involve them right from the initial
stages. The family has to be a part of all discussions to
maintain transparency and provide trust…”
- Srilakshmi Bellamkonda, Program Manager- PwD
programs, Dr. Reddy’s Foundation

A considerable proportion of the PwDs are sieved (due
to the criteria) and some due to other reasons. Only, a
handful of PwDs make it to the employable stack. The
training organisations put the dropout figures during
mobilisation at almost 80 to 90 percent.
For Govt. jobs (refer annexure 10), there are other
requirements- medical reports explaining the type of
disability (The minimum degree of disability should
be 40 percent in order to be eligible). Once the list is
finalized, the families are met for their support.
Training - After the family agrees, the PwDs are taken
to a training centre (situated centrally) and trained for
a period of three months. During this time, the recruits
are provided with basic accommodation & food.
In the three months, they are equipped with basic
computer skills (word, excel, powerpoint, how to use
internet etc.), communication skills, English language
and customer interaction (how to welcome them - good
morning etc.).

Placement - After the training, the PwDs get placed and
are monitored for 60 days (performance, attendance
etc.). Sometimes, accommodation is also provided
during these two months (in case the candidate is not
able to find one).They could undergo additional training
on the organisations SOPs.
SL
No.

NGOs List

City

1

The Ability People

AP

2

Blind Peoples Association

Bangalore

3

Samarthanam
the Disabled

Bangalore

4

Aruna Chetana School

Bangalore

5

Diya Foundation

Bangalore

6

Enable India

Bangalore

7

Smile Foundation

Bangalore

8

Snehadhara Foundation

Bangalore

9

Snehadeep Trust for the
Disabled

Bangalore

10

Abhivrudhi Foundation

Bangalore

11

APD

Bangalore

12

Voice of Needy

Bangalore

13

The Banyan

Chennai

14

Ability Foundation

Chennai

15

AIF

Delhi

16

Action for Autism

Delhi

17

Deepalaya

Delhi

18

Family of Disabled

Delhi

19

Muskan Foundation

Delhi

20

TRRAIN

Mumbai

Trust

for

Table 4.1: List of a few organizations working in mobilization
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Department

Job Role

Accounting

Account assistance
Billing
Cashier

Administrator

Office
Courier Boy
Order Raiser
Water Spider (Sorting)

Customer Service

Housekeeping
Attender
Customer Service Representative
Store keeper
Shop keeper
Store assistant

Document Management

Document Clerk
Stacking & Phasing
Stock Keeper

Inventory Management

Commercial Officer
Hub Coordinator
Stacking & Phasing
Stock Keeper

Table 4.2: Types of job roles available for PwDs across various department in retail sector

Job Portals for PwD
Apart from being part of the mobilisation drives, one can even go and register on job portals meant for people with
disabilities.
•• www.disabilityjobs.gov.in
•• www.trinayani.org
•• www.jobability.org
•• www.disabilityaffairs.gov.in
Jobability.org is an online job portal that matches job seekers from people with disabilities with job vacancies,
placements and resources. It provides a wealth of information and services for potential employees, employers
and service providers, including advertising job vacancies online, managing applications, and providing access to
training opportunities.
Jobability was developed by Leonard Cheshire Disability (LCD is an International NGO that supports PwD in 52
countries has designed a unique portal dedicated to facilitate recruitment for people with disabilities) through its
Access to Livelihoods programme, which is supported by the Accenture Foundation. This programme helps people
with disabilities across India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Pakistan, The Philippines and South Africa to gain the skills
they need to enter employment or start their own business.
Jobability also contains a wide range of resources and information on disability and employment for job seekers,
employees, employers, service providers and those who want to find out more about disability.
Box 4.2
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Socio-Economic Impact
The act of navigating all these challenges is a powerful
heroic act in itself. Now, being employed has a huge
impact on them in many ways and they too have an
impact on the environment. A recent study by TRRAIN,
which looked at 391 people with disabilities to assess
the impact of skilling & employment on their lives
(both economic and non-economic parameters) and
the percolating impact on the candidate’s family, social
circle and employers had very interesting and eyeopening findings.
Economic Impact
•• 287 percent Increase in average salaries of
candidates (Rs. 2,127/- pre Pankh and Rs. 8,239/post Pankh)
•• 73 percent Candidates seeing a jump in income
bracket
•• 79 percent Increase in employment of candidates
•• 66 percent of candidates have shifted from being
non-salaried candidates, to becoming income
earning members of society - 11 percent pre Pankh
and 90 percent post Pankh
Non-economic Impact
•• 98 percent Candidates observed positive impact on
attitude (confidence, responsibility, reliability)
•• 97 percent are more interested in taking on
responsibilities, since completing training with
PANKH
•• 52 percent Candidates witnessing shift in SEC Class
•• 11
percent
Candidates
upgraded
their
accommodation type (Kuccha house to Pucca
house)
•• 8 percent of candidates have moved from Rural to
Urban areas
Retailer
•• 94 percent Retailers felt customers appreciate
employment of PwDs, and like to be serviced by
them
•• 100 percent Average productivity of PwDs, compared
to non-PwD
•• 82 percent Positive impact on retailer brand image,
due to employment of PwDs
•• 17 percent Annual savings as a fraction of average
salary for employing PwDs

“...They are excellent at customer service and delight.
They are also very loyal, and have been with us for
more than 5 years. In Aurangabad, we have 6 associates
who were from poor background. They moved to
Aurangabad for the job, and are now settled there with
their families, and sending their children to school...
- Pavan Kumar Vatsavayi, Market Manager People –
South India, Walmart
“...One of our people with disabilities has been
promoted to Team Leader because of his superior
performance…”
- Mr. Sudhakar, Trent Hypermarket
Customer
100 percent of the customers agree with 3 impact points
mentioned below:
•• No difference in performance between PwD and
non-PwDs
•• PwD Employment had a positive impact on their
perception of the retailer, and would tell others
about it
•• Awareness of such initiatives tend to improve
customer loyalty and retention

“...I am very happy to hear about this. It is very kind
of the brand to provide employment to such people.
More people should undertake such initiatives, which
will increase awareness and loyalty. I am so happy to
hear brands are doing such things…”
- Vivek Khatri, 36 (Customer - Unlimited, Kids Fashion)
“...I was not aware that Dmart undertook such
initiatives; this definitely improves my perception of
the store. It keeps them (PwD’s) busy and gives them an
opportunity to earn their own livelihood. Corporates
should also try to employ them - they can use them in
store rooms and similar roles. This is a wonderful thing
to hear about. God bless them…”
-- Usman Sheikh, 54 (Customer - FBB Menswear)
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Social Inclusion
•• 93 percent participated and felt more included in
group discussions and team decisions
•• 97 percent felt there has been an increase in the
frequency of meeting and interacting with friends
& relatives

••

94 percent felt their friends, family, colleagues are
more confident about giving responsibilities and
seeking opinion/ advice than previously

From Co-worker
We just need to explain once, he understands everything. He is very active and approachable.
Customers also get very impressed.
- Roohi, Big Bazaar (Staples)
He is very supportive and inspirational. He attacks work with a vengeance. Whenever a customer
needs anything, he attends to it immediately.
- Rehman, Unlimited (Fashion)
They work better than me. They are smarter than me too.

- Govinda, Big Bazaar (Housekeeping)

From Managers
Focused, non-distracted, energetic, and reliable. They always want to be better than normal people –
even if you give a test they want to exceed. Their grasping power is higher than normal people, they
are very sharp too.
-Ajay, Hypercity (Area HR West)
We have hired 10 PwD candidates for a reputed Bangalore client at zero cost. The way they work at
the client place is highly appreciated; attrition level is also very less.
-Shashank, Avon Facilities (Sr. Officer)
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Rights & Benefits
The people with disabilities act has brought in lot of
positive changes and deepened India’s commitment
towards becoming a more inclusive society. Apart from
covering 21 categories of disabilities from the previous
7, the new Act lays complete emphasis on one’s rights –
•• Right to equality and opportunity
•• Right to inherit and own property
•• Right to home and family
•• Reproductive rights among others

The Rights of People with Disabilities Bill ACT
2016: Highlights
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

Disability extends to 21 conditions in this
act. Rights as per this apply to all extent of
disabilities while benefits to those with at
least 40 percent disability.
New addition of Speech and Language
Disability and Specific Learning Disability has
been included in this list. It also includes acid
attack victims, dwarfism, muscular dystrophy
and three blood disorders - Thalassemia,
Hemophilia and Sickle Cell disease.
Provisions for high support needs,
physiological and psychological support, to
carry out daily activities.
Fillip to Accessible India campaign via setting
of time framed targets for public buildings
(both public sector and private sector).
Children between 6-18 years of age with
benchmark disability are entitled to free
education.
Guardianship for mentally ill person defined
in this Act. Earlier Act had no provision and it
was taken from the National Trust Act, 1999
and Mental Health Act, 1987.
Proposal to set up National and State Funds
for persons with disabilities.
5 per cent seats to be earmarked in
Government higher education institute.

Box 4.3

Unlike the 1995 Act, the new Act talks about accessibility,
setting a two-year deadline for the government to
ensure barrier-free access to physical infrastructure
and transport systems. Additionally, it will also hold
the private sector accountable. This also includes
educational institutions ‘recognized’ by the government
such as privately owned universities and colleges.

9.
10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

The Act has increased the reservation quota
from 3% to 4% in the government jobs.
The Central and state Governments are
required to establish a National, and State
level Commissions with experts to spot
policies, legislation programmes inconsistent
with the Act, to conduct inquiries into cases
of rights/safeguard being deprived and to
monitor execution and fund disbursal and
utilization.
The provision to set up a central and state
advisory body to advice governments at each
level and review organizations dealing with
people with disabilities.
According to the Act any person who
“intentionally insults or intimidates with
intent to humiliate a people with disabilities
in any place within public view” is punishable
with imprisonment.
The provision of special courts in each
district. These special courts will handle
cases pertaining to the violation of the rights
of people with disabilities.
State Governments will constitute districtlevel committees to address the local issues
of people with disabilities.
Victims of acid attacks have been included in
the list of people with disabilities.
Source : www.disabilityaffairs.gov.in
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For availing any of the disability benefits, PwDs need to
have one of the following •
A PwD certificate or
•
A Unique Disability ID Card (UDID)
Disability Certificate
The disability certificate and/or identity card is the basic
document that a person with any disability of more
than 40 percent requires in order to avail any facilities,
benefits or concessions under the available schemes.
However, this is not required for gaining admission in a
school for formal education.
Conditions for obtaining Disability Certificate In order to become eligible for obtaining the Disability
Certificate, a person with disability should fulfill the
following conditions:
1. To be an Indian citizen.
2. To possess medical reports explaining type of
his/her disability.
3. The minimum degree of disability should be 40
percent in order to be eligible.
Procedure for Obtaining Certificate
Parent of a person with disability, or a person himself,
should approach to the District hospital with his
request for obtaining Disability Certificate providing the
following documents:•• ID card of the people with disabilities and 2
photographs showing the disability part.
•• Copy of all medical and psychological reports
available.
•• Disability Certificate to the person with disability
that he should receive from the District Hospital,
after its verification by the Head of the Medical
Board.
Unique Disability ID Card
Department of Empowerment of Persons with
Disabilities, Central Govt. is inviting online applications
for Unique Disability ID Card. Central Govt. will issue
UDID Card and disability certificates to the PwDs.
Candidates can even check and track their UDID Card
Application Status and download e-Disability / e-UDID
Card online. To avail the UDID Card, all the Persons with
Disabilities (PwDs) will have to make online registration
at swavlambancard.gov.in.

Benefits of the UDID Card
1. Application for UDID card can be submitted online.
So, it will make life easier for PwDs
2. The UDID card holder will no longer need to carry
lengthy documents as proof of her disability. UDID
card will be acceptable everywhere to prove one’s
disability condition.
3. At present the disability certificates of one state
are not recognized in the other. The universal cards
would help the differently-abled tide over these
problems that they face at railway counters or even
to avail any benefit at educational institutions.
4. The card will be of standard credit card size. It will
easily fit in one’s wallet
5. UDID card will have all the relevant details related
with the person and her disability. This information
can be easily read with a card reader device.
6. Real time data about the PwDs will be available to
the government to act upon.
7. It would be easy to identify the extent of person’s
disability. A person with less than 40 percent
disability would have a card with a white stripe, 40
to 80 percent would have a card with yellow stripe
and above 80 percent card with a blue stripe.
Source: www.swavlambancard.gov.in
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Advantages of Disability Certificate and UDID CardAll these schemes and services provided to Persons with disabilities differ from state wise. Some
services are common but this need to standardize for every individual.
•• Assistance for prosthetic aids and appliances to disabled.
•• Scholarship to the students with disability.
•• Free travels in state transport buses for disabled, issue of free bus pass.
•• Provision for loans for self-employment.
•• Programme for assistance for higher education to disabled.
•• Grant of Incentive for Marriage between PwD and people with no disability.
•• Grant of Fuel subsidy to PwD who own motorized vehicle.
•• Payment of unemployment allowance to educated PwDs.
•• Financial assistance to PwDs.
•• Award of scholarships to students with disability.
•• Incentive for eye donors.
•• Reimbursement of maintenance cost of tricycles.
•• Supply of sarees and dhotis to PwDs.
•• State award for the welfare of the handicapped.
•• Supply of prosthetic appliances to PwDs.
•• Supply of cooling glasses, Braille watches and walking sticks.
•• Annual tour for PwDs
•• International day for the disabled.
•• Group insurance for government employees with disability.
•• Group insurance for disabled other than government employees.
•• The scheme for financial assistance towards funeral expenses of the disabled.
•• Supply of invalid carriages (motorized tri-cycles) to the PwDs.
•• Supply of musical / sports items to PwD welfare associations group, insurance for disabled.
Box 4.4
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Educational Benefits
Reservations- Students with disabilities are provided
three per cent reservation in seats in government and
government aided educational institutes.
Comprehensive Education Scheme for Children with
disability- This scheme provides books, uniforms,
stationery, special learning equipment, accessible
infrastructure, transport facilities, as well as scholarships
to the differently abled children. The visually impaired
students also get other additional benefits like as
exemption from doing mathematical and pictorial
questions. Students with visual impairment, learning
disabilities, and orthopaedic disabilities can also take
the help of readers or scribes during examination time.
Extra time in examinations is provided for students.
These students are also exempted from third language
and modification of curriculum so that they do not face
additional problems in completing their education.
Inclusive Education for the Disabled at Secondary
Stage (IEDSS)- The scheme provides for identification
of children with disabilities moving from elementary
school to secondary and providing them with aids
and appliances for their disabilities, access to
learning material, transport facilities, hostel facilities,
scholarships, books, assistive technologies and
provision of scribes and readers.
Scheme of National Scholarship for Persons with
Disabilities- Scholarship is awarded for pursuing post
matric / professional / technical courses of duration
more than one year. For students with autism / cerebral
palsy / mental retardation / multiple disabilities the
scholarship is provided from Class 9 onwards.
Applicants are eligible if they have disability above 40
percent and the total family income does not exceed Rs.
15,000 per month.
For students with visual impairment / hearing
impairment, pursuing graduate / post graduate
professional courses, fees up to Rs. 10,000 are
reimbursed every year (for procuring computer with
editing software, support access software for students
with cerebral palsy etc.)

Pre-Matric Scholarship
••

••

••

Eligibility- Full time student in IX or X standard in
Govt. school or in a school recognised by Govt. or by
a central/State board of secondary education.
Maintenance allowance- (INR per Month) payable
for 12 months in an academic year - Rs. 500/- for day
scholars and Rs.800/- for hostellers and also book
Grant - Rs. 1000/- per annum. Common scholarship
details in below box.
How to Apply- Online submission www.scholarship.
gov.in (DEPwD -Department of Empowerment of
Persons with Disabilities) along with photograph,
proof of age and last academic qualification.

Post-Matric Scholarship
Eligibility
•• Scholarship will be given for Post-secondary courses
except Training courses like Aircraft Maintenance
Engineer’s Courses and Private Pilot license courses.
•• Only those who passed higher secondary or any
higher exam of a recognised University or Board of
Secondary Education.
•• PG degree/diploma courses are also under this
scheme
•• Pursuing higher education in the same stage but
another subject is NOT allowed E.g. - B.Com after
B.A. except LLB/B.Ed./B.El.Ed
•• Students pursuing two different course at the same
time can avail only one of them under this scheme
•• Students who have previously passed/failed in
any UG exam in Arts/Science/Commerce will be
awarded this scholarship if otherwise eligible
Book Allowance: Rs.1500 / - per annum
Maintenance Allowance
Group 1 - All Bachelor’s/Post-graduate degree courses
in Medicine, Engineering/ Technology, Planning/
Architecture,
Fashion
Technology,
Management,
Business/ Finance Administration, Computer Science/
Applications, Agriculture, Veterinary and Allied Sciences.
All post-graduate degree/ diploma courses recognized
by UGC / AICTE in any discipline
Hostellers – Rs. 1600/- per month
Day scholars – Rs. 750/- per month
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Group 2 - Professional courses leading to Degree/
Diploma, Certificate in areas like Pharmacy (B.
Pharma), LLB, BFS, -other paramedical branches like
Rehabilitation, Diagnostics etc., Mass Communication,
Hotel Management & Catering, Travel/Tourism/
Hospitality, Interior Decoration, Nutrition & Dietetics,
Commercial Art, Financial Services (e.g. Banking,
Insurance, Taxation, etc.)
Hostellers – Rs. 1100/- per month
Day scholars – Rs. 700/- per month
Group 3 - All other courses leading to a Graduate degree
not covered under Group 1 & 2 e.g. BA/B.Sc/B.Com etc.
Hostellers – Rs. 950/- per month
Day scholars – Rs. 650/- per month
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Group 4 - All post-matriculation level ‘non-degree
courses for which entrance qualification is High School
(Class X) E.g. senior secondary certificate (Class XI and
XII), both general and vocational stream, ITI courses,
3-year diploma courses in Polytechnics, etc.
Hostellers – Rs. 900/- per month
Day scholars – Rs. 550/- per month
How to Apply
Online submission www.scholarship.gov.in (DEPwD
-Department of Empowerment of Persons with
Disabilities) along with photograph, proof of age and
last academic qualification.

Common for Pre-Matric and Post Scholarship
Eligibility
•• Applicable for students with more than 40%
disability (must have a valid certificate of disability)
•• Not more than two children of the same parents
will be entitled to receive benefits of the scheme.
(except in the case of twins)
•• Scholarship to study in any class will be available
for only one year. If student has to repeat a class,
she/he would not get scholarship for that class for
a second (subsequent) year.
•• Should not hold any other scholarship. If awarded
any other scholarship, then he/she must choose
either of the two (whichever is more beneficial) and
inform the awarding authority through the head
of the institution. (They can receive free lodging,
money for book and stationery expenses).
Annual Parental Income
•• Pre and post matric scholarship shall be paid to
students whose parents/guardians does not exceed
Rs 2,50,000/- per annum.
•• Top class, National overseas and free coaching shall
be paid to students whose parents/guardians does
not exceed Rs 6,00,000/- per annum.

Box 4.5

Note 1: Students whose parents die unexpectedly can
avail this scholarship even after the lapse of receipt of
applications, on compassionate grounds.
Note 2: Income certificate at the time of admission,
Reservation for Girl
•• 50 percent for pre, post-matric and top class
education.
•• National overseas= 30%.
•• If the adequate no. of seats is not filled, it’ll go to
boys.

Common Disability Allowance for the Pre and Post
Matric Scholarship
•• Visually impaired - Rs. 4000/- per month.
•• Hearing Impaired - Rs. 2000/-.
•• Physically Disabled (OH) - Rs. 2000/-.
•• Intellectual Disabilities - Rs. 4000/-.
•• All others types of disability not covered under
above - Rs. 2000/-.
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Rajiv Gandhi National Fellowship
Rajiv Gandhi National Fellowship (RGNF) scheme offers
opportunities to students with disabilities to pursue
higher education leading to degrees such as M.Phil. and
Ph.D. in any university recognized by University Grants
Commission (UGC).
Under the scheme 200 Fellowships ‘Junior Research
Fellows’ (JRF) per year are granted to students with
disabilities. In case of non-availability of adequate
number of students with disabilities, the number of
fellowships not availed during a year will be carried
forward to the next academic session.
In case, the number of candidates exceeds the number
of available awards, the UGC selects the candidates
based on the percentage of marks obtained by the
candidates in their Post-Graduation examination.
Quantum of Fellowship- the rates of fellowship for
JRF and SRF will be at par with the UGC Fellowships.
Presently these rates are as follows:
Fellowship in
Engineering and
Technology, Science
Humanities and Social
Science (including Fine
Arts)

@ Rs. 25,000/- p.m. for
initial two years (JRF)
@ Rs. 28,000/- p.m. for
remaining tenure (SRF)

Contingency for
Humanities & Social
Sciences

@ Rs.10000/-pa for
initial two years
@ Rs.20,500/-pa for
remaining tenure

Contingency for Science,
Engg. & Technology

@ Rs.12,000/-pa for
initial two years
@ Rs.25,000/-pa for
remaining tenure

Escorts/Reader
Assistance (All Subject)

Rs.2000/- p.m. in
cases of physically
handicapped & blind
candidates

HRA (All Subject)

As per rules of the
University/Institutions/
Colleges

The House Rent Allowance (HRA) will be on the UGC
pattern and will be payable to those students who are
not provided with hostel accommodation. In case hostel
accommodation offered by the university/institution is
refused, the student will forfeit his claim of HRA. The
other facilities such as medical facilities, leave including
maternity leave will be governed as per the guidelines
of the UGC in case of their fellowship programme.
Eligibility for Fellowship - Any student with disabilities
who has been admitted to M.Phil. /Ph.D. degree in a
university or academic institution.
DurationAdmissibility
of Senior
Research
Fellows
(SRF)

Course

Maximum
Duration

Admissibility
of Junior
Research
Fellows (JRF)

M.Phil

2 years

2 years

Nil

M.Phil
+ Ph.D

5 years

2 years

Remaining 3
years

Table 4.3

Refer to the UGC Website www.ugc.ac.in

Rajiv Gandhi Scholarship Scheme
National Centre for Promotion of Employment for
Disabled People (NCPEDP) has set up a scholarship
scheme to enable competent disabled students with
limited financial means to receive higher education and
become professionally/technically qualified.
Scholarship Amount- Rupees 1,200 per month.
Eligibility- The candidate should be an Indian National
between 18 and 35 years of age. However, age can be
relaxed at the discretion of the awarding authority.
The candidate should be either pursuing or should
have gained admission to a full-time course in an
Indian university established by law or in a recognized
equivalent institution.The income of the candidate or
his parents/guardians should not exceed Rupees 5,000
per month.
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Applications could be made for any one of the following
courses/subjects:
•• M.B.B.S., M.D., M.S. or an equivalent or higher course
in Medicine or Surgery
•• Mechanical, Civil, Electrical or any other branch of
Engineering
•• Computer Science
•• Business Administration
•• Management
•• Jurisprudence
•• Journalism
•• Architecture
•• Fine Arts and any other course that may be notified
by the awarding authority from time to time.
At the discretion of the awarding authority, a scholarship
may also be awarded for a professional course of
I.G.N.O.U. or any other recognized Open University.
Loan for Education/Training to PwDs
To meet tuition and other fees/maintenance cost/
books and equipment etc. for pursuing professional
courses in a recognised educational institution in India
and abroad.
Eligibility - Any Indian Citizen with 40 percent or more
disability.
Type of Loan - Student with disability and parent/
guardian jointly. Amount of loan needed based subject
to the repaying capacity of the parents/students with
the following ceilings Studies in India - Maximum Rs. 10.00 lacs.
Studies Abroad - Maximum Rs. 20.00 lacs.
Student’s Contribution
Upto Rs. 4.0 lakh - Nil
Above Rs. 4.0 lakh for courses in India - 5 percent
Above Rs. 4.0 lakh for courses abroad. - 15 percent
Rate of Interest - 4 percent p.a.
Rebate - A rebate of 0.5 percent p.a. on interest to
women beneficiaries.
Repayment of Loan
The loan is to be repaid within 7 years after
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commencement of repayment.
The repayment as per repayment schedule would
commence after 6 months from the date of scheduled
completion of the course or after getting the job,
whichever is earlier.
Interest on term loan would be charged from the date
of disbursement of loan from NHFDC (grace period as
per lending policy is permissible).
In the case of loan extended / to be extended by the
Corporation under the scheme, simple interest shall
be charged on the loan amount at the prescribed /
applicable rate during the moratorium period and
unpaid interests, if any, shall be compounded and
charged at the commencement of repayment of loan at
par with term loan.
The beneficiary will submit the copy of marksheet after
every term/semester to the SCA for further submission
to NHFDC.to NHFDC.
Financial Assistance for Skill & Entrepreneurial
Development
The objective of the scheme is to provide training to
PwDs to make them capable and self-dependent through
proper technical training in the field of traditional and
technical occupations and entrepreneurship. Financial
assistance is provided in the form of grant through
the SCAs.
The Scope of the Scheme is Limited
The beneficiaries who have received loan from NHFDC
through the SCA and are successfully pursuing their
income generating activity.
Beneficiaries who have been sanctioned loan and are
waiting to receive loan.
Potential beneficiaries who wish to avail loan from
NHFDC and fulfill the eligibility criteria for availing loan.
Eligibility
The beneficiaries should be in the age group of 1550 years and fulfill the other eligibility criteria for
availing loan from National Handicapped Finance and
Development Corporation (NHFDC).
Duration of Training - Upto 12 months.
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Amount of Grant
100 percent of the total recurring cost of the training
programme is provided by NHFDC.
Stipend - The recurring training cost shall include a
stipend of Rs. 500/- per week per trainee i.e 2000/- per
month to the trainee to cover the cost of transportation
and other incidental expenses. The training institute/
SCA shall release the stipend in favour of the trainee
through A/c payee cheque only.

Procedure for Obtaining Financial Assistance
The training proposal is to be submitted to National
Handicapped Finance and Development Corporation
by the State Channelising Agency/Bank implementing
NHFDC schemes; wherever, such agencies sponsor
the training. Reputed National/State level training
organizations may also directly approach NHFDC with
their training proposal. The training proposal is to
be prepared in accordance with the guidelines for
preparation of training proposal under the scheme.
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Vocational Rehabilitation Centres
The Government of India has set up the Vocational
Rehabilitation Centre for disabled in different states
and has been functioning from 1991. It provides
vocational training in Computers, Carpentry, Welding,
Fitter, Electrical, Embroidery, Book Binding and Tailoring

etc. The Vocational Rehabilitation Centre has provided
100 percent placement for all the trainees who have
undergone training. The Vocational Training Centre also
provides counseling services for children / persons with
intellectual disabilities.

Agartala

Ahmedabad

Anisabad

Abhoy Nagar, Agartala-799 005.
Ph: 0381-2325632,
vrcagartala@hub.nic.in

ITI Campus, Kuber Nagar,
Ahmedabad-382340.
Ph: 079-22811629.
Fax: 22822486
vrcahmd@hub.nic.in

A/84, Plot No.1, Gandhi Vihar
Police colony,
Anisabad, Patna-800002.
Ph: 0612-2250213
vrcpatna@hub.nic.in

Bangalore

Chennai

Chennai

22, Hosur Road, Bangalore-560 029.
Ph: 080-26564995,
vrcblore@hub.nic.in

CTI Campus, Guindy, Chennai-600
032.
Ph: 044-22501534,
Fax: 044-22501211,
vrcchennai@hub.nic.in

CTI Campus, Guindy, Chennai-600
032.
Ph: 044-22501534,
Fax: 044-22501211,
vrcchennai@hub.nic.in

Delhi

Guwahati

Hyderabad

Plot No.9, 10, 11, Karkar Dooma,
Vikas Marg, Delhi- 110092.
Ph: 011-22372704
vrcdelhi@hub.nic.in

Old ITI Campus, Rehbari,
Guwahati-781 008.
Ph: 0361-2607858,
vrcguwahati@hub.nic.in

ATI Campus, Vidya Nagar,
Hyderabad-500007,
Ph: 040-27427381
Fax: 040-27427381,
vrchyd@hub.nic.in

Jabalpur

Jaipur

Kanpur

Napier Town,
Near Bus Stand Jabalpur-482 001
Ph: 0761-2405581,
Fax. 2390169,
vrcjabal@hub.nic.in

5-A/23, Jawahar Nagar,
Jaipur-302004.
Ph: 0141-2652232,
Fax: 2200072,
vrcjaipur@hub.nic.in

ATI Campus, Govind Nagar,
Kanpur-208022.
Ph: 0512-2296005,
Fax: 0512 - 2296273.
vrckanpur@hub.nic.in

Kolkata

Ludhiana

Mumbai

38, Badan Roy Lane, Beliaghata,
Kolkata-700010.
Ph: 033- 23508146,
Fax: 033-23378358
vrckolkata@hub.nic.in

ATI Campus, Gill Road,
Near Arora Talkies, Ludhiana-141
003.
Ph: 0161-2490883,
Fax: 0161-2491871,
vrcludhiana@hub.nic.in

ATI Campus, V. N. Purav Marg,
Sion, Mumbai-400 022.
Ph: 022-24052707,
Fax: 25221560
vrcmumbai@hub.nic.in
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Puducherry

Srinagar

Thiruananthapuram

Opp. Boat House, Ariyankuppam,
Puducherry-605007.
Ph: 0413-2602024

Gogji Bagh, Jawahar Nagar,
K.G.Polytechnic Campus,
Srinagar-190008.
Ph: 0194-2310658

Nalanchira, M.C. Road, Nalanchira,
Thiruananthapuram
- 695 015.
Ph: 0471-2531175, 2530371.
vrctvm@hub.nic.in

Una

Vadodara

Mohalla Baga Mataji,
Near Rotary Chowk,
Una-174303.
Ph: 01975-202222

After Care Hostel Building,
Pensionpura, Vadodara-390002.
Ph: 0265- 2782857. Fax: 02652430510/ 2430362,
vrcvadodara@hub.nic.in

Table 4.4: Vocational Rehabilitation Centres

Skill Training of PwDs
The Scheme aims at providing financial assistance for
skill training for persons with disabilities. The scheme
will cover Persons with Disabilities (people with
disabilities) with not less than 40% and 30% reservation
for women candidates.
Eligibility of the Trainees
•• The disability being (a) blindness (b) low vision (c)
leprosy cured (d) hearing impairment (e) locomotor
disability (f) mental retardation (h) autism (i)
cerebral palsy or (j) a combination of any two or
more of g, h & i.
•• Age: Not less than 15 years and not more than 59
years.
•• The applicant should not have undergone any other
skill training course sponsored by Govt. of India
during the period of two years prior to the last date
of receipt of application for the course applied for.
Funding Norms
•• Training Cost : An all inclusive training cost of
Rs.5,000/- per trainee per month shall be provided
for the entire duration of the training. For example,
if a training program of three months duration is
undertaken, the training cost payable would be
Rs.15,000/- per trainee.
•• Stipend for trainees: The trainees will be entitled
to a stipend of Rs.2000/- per month for hostellers

••

(candidates who lodges in hostels) and Rs.1000/per month for non-hostellers.
Cost of Transport: The trainees will be entitled
to a transport allowance of Rs.500/- per month
for hostellers and Rs.1500/- per month for nonhostellers.			
Source : http://vikaspedia.in/

Training Institutes
The SCA may identify suitable training institute
preferably Government training institutes like Industrial
Training Institute (I.T.I.), Polytechnic, Engineering
College, Agriculture University, National Institute for
Entrepreneurship and Small Business Development
etc. Training proposal can also be submitted involving
reputed private training institutes. In such cases, profile
of the institute, its past record particularly training
conducted for the disadvantaged section of the society
etc. should be submitted. For conducting training for
visually and speech & hearing impaired, the facilities of
the institute should be examined and indicated in the
training proposal.
University Grants Commission
Ministry of HRD, Government
Development Bureau

Of

India,

Skill

Academic Equivalence
National Skill Qualifications Framework (NSQF) has
defined 10 levels of competency. Some School Boards are
providing Level-4 certificate which is being considered
as equivalent to Class-XII.
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NSQF
•• NSQF brings about parity between the formal
education and vocation skilling by organizing
qualifications according to a series of levels
of knowledge, skills and aptitude. These
levels are defined in terms of learning
outcomes which the learner must possess
regardless of whether they were acquired
through formal, non-formal or informal
learning. There are 10 NSQF levels and each
level is described by learning outcomes
in five level descriptors i.e., Process,
Professional Knowledge, Professional Skill,
Core Skill, Responsibility.
•• NOS are National Occupational Standards
that describe what individuals need to do,
know and understand in order to carry out
a particular job role or function within the
industry.
•• Qualifications Pack (QP} comprises a set
of Occupational Standards (OS}, together
with educational, training and other criteria
required to perform a job role.

UGC has laid down Diploma, Advance Diploma and B.Voc.
degree programme under NSQF which are considered
equivalent to Level-5, 6 and 7 of NSQF respectively. UGC
guidelines for B.Voc. degree programme provide for
the following :-

Ward

Credits

Credits Corresponding
NSQF level

Diploma

60

5

Advance
Diploma

129

6

B.Voc. degree

180

7

Table 4.5
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Although academic higher education courses (such
as academic degrees) are not covered in the NSQF, it
may be broadly aligned with the prevailing framework
for higher education qualifications, allowing levels of
acquired competency to be compared with the academic
degrees as suggested in table 4.6.
The UGC guidelines for Curricular Aspects, Assessment
Criteria and Credit System for Skill based Vocational
Courses have defined credits for specific NSQF level
as above which may utilize as a tool for equivalence to
the academic qualifications at par with equal number
of credits awarded by any institutions in related
specializations.
RASCI
Retailers Association’s Skill Council of India has
Certification Courses Based on the NSQF Framework
••

••

Box 4.6

UGC has written to all universities that students coming
out with Level-4 certificates in Vocational Education
should be given equal weightage and considered for
admission into degree courses.
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••
••
••
••

••

••

Creation, activation and institutionalisation of
Industry accepted Qualifications Packs (QPs) &
National Occupational Standards {NOSs) for the
Retail Sector.
Benchmarking the NOS’s with evolved economies
to bring about transnational acceptance of Skill
Standards institutionalized in India. A total of 5
QPs have been benchmarked with UKIERI standards
(Sales Associate, Cashier, Team Leader, Departmental
Manager, Visual Merchandiser).
Industry connect and demand aggregation
Development of Model Curriculum and Courseware
as per QP-NOS .
Affiliations-Training Partner, Knowledge Partner,
Placement Partner and Assessment Agency.
Training of Trainers and Teachers & Training
of Assessors-Trainer, Teacher and Assessor
Certification.
Learner Assessment and Certification aligned to
NSQF for:
•• Government funded schemes as per respective
scheme guidelines.
•• Non-Government funded schemes sponsored
through learner paid/Corporate/CSR(contact
r.subramanian@rasci.in for further details)
Engagement with various Central / State Ministries
& Vocation / Education system - NULM, NRLM,
State Skill Development Missions, MORD, Ministry
of Defense,Ministry of External Affairs, MSDE, UGCC,
AICTE, Department of School Education and Literacy,
Higher Education, Universities, etc.
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Qualification Packs
•• RASCI currently has 16 active QP’s across subsectors viz. Retail Operations, FMCG, Retail Business
and E-commerce.
•• All the QP’s are aligned to National Skills
Qualification Framework(NSQF).
Retail Qualification Packs (as per NSQF levels)
•• Retail Operations
•• Retail Store Ops Assistant-Level 1
•• Retail Cashier-Level 2
•• Retail Trainee Associate-Level 3
•• Retail Sales Associate-Level 4
•• Retail Team Leader-Level 5
•• Retail Departmental Manager-Level 6
•• Retail Store Manager-Level 7

••

Retail Business/Direct Sales
•• Individual Sales Professional/ Self-Employed
Retailer-Level 4
•• Business Builder/Retailer-Level 5
•• Business Leader/Multi-outlet Retailer-Level 6
Business Enhancer / Multichannel RetailerLevel 7
•• Self-Employed E-tailer-Level 4

••

Retail e-commerce
•• Seller Activation Executive-Level 4
•• Digital Cataloguer-Level 4

••

FMCG-retail
•• Distributor Salesman-Level 4

••

Retail
•• Visual Merchandiser-Level 5

Level

Expected Level of competency as defined under NSQF

Proposed Academic equivalence

Level –1

No responsibility, always works under continuous
instruction and close supervision.

Pertains to school level
education

Level – 2

No responsibility, works under instruction and close
supervision.

Pertains to school level
education

Level - 3

Works under close supervision. Some responsibilities for
own work within defined limit.

Pertains to school level
education

Level – 4

Pertains to school level education

Pertains to school level
education

Level - 5

Responsibility for own work and learning and some
responsibility for other’s work and learning.

Diploma

Level - 6

Responsibility for own work and learning and full
responsibility for other’s works and learning.

Advance Diploma

Level - 7

Full responsibility for output of group and development.
Exercise management and supervision in the context of
work/

Graduation

Level - 8

study having unpredictable changes, responsible for
development of self and others.

Honours at Under-Graduate
level

Level - 9

Responsible for decision making in complex technical
activities, involving unpredictable study/work situations.

Masters

Level - 10

Responsible for strategic decisions in unpredictable
complex situations of work/study.

Doctoral

Table 4.6
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Employment Benefits
The government has reserved four percent posts in
Groups A, B, C and D positions in government services,
public sector banks and government undertakings for
persons with disabilities. The reservations are provided
for Visually Impaired, Hearing Impaired and Physically
disabled.
••

Persons with disabilities are given an age relaxation
of up to ten years in the upper age limit for
recruitment to government positions. They are also
exempted from payment of application fees and
examination fees.
The government provides that persons with
disabilities should not be denied promotion in their
employment on account of the disability / medical
fitness if they are otherwise medically fit and can
discharge their duties satisfactorily.

••

The Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas has
reserved 7.5 per cent of all types of dealership
agencies of public sector oil companies for persons
with physical disabilities. This does not include
defence personnel injured while on service.
Applicants should be Indian citizens, aged between
21 years to 30 years, should have a minimum
educational qualification of matriculation or
equivalent, should produce disability certificate
with minimum 40 percent disability of either
upper limb or lower limb or both limbs considered
together. Persons with partial hearing impairment
are also eligible to apply. Persons with total visual
impairment are eligible to apply for retail outlets,
kerosene / LDO dealerships but are not eligible to
apply for LPG dealership. Total family income of
applicant should not exceed Rs. 50,000 per annum.

National Handicapped Finance and Development
Corporation
NHFDC provides loans to persons with disabilities for
self-employment. The details of the schemes are given
as under:
•• For setting up small business in service / trading
sector - loan of three lakh
•• For setting up small business in sales / trading
sector - loan of five lakh
•• For agriculture / allied activities - loan of up to ten
lakh
•• Purchase of vehicle for commercial hiring - loan of
ten lakh
•• For setting up small industries unit - loan of 25 lakh
•• For professionally educated / trained persons with
disabilities for self-employment - loan of twenty
five lakh
•• For building business premises on own land for
employment - loan of three lakh
•• The business for which financial assistance is sought
should be directly operated by the applicant. In case
of persons with autism, cerebral palsy or mental
retardation, the parent / spouse / legal guardian
of the applicant is authorised to enter into contract
with NHFDC on behalf of the applicant.
Applicant should fulfil the following eligibility criteria:
•• Should have disability of minimum 40 percent
•• Should be an Indian citizen
•• Should have required professional / technical
qualification for the business undertaken
•• Loans should be repaid by a maximum of 10 years.
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Wide Range of Income Generating Activities for Persons with Disabilities

For setting up small business in
Service/Trading sector.

Loan up to Rs. 3.0 lakh for sales/trading activity and Rs. 5.00 lakh for
service sector activity. The small business, project or activity, for which
financial assistance has been sought will have to be operated by the
PwD himself and employing at least 15% PwDs in his venture.

For purchase of vehicle for
commercial activity.

Loan upto Rs. 10.00 lakh. Purchase of vehicle including auto rickshaw
for commercial activity purpose.

For setting up small industrial unit.

Loan upto Rs. 25.00 lakh. Loan assistance is provided to PwDs for
manufacturing, fabrication and production. The PwDs will be the
owner/chief executive of the company and will employ at least 15%
PwDs.

For Agricultural activities.

Loan upto Rs. 10.00 lakh. Loan assistance is provided to PwDs for
agricultural production, irrigation, horticulture, sericulture, purchase of
agricultural machinery/equipment for agricultural service, marketing of
agricultural products etc.

For self-employment amongst
persons with mental retardation,
cerebral palsy and autism.

Loan upto Rs. 10.00 lakh. In such cases, the financial assistance
is extended through parents or legal guardian or spouse of the
dependant mentally disabled person.
••
••
••

Any Indian Citizen with 40% or more disability.
Age above 18 years.
Relevant educational / technical / vocational qualification/
experience and background.

Rate of Interest.

••
••
••
••

Upto Rs. 50,000/- 5% p.a.
Above Rs. 50,000/- and Upto Rs. 5.0 lakh - 6% p.a.
Above Rs. 5.0 lakh and Upto Rs. 15.0 lakh - 7% p.a.
Above Rs. 15.0 lakh and Upto Rs. 25.0 lakh - 8% p.a.

In case of Visual Impairment/
Hearing Impairment/ Mental
Retardation. (A rebate of 1% p.a. on
interest to women beneficiaries)

••
••
••
••

Upto Rs. 50,000/- 4.5% p.a.
Above Rs. 50,000/- and Upto Rs. 5.0 lakh - 5.5% p.a.
Above Rs. 5.0 lakh and Upto Rs. 15.0 lakh - 6.5% p.a.
Above Rs. 15.0 lakh and Upto Rs. 25.0 lakh - 7.5% p.a.

Eligibility.

Table 4.8
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Micro Credit Scheme
Loan upto Rs. 5.0 lakh to NGO,Rs. 25000/- per beneficiary
@ 5 percent p.a.
The Micro Credit Scheme is presently implemented by
NGO working in the social sector preferably for the PwDs
and should have adequate experience for undertaking
programmes for economic and social rehabilitation of
economically weaker section of the society. Under the
scheme, the application is to be submitted through the
State Channelising Agency (SCA).
Scheme For Disabled Young Professional
This scheme is for professionally educated unemployed
youth with disability. In order to inculcate the spirit
of self-confidence among such youths with disability
through self-employment and utilise their wisdom
& experience gained through professional training &
education, the Corporation provide loan at the rate of
4-8 percent p.a. to professionally educated / trained
youths with disability.
Eligibility
Any Indian Citizen with 40 percent or more disability.
Age between 18 and 35 years
Should have obtained a professional degree from
recognized Institute.
The activity proposed should be directly relevant to the
professional degree of the applicant
Maximum Limit of Loan
The maximum loan limit is Rs. 25.0 Lakh.
Pattern of Finance
NHFDC Loan : upto 85%.
iSCA Loan share : 5%.
Beneficiary contribution : upto 10%.
Rate of interest :
Upto Rs. 50,000/- - 5 percent p.a.
Above Rs. 50,000/- and upto Rs. 5.0 lakh - 6 percent p.a.
Above Rs. 5.0 lakh - 8 percent p.a
Rebate : A rebate of 1 percent p.a. on interest for young
women professional with disability.
Repayment Period – The loan is to be repaid within 10
years (including moratorium period).
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Working Capital : NHFDC will consider a working capital
margin of up to 30 percent of the estimated requirement.
Illustrative List:
Doctor; Architect; Engineer including Software/
Hardware/Automobile; Advocate ; Chartered Accountant/
Cost Accountant; Hotel Management, Geriatric Home
Care; Publicity & Advertising; Service & Maintenance
of Building : Security Guard Agency; Coaching Centres
for Competitive Examination , Culture and Tourism
Development ; Printing Press/DTP/Graphics etc.; Fashion
Designing/Boutiques; Textile Designing; Ornamental /
Sculpture; Value addition in traditional Art & Craft etc.
The above list is only illustrative and not exhaustive.
The eligible youth may get financial assistance for
any other technically feasible and financially viable
project. It is expected that such professionally managed
ventures will create equal number of wage employment
opportunities for skilled /semi-skilled workers and add
to the wealth of the nation.
The youth who have already obtained loan assistance
pursuing higher professionals education may also be
considered for providing additional loan establish selfemployment income generating ventures, however,
the loan limit should not exceed Rs.25.00 Lakh per
beneficiary including education loan.
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Health Insurance
Niramaya Health Insurance Scheme
Niramaya Scheme is being offered by The National Trust
in collaboration with ICICI Lombard, a private insurance
company, scheme has come as a huge help for the
persons with Cerebral Palsy, Autism, Mental Retardation
and Multiple Disabilities.
Niramaya Scheme Provides the Following BenefitsSame premium irrespective of the age of the person.
Same coverage for all irrespective of the type of
disabilities covered under by The National Trust.
Insurance of Rs. one lakh per beneficiary.
Insurance is guaranteed. No “selection” will be made.
Every persons with developmental disabilities and
enrolled with The National Trust will be eligible for
insurance.
Unlike the going trend in the market, no exclusion will
be made because of pre-existing condition.
No medical tests will be conducted before providing the
insurance cover.
OPD treatment can be taken from any qualified Medical
Practitioner. In-patient (E.g. admitted in hospital)
treatment can be taken from any hospital. The cost will
be reimbursed (subject to the insurance limit)

Persons Living Below Poverty Line
(BPL)

••
••
••
••
••
••

Properly filled Enrollment Form
One passport size photograph
Self-attested and valid
disability certificate BPL Card
Address Proof.
Proof of payment of applicable
fee (bank receipt).

Services Covered Under the Scheme•• Regular medical check up.
•• Hospitalization.
•• Therapy.
•• Corrective Surgery.
•• Transportation.
•• Repetitive medical intervention as an in-patient.
•• Pre and post hospitalization expenses.

NOTE: Niramaya Health Insurance Scheme is available
throughout India except in Jammu & Kashmir.
Eligibility Criteria•• Person should have a disability covered under
the National Trust Act (The National Trust for the
Welfare of Persons with Autism, Cerebral Palsy,
Mental Retardation and Multiple Disabilities)
•• Person to be insured should have a valid disability
certificate.
If a registered organization (e.g. a trust or a society) is
interested in insuring persons with disabilities under
the Niramaya Health Insurance Scheme, then that
organization needs to be registered with the National
Trust. Fee for such a registration is Rs. 1000 at present.

Non-BPL

PwD with Legal Guardian
(Other than natural parents)

••

••

••
••
••
••

••

Properly filled Enrollment
Form.
One passport size
photograph.
Self-attested and valid
disability certificate.
Address Proof.
Income certificate of (self
attested) the parent/guardian
competent authority as
issued by the State.
Proof of payment of
applicable fee (bank receipt).

Table 4.9: Documents Required for Niramaya Health Insurance Scheme

••
••
••

••
••

Properly filled Enrollment
Form.
One passport size photograph
Self-attested and valid
disability certificate.
Legal Guardian Certificate
issued from the Local. Level
Committee constituted under
section 13 of The National
Trust Act, 1999.
Address Proof.
Proof of payment of
applicable fee.
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Fee to be Paid for Niramaya Health Insurance Scheme
•• Persons living Below Poverty Line (BPL) have to pay
a fee of Rs. 250
•• Non-BPL persons have to pay a fee of Rs. 500
•• PwD with Legal Guardian do not have to pay any fee.
Note : Need to renew your policy on every 31 March and
fees are to be paid every year.
Swavlamban Health Insurance Scheme
This scheme is designed to be an affordable and yet
comprehensive health insurance cover for the persons
with disabilities. Salient features of Swavlamban Health
Insurance Scheme are:
•• A uniform premium of three hundred and fifty seven
only is to be contributed by the PwD.
•• Swavlamban Health Insurance Scheme is available
only to those PwD whose annual family income is
three lack or below.
•• The scheme is available for people with disabilities
from 0 to 65 years of age.
•• An annual cover of two lakh will be provided to the
insured person.
•• The scheme will be a family floater type. This means
the family members of the insured PwD could also
be covered. Please note that here family means
only spouse and children. Parents and siblings can
not be covered.
•• Family Floater: Primary insured person will be the
person with disability. She and up to three family
members can be covered under the scheme.
•• If the person with disability is a minor, her parents
or legal guardian could also be covered.
•• No medical tests will be done before taking this
health insurance policy.
•• For corrective therapy, OPD costs up to Rs. 10,000
per year will be covered.
•• For mental illness, OPD costs up to Rs. 3000 per year
will be covered.
•• Pre-existing medical conditions are not excluded.
•• Corrective surgeries for the existing condition can
be covered with the consent of the insurer company.
•• Persons with multiple disabilities, Cerebral Palsy
& autism are not covered under this scheme. This
could be because these people are covered by the
Niramaya Health Insurance Scheme provided by the
National Trust.
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New India Assurance Company Limited has come up
with the following premium structure:
A premium of Rs. 3,100 per year will be charged for OPD
and hospitalization cover of the person with disability,
spouse and up to two children.
Sum
insured

Persons
covered

Plan

Premium

Rs.
2,00,000

PwD,
Spouse &
up to two
Children

Hospitalisation
and OPD

Rs. 3,100
+ taxes

Table 4.10

Please note that Person with Disability will be charged
only 10% of the premium. Rest of the amount will be
provided by the government. So, effectively, person with
disability will have to pay just around three hundred
and fifty seven per year.
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Tax Benefit

Travel Benefits

For the sake of segregation in amount of tax benefits, the
law divides persons with disabilities in two categories:
Normal Disability - 40 percent to 80 percent - A person
with normal disability can deduct Rs. 75,000 from overall
income. The person does not need to pay income tax on
this amount.
Severe Disability - 80 percent or above - A person with
severe disability can deduct Rs. 1,25,000 from overall
income. The person does not need to pay income tax
on this amount.

Car excise duty concession
Excise duty is a tax that is levied on goods produced or
sold in the country. Excise duty is sometimes also called
Central Value Added Tax (CVAT) because it is levied by the
Central Government. If you want to buy a car, the regular
excise duty on various model is stipulated between 16
percent to 24 percent. Persons with orthopedic disability
can buy car at a concessional rate of 8 percent.

Tax benefits under sections
The disability deduction is allowed under section 80DD
and 80U
•• Section 80U – A PwD is eligible to claim deduction
u/s 80U. Does not need to have any proof of
expenses to avail this benefit.
•• Section 80DD – Dependant an individual taxpayer
means spouse, children, parents, brothers & sisters
of the taxpayer. In case of an Hindu Undivided
Family (HUF) means a member of the HUF can claim
tax deduction u/s 80DD.
Note 1: If you want rebate under section 80DD, the
assessee may need to furnish proof of medical, nursing
or rehabilitation expenses incurred on the disabled
dependent along with the disability certificate.
Note 2: The taxpayer is not allowed this deduction if the
dependant has claimed a deduction under section 80U
for himself/herself.
Documents required to avail disability tax benefits?
Thankfully, there’s no lengthy procedure involved in
availing the benefit of tax deduction. You just need to
file your income tax return and have a copy of your
certificate of disability.
In case of autism, Cerebral Palsy and multiple
disabilities, form 10-IA may need to be filled. However,
we don’t see anymore use of this form because these
three conditions are now part of the list of recognized
disabilities.

Documents to get this car excise duty 		
concession certificate•• A certificate from a Medical Officer of a Government
Hospital stating that the person is medically fit to
drive the vehicle.
•• Please note that this is not the disability certificate
that you get as a proof of your disability. This
certificate needs to be given by the doctor in a
prescribed proforma.
•• A certificate from the car manufacturer stating
that the person has booked a car for purchase.
The certificate also states that the car has been
appropriately modified and/or fitted with additional
gadgets to make it suitable for driving by the said
person with disability.
•• An affidavit by the person with disability stating that
he/she has not availed concession on car Excise
Duty in last five years and that he/she will not sell
off the car being purchased with the concession in
next five years.
•• Application for the Excise Duty Concession along
with the above three documents should be sent to
the following address:
The Under Secretary (AEI Section), Ministry of Heavy
Industries & Public Enterprises,Department of Heavy
Industry, Room No. 384, Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi-110011
You may expect a reply from the Ministry in about one
month. Once you get the certificate from the Ministry,
you can produce it to the dealer to avail the 		
concessional rate.
Toll Tax Exemption
PwDs are exempted from paying toll tax on all the
highways operated by the NHAI.
Vehicles especially designed for the use by persons with
disabilities are exempted from paying toll tax in India.
This exemption is applicable at all toll plazas on all the
highways operated by the National Highways Authority
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of India. Please note that the toll tax exemption is valid
only for the vehicles modified for the use by a PwD.
Section 2(18) of the Motor Vehicle Act, 1988, defines
such vehicles as “invalid carriage”. So, your vehicle’s
RC must show the vehicle registered under the invalid
carriage category.
Train ticket concession
Booking a train ticket under handicapped quota online
booking from IRCTC website. But to book a concessional
ticket you need to carry a photo identity card issued by
the Railways.
Who is Eligible to Get Railways Photo Identity Card?
For the purpose of granting photo identity card, the
Railways has divided persons with disabilities into four
categories.
•• Orthopedically handicapped person who cannot
travel without an escort or assistance.
•• Mentally retarded persons who need an escort.
•• Completely blind persons traveling alone or with an
escort.
•• Totally deaf and mute person (with both afflictions
together).
•• The concession is also allowed to persons with
certain ailments.
•• Cancer patients
•• Heart patient
•• Non-infectious leprosy patients
•• Thalassemia major patients
•• T.B. patients
•• Kidney patients
•• Haemophilia patients
•• Aplastic anaemia patients
•• Sickle-cell anaemia patients
Air Ticket Concession for PwDs
50 percent discount on the basic fare in Economy class
but only the basic fare is subsidized in this case, no
rebate on taxes and other charges. Air India provides air
tickets to the PwDs in the following categories:
•• Locomotor disability
•• Blind people
•• War disabled officers
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Disability Equipments
Nil GST Rate
Braille Books will be taxed at 0% i.e. they are exempted
from any tax.
Under 5 percent GST Rate
•• Braille writers and braille writing instruments.
•• Handwriting equipment like braille frames, slates,
writing guides, script writing guides, styli, braille
erasers, canes, electronic aids like the sonic guide.
•• Optical, environmental sensors.
•• Arithmetic aids like the taylor frame (arithmetic
and algebra types), cubarythm, speaking or braille
calculator.
•• Geometrical aids like combined graph and
mathematical
demonstration
board,
braille
protractors, scales, compasses and spar wheels.
•• Electronic measuring equipment such as calipers,
micrometers, comparators, gauges, gauge block
levels, rules, rulers and yardsticks.
•• Drafting, drawing aids, tactile displays.
•• Specially adapted clocks and watches.
•• Orthopaedic appliances falling under heading
no.90.21 of the first schedule.
•• wheel chairs.
•• Artificial electronic larynx and electronic ear
(cochlear implant).
•• Talking books (in the form of cassettes, discs or
other sound reproductions) and large-print books,
braille embossers, talking calculators, talking
thermometers.
•• Equipment for the mechanical or the computerized
production of braille and recorded material such as
braille computer terminals and displays, electronic
braille, transfer and pressing machines and
stereotyping machines;
•• Braille paper.
•• All tangible appliances including articles,
instruments, apparatus, specially designed for use
by the blind.
•• Aids for improving mobility of the blind such as
electronic orientation and obstacle detecting
appliance and white canes.
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••
••
••
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Technical aids for education, rehabilitation,
vocational training and employment of the blind
such as braille typewriters, braille watches, teaching
and learning aids, games and other instruments
and vocational aids specifically adapted for use of
the blind.
Assistive listening devices, audiometers.
External catheters, special jelly cushions to prevent
bed sores, stair lift, urine collection bags.
Instruments and implants for severely physically
handicapped patients and joints replacement and
spinal instruments and implants including bone
cement.

Economic Times featured an article which spoke
about how only 10 Nifty companies are employing
90% of the 8,551 employees with disability
working in the companies listed in the index.
According to data compiled by Economic Times
Intelligence Group (ETIG). Eight of them are public
sector undertakings, with the country’s largest
lender State Bank of India employing 2,692 PwD.
IT biggies TCS and Wipro are the biggest private
sector recruiters of such talent. Even the public
sector companies fall short of the mandated
reservation of 3% for persons with disability.

Box 4.7
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Success Stories of Persons with
Disability
Ian Mackay
Ian Mackay is the founder and executive director of Ians Ride, a non
profit corporation in the state of Washington. Ian was an avid cyclist
and nature lover before a bicycle crash in 2008 left him paralyzed from
the neck down. He battled years of depression until he found a way
to get outside again. He began traveling bike paths in his local area of
Port Angeles, WA and kept going just a little farther. In 2016 he rode his
power wheelchair across the state of Washington from North to South.
The 2016 Ride garnered a great deal of media attention, and Ian became
a spokesperson, encouraging the mobility challenged to get outside and
advocating for outdoor accessibility - complete, connected trails and
routes for ALL abilities.

Sharath Gayakwad
Sharath was born in Bangalore, India in 1991 with a deformed left hand.
His parents were initially apprehensive of sending him to mandatory
swimming classes because of his disability. However, he eventually took
up swimming classes at the age of 9 along with the rest of the class. Soon
after that, he was to be seen participating in various swimming events
for the disabled. In 2003, trainer John Christopher spotted him swimming
at a school event, and ended up training Sharath for 7 years.
multi-discipline event by winning 6 medals. Coming from a modest
financial background, he has over 30 international and 40 national
medals to his credit, one of them being the bronze medal at the 2010
Asian Para Games. He is the first Indian swimmer to qualify for the
Paralympics and competed in the 2012 Summer Paralympics in London.
Sharath has been receiving both monetary and non-monetary support
from the GoSports Foundation, Bangalore since 2011.
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Carlos Vasquez
Carlos Vasquez, the lead singer, drummer, and PR manager for the metal
band Distartica, who lost his eyesight to glaucoma as a child.
At a young age, Carlos was introduced to many musical instruments until
deciding to stick to drums. As time passed, Carlos developed his vocal
skills to introduce his multi-talented musical abilities. With these skills,
interest in various musical genres, and influences from metal icons, he
has contributed to the writing process of the band’s debut album. He is
currently the drummer and lead vocalist of the band.

Major DP Singh (Marathon Runner)
Devender Pal Singh was born on 13 September 1973 in Jagadhari, India.
He received his senior secondary education from KV Roorkee. Major
Singh graduated from the Indian Military Academy
In 1999, during the Kargil war, a shell exploded next to an officer. He was
almost shredded to pieces. When he was brought into the hospital, the
doctors at first glance declared him dead. It was just a stroke of luck
that one doctor who was present on the spot refused to give up on him
and managed to resuscitate him. He eventually survived and underwent
several surgeries. But he lost his leg. He had to endure 10 painful years of
recuperation but refused to give up so he shifted his love for rally sports
and took up running instead.
In 2009, he signed up for his first marathon and took up training with
his prosthetic leg. Today, he has successfully run 12 marathons and even
holds the Limca record for being the India’s first blade runner.
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Patrick Lafayette
A crack to the skull during a game of stick ball at age 11 and a diving
accident by age 16 left Patrick Lafayette totally blind. Being at home,
Patrick spent his time speed dialling on the telephone entering
competitions and wining it. The teenager was banned from radio on four
occasions, each time using four different names and his gift of mimicry
and impersonation to dominate these afternoon radio shows.
Later he used this gift of mimicry to produce, single-handedly, the
three-part docudrama Mas Joe - The Christmas Adventure, which is still
available on CD.
Was a creative director with Mike Jarrett Communications, where he
oversaw copywriting; produced commercial jingles, infomercials and
documentaries for radio and television.
Hosted his own weekday show, Kool Rhythms, produced (collaborating
with several valued radio colleagues) audio biographies which chronicle
the history of the Jamaican music and which have been aired to significant
acclaim abroad.
Produced his audio features for XM satellite radio, the British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC), Choice FM in London, as well as for distribution to
over 50 stations in the United States and Europe.
In addition to training several noted radio personalities, Lafayette has
also mentored young men in the computer field (he is a computer
professional), prevented a number of suicides and saved
numerous marriages.
Quoting him, “I was given a break, so my thing in life is to give another
guy a break. If you even affect one person, the ripple effect from that is
a great thing.”
Apple has featured the above three personalities in their recent campaign “Designed for
Everyone”

Girish Sharma (Badminton Player)
Girish lost a leg at 2 to a train accident, despite the physical disability, he
took up badminton professionally at 16, and never looked back. With his
talent, he won 2 gold medals at the National Championship for Physically
Challenged. From there, he even went on to represent the country in
Israel and Thailand, winning two silver medals in Israel. In 2015, Girish
was ranked No. 2 in both singles and doubles for para-badminton
players. The brighest feather in his cap is a gold medal in Paralympics
Asia Cup for Disabled.
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Virender Singh (Wrestler)
Virender Singh born on 1 April 1986. Virender Singh was born to a farmers’
family of Sasroli village, near Jhajjar in Haryana. Virender was inspired to
take up wrestling by his father and uncle, who were wrestlers as this was
a family tradition passed on by generations. Virender, as a deaf kid, was
bullied in the village. Virender developed an interest in wrestling and
they also found talent in him and started honing his skills.
Virender won the World Title at the World Championship and has Gold,
Silver and Bronze apiece at the three World Deaf Wrestling Championships
that he has been to. Virender won a Gold at 2016 World Deaf Wrestling
Championship (Tehran, Iran), a Silver at 2008 World Deaf Wrestling
Championship (Yerevan, Armenia) and a Bronze at the 2012 World Deaf
Wrestling Championship (Sofia, Bulgaria). This makes it 7 medals at the 7
international events that Virender has been a part of.
In July 2015, he received the prestigious Arjuna Award – India’s sporting
honour. Before that, he had received the Rajiv Gandhi State Sports Award,
awarded by the Government of Delhi, India.

Erik Weihenmayer
Erik Weihenmayer (born September 23, 1968) is an American athlete,
adventurer, author, activist and motivational speaker, and the first blind
person to reach the summit of Mount Everest, on May 25, 2001. For this feat,
he was honored with a Time Magazine cover story. He also completed the
Seven Summits in September 2002, joining 150 mountaineers at the time
who had accomplished that feat, but as the only climber who was blind.
In 2008, he also added Carstensz Pyramid in West Papua New Guinea, the
tallest peak in Australasia, thus completing the more respected Seventh
Summit. Weihenmayer has also made noteworthy climbs up the Nose of
El Capitan in Yosemite in 1996, and ascended Losar, a 2700-foot vertical
ice face in the Himalayas in 2008.
In 2005, he co-founded No Barriers, a nonprofit organization with the
tagline, “What’s within you is stronger than what’s in your way.” The
organization helps people of diverse backgrounds and abilities develop
a No Barriers Mindset - to attack challenges head on, problem solve,
build winning teams, and serve others.
In September 2014, Erik and blinded Navy veteran, Lonnie Bedwell,
kayaked the entire 277-miles of the Grand Canyon, considered one of the
most formidable whitewater venues in the world.
Today, while still adventuring, he is a prominent worldwide speaker,
focusing on the topic of living a “No Barriers Life.”
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Andrea Bocelli
Tenor, musician, writer and music producer of Italian origin, Andrea
Boccelli has sold more than 75 million records. He also studied law.
He was born with congenital glaucoma, which left him partially blind.
But that did not prevent him from taking piano lessons until the age of
6. However, at the age 12, he suffered a blow during a football game that
left him completely blind.
Bocelli has received numerous awards of international prestige and even
has a beach named after him on the Adriatic

Sharad Kumar (High Jumper)
Sharad Kumar was born on 1 March 1992 in Patna, Bihar. At the age
of two, he suffered paralysis of his left leg after taking spurious polio
medicine at a local eradication drive. Sharad studied at St. Paul’s School
(Darjeeling) where he started high jump in Class 7. He is an Indian para
high jumper and a former world No. 1. He made his International debut
at the 2010 Asian Para Games. At the 2014 Asian Para Games, he won
the gold medal in the high jump (T42), breaking a 12-year Asian Games
record, and reclaimed the world No. 1 position. Kumar participated in the
2016 Summer Paralympics finishing sixth. He won Silver in 2017 World
Para Athletics Championships. He is supported by GoSports Foundation
through the Para Champions Programme.
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Marlee Matlin
American actress Marlee became deaf at just 18 months after losing all
hearing in her right ear and 80% in her left. She believes this was down
to a genetically malformed cochlea.
She first acted at the age of 7 and has since been in a whole host of films
and high-profile TV shows, including Desperate Housewives, The L-Word,
ER and The West Wing.
In the majority of her roles, Marlee has played a deaf character. But in the
TV drama ‘Against Her Will: The Carrie Buck Story’, she played the main
character, a hearing woman, for which she was nominated best actress.
She’s also written novels and competed in the sixth series of Dancing
with the Stars, the American version of Strictly.
Marlee won the Academy Award for Best Actress in a Leading Role for
‘Children of a Lesser God’. To date, she is the only deaf performer to have
won the award.

Mariyappan Thangavelu
Mariyappan Thangavelu is born on 28 June 1995. He suffered permanent
disability in his right leg when he was run over by a drunk bus driver
while walking to school; the bus crushed his leg below the knee, causing
it to become stunted. Despite this setback, he completed secondary
schooling; he says he “didn’t see myself as different from 		
able-bodied kids.”
He is an Indian Paralympic high jumper. He represented India in the 2016
Summer Paralympic games held in Rio de Janeiro in the men’s high jump
T-42 category, winning the gold medal in the finals. He is India’s first
Paralympian gold medallist since 2004. On 25 January 2017, Government
of India announced “Padma Shri” award for his contribution towards
sports and in the same year he was also awarded Arjuna Award.
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John Hockenberry
John Hockenberry was born in Dayton, Ohio, and grew up in upstate New
York and Michigan. In 1976, he was paralyzed while hitchhiking on the
Pennsylvania Turnpike.
Hockenberry’s spinal cord was damaged, and he remains paralyzed
without sensation or voluntary movement from the mid-chest down.
After his spinal cord injury, he transferred to the University of Oregon in
1980 and studied harpsichord and piano.
Hockenberry has reported from all over the world, reporting on a wide
variety of stories in virtually every medium for more than three decades.
He has written dozens of magazine and newspaper articles, a play, and
two books, including the bestselling memoir Moving Violations: War
Zones, Wheelchairs, and Declarations of Independence, which was a
finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award, and the novel A River
Out Of Eden.
Hockenberry has appeared as a presenter or moderator at many design
and idea conferences around the world including the TED conference,
the World Science Festival in New York and in Brisbane. He has been
a Distinguished Fellow at the MIT Media Lab and serves on the White
House Fellows Committee. He was one of the founding inductees to the
Spinal Cord Injury Hall of Fame in 2005.

Sudha Chandran
An Indian actress and dancer, Sudha lost her leg at the age of 16 after a
road accident. After a gap of two years, she went back to dancing using
a prosthetic leg.
Sudha started her careers in the film Mayuri, which tells her life story.
She was awarded Special Jury Award in 1986 for her performance. She
has since been in a number of films, TV programs and even a reality
dance competition.
She is most well-known in India, where her life story is part of the
curriculum for young school children, but has performed all over the
world, including America, the UK, Saudia Arabia and Yemen.
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Aaron Fotheringham
In addition to being one of the most inspirational celebrities with
disability, Aaron Fotheringham is also one of the most famous skaters in
the world. His speciality? Wheelchair skating.
During his childhood, Aaron underwent several failed hip operations that
forced him to use a wheelchair permanently. Despite this, he continued
to practice a sport – he was passionate about adapting it to his disability.
In 2005, Aaron Fotheringham landed a great jump with a 180º turn, and
in 2006 made the first somersault in wheelchair history.

Kyle Maynard
When it comes to an all-rounded athlete, no name better encompasses
all facets of the term than Kyle Maynard. Kyle played high school football,
wrestled, knows martial arts, has fought in MMA fights, does CrossFit, lifts
weights, and has climbed Mount Kilimanjaro. With a repertoire like that
it would be wise to assume that Kyle was some sort of body builder or
Olympian, and you wouldn’t think of someone who was a quadriplegic.
Kyle Maynard was born with a rare condition that reduced the ability for
his tendons to grow with his limbs, rendering him with virtually no arms
or legs. That hasn’t stopped him at all, and he continues to defy the
common stereotypes associated with people in his situation.
Kyle has never let any outside force stop him, and has proved himself
in the gym, on the field, and in the ring. He constantly pushes the limits
of his body, and strives to motivate others to do the same. He runs his
own CrossFit gym in Georgia, and was the first quadriplegic to climb Mt.
Kilimanjaro without the aid of prosthetics. He made the climb with a
team made up of U.S. military veterans who suffered from injuries during
combat. He also donated some of the proceeds that were directed
towards the climb to a school for the blind and various veteran-oriented
organizations. There are not many people who can claim that they have
done half the things that Kyle has done, and those people have arms and
legs. It just goes to show you that it takes heart, not limbs.
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Rocky Bleier
The story of Rocky Bleier is one of heroism, valor, and commitment. Rocky
was a professional football player for the Pittsburg Steelers, and had
just begun his rookie season when the Vietnam War broke out. He was
drafted into service in late 1968, and was shipped off to South Vietnam
with a light infantry regiment as a grenadier. While on patrol, his squad
came under heavy fire and Rocky was hit in the legs by enemy shrapnel
and rifle fire. Upon their rescue, Rocky was awarded a Purple Heart and
Bronze Star. The injuries Rocky sustained were significant, rendering the
partial loss of one foot which required multiple surgeries.
Despite these injuries, Rocky Bleier returned to football and through
rigorous practice, was able to regain a place on the Pittsburg Steelers.
Not only that, but he would go on to play in the Super Bowl four times,
receiving a ring for each game. Rocky also retained an amazing friendship
with his coach and teammates, allowing him to surround himself with
people who maintained a positive attitude. Rocky has since produced
several books, and even a few films based on his story. He travels around
the country to share his story of fortitude and courage. While his injuries
may not have been something as severe as losing a limb, he still had to
overcome the challenge of playing professional football with shrapnel
wounds and only part of one foot.

Varun Bhati (High Jumper)
Varun Singh Bhati is born on 13 February 1995. He was afflicted by
Poliomyelitis at young age. His sport talent was recognized when he
was in his school, St Josephs School, Greater Noida. He studied B.Sc.
Maths (Hons) from Maharaja Agrasen College, University of Delhi. Since
2014, Satyanarayana a former national athlete, coaches him. Varun is
supported by the GoSports Foundation through the Para Champions
Programme. He lives in Greater Noida. He currently trains at the Sports
Authority of India in Bangalore.
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Jim Abbott
Jim Abbott is another great example of someone who didn’t let their
disability get in the way of their athletic profession and love for their
sport. Being born without a right hand would most likely be a large
hindrance on playing any sport, but that didn’t stop Jim. He went on
to play in the college baseball scene, all the way up into the New York
Yankees. He became one of the best left handed pitchers in the entire
league, and scored a grand total of 888 strikeouts against opposing
batters. Not only did Jim Abbott make it all the way to the major league
without a right hand, but he did so without playing in a single minor
league game. He honed his skills with what he had, something we all
should strive to do.
Jim grew up in flint Michigan, and attended high school and college in
his home state. He never let his disability get in the way of his passion,
and honed his pitching skill with his left hand. He even learned how to
catch using a mitt and his right forearm. During his time in the major
leagues, players on the opposing team would actually try to exploit his
weakness by bunting the ball in order to prevent him from catching the
ball and throwing to the base players. This tactic was ineffective, and he
continued to make double plays throughout his career. He later went on
to write an autobiography and titled it “Imperfect: An Improbable Life”,
and it outlines the struggles and obstacles he had to overcome in order
to become as successful as he was in the MLB.

Frida Kahlo
Frida was a Mexican painter who had a number of health conditions. She
contracted polio at a young age, which resulted in one leg being thinner
than the other, and it’s believed was born with spina bifida. She sadly
died at the age of 47, but her legacy as a trailblazer has continued. At 18
she was involved in an accident that left her with many injuries, including
a broken spine. While recuperating, her parents encouraged her to paint.
She largely painted herself, which often depicted her disabilities at the
time. One painting, for example, shows her painting from a wheelchair.
Like many painters, it’s since her death that her work has become most
recognised. She’s also never conformed to gender stereotypes, and so
has become an icon for the LGBT community.
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Melissa Stockwell
In March 2004, Melissa Stockwell was a First Lieutenant in the U.S. Army
and had just been shipped out to Iraq. Three weeks later, she became the
first female soldier to lose a limb when a roadside bomb exploded near
her unarmored Humvee, claiming her left leg.
Since then, Stockwell has made more history as the first Iraq veteran
chosen to participate in the Paralympics. Stockwell competed in the
100-meter butterfly, the 100-meter freestyle and the 400-meter freestyle
and finished sixth, fifth and fourth in her events in 2008.

Bethany Hamilton
This name may be familiar to many readers, but if not, this is quite
the motivational story. Bethany Hamilton is a professional surfer and
had been surfing her entire life. Tragedy struck in 2003, while surfing
in an area highly populated with sea turtles, a large tiger shark bit off
Bethany’s left arm. After she was rushed to shore and stabilized at the
hospital, she began the recovery process. Many people told her that she
would never surf again. Of course, that was not an answer she was willing
to accept and she continued to excel at her sport. She even had a movie
produced about her, title “Soul Surfer”, which depicts the fortitude and
determination she displayed in order to return to surfing. She never
displayed a negative attitude and kept her eyes on the prize.
She has won various awards and has been mentioned on many news
casts and books. She didn’t do it for the fame however, and for a short
while there was the question whether or not she would even survive,
but like many of the other athletes on this list, she pulled through and
continued to do what she loved. She was back on the board only one
month after the incident, showing the world that she didn’t fear the
water or the creatures that inhabited it.
Stockwell has also earned three gold medals in 2010, 2011 and 2012 at the
ITU Triathlon World Championships and remains the top-ranked athlete
in the women’s TRI-2 class, which features above-knee amputees.
In addition to competing internationally for the U.S., Stockwell also
works as a prosthetist and as a member of the board of directors of the
Wounded Warrior Project.
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Ralph Braun
Ralph Braun born in Indiana, USA was the CEO and founder of Braun
Corporation. Braun Corporation provides commercial wheelchair
and accessible vehicles and other equipment for individuals with
disabilities. He was diagnosed with muscular dystrophy when he was
six years old. He created motorised scooter at the age of 20 to help him
move around without any difficulties or support. He also created the
first wheelchair accessible van equipped with platform. He started his
firm, Braun Corporation, known as Save the Step initially which focused
on building moving vehicles accessible by wheelchairs. Braun through
his innovations and creative thinking revolutionized the mobility of
people with disabilities. He not only is one of the successful people with
disabilities but he also happens to be the one who innovated to help
such differently-abled people. Braun was named a “champion of change”
in 2012 by the US government.

Arunima Sinha
Arunima Sinha is the world’s first female and India’s first amputee to
climb the Mount Everest. She is also a national level volleyball player.
In an unfortunate accident, while on a train she was pestered by some
miscreants and was thrown by them out of a moving train on tracks when
she tried to resist their action of snatching her gold chain. As she lay on
the tracks, 49 trains passed on top of her. In such a dilapidated condition,
she was admitted to the hospital where her leg was amputated and a rod
was inserted in the knee to hold the bones together. Her story became a
media sensation and she became the scapegoat of criticism and rumors.
It was then that she decided that she had to do something to prove
that she was right. She decided to climb the Everest. The decision was
ridiculed at first claiming her to be medically unfit for such a pursuit.
But she was determined to do what seemed impossible and with her
determination, training and will-power, she conquered the highest point
on the Earth which is a difficult task for people with high fitness levels
too. To quote her, “Failure is not when we fall short of achieving our
goals. It is when we don’t have goals worthy enough.”
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Jessica Long
If you visit Jessica Long’s personal website, you’ll immediately come
across an image of her toting a gaggle of gold medals over her shoulder.
It’s only fitting, since she has 12 of them. And those are only the golds;
her medal total currently stands at a whopping 17.
Long was born with fibular hemimelia, and as a result, she had to have
her lower legs amputated at 18 months. She quickly learned to walk with
prostheses, though, and began her Paralympic career at the tender age
of 12. As the youngest member of the U.S. Paralympic Team in Athens
in 2004, she earned three gold medals: in the 100-meter freestyle, the
400-meter freestyle and the 4x100-meter freestyle. That was 		
only the beginning.
In 2006, Long broke a whopping 18 world records and tallied nine gold
medals in nine events at the IPC Swimming World Championships
in South Africa. In 2008 in Beijing, she took home six medals, four of
which were gold. Most recently, in London in 2012, she earned five gold
medals, two silvers and a bronze before being named the U.S. Paralympic
Sportswoman of the Year.

Deepa Malik (Shot Put Athlete)
Deepa Malik was born on 30 September 1970. She is also the first
physically challenged individual in the country to receive an official
rally license from the Federation Motor Sports Club of India (FMSCI) and
also she is associated with Himalayan Motorsports Association. She
has undertaken an 8day, 1700km drive in sub-zero temperatures which
included a climb to 18000 feet. She is the first Indian woman to win a
medal in Paralympic Games and won a Silver medal at the 2016 Summer
Paralympics in the shot put. She has also won gold in F-53/54 Javelin
event at the para athletic grand Prix held in Dubai in 2018. She currently
is the world number one in the F-53 category. She was honored with the
Arjuna award in 2012 and she has also been conferred the prestigious
Padma Shri award in 2017. She has won 58 national & 18 International
medals.
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Nyle DiMarco
Nyle DiMarco (born May 8, 1989) is an American model, actor, and deaf
activist. In 2015, DiMarco was the second male winner and the first deaf
winner of The CW’s America’s Next Top Model Cycle 22. The following year,
he won season 22 of the ABC televised dance competition Dancing with
the Stars, with professional dance partner Peta Murgatroyd. DiMarco is
a spokesperson for LEAD-K (Language Equality and Acquisition for Deaf
Kids). He is also a signer and creative collaborator on The ASL App, an
app that teaches American Sign Language. He started the Nyle DiMarco
Foundation. It is a non-profit organization with the purpose of providing
more access to resources for deaf children and their families.
In 2013, DiMarco had a leading role in the independent film In the Can, an
American Sign Language Films production. In 2014 and 2015, he played the
recurring role of Garrett Banducci in Switched at Birth on the Freeform
network. In 2016, he appeared in the Hulu comedy series Difficult People.
Later on, he appeared on Tóc Tiên’s music video for “Big Girls Don’t Cry”
in January and Alex Newell’s music video for “Basically Over You (BOY)”
in March.
In June 2016, he walked for Giorgio Armani at Milan Fashion Week Spring/
Summer 2017. In the same year, he also supported Hillary Clinton’s
presidential campaign during the 2016 U.S. election. He criticized
Republican nominee Donald Trump, after reports surfaced of ableist
comments, one directed at deaf actress Marlee Matlin. DiMarco stated,
“There are 55 million disabled people living in America. I don’t want a
president who marginalizes my community.” 2018. He played the lead role
in Dan + Shay’s “Tequila” music video, which premiered in February 2018.
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Government as
a Stakeholder

Building a Strong Base
As discussed earlier, upliftment of PwD is not just the
responsibility of one actor alone. The entire ecosystem
needs to come together to ensure inclusive growth.
In the previous chapters, we have looked at what the
other actors should be bringing to the table;in this
chapter, we are summarising the possible areas that
the Government could potentially be focusing on.
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Recommendations for the
Government
The PwD policies of India is seen as one of the most
robust ones globally and even experts 		
acknowledge that.
The previous chapter outlined the kind of benefits and
assistance that the PwDs can get, the signing of the

RPwD act has given this whole thing a fillip; but the
perception is that the implementation is a bit wanting.
Having said this, our sense is that once the policies
are mandated, there would be compliance and
implementation; though It may take a while.

“…I am not saying it is Govt is not coming forward, there are some gaps. There are beautiful schemes
available in government. Where I have never seen this kind of a scheme even in abroad. But Is
our platform is disabled friendly? the schemes are good but is it reaching the right person is the
question. Or is there any impact being created because of the schemes?.
One of the biggest issues is not everybody or every department is on the same level of
understanding or awareness. The understanding about disability itself is lacking….”
- Senthil N S Kumar and Subhashini K. N, Association Of People With Disability (APD)
“…None of the MPs or MLAs whom I have interacted with, are aware of the RPwD Act or about the 21
disabilities. Firstly the Government needs to be well aware of the policies and laws they set and only
then look to the public…”
- Chandrashekar, Samarthanam
“…For reformation and change in the society, we need to first start by asking the Government to
provide seats in the parliament for PwDs. At least the department of empowerment can be handed
to them as they would be the better fit for the role anyway…”
- Jyothish, Samarthanam
“…There are some few districts, which has got Early Intervention Centres, just imagine a center which
is sitting in Bangalore. How many parents will be able to bring their child in the center? Even within
a 10 kilometers radius, can a parent be able to take a child with disability in an auto or in a transport
for this thing ? No. That’s a challenge. That is the model we have; but in this model feasible model?
Is it a friendly model? Is it a model which can actually talk about bringing a big change for the
sector? No, it’s not going to. How can the Government relook at the whole thing?...”
- Senthil N S Kumar and Subhashini K. N, Association Of People With Disability (APD)
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The Govt. should actively engage and look at the
following points to catalyse the change.

Data Capture
The current methodology of data capture (in the census)
typically gives lower estimates. World over there is a
shift towards activity-based questions which tends to
give a more realistic and true picture. This methodology
also addresses the taboo perceptions etc. by the way
the questions are asked.
This would be the right time to change the methodology
of questioning as well as giving more space to this.
The second reason for the reporting of lower numbers
is enumerator bias; many a times the enumerator
themselves bias the numbers based on what they see
or feel. It is imperative that the enumerators are trained
to be objective and go by the questionnaire rather than
their judgement.

- Srilakshmi Bellamkonda, Program Manager- PwD
programs, Dr. Reddy’s Foundation
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The United Nations
Recommends that
Countries use the ICIDH
The following types of activities, based on the
ICIDH are recommended for inclusion in the
question:
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

“…No proper guideline defined for 21 disabilities. This
leads to confusion and then a huge delay in terms of
registration of rehabilitation centres. We have to get
registered with the Rehabilitation Council of India for
training PwDs and this is restricting us in some way…”

Government as a Stakeholder

••
••

Seeing difficulties (even with glasses, if
worn).
Hearing difficulties (even with hearing aid, if
used).
Speaking difficulties (talking).
Moving/mobility difficulties (walking,
climbing stairs, standing).
Body movement difficulties (reaching,
crouching, kneeling).
Gripping/holding difficulties (using fingers to
grip or handle objects).
Learning difficulties (intellectual difficulties,
retardation).
Behavioural difficulties (psychological,
emotional problems).
Personal care difficulties (bathing, dressing,
feeding).
Others (specify).

Box 5.1

source : www.cdc.gov
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Census Questions on Disability Designed by UN Washington Group on Disability Statistics
1. Do you have any permanent mental disability that restricts your daily activities (Such as working,
attending school, playing, etc.)
Yes

No

2. How do you evaluate your capacity to see? (With glasses or contact lenses, if used)
Unable

Severe permanent disability

Some permanent disability

No difficulty

3. How do you evaluate your capacity to hear? (With hearing aid, if used)
Unable

Severe permanent disability

Some permanent disability

No difficulty

4. How do you evaluate your capacity to walk / climb stairs? (With prosthesis, walking stick or an
auxiliary device)
Unable

Severe permanent disability

Some permanent disability

No difficulty

5. Do you have any of the following impairments? (Choose only the first that applies)
Permanent
total paralysis

Permanent paralysis
of the legs

PLoss of a leg/ Arm/
Foot or thumb

None of this

Box 5.2

Career Guidance 			
and Counselling

these institutes too have a varied level of operational
success and efficiency. Some of them are doing a really
good job while some may be languishing.

Currently, there is no way by which they can get to know
of employment opportunities or what kind of skilling
the can do or what kind of places/ work they can opt for
etc. Especially for the bulk of the folks who are not that
educated. Though some organisations may be doing
this, it is still very patchy and not widely accessible.

The model could be that all the NGOs and training
institutes liaise with the institutes and keep them
abreast of what the requirements, the kind of company
placements that are happening etc. The Institutes on
the other hand can redirect the folks who come to the
centres after proper understanding of the candidate. It
can also work as an extended arm of the Govt. to pass
on the understanding of the policies, changes to it etc.

Now, one of the ways to effectively provide this is by
leveraging the Vocational Training Institutes. Currently,
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Data Availability

Infrastructure

One of the biggest bottlenecks in estimating and
mobilising the PwDs is the availability of data on them.
This would get more accentuated in the near future
with the increase in the number of disabilities. Though
there are certain level of data available at the district
level, it is not easy to find or get and may not have all
the information. Also, it may not be available at all the
districts.

Though there is sufficient funds being allotted for
the training of PwDs, one of the practical issues that
becomes encumbrances for the PwD to start/ continue
work is the hostel/ staying infrastructure.

Additionally, the Government has started the UDID
program to digitise it but it is yet to take off.
Online applications : 45,58,072
Cards generated 10,00,896 as on 02-10-2018
States Wise Total Generated UDID Cards
States

Nos. (In lakhs)

Madhya Pradesh

2.8

Rajasthan

2.7

Odisha

1.35

Chhattisgarh

0.81

Gujarat

0.69

Uttar Pradesh

0.72

Tamil Nadu

0.27

Maharashtra

0.23

Others

0.33

Total

10

Table 5.1

There are wide variations in the adoption levels. It is
imperative that the Govt. helps in making this data
easily available and accessible (including digitally).

Most of the times, the PwDs share the rent and if one of
them decides to move out, it has a domino effect on the
rest. Most likely the entire group moves out and many a
times end up quitting work.
The Govt. along with the private organisations
need to examine the possibility of building decent
accommodation/ hostels in the main cities to assist the
PwDs in their employment.
The kind and quality of infrastructure too is another
area to focus on.

“Providing residential facilities/accommodation for
those coming from rural areas is a big challenge as the
investments are higher and the costs in larger metros
like Mumbai and Bangalore are too expensive. ”
- Srilakshmi Bellamkonda, Program Manager- PwD
programs, Dr. Reddy’s Foundation

“…There are drop outs in the initial phases and such
challenges can be resolve if there is a hostel facility
and then coming and going is not required training
and students are there in the proper premises and
the other is what kind of training is happening and
so if there is right talent, good models and the right
counselling is done then it can be controlled…”
- Sunil Rawat, SCPwD

Catalysing Rapid Recruitments
Especially by the unorgansied sector with a gaze on
small towns. One of the quick ways to catalyse this
could be through small subsidies to the organisation.
This could be modelled around the textile policy in
Bihar & Jharkhand where the Govt. picked up half of the
salary tab of people employed in this sector.
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Ensuring Strict Compliance

Awareness

Currently, a significant chunk of the posts reserved for
PwDs in the Govt. is yet to be filled. The Govt. needs to
ensure that these vacancies are getting filled.

The biggest factor (as discussed above) either in terms
of treatment or even getting the entire disability space
into the mainstream consciousness is awareness. In
fact the LGBT issue has probably garnered far more
mainstream mind space than any other issue. The main
reason being the continuous narrative, discourse and
articles that were there in the public domain.

Second, to ensure that the all institutions (Govt. & private)
that are accessed by the public need to be PwD friendly
within the time stipulated. Also, to examine whether the
private sector organisations can be mandated to have
a certain proportion of their employees as PwDs like a
few of the foreign nations.

China

1.5%

Japan

1.8%

Spain

2%

Korea

2%

Turkey

3%

India

4%

Austrain

4%

Germany

We could even probably envisage events at a scale like
‘We are the World’ which arrests the attention (at least
for a moment) or do an intel heroes kind of campaign
where the heroes are the companies recruiting etc. Here
again a PPP model can potentially be envisaged.

5%

France

6%

Poland

6%

Italy

7%
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

What is required is a sustained powerful public
campaign at a national level which we feel only the Govt.
can pull it off. It has to be at the level of ‘eradicate Polio’
or the ‘Swachh Bharat’ campaign. This has to be done
without making them seem pitiable people or heroic.
The messaging has to re-alter the perception deeply.
The accessible India campaign has been running for a
while now; but can there be a restart of it in a fresh way?

7

8

Figure 5.1: Proportion of jobs for PwD in public sector

Early Intervention Programs
for Prevention & Treatment
Some of the disabilities if spotted early can be treated
or a put on some kind of disease management program.
But given that a majority of the PwDs are from the
economically weaker section of the society or the
far flung rural areas, access itself is not available or
becomes difficult. The other important aspect is the
awareness levels itself is not there.
The Govt. should examine where the issue is- in
implementation, awareness, accessibility and take
action accordingly.
There could be a PPP model possibly where companies
focusing their CSR energies on poverty etc. Could be
roped in for this.
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Annexure 1 - List of Reports & Articles
used in Secondary Data Research
Reports

••

••
••
••
••
••

••

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

2016 us annual report
A Brief History of Disability
A conceptual study on person with disabilities
A new disability in India Acid attack victims
A study on disability and disables legal rights
and policies under the Indian constitution Arpit
Shailesh, Dr. Taruna
Accenture-Inclusion-Program-For-Persons-withDisability-Argentina
Accessibility for All 2016
Accessible India campaign brochure
AIF best-practices disability-employment 2015
AIF job mapping
AMBA - Annual Report 2016 - 2017 version last
An overview of unorganized retail sector in India
Analysis of Union Budget - 2017-18
Best practices checklist
Best practices for hiring and inclusion of PwDs
Best practices for the employment of PwDs and
altered working capacity
Breaking new ground LR
Business as Unusual
Census of India 2011 Disabled population - enabled.
in
CII manual
Disabilities 2015-16
Disability and growing up
Disabilities in the Workplace
Disabilities inclusion key findings CTI
Disability and Inclusive Education - Global
Partnership for Education
Disability employment and inclusion
Disability employment practices in the Australian
retail sector
Disability Etiquette brochure Pankh (LR)
Disability etiquette guide - Feb 2017
Disability Handbook for Industry
Disability prevalence in Asia-pacific countries and
territories
Disability statistics 2001
Disability statistics 2001 & 02

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Disability Statistics from the U.S. Census Bureau
(PDF)
Disability Statistics, Data and Facts in India
[Infographic]
Disability study 2005
Disabled persons in India 2016
Disabled Population in India as per census 2011
(2016 updated) - enabled.in
Disabled population up by 22.4 in 2001-11 - Times
of India
Employment measures for PwDs. Ministry of Health,
Labour and Welfare 2012
Employment of People with Disabilities in Poland
- ZDIS
Employment rate
Employment white paper-web dec2
Enabling People with Disabilities at the workplace
Equity to women with disabilities in India 2012
October
FAQs Hiring Persons with Disabilities
First country report India
General disability measures in developing countries
– relationship to purposes for
measurement
Handbook-on-corporate-social-responsibility-inIndia
Harmonised Guidelines and Space Standards for
Barrier-Free Built Environment for persons
with Disability and Elderly Persons’.
How Denmark treats handicapped people
Incheon strategy (English)
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Annexure 2 - Universal
Design Principles
The goal of Universal Design is to maximize usability
by individuals with a wide variety of characteristics.
Whether we are talking about learning strategies or
physical space, Universal Design operates by a set of
principles designed to maximize access by everyone.

Reports
The design is useful and marketable to people with
diverse abilities. For example, a counter space or desk
surface may be raised or lowered to accommodate
users of varying height, or an individual who
uses a wheelchair.

Flexibility in Use
The design accommodates a wide range of individual
preferences and abilities. For example, a captioned
video will allow people to choose to listen or to read
in order to understand content. This not only provides
access to individuals with hearing impairments, but also
accommodates those who would rather not use sound
or who comprehend better through reading.

Simple and Intuitive Use
Use of the design is easy to understand, regardless of
the user’s experience, knowledge, language skills, or
current concentration level. For example, a website with
that is well-organized with clear headings will facilitate
access to information.

Perceptible Information
The design communicates necessary information
effectively to the user, regardless of ambient conditions
or the user’s sensory abilities. For example, a video
includes a voiceover for individuals with
visual impairments.

Tolerance for Error
The design minimizes hazards and the adverse
consequences of accidental or unintended actions. For
example, a hallway is free of protruding objects at a
height where they would not be detectable by someone
with a visual impairment who uses a cane.

Low Physical Effort
The design can be used efficiently, comfortably, and
with a minimum of fatigue. For example, an automatic
door opener can facilitate access to an office
space or classroom.

Appropriate Size and Space
for Approach and Use
Appropriate size and space is allotted for approach,
reach, and manipulation regardless of physical
characteristics such as size or mobility. For example, a
classroom includes a range of seating options, including
a table for someone who uses a wheelchair or wider
chairs for individuals who are taller and/or larger.
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Annexure 3 - International
Classification of Functioning: An
Overview
Introducing the ICF
The International Classification of Functioning, Disability
and Health (ICF) is a framework for describing and
organising information on functioning and disability. It
provides a standard language and a conceptual basis
for the definition and measurement of health and
disability. The ICF was approved for use by the World
Health Assembly in 2001, after extensive testing across
the world involving people with disabilities and people
from a range of relevant disciplines. A companion
classification for children and youth (ICF-CY) was
published in 2007. The ICF integrates the major models of
disability. It recognises the role of environmental factors
in the creation of disability, as well as the relevance
of associated health conditions and their effects. This
overview provides a brief introduction to the ICF — its
structure, contents, purposes and applications.

The ICF ‘has been accepted as one of the United
Nations social classifications … and … provides an
appropriate instrument for the implementation of
stated international human rights mandates as well
as national legislation’ (WHO 2001:5-6). Hence, the ICF
provides a valuable framework for monitoring aspects
of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (UN 2006), as well as for national and
international policy formulation.

Four General Principles
Guided the Development of
the ICF
1

Aims
The ICF is a multipurpose classification system designed
to serve various disciplines and sectors - for example in
education and transportation as well as in health and
community services — and across different countries
and cultures.
The aims of the ICF (WHO 2001:5) are to:
•• provide a scientific basis for understanding
and studying health and health-related states,
outcomes, determinants, and changes in health
status and functioning;
•• establish a common language for describing health
and health-related states in order to improve
communication between different users, such as
health care workers, researchers, policy-makers and
the public, including people with disabilities;
•• permit comparison of data across countries, health
care disciplines, services and time;
•• provide a systematic coding scheme for health
information systems.

2

Universality
A classification of functioning and disability
should be applicable to all people
irrespective of health condition and in all
physical, social and cultural contexts. The ICF
achieves this and acknowledges that anyone
can experience some disability. It concerns
everyone’s functioning and disability, and was
not designed, nor should be used, to label
persons with disabilities as a separate
social group.

Parity and Aetiological Neutrality.
In classifying functioning and disability,
there is not an explicit or implicit distinction
between different health conditions, whether
‘mental’ or ‘physical’. In other words, disability
is not differentiated by aetiology. By shifting
the focus from health condition to functioning,
it places all health conditions on an equal
footing, allowing them to be compared using
a common metric. Further, it clarifies that we
cannot infer participation in everyday life
from diagnosis alone.
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3

4

Neutrality.
Domain definitions are worded in neutral
language, wherever possible, so that the
classification can be used to record both the
positive and negative aspects of functioning
and disability.

Environmental Influence.
The ICF includes environmental factors
in recognition of the important role of
environment in people’s functioning. These
factors range from physical factors (such
as climate, terrain or building design) to
social factors (such as attitudes, institutions,
and laws). Interaction with environmental
factors is an essential aspect of the scientific
understanding of ‘functioning and disability’.

THE ICF MODEL
In the ICF, functioning and disability are multidimensional concepts, relating to:
••

••

••

••

Environmental factors must be taken into consideration
as they affect everything and may need to be changed.

the body functions and structures of people, and
impairments thereof (functioning at the level of the
body);
the activities of people (functioning at the level
of the individual) and the activity limitationsthey
experience;
the participation or involvement of people in all
areas of life, and the participation restrictions they
experience (functioning of a person as a member
of society);
the environmental factors which affect these
experiences (and whether these factors are
facilitators or barriers).

The ICF conceptualises a person’s level of functioning
as a dynamic interaction between her or his health
conditions, environmental factors, and personal factors.
It is a biopsychosocial model of disability, based on
an integration of the social and medical models of
disability.
As illustrated in Figure 1, disability is multidimensional
and interactive. All components of disability are
important and any one may interact with another.

Health condition
(disorder or disease)

Body Functions
and Structures

Activities

Environmental
Factors

Participation

Personal
Factors

Figure A3.1: Interactions between the components of ICF (WHO
2001:18)

Although personal factors are recognised in the
interactive model shown in Figure 1, they are not
classified in the ICF at this time. Such factors influence
how disability is experienced by the individual and
some, such as age and gender, are commonly included
in data collections.
The ICF can provide or underpin a descriptive profile of
an individual’s pattern of functioning, not a ‘yes’ or ‘no’
answer about whether he or she is disabled. A decision
about where to draw a line between ‘no disability’
and ‘disability’ depends on the purposes for doing so.
Individual measures, surveys and other applications
must be based on this understanding as well as the
knowledge that there are multiple dimensions of
disability, and potentially multiple perspectives to
consider. Different measurement or policy purposes
may result in different decisions about which aspects of
disability to focus on and which thresholds are relevant
– and hence in different measures and estimates at
individual or population level.

ICF Components and Their Contents

The major components of functioning and disability are
set out and defined in Box 1; these are understood ‘in
the context of health’ which clarifies that participation
restrictions related to other factors, for example racial
prejudice, are not within the scope of the ICF.
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Definitions: Functioning, Disability and the Components
of the ICF
Each component contains hierarchically arranged
domains. These are sets of related physiological
functions, anatomical structures, actions, tasks, areas
of life, and external influences. The ICF has a separate
chapter for each of the domains as listed in below:

Body functions - The physiological functions of
body systems (including psychological functions).
Body structures - Anatomical parts of the body
such as organs, limbs and their components.
Impairments - Problems in body function and
structure such as significant deviation or loss.
Activity - The execution of a task or action by an
individual.
Participation - Involvement in a life situation.
Activity limitations - Difficulties an individual
may have in executing activities.
Participation restrictions - Problems an individual
may experience in involvement in life situations.
Environmental factors - The physical, social and
attitudinal environment in which people live and
conduct their lives. These are either barriers to or
facilitators of the person’s functioning.

Functioning is an umbrella term for body function,
body structures, activities and participation.
It denotes the positive or neutral aspects of
the interaction between a person’s health
condition(s) and that individual’s contextual
factors (environmental and personal factors).
Disability is an umbrella term for impairments,
activity limitations and participation restrictions.
It denotes the negative aspects of the interaction
between a person’s health condition(s) and that
individual’s contextual factors (environmental
and personal factors).and that individual’s
contextual factors (environmental and personal
factors).

ICF Components and
Domains/Chapters
Body Function:
Mental functions.
Sensory functions and pain.
Voice and speech functions.
Functions of the cardiovascular, haematological,
immunological and respiratory systems.
Functions of the digestive, metabolic, endocrine
systems.
Genitourinary and reproductive functions.
Neuromusculoskeletal and movement-related
functions.
Functions of the skin and related structures.

Activities and Participation:
Learning and applying knowledge.
General tasks and demands.
Communication.
Mobility.
Self care.
Domestic life.
Interpersonal interactions and relationships.
Major life areas.
Community, social and civic life.
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Body Structure:
Structure of the nervous system.
The eye, ear and related structures.
Structures involved in voice and speech.
Structure of the cardiovascular, immunological
and respiratory Systems.
Structures related to the digestive, metabolic and
endocrine systems.
Structure
related
to
genitourinary
and
reproductive systems.
Structures related to movement.
Skin and related structures.

Environmental Factors:
Products and technology.
Natural environment and human-made changes
to Environment.
Support and relationships.
Attitudes.
Services, systems and policies.

Measurement
The ICF is a framework and classification system on
which tools for measuring or ‘assessing’ individual
functioning may be based, and to which they can be
mapped. The broad framework puts assessment in
context and provides the focus for selecting relevant
aspects of functioning and disability for assessment.
Qualifiers are codes used to record the extent of
functioning or disability in a domain or category, or the
extent to which an environmental factor is a facilitator
or barrier. A uniform or ‘generic’ qualifier scale is
provided to record the extent of the ‘problem’ in relation
to impairment, activity limitation and participation
restriction as shown below box. The environmental
factors qualifier uses both a positive and negative scale,
to indicate the extent to which an environmental factor
acts as either a facilitator or barrier to functioning.
Measurement is an area for further development and
it is recognised that the generic qualifier requires
calibration to relate its scale to existing measurement
tools.

ICF Qualifier Scales
Generic qualifier:
1. No problem
2. Mild problem
3. Moderate problem
4. Severe problem
5. Complete problem
6. Not specified
7. Not applicable

Qualifier for Environmental factors:
.0 No barrier
.1 Mild barrier
.2 Moderate barrier
.3 Severe barrier
.4 Complete barrier
.8 Barrier, not specified
.9 Not applicable

+0 No facilitator
+1 Mild facilitator
+2 Moderate facilitator
+3 Substantial facilitator
+4 Complete facilitator
+8 Facilitator, not specified
+9 Not applicable

Annexure 3

Two constructs, ‘performance’ and ‘capacity’, can be used
in operationalising the qualifier scale for the activities
and participation domains. These constructs provide
a way of indicating how the environment (in which
measurement has taken place) impacts on a person’s
activities and participation, and how environmental
change may improve a person’s functioning.
‘Capacity’ relates to what an individual can do in a
‘standardised’ environment (this often involves some
kind of clinical assessment). ‘Performance’ relates to
what the person actually does in his or her ‘current’
(usual) environment.
‘The gap between capacity and performance reflects the
difference between the impacts of current and uniform
environments, and thus provides a useful guide as to
what can be done to the environment of the individual
to improve performance’ (WHO 2001:15)
There are a variety of optional and additional qualifiers
that can be useful, including qualifiers for performance
without assistance and capacity with assistance, which
are particularly useful in institutionalised settings. A
‘qualifier for involvement or subjective satisfaction’ for
the activities and participation component is a future
possibility (WHO 2001:230-231).

Applying the ICF
In statistics and information systems
In developing collections of information on functioning
and disability it is important to consider all components
of the ICF. A common definition of disability is crucial
to understanding and improving outcomes for people
with disabilities as well as for increasing the power
of information through the ability to relate data from
different sources, such as in service settings and
at the population level. When consistent language
and concepts are used, they facilitate comparisons,
complementary information and knowledge building.
Synergy is enabled between different information
systems such as surveys, research and health records.
Classification systems have been described as the
building blocks of statistical information.
‘The WHO family of international classifications provides
a framework to code a wide range of information about
health … so that people can communicate about health
and health care in common terms, across various
disciplines and between countries.’ (WHO 2001:3).
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The ICF is recognised as a reference member of the
WHO family of international classifications (WHOFIC),
and complementary to the International Statistical
Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems
(ICD). Health conditions are classified using the ICD
(most current version is ICD-10), which provides codes
for diseases, disorders, injuries or other
health problems.
As functioning and disability associated with health
conditions are classified using the ICF, the use of the
ICD-10 and the ICF together provides a more meaningful
and complete picture. The examples in Figure 2 illustrate
disabilities that may be associated with some health
conditions and environmental factors.
When population data use the same concepts and
frameworks as administrative and service data, a strong,
integrated national information array can be developed.
For example, Australian national data standards (based
on the ICF) are designed to promote some uniformity
and standardisation of definition and data collection,
without dictating the precise content of collections. The
Washington Group on Disability Statistics has worked to
create, test and adopt a short set of six questions for
use in censuses and surveys, following the Fundamental
Principles of Official Statistics and consistent
with the ICF.
The range of other applications
The ICF provides a framework for the description of
human functioning, on a continuum. It is important
to remember that it classifies functioning, not people.
Because the development and testing of the ICF
involved people from a broad range of backgrounds and
disciplines, including people with disability, the ICF has
a wide range of potential applications.
People use the ICF across broad sectors including health,
disability, rehabilitation, community care, insurance,
social security, employment, education, economics,
social policy, legislation and environmental
design and modification.
The ICF offers an international, scientific tool to study
disability, in all its dimensions. It may be used by persons
with disabilities and professionals alike, across different
sectors and care settings, (e.g., community services and
support, primary care, hospitals, rehabilitation centres,
nursing homes) and populations.
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Spiral Cord
Injury

Problems of muscle
power functions &
structure of
spinal cord

Spiral Cord
Injury

Restricted
partcipation
in employment & in
using public
transport

Difficulty moving
and walking

Public transport,
building design:
barriers

Problems of muscle
power functions &
structure of
spinal cord

Education system, products and
technology, building design,
immediate family; facilities

Male, 30 yrs

Panic
Disorder

Negative attitudes, lack of
support systems; barriers

Restricted social
relationships

Joint functions
(contractures)

Male, 15 yrs

Unspecified Health
Condition

Reading:
no lmitations

Products and technology
(glasses); facilitors

Restricted
education,
community life

Difficulty with
walking

Education & support
systems (personal assistance);
barriers

Female, 27 yrs

Unspecified Health
Condition

Impairment of
visual acuity
function

Male, 30 yrs
married with one
child

Cerebral Palsy

Difficulty handing
stress & other
psychological
demands

Problems of
emotional
functions

Restricted
partcipation
in employment & in
using public
transport

Difficulty moving
and walking

Employment:
no problems

Male, 60 yrs
Professor

Visual
impairment

Difficulties
reading

Lack of information in formats
such as braille & reading tools
such as voice over text barriers

Restricted in
vocational training,
obtaining information,
voting

Female, 50 yrs

Figure A3.2

Notes: The examples above are not intended to represent a complete picture of activity limitations, participation
restrictions or impairments, but rather represent a few domains of each component which could be related to
a particular health condition and some environmental factors. Each example is based on the assumption that
Activities and Participation can be distinguished by domains (just one option for their use - see WHO 2001: 234-237).
For Specific situations and/or individuals the direction or magnitude of the arrows may differ, however the twodirectional arrows are retained in figure 2 to illustrate the usual multi-directional influence.
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Examples of Application
Some of the applications of the ICF that demonstrate
its versatility and utility as a model of functioning and
disability, and as a common language, are as follows:
The ICF and its model have been introduced into
legislation and social policy in some countries. For
example it is used in social security and registration
systems in Latin America. As more countries ratify the
UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities,
it is hoped that the ICF will become the world standard
for disability data and social policy modeling for all
countries. It provides a valuable information framework
for monitoring mechanisms in order for countries to
report to the UN on progress against the Convention’s
targets. In clinical settings the ICF can be used in its full
range as a framework for rehabilitation programming
(Martinuzzi et al 2010). For specific disease conditions,
instead of using the entire ICF (with its approximately
1400 categories) it can be useful to have a short list
of ICF categories that are essential to describe the
disability experience of the person. To achieve this, ICF
‘core sets’ have been developed with practitioners and
people who experience the disease, in a systematic
consensus approach (see www.icf-research-branch.org/
publications/publications ).
The ICF can be used to underpin reforms in education,
employment or social welfare and ensure coherent
implementation across different levels and sectors. For
example in Switzerland, the ICF is used in education as
a model and classification to establish eligibility (see
www.sav-pes.ch) and to organise school-based support
(Hollenweger, Lienhard 2007). In Italy a nationwide
experience in the employment sector and local
experiences in education have shown great potential
(see www.reteclassificazioni.it/).
NGOs delivering disability services see the value in
using the ICF (see example of a children’s services
organisation at www.novita.org.au/Content.aspx?p=573)
The definition of disability can influence advocacy cases
and the ICF can be used to support the rights based
approach to disability. This broader potential value of
the ICF was recognised by advocates involved in its
development (Hurst 2003).
The ICF is suitable for use in community based life and
care, and across multi-disciplinary care. The model
can be used to underpin case planning, monitoring
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of progress, and outcomes evaluation. It is consistent
with an approach to care and treatment that is personcentred, a partnership, and holistic. Accordingly, its use in
primary care has been advocated (e.g. Veitch et al 2009).
The ICF is valuable as a unifying model in rehabilitation
medicine practice, research and education (Stucki et al
2007). It assists professionals to look beyond their own
areas of practice, communicate across disciplines, and
think from a functioning perspective rather than the
perspective of a health condition.
There is a growing body of research focused on the
use of the ICF, not only for identifying people’s health
care, rehabilitative and support needs, but also for
identifying and measuring the effect of the physical,
social and policy environments in their lives.
Ethical use
Every scientific tool can be misused, and the ICF is
no exception. For all uses of ICF—clinical, research,
epidemiological, health and social policy—it is essential
that information gathered and analysed must respect
the inherent value and autonomy of the individuals
from whom the information is gathered. Standard rules
about informed consent apply, but more importantly
people with disabilities must participate in all aspects
of the use of ICF and the application of the data
produced. Full participation and transparency of use
are most important in the social applications of ICF
and, in particular, with the anticipated use of ICF for
the development of indicators for monitoring the
implementation of the UN Convention on the Rights
of Persons with Disabilities. This important human
rights document—which embodies precisely the same
conceptual refinement of functioning and disability as
the ICF—is our moral compass towards the development
of social policy and political change needed to achieve
the full participation of persons with disabilities. The
ethical application of ICF seeks to support and further
this mandate for the future.
Source:
For a thorough understanding of ICF, please go through the below links:
How to use ICF - http://www.who.int/
classificationsdrafticfpracticalmanual2.pdf?ua=1
ICF CHECKLIST - http://www.who.int/classifications/icf/icfchecklist.
pdf?ua=1
Implementing the merger of the ICF and ICF-CY: Background and
proposed resolution for adoption by the WHO FIC
Council - http://www.who.int/classifications/icf/whoficresolution2012icfcy.
pdf?ua=1
(ICF) - http://www.who.int/classifications/icf/en/
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Annexure 4 – Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (RPwD) Act, 2016
THE RIGHTS OF PERSONS
WITH DISABILITIES ACT, 2016
[27th December 2016]
An Act to give effect to the United Nations Convention on
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and for matters
connected therewith or incidental thereto.
WHEREAS the United Nations General Assembly adopted
its Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
on the 13th day of December, 2006;
AND WHEREAS the aforesaid Convention lays down the
following principles for empowerment of persons
with disabilitiesa.

b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
g.
h.

Respect for inherent dignity, individual autonomy
including the freedom to make one’s own choices,
and independence of persons.
Non-discrimination.
Full and effective participation and inclusion in
society.
Respect for difference and acceptance of persons
with disabilities as part of human diversity and
humanity.
Equality of opportunity
Accessibility.
Equality between men and women.
Respect for the evolving capacities of children with
disabilities and respect for the right of children with
disabilities to preserve their identities.

AND WHEREAS India is a signatory to the said Convention.
AND WHEREAS India ratified the said Convention on the
1st day of October, 2007; AND WHEREAS it is considered
necessary to implement the Convention aforesaid.

CHAPTER I - PRELIMINARY
1.

1.
2.

This Act may be called the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities Act, 2016.
It shall come into force on such date as the
Central Government may, by notification in the
Official Gazette, appoint.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requiresa.
“appellate authority” means an authority
notified under sub-section (3) of section 14
or sub-section (1) of section 53 or designated
under sub-section (1) of section 59, as the
case may be;
b. “appropriate Government” means,—
i.
in relation to the Central Government
or any establishment wholly or
substantially
financed
by
that
Government, or a Cantonment Board
constituted under the Cantonments
Act, 2006, the Central Government;
ii.
in relation to a State Government
or any establishment, wholly or
substantially
financed
by
that
Government, or any local authority,
other than a Cantonment Board, the
State Government.
c.
“barrier’’ means any factor including
communicational,
cultural,
economic,
environmental,
institutional,
political,
social, attitudinal or structural factors which
hampers the full and effective participation
of persons with disabilities in society;
d. “care-giver” means any person including
parents and other family Members who with
or without payment provides care, support
or assistance to a person with disability;
e.
“certifying authority” means an authority
designated under sub-section (1) of section
57;
f.
“communication” includes means and
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g.
h.

i.
j.
k.

l.

m.

n.

formats of communication, languages,
display of text, Braille, tactile communication,
signs, large print, accessible multimedia,
written, audio, video, visual displays, sign
language, plain-language, human-reader,
augmentative and alternative modes and
accessible information and communication
technology;
“competent authority” means an authority
appointed under section 49;
“discrimination” in relation to disability,
means any distinction, exclusion, restriction
on the basis of disability which is the
purpose or effect of impairing or nullifying
the recognition, enjoyment or exercise on
an equal basis with others of all human
rights and fundamental freedoms in the
political, economic, social, cultural, civil or
any other field and includes all forms of
discrimination and denial of reasonable
accommodation
“establishment” includes a Government
establishment and private establishment;
“Fund” means the National Fund constituted
under section 86;
“Government establishment” means a
corporation established by or under a
Central Act or State Act or an authority or
a body owned or controlled or aided by
the Government or a local authority or a
Government company as defined in section
2 of the Companies Act, 2013 and includes a
Department of the Government;
“high support” means an intensive support,
physical, psychological and otherwise,
which may be required by a person with
benchmark disability for daily activities, to
take independent and informed decision to
access facilities and participating in all areas
of life including education, employment,
family and community life and treatment
and therapy;
“inclusive education” means a system
of education wherein students with and
without disability learn together and the
system of teaching and learning is suitably
adapted to meet the learning needs of
different types of students with disabilities;
“information
and
communication
technology” includes all services and
innovations relating to information and

o.

p.

q.

r.

s.

t.

u.
v.

w.
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communication, including telecom services,
web based services, electronic and print
services, digital and virtual services;
“institution” means an institution for the
reception, care, protection, education,
training, rehabilitation and any other
activities for persons with disabilities;
“local authority” means a Municipality or
a Panchayat, as defined in clause (e) and
clause (f) of article 243P of the Constitution;
a Cantonment Board constituted under
the Cantonments Act, 2006; and any
other authority established under an Act
of Parliament or a State Legislature to
administer the civic affairs;
“notification” means a notification published
in the Official Gazette and the expression
“notify” or “notified” shall be construed
accordingly;
“person with benchmark disability” means a
person with not less than forty per cent. of a
specified disability where specified disability
has not been defined in measurable terms
and includes a person with disability where
specified disability has been defined in
measurable terms, as certified by the
certifying authority;
“person with disability” means a person
with long term physical, mental, intellectual
or sensory impairment which, in interaction
with barriers, hinders his full and effective
participation in society equally with others;
“person with disability having high support
needs” means a person with benchmark
disability certified under clause (a) of subsection (2) of section 58 who needs high
support;
“prescribed” means prescribed by rules
made under this Act;
“private establishment” means a company,
firm, cooperative or other society,
associations, trust, agency, institution,
organisation, union, factory or such
other establishment as the appropriate
Government may, by notification, specify;
“public building” means a Government or
private building, used or accessed by the
public at large, including a building used
for educational or vocational purposes,
workplace, commercial activities, public
utilities, religious, cultural, leisure or
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recreational activities, medical or health
services,
law
enforcement
agencies,
reformatories or judicial foras, railway
stations or platforms, roadways bus stands
or terminus, airports or waterways;
x.
“public facilities and services” includes all
forms of delivery of services to the public
at large, including housing, educational
and vocational trainings, employment and
career advancement, shopping or marketing,
religious, cultural, leisure or recreational,
medical, health and rehabilitation, banking,
finance and insurance, communication,
postal and information, access to justice,
public utilities, transportation;
y.
“reasonable
accommodation”
means
necessary and appropriate modification
and adjustments, without imposing a
disproportionate or undue burden in a
particular case, to ensure to persons with
disabilities the enjoyment or exercise of
rights equally with others;
z.
“registered
organisation”
means
an
association of persons with disabilities or
a disabled person organisation, association
of parents of persons with disabilities,
association of persons with disabilities and
family members, or a voluntary or nongovernmental or charitable organisation
or trust, society, or non-profit company
working for the welfare of the persons with
disabilities, duly registered under an Act of
Parliament or a State Legislature;
aa. “rehabilitation” refers to a process aimed at
enabling persons with disabilities to attain
and maintain optimal, physical, sensory,
intellectual, psychological environmental or
social function levels;
ab. “Special Employment Exchange” means any
office or place established and maintained
by the Government for the collection and
furnishing of information, either by keeping
of registers or otherwise, regarding—
i.
persons who seek to engage employees
from amongst the persons with
disabilities;
ii.
persons with benchmark disability who
seek employment;
iii. vacancies to which persons with
benchmark
disabilities
seeking
employment may be appointed;

ac.

“specified disability” means the disabilities
as specified in the Schedule;
ad. “transportation systems” includes road
transport, rail transport, air transport,
water transport, para transit systems for
the last mile connectivity, road and street
infrastructure, etc.;
ae. “universal design” means the design of
products, environments, programmes and
services to be usable by all people to the
greatest extent possible, without the need
for adaptation or specialised design and
shall apply to assistive devices including
advanced technologies for particular group
of persons with disabilities.

CHAPTER II - RIGHTS AND
ENTITLEMENTS
3.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

4.

1.

2.

5.

The appropriate Government shall ensure that
the persons with disabilities enjoy the right to
equality, life with dignity and respect for his or
her integrity equally with others.
The appropriate Government shall take steps to
utilise the capacity of persons with disabilities
by providing appropriate environment.
No person with disability shall be discriminated
on the ground of disability, unless it is shown that
the impugned act or omission is a proportionate
means of achieving a legitimate aim.
No person shall be deprived of his or her
personal liberty only on the ground of disability.
The appropriate Government shall take necessary
steps to ensure reasonable accommodation for
persons with disabilities.

The appropriate Government and the local
authorities shall take measures to ensure that
the women and children with disabilities enjoy
their rights equally with others.
The appropriate Government and local
authorities shall ensure that all children with
disabilities shall have right on an equal basis to
freely express their views on all matters affecting
them and provide them appropriate support
keeping in view their age and disability.”.
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1.

The persons with disabilities shall have the right
to live in the community.
2. The appropriate Government shall endeavour
that the persons with disabilities area.
not obliged to live in any particular living
arrangement; and
b. given access to a range of in-house,
residential and other community support
services, including personal assistance
necessary to support living with due regard
to age and gender.
6.

1.

2.

7.

with disability, may give information about it to
the Executive Magistrate within the local limits of
whose jurisdiction such incidents occur.
3. The Executive Magistrate on receipt of such
information, shall take immediate steps to stop
or prevent its occurrence, as the case may be, or
pass such order as he deems fit for the protection
of such person with disability including an
order—
a.
to rescue the victim of such act, authorising
the police or any organisation working for
persons with disabilities to provide for
the safe custody or rehabilitation of such
person, or both, as the case may be;
b. for providing protective custody to the
person with disability, if such person so
desires;
c.
to provide maintenance to such person with
disability.
4. Any police officer who receives a complaint or
otherwise comes to know of abuse, violence or
exploitation towards any person with disability
shall inform the aggrieved person of—
a.
his or her right to apply for protection under
sub-section (2) and the particulars of the
Executive Magistrate having jurisdiction to
provide assistance;
b. the particulars of the nearest organisation
or institution working for the rehabilitation
of persons with disabilities;
c.
the right to free legal aid; and
d. the right to file a complaint under the
provisions of this Act or any other law
dealing with such offence:
Provided that nothing in this section shall be
construed in any manner as to relieve the police
officer from his duty to proceed in accordance
with law upon receipt of information as to the
commission of a cognizable offence.
5. If the Executive Magistrate finds that the alleged
act or behaviour constitutes an offence under
the Indian Penal Code, or under any other law
for the time being in force, he may forward
the complaint to that effect to the Judicial or
Metropolitan Magistrate, as the case may be,
having jurisdiction in the matter.

The appropriate Government shall take
measures to protect persons with disabilities
from being subjected to torture, cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment.
No person with disability shall be a subject of
any research withouti.
his or her free and informed consent
obtained through accessible modes,
means and formats of communication;
and
ii.
prior permission of a Committee for
Research on Disability constituted in
the prescribed manner for the purpose
by the appropriate Government
in which not less than half of the
Members shall themselves be either
persons with disabilities or Members of
the registered organisation as defined
under clause (z) of section 2.

The appropriate Government shall take measures
to protect persons with disabilities from all
forms of abuse, violence and exploitation and to
prevent the same, shall—
a.
take cognizance of incidents of abuse,
violence and exploitation and provide legal
remedies available against such incidents;
b. take steps for avoiding such incidents and
prescribe the procedure for its reporting;
c.
take steps to rescue, protect and rehabilitate
victims of such incidents; and (d) create
awareness and make available information
among the public.
2. Any person or registered organisation who or
which has reason to believe that an act of abuse,
violence or exploitation has been, or is being,
or is likely to be committed against any person
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1.

8.

1.

The persons with disabilities shall have equal
protection and safety in situations of risk, armed
conflict, humanitarian emergencies and natural
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2.

3.

4.

9.

1.

2.

10.

1.

2.
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disasters.
The National Disaster Management Authority and
the State Disaster Management Authority shall
take appropriate measures to ensure inclusion
of persons with disabilities in its disaster
management activities as defined under clause
(e) of section 2 of the Disaster Management Act,
2005 for the safety and protection of persons
with disabilities.
The District Disaster Management Authority
constituted under section 25 of the Disaster
Management Act, 2005 shall maintain record
of details of persons with disabilities in the
district and take suitable measures to inform
such persons of any situations of risk so as to
enhance disaster preparedness.
The authorities engaged in reconstruction
activities subsequent to any situation of
risk, armed conflict or natural disasters shall
undertake such activities, in consultation
with the concerned State Commissioner, in
accordance with the accessibility requirements
of persons with disabilities.

easily understandable by and accessible to them.
12.

No child with disability shall be separated from
his or her parents on the ground of disability
except on an order of competent court, if
required, in the best interest of the child.
Where the parents are unable to take care of a
child with disability, the competent court shall
place such child with his or her near relations,
and failing that within the community in a family
setting or in exceptional cases in shelter home
run by the appropriate Government or nongovernmental organisation, as may be required.

The appropriate Government shall ensure
that persons with disabilities have access to
appropriate information regarding reproductive
and family planning.
No person with disability shall be subject to
any medical procedure which leads to infertility
without his or her free and informed consent.

11.
•
The Election Commission of India and the State
Election Commissions shall ensure that all polling
stations are accessible to persons with disabilities
and all materials related to the electoral process are

13.

1.

The appropriate Government shall ensure that
persons with disabilities are able to exercise
the right to access any court, tribunal, authority,
commission or any other body having judicial or
quasi-judicial or investigative powers without
discrimination on the basis of disability.
2. The appropriate Government shall take steps
to put in place suitable support measures for
persons with disabilities specially those living
outside family and those disabled requiring high
support for exercising legal rights.
3. The National Legal Services Authority and the
State Legal Services Authorities constituted
under the Legal Services Authorities Act, 1987
shall make provisions including reasonable
accommodation to ensure that persons
with disabilities have access to any scheme,
programme, facility or service offered by them
equally with others.
4. The appropriate Government shall take steps
to—
a.
ensure that all their public documents are
in accessible formats;
b. ensure that the filing departments, registry
or any other office of records are supplied
with necessary equipment to enable filing,
storing and referring to the documents and
evidence in accessible formats; and
c.
make available all necessary facilities
and equipment to facilitate recording of
testimonies, arguments or opinion given by
persons with disabilities in their preferred
language and means of communication.

1.

2.

3.

The appropriate Government shall ensure that
the persons with disabilities have right, equally
with others, to own or inherit property, movable
or immovable, control their financial affairs and
have access to bank loans, mortgages and other
forms of financial credit.
The appropriate Government shall ensure that
the persons with disabilities enjoy legal capacity
on an equal basis with others in all aspects
of life and have the right to equal recognition
everywhere as any other person before the law.
When a conflict of interest arises between a
person providing support and a person with
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4.

5.

14.

1.

disability in a particular financial, property
or other economic transaction, then such
supporting person shall abstain from providing
support to the person with disability in that
transaction:
Provided that there shall not be a presumption
of conflict of interest just on the basis that the
supporting person is related to the person with
disability by blood, affinity or adoption.
A person with disability may alter, modify or
dismantle any support arrangement and seek
the support of another:			
Provided that such alteration, modification or
dismantling shall be prospective in nature and
shall not nullify any third party transaction
entered into by the person with disability with
the aforesaid support arrangement.
Any person providing support to the person with
disability shall not exercise undue influence and
shall respect his or her autonomy, dignity and
privacy.

Notwithstanding anything contained in any other
law for the time being in force, on and from the
date of commencement of this Act, where a
district court or any designated authority, as
notified by the State Government, finds that a
person with disability, who had been provided
adequate and appropriate support but is
unable to take legally binding decisions, may be
provided further support of a limited guardian
to take legally binding decisions on his behalf in
consultation with such person, in such manner,
as may be prescribed by the State Government:
Provided that the District Court or the designated
authority, as the case may be, may grant total
support to the person with disability requiring
such support or where the limited guardianship
is to be granted repeatedly, in which case, the
decision regarding the support to be provided
shall be reviewed by the Court or the designated
authority, as the case may be, to determine the
nature and manner of support to be provided.
			
Explanation.—For the purposes
of this sub-section, “limited guardianship”
means a system of joint decision which operates
on mutual understanding and trust between the
guardian and the person with disability, which
shall be limited to a specific period and for
specific decision and situation and shall operate

2.

3.

15.

1.

2.
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in accordance to the will of the person with
disability.
On and from the date of commencement of
this Act, every guardian appointed under any
provision of any other law for the time being
in force, for a person with disability shall be
deemed to function as a limited guardian.
Any person with disability aggrieved by the
decision of the designated authority appointing
a legal guardian may prefer an appeal to such
appellate authority, as may be notified by the
State Government for the purpose.

The appropriate Government shall designate one
or more authorities to mobilise the community
and create social awareness to support persons
with disabilities in exercise of their legal capacity.
The authority designated under sub-section
(1) shall take measures for setting up suitable
support arrangements to exercise legal capacity
by persons with disabilities living in institutions
and those with high support needs and any
other measures as may be required.

CHAPTER III - EDUCATION
16.
•
The appropriate Government and the local
authorities shall endeavour that all educational
institutions funded or recognised by them provide
inclusive education to the children with disabilities
and towards that end shalli.
admit them without discrimination and
provide education and opportunities
for sports and recreation activities
equally with others;
ii.
make building, campus and various
facilities accessible;
iii. provide reasonable accommodation
according
to
the
individual’s
requirements;
iv. provide
necessary
support
individualised
or
otherwise
in
environments that maximise academic
and social development consistent
with the goal of full inclusion;
v.
ensure that the education to persons
who are blind or deaf or both is
imparted in the most appropriate
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languages and modes and means of
communication;
vi. detect specific learning disabilities
in children at the earliest and take
suitable pedagogical and other
measures to overcome them;
vii. monitor participation, progress in terms
of attainment levels and completion of
education in respect of every student
with disability;
viii. provide transportation facilities to
the children with disabilities and also
the attendant of the children with
disabilities having high support needs.
17.
•
The appropriate Government and the local
authorities shall take the following measures for
the purpose of section 16, namely:a.
to conduct survey of school going children in
every five years for identifying children with
disabilities, ascertaining their special needs
and the extent to which these are being
met: Provided that the first survey shall be
conducted within a period of two years from
the date of commencement of this Act;
b. to establish adequate number of teacher
training institutions;
c.
to train and employ teachers, including
teachers with disability who are qualified in
sign language and Braille and also teachers
who are trained in teaching children with
intellectual disability;
d. to train professionals and staff to support
inclusive education at all levels of school
education;
e.
to establish adequate number of resource
centres to support educational institutions
at all levels of school education;
f.
to promote the use of appropriate
augmentative and alternative modes
including
means
and
formats
of
communication, Braille and sign language
to supplement the use of one’s own speech
to fulfill the daily communication needs
of persons with speech, communication
or language disabilities and enables them
to participate and contribute to their
community and society;
g.
to provide books, other learning materials
and appropriate assistive devices to

h.
i.

j.
k.

students with benchmark disabilities free of
cost up to the age of eighteen years;
to provide scholarships in appropriate cases
to students with benchmark disability;
to make suitable modifications in the
curriculum and examination system to meet
the needs of students with disabilities such
as extra time for completion of examination
paper, facility of scribe or amanuensis,
exemption from second and third language
courses;
to promote research to improve learning;
and
any other measures, as may be required.

18.
•
The appropriate Government and the local
authorities shall take measures to promote, protect
and ensure participation of persons with disabilities
in adult education and continuing education
programmes equally with others.

CHAPTER IV - SKILL
DEVELOPMENT AND
EMPLOYMENT
19.

1.

The appropriate Government shall formulate
schemes and programmes including provision
of loans at concessional rates to facilitate and
support employment of persons with disabilities
especially for their vocational training and selfemployment.
2. The schemes and programmes referred to in
sub-section (1) shall provide for—
a.
inclusion of person with disability in
all mainstream formal and non-formal
vocational and skill training schemes and
programmes;
b. to ensure that a person with disability has
adequate support and facilities to avail
specific training;
c.
exclusive skill training programmes for
persons with disabilities with active links with
the market, for those with developmental,
intellectual, multiple disabilities and autism;
d. loans at concessional rates including that of
microcredit;
e.
marketing the products made by persons
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f.

20.
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

21.

1.

2.

22.

1.

with disabilities; and
maintenance of disaggregated data on the
progress made in the skill training and
self-employment, including persons with
disabilities.

No Government establishment shall discriminate
against any person with disability in any matter
relating to employment:			
Provided that the appropriate Government may,
having regard to the type of work carried on in
any establishment, by notification and subject to
such conditions, if any, exempt any establishment
from the provisions of this section.
Every Government establishment shall provide
reasonable accommodation and appropriate
barrier free and conducive environment to
employees with disability.
No promotion shall be denied to a person merely
on the ground of disability.
No Government establishment shall dispense
with or reduce in rank, an employee who acquires
a disability during his or her service:		
Provided that, if an employee after acquiring
disability is not suitable for the post he was
holding, shall be shifted to some other post with
the same pay scale and service benefits:		
Provided further that if it is not possible to adjust
the employee against any post, he may be kept
on a supernumerary post until a suitable post is
available or he attains the age of superannuation,
whichever is earlier.
The appropriate Government may frame policies
for posting and transfer of employees with
disabilities.

Every establishment shall notify equal
opportunity policy detailing measures proposed
to be taken by it in pursuance of the provisions of
this Chapter in the manner as may be prescribed
by the Central Government.
Every establishment shall register a copy of
the said policy with the Chief Commissioner or
the State Commissioner, as the case may be.
							

Every establishment shall maintain records of
the persons with disabilities in relation to the
matter of employment, facilities provided and

2.

3.

23.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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other necessary information in compliance with
the provisions of this Chapter in such form and
manner as may be prescribed by the Central
Government.
Every employment exchange shall maintain
records of persons with disabilities seeking
employment.
The records maintained under sub-section (1)
shall be open to inspection at all reasonable
hours by such persons as may be authorised in
their behalf by the appropriate Government.

Every Government establishment shall appoint
a Grievance Redressal Officer for the purpose
of section 19 and shall inform the Chief
Commissioner or the State Commissioner, as the
case may be, about the appointment of such
officer.
Any person aggrieved with the non-compliance of
the provisions of section 20, may file a complaint
with the Grievance Redressal Officer, who shall
investigate it and shall take up the matter with
the establishment for corrective action.
The Grievance Redressal Officer shall maintain a
register of complaints in the manner as may be
prescribed by the Central Government, and every
complaint shall be inquired within two weeks of
its registration.
If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the
action taken on his or her complaint, he or she
may approach the District-Level Committee on
disability

CHAPTER V - SOCIAL SECURITY,
HEALTH, REHABILITATION AND
RECREATION
24.

1.

The appropriate Government shall within the
limit of its economic capacity and development
formulate necessary schemes and programmes
to safeguard and promote the right of persons
with disabilities for adequate standard of living
to enable them to live independently or in
the community: Provided that the quantum of
assistance to the persons with disabilities under
such schemes and programmes shall be at least
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twenty-five per cent. higher than the similar
schemes applicable to others.
2. The appropriate Government while devising
these schemes and programmes shall give
due consideration to the diversity of disability,
gender, age, and socio-economic status.
3. The schemes under sub-section (1) shallprovide
for,—
a.
community centres with good living
conditions in terms of safety, sanitation,
health care and counseling;
b. facilities for persons including children
with disabilities who have no family or have
been abandoned, or are without shelter or
livelihood;
c.
support during natural or man-made
disasters and in areas of conflict;
d. support to women with disability for
livelihood and for upbringing of their
children;
e.
access to safe drinking water and appropriate
and accessible sanitation facilities especially
in urban slums and rural areas;
f.
provisions of aids and appliances, medicine
and diagnostic services and corrective
surgery free of cost to persons with
disabilities with such income ceiling as may
be notified;
g.
disability pension to persons with
disabilities subject to such income ceiling
as may be notified;
h. unemployment allowance to persons
with disabilities registered with Special
Employment Exchange for more than two
years and who could not be placed in any
gainful occupation;
i.
care-giver allowance to persons with
disabilities with high support needs;
j.
comprehensive insurance scheme for
persons with disability, not covered under
the Employees State Insurance Schemes,
or any other statutory or Governmentsponsored insurance schemes;
k.
any other matter which the appropriate
Government may think fit.
25.

1.

The appropriate Government and the local
authorities shall take necessary measures for
the persons with disabilities to provide-

a.

free healthcare in the vicinity specially in
rural area subject to such family income as
may be notified;
b. barrier-free access in all parts of Government
and private hospitals and other healthcare
institutions and centres;
c.
priority in attendance and treatment.
2. The appropriate Government and the local
authorities shall take measures and make
schemes or programmes to promote healthcare
and prevent the occurrence of disabilities and
for the said purpose shall—
a.
undertake or cause to be undertaken surveys,
investigations and research concerning the
cause of occurrence of disabilities,
b. promote various methods for preventing
disabilities,
c.
screen all the children at least once in a
year for the purpose of identifying “at-risk”
cases,
d. provide facilities for training to the staff at
the primary health centres,
e.
sponsor or cause to be sponsored awareness
campaigns and disseminate or cause to
be disseminated information for general
hygiene, health and sanitation,
f.
take measures for pre-natal, perinatal and
post-natal care of mother and child,
g.
educate the public through the pre-schools,
schools, primary health centres, village level
workers and anganwadi workers,
h. create awareness amongst the masses
through television, radio and other mass
media on the causes of disabilities and the
preventive measures to be adopted
i.
healthcare during the time of natural
disasters and other situations of risk
j.
essential medical facilities for life saving
emergency treatment and procedures and
k.
sexual
and
reproductive
healthcare
especially for women with disability.
26.
•
The appropriate Government shall, by notification,
make insurance schemes for their employees with
disabilities.
27.

1.

The appropriate Government and the local
authorities shall within their economic capacity
and development, undertake or cause to
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2.

3.

be undertaken services and programmes of
rehabilitation, particularly in the areas of health,
education and employment for all persons with
disabilities.
For the purposes of sub-section (1), the
appropriate Government and the local
authorities may grant financial assistance to
non-Governmental Organisations.
The appropriate Government and the local
authorities, while formulating rehabilitation
policies shall consult the non-Governmental
Organisations working for the cause of persons
with disabilities.

programmes
with
sign
interpretation or sub-titles.
30.
1.

The appropriate Government shall take measures
to ensure effective participation in sporting
activities of the persons with disabilities.
2. The sports authorities shall accord due
recognition to the right of persons with
disabilities to participate in sports and shall make
due provisions for the inclusion of persons with
disabilities in their schemes and programmes
for the promotion and development of sporting
talents.
3. Without prejudice to the provisions contained
in sub-sections (1) and (2), the appropriate
Government and the sports authorities shall
take measures toa.
restructure courses and programmes to
ensure access, inclusion and participation
of persons with disabilities in all sporting
activities;
b. redesign and support infrastructure facilities
of all sporting activities for persons with
disabilities;
c.
develop technology to enhance potential,
talent, capacity and ability in sporting
activities of all persons with disabilities;
d. provide multi-sensory essentials and
features in all sporting activities to ensure
effective participation of all persons with
disabilities;
e.
allocate funds for development of state of
art sport facilities for training of persons
with disabilities;
f.
promote and organise disability specific
sporting events for persons with disabilities
and also facilitate awards to the winners and
other participants of such sporting events.

28.
•
The appropriate Government shall initiate or cause
to be initiated research and development through
individuals and institutions on issues which shall
enhance habilitation and rehabilitation and on
such other issues which are necessary for the
empowerment of persons with disabilities.
29.
•
The appropriate Government and the local
authorities shall take measures to promote and
protect the rights of all persons with disabilities to
have a cultural life and to participate in recreational
activities equally with others which include,—
a.
facilities, support and sponsorships to
artists and writers with disability to pursue
their interests and talents;
b. establishment of a disability history
museum which chronicles and interprets
the historical experiences of persons with
disabilities;
c.
making art accessible to persons with
disabilities;
d. promoting recreation centres, and other
associational activities;
e.
facilitating participation in scouting,
dancing, art classes, outdoor camps and
adventure activities;
f.
redesigning courses in cultural and arts
subjects to enable participation and access
for persons with disabilities;
g.
developing technology, assistive devices and
equipment to facilitate access and inclusion
for persons with disabilities in recreational
activities; and
h. ensuring that persons with hearing
impairment can have access to television

language

CHAPTER VI - SPECIAL
PROVISIONS FOR PERSONS
WITH BENCHMARK
DISABIILITES
31.

1.

Notwithstanding anything contained in the
Rights of Children to Free and Compulsory
Education Act, 2009, every child with benchmark
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2.

32.

1.

2.
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disability between the age of six to eighteen
years shall have the right to free education in a
neighbourhood school, or in a special school, of
his choice.
The appropriate Government and local
authorities shall ensure that every child
with benchmark disability has access to free
education in an appropriate environment till he
attains the age of eighteen years.

k.

Provided that the reservation in promotion shall
be in accordance with such instructions as are
issued by the appropriate Government from time
to time:

All Government institutions of higher education
and other higher education institutions receiving
aid from the Government shall reserve not
less than five per cent. seats for persons with
benchmark disabilities.
The persons with benchmark disabilities shall be
given an upper age relaxation of five years for
admission in institutions of higher education.

33.
•• The appropriate Government shalli.
identify posts in the establishments
which can be held by respective
category of persons with benchmark
disabilities in respect of the vacancies
reserved in accordance with the
provisions of section 34;
ii.
constitute an expert committee
with representation of persons
with benchmark disabilities for
identification of such posts; and
iii. undertake periodic review of the
identified posts at an interval not
exceeding three years.
34.
1.

j.

Every appropriate Government shall appoint in
every Government establishment, not less than
four per cent. of the total number of vacancies
in the cadre strength in each group of posts
meant to be filled with persons with benchmark
disabilities of which, one per cent. each shall be
reserved for persons with benchmark disabilities
under clauses (a), (b) and (c) and one per cent.
for persons with benchmark disabilities under
clauses (d) and (e), namelyg.
blindness and low vision;
h. deaf and hard of hearing;
i.
locomotor disability including cerebral
palsy, leprosy cured, dwarfism, acid attack

victims and muscular dystrophy;
autism, intellectual disability, specific
learning disability and mental illness;
multiple disabilities from amongst persons
under clauses (a) to (d) including deafblindness in the posts identified for each
disabilities:

2.

3.

Provided further that the appropriate Government,
in consultation with the Chief Commissioner or
the State Commissioner, as the case may be, may,
having regard to the type of work carried out in
any Government establishment, by notification
and subject to such conditions, if any, as may
be specified in such notifications exempt any
Government establishment from the provisions
of this section.
Where in any recruitment year any vacancy
cannot be filled up due to non-availability of a
suitable person with benchmark disability or for
any other sufficient reasons, such vacancy shall
be carried forward in the succeeding recruitment
year and if in the succeeding recruitment year
also suitable person with benchmark disability is
not available, it may first be filled by interchange
among the five categories and only when there
is no person with disability available for the
post in that year, the employer shall fill up the
vacancy by appointment of a person, other than
a person with disability: 				
Provided that if the nature of vacancies in an
establishment is such that a given category
of person cannot be employed, the vacancies
may be interchanged among the five categories
with the prior approval of the appropriate
Government.
The appropriate Government may, by notification,
provide for such relaxation of upper age limit
for employment of persons with benchmark
disability, as it thinks fit.

35.
•
The appropriate Government and the local
authorities shall, within the limit of their economic
capacity and development, provide incentives to
employer in private sector to ensure that at least
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five per cent. of their work force is composed of
persons with benchmark disability.

2.

36.
•
The appropriate Government may, by notification,
require that from such date, the employer in every
establishment shall furnish such information
or return as may be prescribed by the Central
Government in relation to vacancies appointed
for persons with benchmark disability that have
occurred or are about to occur in that establishment
to such special employment exchange as may
be notified by the Central Government and the
establishment shall thereupon comply with 		
such requisition.
37.
•
The appropriate Government and the local
authorities shall, by notification, make schemes in
favour of persons with benchmark disabilities, to
providea.
five per cent reservation in allotment of
agricultural land and housing in all relevant
schemes and development programmes,
with appropriate priority to women with
benchmark disabilities;
b. five per cent reservation in all poverty
alleviation and various developmental
schemes with priority to women with
benchmark disabilities;
c.
five per cent reservation in allotment of
land on concessional rate, where such land
is to be used for the purpose of promoting
housing, shelter, setting up of occupation,
business, enterprise, recreation centres
and production centres.			

CHAPTER VII - SPECIAL
PROVISIONS FOR PERSONS
WITH DISABILITIES WITH HIGH
SUPPORT NEEDS
38.
1.

Any person with benchmark disability, who
considers himself to be in need of high support,
or any person or organisation on his or her
behalf, may apply to an authority, to be notified
by the appropriate Government, requesting to

3.

4.
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provide high support.
On receipt of an application under sub-section
(1), the authority shall refer it to an Assessment
Board consisting of such Members as may be
prescribed by the Central Government.
The Assessment Board shall assess the case
referred to it under sub-section (1) in such
manner as may be prescribed by the Central
Government, and shall send a report to the
authority certifying the need of high support and
its nature.
On receipt of a report under sub-section (3), the
authority shall take steps to provide support
in accordance with the report and subject to
relevant schemes and orders of the appropriate
Government in this behalf.

CHAPTER VIII - DUTIES
AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF
APPROPRIATE GOVERNMENTS
39.

1.

The appropriate Government, in consultation
with the Chief Commissioner or the State
Commissioner, as the case may be, shall conduct,
encourage, support or promote awareness
campaigns and sensitisation programmes to
ensure that the rights of the persons with
disabilities provided under this Act are protected.
2. The programmes and campaigns specified under
sub-section (1) shall also,a.
promote values of inclusion, tolerance,
empathy and respect for diversity;
b. advance recognition of the skills, merits and
abilities of persons with disabilities and of
their contributions to the workforce, labour
market and professional fee;
c.
foster respect for the decisions made by
persons with disabilities on all matters
related to family life, relationships, bearing
and raising children;
d. provide orientation and sensitisation at the
school, college, University and professional
training level on the human condition of
disability and the rights of persons with
disabilities;
e.
provide orientation and sensitisation on
disabling conditions and rights of persons
with disabilities to employers, administrators
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f.

and co-workers;
ensure that the rights of persons with
disabilities are included in the curriculum
in Universities, colleges and schools.

40.
•• The Central Government shall, in consultation
with the Chief Commissioner, formulate rules for
persons with disabilities laying down the standards
of accessibility for the physical environment,
transportation, information and communications,
including appropriate technologies and systems,
and other facilities and services provided to the
public in urban and rural areas.
41.

1.

2.

The appropriate Government shall take suitable
measures to provide,—
a.
facilities for persons with disabilities at
bus stops, railway stations and airports
conforming to the accessibility standards
relating to parking spaces, toilets, ticketing
counters and ticketing machines;
b. access to all modes of transport that
conform the design standards, including
retrofitting old modes of transport, wherever
technically feasible and safe for persons
with disabilities, economically viable and
without entailing major structural changes
in design;
c.
accessible roads to address mobility
necessary for persons with disabilities.
The appropriate Government shall develop
schemes programmes to promote the personal
mobility of persons with disabilities at affordable
cost to provide fora.
incentives and concessions;
b. retrofitting of vehicles; and
c.
personal mobility assistance.

42.
•• The appropriate Government shall take measures
to ensure that,—
i.
all contents available in audio, print
and electronic media are in accessible
format;
ii.
persons with disabilities have access
to electronic media by providing
audio description, sign language
interpretation and close captioning;

iii.

electronic goods and equipment
which are meant for every day use are
available in universal design.

43.
•• The appropriate Government shall take measures to
promote development, production and distribution
of universally designed consumer products
and accessories for general use for persons
with disabilities.
44.
1.

2.

45.
1.

2.

No establishment shall be granted permission to
build any structure if the building plan does not
adhere to the rules formulated by the Central
Government under section 40.
No establishment shall be issued a certificate
of completion or allowed to take occupation
of a building unless it has adhered to the rules
formulated by the Central Government.

All existing public buildings shall be made
accessible in accordance with the rules
formulated by the Central Government within a
period not exceeding five years from the date of
notification of such rules: 			
Provided that the Central Government may grant
extension of time to the States on a case to case
basis for adherence to this provision depending
on their state of preparedness and other related
parameters.
The appropriate Government and the local
authorities shall formulate and publish an
action plan based on prioritisation, for providing
accessibility in all their buildings and spaces
providing essential services such as all primary
health centres, civil hospitals, schools, railway
stations and bus stops.

46.
•• The service providers whether Government or
private shall provide services in accordance with
the rules on accessibility formulated by the Central
Government under section 40 within a period of
two years from the date of notification of such
rules: Provided that the Central Government in
consultation with the Chief Commissioner may grant
extension of time for providing certain category of
services in accordance with the said rules.
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47.

1.

Without prejudice to any function and power of
Rehabilitation Council of India constituted under
the Rehabilitation Council of India Act, 1992, the
appropriate Government shall endeavour to
develop human resource for the purposes of this
Act and to that end shalla.
mandate training on disability rights in all
courses for the training of Panchayati Raj
Members, legislators, administrators, police
officials, judges and lawyers;
b. induct disability as a component for all
education courses for schools, colleges and
University teachers, doctors, nurses, paramedical personnel, social welfare officers,
rural development officers, Asha workers,
Anganwadi workers, engineers, architects,
other professionals and community workers;
c.
initiate capacity building programmes
including training in independent living
and community relationships for families,
members of community and other
stakeholders and care providers on care
giving and support;
d. ensure independence training for persons
with disabilities to build community
relationships on mutual contribution and
respect;
e.
conduct training programmes for sports
teachers with focus on sports, games,
adventure activities;
f.
any other capacity development measures
as may be required.
2. All Universities shall promote teaching and
research in disability studies including
establishment of study centres for such studies.
3. In order to fulfil the obligation stated in subsection (1), the appropriate Government shall in
every five years undertake a need based analysis
and formulate plans for the recruitment,
induction, sensitization, orientation and training
of suitable personnel to undertake the various
responsibilities under this Act.

48.
•• The appropriate Government shall undertake social
audit of all general schemes and programmes
involving the persons with disabilities to ensure
that the scheme and programmes do not have an
adverse impact upon the persons with disabilities
and need the requirements and concerns of persons
with disabilities.
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CHAPTER IX - REGISTRATION
OF INSTITUTIONS FOR
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
AND GRANTS TO SUCH
INSTITUTIONS
49.
•• The State Government shall appoint an authority
as it deems fit to be a competent authority for the
purposes of this Chapter.
50.
•• Save as otherwise provided under this Act, no
person shall establish or maintain any institution
for persons with disabilities except in accordance
with a certificate of registration issued in this behalf
by the competent authority: 		
Provided that an institution for care of mentally ill
persons, which holds a valid licence under section
8 of the Mental Health Act, 1987 or any other Act for
the time being in force, shall not be required to be
registered under this Act.
51.

1.

2.

3.

Every application for a certificate of registration
shall be made to the competent authority in such
form and in such manner as may be prescribed
by the State Government.
On receipt of an application under sub-section
(1), the competent authority shall make such
enquiries as it may deem fit and on being
satisfied that the applicant has complied with
the requirements of this Act and the rules
made thereunder, it shall grant a certificate of
registration to the applicant within a period
of ninety days of receipt of application and if
not satisfied, the competent authority shall, by
order, refuse to grant the certificate applied for:
Provided that before making any order refusing
to grant a certificate, the competent authority
shall give the applicant a reasonable opportunity
of being heard and every order of refusal to
grant a certificate shall be communicated to the
applicant in writing.
No certificate of registration shall be granted
under sub-section (2) unless the institution with
respect to which an application has been made
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is in a position to provide such facilities and
meet such standards as may be prescribed by
the State Government.
4. The certificate of registration granted under subsection (2) ,
a.
shall, unless revoked under section 52
remain in force for such period as may be
prescribed by the State Government;
b. may be renewed from time to time for a like
period; and
c.
shall be in such form and shall be subject to
such conditions as may be prescribed by the
State Government.
5.

6.

7.

52.

1.

2.

institution shall cease to functiona.
where no appeal has been preferred
immediately on the expiry of the period
prescribed for the filing of such appeal; or
b. where such appeal has been preferred, but
the order of revocation has been upheld,
from the date of the order of appeal.

An application for renewal of a certificate of
registration shall be made not less than sixty
days before the expiry of the period of validity.
A copy of the certificate of registration shall be
displayed by the institution in a conspicuous
place.
Every application made under sub-section (1)
or sub-section (5) shall be disposed of by the
competent authority within such period as may
be prescribed by the State Government.

The competent authority may, if it has reason
to believe that the holder of a certificate of
registration granted under sub-section (2) of
section 51 has,—
a.
made a statement in relation to any
application for the issue or renewal of the
certificate which is incorrect or false in
material particulars; or
b. committed or has caused to be committed
any breach of rules or any conditions subject
to which the certificate was granted, it may,
after making such inquiry, as it deems fit, by
order, revoke the certificate:			
Provided that no such order shall be made
until an opportunity is given to the holder
of the certificate to show cause as to why
the certificate of registration shall not be
revoked.
Where a certificate of registration in respect of an
institution has been revoked under sub-section
(1), such institution shall cease to function from
the date of such revocation:			
Provided that where an appeal lies under
section 53 against the order of revocation, such

53.

3.

On the revocation of a certificate of registration
in respect of an institution, the competent
authority may direct that any person with
disability who is an inmate of such institution on
the date of such revocation, shall bea.
restored to the custody of his or her parent,
spouse or lawful guardian, as the case may
be; or
b. transferred to any other institution specified
by the competent authority.

4.

Every institution which holds a certificate of
registration which is revoked under this section
shall, immediately after such revocation,
surrender such certificate to the competent
authority.

1.

Any person aggrieved by the order of the
competent authority refusing to grant a
certificate of registration or revoking a certificate
of registration may, within such period as may
be prescribed by the State Government, prefer
an appeal to such appellate authority, as may be
notified by the State Government against such
refusal or revocation.
The order of the appellate authority on such
appeal shall be final.				
						

2.

54.
•
Nothing contained in this Chapter shall apply to an
institution for persons with disabilities established
or maintained by the Central Government or a State
Government.
55.
•
The appropriate Government may within the limits
of their economic capacity and development, grant
financial assistance to registered institutions to
provide services and to implement the schemes
and programmes in pursuance of the provisions of
this Act.
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CHAPTER X - CERTIFICATION
OF SPECIFIED DISABILITIES
56.
•• The Central Government shall notify guidelines for
the purpose of assessing the extent of specified
disability in a person.
57.

1.

2.

58.
1.

The appropriate Government shall designate
persons, having requisite qualifications and
experience, as certifying authorities, who shall
be competent to issue the certificate of disability.
The appropriate Government shall also notify
the jurisdiction within which and the terms
and conditions subject to which, the certifying
authority shall perform its certification functions.

Any person with specified disability, may apply,
in such manner as may be prescribed by the
Central Government, to a certifying authority
having jurisdiction, for issuing of a certificate of
disability.
2. On receipt of an application under sub-section
(1), the certifying authority shall assess the
disability of the concerned person in accordance
with relevant guidelines notified under section
56, and shall, after such assessment, as the case
may bea.
issue a certificate of disability to such
person, in such form as may be prescribed
by the Central Government;
b. inform him in writing that he has no
specified disability.
3. The certificate of disability issued under this
section shall be valid across the country.
59.
1. Any person aggrieved with decision of the
certifying authority, may appeal against such
decision, within such time and in such manner
as may be prescribed by the State Government,
to such appellate authority as the State
Government may designate for the purpose.
2. On receipt of an appeal, the appellate authority
shall decide the appeal in such manner as may
be prescribed by the State Government.
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CHAPTER XI - CENTRAL AND
STATE ADVISORY BOARDS
ON DISABILITY AND DISTRICT
LEVEL COMMITTEE
60.
1.

The Central Government shall, by notification,
constitute a body to be known as the Central
Advisory Board on Disability to exercise the
powers conferred on, and to perform the
functions assigned to it, under this Act.
2. The Central Advisory Board shall consist ofa.
the Minister in charge of Department of
Disability Affairs in the Central Government,
Chairperson, ex officio;
b. the Minister of State in charge dealing
with Department of Disability Affairs in the
Ministry in the Central Government, Vice
Chairperson, ex officio;
c.
three Members of Parliament, of whom two
shall be elected by Lok Sabha and one by
the Rajya Sabha, Members, ex officio;
d. the Ministers in charge of Disability Affairs of
all States and Administrators or Lieutenant
Governors of the Union territories, Members,
ex officio;
e.
Secretaries to the Government of India in
charge of the Ministries or Departments
of Disability Affairs, Social Justice and
Empowerment, School Education and
Literacy, and Higher Education, Women and
Child Development, Expenditure, Personnel
and Training, Administrative Reforms
and Public Grievances, Health and Family
Welfare, Rural Development, Panchayati
Raj, Industrial Policy and Promotion, Urban
Development, Housing and Urban Poverty
Alleviation, Science and Technology,
Communications
and
Information
Technology, Legal Affairs, Public Enterprises,
Youth Affairs and Sports, Road Transport
and Highways and Civil Aviation, Members,
ex officio;
f.
Secretary, National Institute of Transforming
India (NITI) Aayog, Member, ex officio;
g.
Chairperson, Rehabilitation Council of India,
Member, ex officio;
h. Chairperson, National Trust for the Welfare
of Persons with Autism, Cerebral Palsy,
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i.

j.

k.
l.

m.
n.
o.
p.
q.

Mental Retardation and Multiple Disabilities,
Member, ex officio;
Chairman-cum-Managing Director, National
Handicapped
Finance
Development
Corporation, Member, ex officio;
Chairman-cum-Managing Director, Artificial
Limbs Manufacturing Corporation, Member,
ex officio;
Chairman, Railway Board, Member, ex officio;
Director-General, Employment and Training,
Ministry of Labour and Employment,
Member, ex officio;
Director, National Council for Educational
Research and Training, Member, ex officio;
Chairperson, National Council of Teacher
Education, Member, ex officio;
Chairperson, University Grants Commission,
Member, ex officio;
Chairperson, Medical Council of India,
Member, ex officio;
Directors of the following Institutes:
i.
National Institute for the Visually
Handicapped, Dehradun;
ii.
National Institute for the Mentally
Handicapped, Secundrabad;
iii. Pandit Deen Dayal Upadhyay Institute
for the Physically Handicapped, New
Delhi;
iv. Ali Yavar Jung National Institute for the
Hearing Handicapped, Mumbai;
v.
National
Institute
for
the
Orthopaedically Handicapped, Kolkata;
vi. National Institute of Rehabilitation
Training and Research, Cuttack;
vii. National Institute for Empowerment
of Persons with Multiple Disabilities,
Chennai;
viii. National Institute for Mental Health
and Sciences, Bangalore;
ix. Indian Sign Language Research and
Training Centre, New Delhi, Members,
ex officio;
x.
xi. Members to be nominated by the
Central Governmentxii. five Members who are experts in the
field of disability and rehabilitation;
xiii. ten Members, as far as practicable, being
persons with disabilities, to represent
non
Governmental
Organisations
concerned with disabilities or disabled

persons organisations: 			
Provided that out of the ten Members
nominated, at least, five Members shall
be women and at least one person
each shall be from the Scheduled
Castes and the Scheduled Tribes;
xiv. up to three representatives of national
level chambers of commerce and
industry;
xv. (s) Joint Secretary to the Government
of India dealing with the subject of
disability policy, Member-Secretary, ex
officio.
61.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Save as otherwise provided under this Act, a
Member of the Central Advisory Board nominated
under clause (r) of sub-section (2) of section 60
shall hold office for a term of three years from
the date of his nomination:
Provided that such a Member shall,
notwithstanding the expiration of his term,
continue to hold office until his successor enters
upon his office.
The Central Government may, if it thinks fit,
remove any Member nominated under clause (r)
of sub-section (2) of section 60, before the expiry
of his term of office after giving him a reasonable
opportunity of showing cause against the same.
A Member nominated under clause (r) of subsection (2) of section 60 may at any time resign
his office by writing under his hand addressed to
the Central Government and the seat of the said
Member shall thereupon becomes vacant.
A casual vacancy in the Central Advisory Board
shall be filled by a fresh nomination and the
person nominated to fill the vacancy shall hold
office only for the remainder of the term for
which the Member in whose place he was so
nominated.
A Member nominated under sub-clause (i) or
sub-clause (iii) of clause (r) of sub-section (2) of
section 60 shall be eligible for renomination.
The Members nominated under sub-clause (i)
and sub-clause (ii) of clause (r) of sub-section
(2) of section 60 shall receive such allowances as
may be prescribed by the Central Government.
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62.

1.

No person shall be a Member of the Central
Advisory Board, who a.
is, or at any time has been, adjudged
insolvent or has suspended payment of his
debts or has compounded with his creditors,
or
b. is of unsound mind and stands so declared
by a competent court, or
c.
is, or has been, convicted of an offence which,
in the opinion of the Central Government,
involves moral turpitude, or
d. is, or at any time has been, convicted of an
offence under this Act, or
e.
has so abused his position in the opinion
of the Central Government as a Member so
as to render his continuance in the office is
prejudicial interests of the general public.

2.

No order of removal shall be made by the Central
Government under this section unless the
Member concerned has been given a reasonable
opportunity of showing cause against the same.
Notwithstanding anything contained in subsection (1) or sub-section (5) of section 61, a
Member who has been removed under this
section shall not be eligible for renomination as
a Member.

3.

63.
•• If a Member of the Central Advisory Board becomes
subject to any of the disqualifications specified in
section 62, his seat shall become vacant.
64.
•• The Central Advisory Board shall meet at least once
in every six months and shall observe such rules of
procedure in regard to the transaction of business
at its meetings as may be prescribed.
65.
1.

2.

Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Central
Advisory Board on disability shall be the
national-level consultative and advisory body
on disability matters, and shall facilitate the
continuous evolution of a comprehensive policy
for the empowerment of persons with disabilities
and the full
enjoyment of rights.
In particular and without prejudice to the
generality of the foregoing provisions, the Central
Advisory Board on disability shall perform the
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following functions, namely:a.
advise the Central Government and the State
Governments on policies, programmes,
legislation and projects with respect to
disability;
b. develop a national policy to address issues
concerning persons with disabilities;
c.
review and coordinate the activities of all
Departments of the Government and other
Governmental
and
non-Governmental
Organisations which are dealing with
matters relating to persons with disabilities;
d. take up the cause of persons with
disabilities with the concerned authorities
and the international organisations with a
view to provide for schemes and projects for
the persons with disabilities in the national
plans;
e.
recommend steps to ensure accessibility,
reasonable
accommodation,
nondiscrimination for persons with disabilities
vis-à-vis information, services and the built
environment and their participation in
social life;
f.
monitor and evaluate the impact of laws,
policies and programmes to achieve full
participation of persons with disabilities;
and
g.
such other functions as may be assigned
from time to time by the Central Government.
66.
1.

Every State Government shall, by notification,
constitute a body to be known as the State
Advisory Board on disability to exercise the
powers conferred on, and to perform the function
assigned to it, under this Act.
2. The State Advisory Board shall consist ofa.
the Minister in charge of the Department in
the State Government dealing with disability
matters, Chairperson, ex officio;
b. the Minister of State or the Deputy Minister
in charge of the Department in the State
Government dealing with disability matters,
if any, Vice-Chairperson, ex officio;
c.
secretaries to the State Government in
charge of the Departments of Disability
Affairs, School Education, Literacy and Higher
Education, Women and Child Development,
Finance, Personnel and Training, Health
and Family Welfare, Rural Development,
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d.

e.

f.

67.

1.

Panchayati Raj, Industrial Policy and
Promotion, Labour and Employment,
Urban Development, Housing and Urban
Poverty Alleviation, Science and Technology,
Information Technology, Public Enterprises,
Youth Affairs and Sports, Road Transport
and any other Department, which the State
Government considers necessary, Members,
ex officio;
three Members of the State Legislature of
whom two shall be elected by the Legislative
Assembly and one by the Legislative Council,
if any, and where there is no Legislative
Council, three Members shall be elected
by the Legislative Assembly, Members, ex
officio;
Members to be nominated by the State
Government:i.
five Members who are experts in the
field of disability and rehabilitation;
ii.
five Members to be nominated by
the State Government by rotation
to represent the districts in such
manner as may be prescribed:
Provided that no nomination under
this sub-clause shall be made except
on the recommendation of the district
administration concerned;
iii. ten persons as far as practicable, being
persons with disabilities, to represent
non-Governmental Organisations or
associations which are concerned with
disabilities:
Provided that out of
the ten persons nominated under this
clause, at least, five shall be women
and at least one person each shall be
from the Scheduled Castes and the
Scheduled Tribes;
iv. not more than three representatives of
the State Chamber of Commerce
and Industry;

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

68.
1.

officer not below the rank of Joint Secretary
in the Department dealing with disability
matters in the State Government, MemberSecretary, ex officio.

Save as otherwise provided under this Act, a
Member of the State Advisory Board nominated
under clause (e) of sub-section (2) of section

2.

66, shall hold office for a term of three
years from the date of his nomination:
		
Provided that such a Member shall,
notwithstanding the expiration of his term,
continue to hold office until his successor enters
upon his office.
The State Government may, if it thinks fit, remove
any Member nominated under clause (e) of subsection (2) of section 66, before the expiry of
his term of office after giving him a reasonable
opportunity of showing cause against the same.
A Member nominated under clause (e) of subsection (2) of section 66 may at any time resign
his office by writing under his hand addressed to
the State Government and the seat of the said
Member shall thereupon become vacant.
A casual vacancy in the State Advisory Board shall
be filled by a fresh nomination and the person
nominated to fill the vacancy shall hold office
only for the remainder of the term for which the
Member in whose place he was so nominated.
A Member nominated under sub-clause (i) or
sub-clause (iii) of clause (e) of sub-section (2)
of section 66 shall be eligible for renomination.
the Members nominated under sub-clause (i)
and sub-clause (ii) of clause (e) of sub-section
(2) of section 66 shall receive such allowances
as may be prescribed by the State Government.

No person shall be a Member of the State
Advisory Board, whoa.
is, or at any time has been, adjudged
insolvent or has suspended payment of his
debts or has compounded with his creditors,
or
b. is of unsound mind and stands so declared
by a competent court, or
c.
is, or has been, convicted of an offence which,
in the opinion of the State Government,
involves moral turpitude, or
d. is, or at any time has been, convicted of an
offence under this Act, or
e.
has so abused in the opinion of the State
Government his position as a Member as to
render his continuance in the State Advisory
Board detrimental to the interests of the
general public.
No order of removal shall be made by the State
Government under this section unless the
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3.

Member concerned has been given a reasonable
opportunity of showing cause against the same.
Notwithstanding anything contained in subsection (1) or sub-section (5) of section 67, a
Member who has been removed under this
section shall not be eligible for renomination as
a Member.

69.
•• If a Member of the State Advisory Board becomes
subject to any of the disqualifications specified in
section 68 his seat shall become vacant.
70.
•• The State Advisory Board shall meet at least once
in every six months and shall observe such rules or
procedure in regard to the transaction of business
at its meetings as may be prescribed by the State
Government.
71.

1.

Subject to the provisions of this Act, the
State Advisory Board shall be the State-level
consultative and advisory body on disability
matters, and shall facilitate the continuous
evolution of a comprehensive policy for the
empowerment of persons with disabilities and
the full enjoyment of rights.
2. In particular and without prejudice to the
generality of the foregoing provisions, the State
Advisory Board on disability shall perform the
following functions, namely:a.
advise the State Government on policies,
programmes, legislation and projects with
respect to disability;
b. develop a State policy to address issues
concerning persons with disabilities;
c.
review and coordinate the activities of all
Departments of the State Government and
other Governmental and non-Governmental
Organisations in the State which are dealing
with matters relating to persons with
disabilities;
d. take up the cause of persons with disabilities
with the concerned authorities and the
international organisations with a view to
provide for schemes and projects for the
persons with disabilities in the State plans;
e.
recommend steps to ensure accessibility,
reasonable
accommodation,
nondiscrimination for persons with disabilities,

f.

g.
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services and the built environment and
their participation in social life on an equal
basis with others;
monitor and evaluate the impact of laws,
policies and programmes designed to
achieve full participation of persons with
disabilities; and
such other functions as may be assigned
from time to time by the State Government.

72.
•• The State Government shall constitute District-level
Committee on disability to perform such functions
as may be prescribed by it.
73.
•• No act or proceeding of the Central Advisory Board
on disability, a State Advisory Board on disability,
or a District-level Committee on disability shall
be called in question on the ground merely of the
existence of any vacancy in or any defect in the
constitution of such Board or Committee, as the
case may be.

CHAPTER XII - CHIEF
COMMISSIONER AND STATE
COMMISSIONER FOR PERSONS
WITH DISABILITIES
74.

1.

2.

3.

4.

The Central Government may, by notification,
appoint a Chief Commissioner for Persons with
Disabilities (hereinafter referred to as the “Chief
Commissioner”) for the purposes of this Act.
The Central Government may, by notification
appoint two Commissioners to assist the Chief
Commissioner, of which one Commissioner shall
be a persons with disability.
A person shall not be qualified for appointment
as the Chief Commissioner or Commissioner
unless he has special knowledge or practical
experience in respect of matters relating to
rehabilitation.
The salary and allowances payable to and other
terms and conditions of service (including
pension, gratuity and other retirement benefits)
of the Chief Commissioner and Commissioners
shall be such as may be prescribed by the Central
Government.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

75.

1.
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The Central Government shall determine
the nature and categories of officers and
other employees required to assist the Chief
Commissioner in the discharge of his functions
and provide the Chief Commissioner with such
officers and other employees as it thinks fit.
The officers and employees provided to the Chief
Commissioner shall discharge their functions
under the general superintendence and control
of the Chief Commissioner.
The salaries and allowances and other conditions
of service of officers and employees shall be such
as may be prescribed by the Central Government.
The Chief Commissioner shall be assisted by an
advisory committee comprising of not more than
eleven members drawn from the experts from
different disabilities in such manner as may be
prescribed by the Central Government.

The Chief Commissioner shalla.
identify, suo motu or otherwise, the
provisions of any law or policy, programme
and procedures, which are inconsistent
with this Act and recommend necessary
corrective steps;
b. inquire, suo motu or otherwise, deprivation
of rights of persons with disabilities and
safeguards available to them in respect of
matters for which the Central Government
is the appropriate Government and take up
the matter with appropriate authorities for
corrective action;
c.
review the safeguards provided by or under
this Act or any other law for the time being in
force for the protection of rights of persons
with disabilities and recommend measures
for their effective implementation;
d. review the factors that inhibit the enjoyment
of rights of persons with disabilities and
recommend appropriate remedial measures;
e.
study treaties and other international
instruments on the rights of persons with
disabilities and make recommendations for
their effective implementation;
f.
undertake and promote research in the field
of the rights of persons with disabilities;
g.
promote awareness of the rights of persons
with disabilities and the safeguards
available for their protection;
h. monitor implementation of the provisions

i.

j.

2.

of this Act and schemes, programmes meant
for persons with disabilities
monitor utilisation of funds disbursed by
the Central Government for the benefit of
persons with disabilities; and
perform such other functions as the Central
Government may assign.

The Chief Commissioner shall consult the
Commissioners on any matter while discharging
its functions under this Act.

76.
•• Whenever the Chief Commissioner makes a
recommendation to an authority in pursuance
of clause (b) of section 75, that authority shall
take necessary action on it, and inform the Chief
Commissioner of the action taken within three
months from the date of receipt of			
the recommendation:			
Provided that where an authority does not accept
a recommendation, it shall convey reasons for nonacceptance to the Chief Commissioner within a
period of three months, and shall also inform the
aggrieved person.
77.

1.

The Chief Commissioner shall, for the purpose
of discharging his functions under this Act, have
the same powers of a civil court as are vested in
a court under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908
while trying a suit, in respect of the following
matters, namelya.
summoning and enforcing the attendance
of witnesses;
b. requiring the discovery and production of
any documents;
c.
requisitioning any public record or copy
thereof from any court or office; (d) receiving
evidence on affidavits; and
d. issuing commissions for the examination of
witnesses or documents.

2.

Every proceeding before the Chief Commissioner
shall be a judicial proceeding 45 of 1860. within
the meaning of sections 193 and 228 of the Indian
Penal Code and the Chief Commissioner shall
be deemed to be a civil court for the purposes
of section 195 and Chapter -XXVI of the Code of
Criminal Procedure, 1973.
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78.

1.

2.

3.

79.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The Chief Commissioner shall submit an annual
report to the Central Government and may at any
time submit special reports on any matter, which,
in his opinion, is of such urgency or importance
that it shall not be deferred till submission of
the annual report.
The Central Government shall cause the
annual and the special reports of the Chief
Commissioner to be laid before each House
of Parliament, along with a memorandum of
action taken or proposed to be taken on his
recommendations and the reasons for nonacceptance the recommendations, if any.
The annual and special reports shall be prepared
in such form, manner and contain such details
as may be prescribed by the Central Government.

The State Government may, by notification,
appoint a State Commissioner for Persons with
Disabilities (hereinafter referred to as the “State
Commissioner”) for the purposes of this Act.
A person shall not be qualified for appointment
as the State Commissioner unless he has special
knowledge or practical experience in respect of
matters relating to rehabilitation.
The salary and allowances payable to and other
terms and conditions of service (including
pension, gratuity and other retirement benefits)
of the State Commissioner shall be such as may
be prescribed by the State Government.
The State Government shall determine the nature
and categories of officers and other employees
required to assist the State Commissioner in
the discharge of his functions and provide the
State Commissioner with such officers and other
employees as it thinks fit.
The officers and employees provided to the State
Commissioner shall discharge his functions
under the general superintendence and control
of the State Commissioner.
The salaries and allowances and other conditions
of service of officers and employees shall be such
as may be prescribed by the State Government.
The State Commissioner shall be assisted by
an advisory committee comprising of not more
than five members drawn from the experts in
the disability sector in such manner as may be
prescribed by the State Government.
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80.
•• The State Commissioner shall—
a.
identify, suo motu or otherwise, provision
of any law or policy, programme and
procedures, which are in consistent with this
Act, and recommend necessary corrective
steps;
b. inquire, suo motu or otherwise deprivation
of rights of persons with disabilities and
safeguards available to them in respect of
matters for which the State Government is
the appropriate Government and take up
the matter with appropriate authorities for
corrective action;
c.
review the safeguards provided by or under
this Act or any other law for the time being in
force for the protection of rights of persons
with disabilities and recommend measures
for their effective implementation;
d. review the factors that inhibit the enjoyment
of rights of persons with disabilities and
recommend appropriate remedial measures;
e.
undertake and promote research in the field
of the rights of persons with disabilities;
f.
promote awareness of the rights of persons
with disabilities and the safeguards
available for their protection;
g.
monitor implementation of the provisions
of this Act and schemes, programmes meant
for persons with disabilities;
h. monitor utilisation of funds disbursed by
the State Government for the benefits of
persons with disabilities; and
i.
perform such other functions as the State
Government may assign.
81.
•• Whenever the State Commissioner makes a
recommendation to an authority in pursuance
of clause (b) of section 80, that authority
shall take necessary action on it, and inform
the State Commissioner of the action taken
within three months from the date of receipt of
the recommendation:			
Provided that where an authority does not accept
a recommendation, it shall convey reasons for nonacceptance to the State Commissioner for Persons
with Disabilities within the period of three months,
and shall also inform the aggrieved person.
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82.
1.

2.

83.
1.

2.

3.
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The State Commissioner shall, for the purpose of
discharging their functions under this Act, have
the same powers of a civil court as are vested in
a court under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908
while trying a suit, in respect of the following
matters, namelya.
summoning and enforcing the attendance
of witnesses;
b. requiring the discovery and production of
any documents;
c.
requisitioning any public record or copy
thereof from any court or office;
d. receiving evidence on affidavits; and
e.
issuing commissions for the examination of
witnesses or documents.
Every proceeding before the State Commissioner
shall be a judicial proceeding within the meaning
of sections 193 and 228 of the Indian Penal Code
and the State Commissioners shall be deemed
to be a civil court for the purposes of section
195 and Chapter XXVI of the Code of Criminal
Procedure, 1973.

The State Commissioner shall submit an annual
report to the State Government and may at any
time submit special reports on any matter, which,
in its opinion, is of such urgency or importance
that it shall not be deferred till submission of
the annual report.
The State Government shall cause the annual and
the special reports of the State Commissioner
for persons with disabilities to be laid before
each House of State Legislature where it consists
of two Houses or where such Legislature consist
of one House, before that House along with a
memorandum of action taken or proposed
to be taken on the recommendation of the
State Commissioner and the reasons for nonacceptance the recommendations, if any.
The annual and special reports shall be prepared
in such form, manner and contain such details
as may be prescribed by the State Government.

CHAPTER XIII - SPECIAL COURT
84.
•• For the purpose of providing speedy trial, the State
Government shall, with the concurrence of the Chief
Justice of the High Court, by notification, specify
for each district, a Court of Session to be a Special
Court to try the offences under this Act.
85.
1.

1.

For every Special Court, the State Government
may, by notification, specify a Public Prosecutor
or appoint an advocate, who has been in practice
as an advocate for not less than seven years, as
a Special Public Prosecutor for the purpose of
conducting cases in that Court.
The Special Public Prosecutor appointed under
sub-section (1) shall be entitled to receive such
fees or remuneration as may be prescribed by
the State Government.

CHAPTER XIV - NATIONAL
FUND FOR PERSONS
WITH DISABILITIES
86.
1.

There shall be constituted a Fund to be called
the National Fund for persons with disabilities
and there shall be credited theretoa.
all sums available under the Fund for people
with disabilities, constituted vide notification
No. S.O. 573 (E), dated the 11th August, 1983
and the Trust Fund for Empowerment of
Persons with Disabilities, constituted vide
notification No. 30-03/ 2004-DDII, dated the
21st November, 2006, under the Charitable
Endowment Act, 1890.
b. all sums payable by banks, corporations,
financial institutions in pursuance of
judgment dated the 16th April, 2004 of the
Hon’ble Supreme Court in Civil Appeal Nos.
4655 and 5218 of 2000;
c.
all sums received by way of grant, gifts,
donations, benefactions, bequests or
transfers;
d. all sums received from the Central
Government including grants-in-aid;
e.
all sums from such other sources as may be
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2.

87.

1.

2.

3.

4.

decided by the Central Government.
The Fund for persons with disabilities shall be
utilised and managed in such manner as may be
prescribed.

The Central Government shall maintain proper
accounts and other relevant records and
prepare an annual statement of accounts of
the Fund including the income and expenditure
accounts in such form as may be prescribed in
consultation with the Comptroller and AuditorGeneral of India.
The accounts of the Fund shall be audited by
the Comptroller and Auditor-General of India at
such intervals as may be specified by him and
any expenditure incurred by him in connection
with such audit shall be payable from the Fund
to the Comptroller and Auditor-General of India.
The Comptroller and Auditor-General of India
and any other person appointed by him in
connection with the audit of the accounts of
the Fund shall have the same rights, privileges
and authority in connection with such audit as
the Comptroller and Auditor-General of India
generally has in connection with the audit of
the Government accounts, and in particular,
shall have the right to demand production of
books of account, connected vouchers and other
documents and papers and to inspect any of the
offices of the Fund.
The accounts of the Fund as certified by the
Comptroller and Auditor-General of India or any
other person appointed by him in this behalf,
together with the audit report thereon, shall
be laid before each House of Parliament by the
Central Government.

CHAPTER XV - STATE FUND FOR
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
88.
1.

2.

3.

There shall be constituted a Fund to be called
the State Fund for persons with disabilities by
a State Government in such manner as may be
prescribed by the State Government.
The State Fund for persons with disabilities shall
be utilised and managed in such manner as may
be prescribed by the State Government.
Every State Government shall maintain proper

4.

5.

6.
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accounts and other relevant records of the State
Fund for persons with disabilities including the
income and expenditure accounts in such form
as may be prescribed by the State Government in
consultation with the Comptroller and AuditorGeneral of India.
The accounts of the State Fund for persons with
disabilities shall be audited by the Comptroller
and Auditor-General of India at such intervals
as may be specified by him and any expenditure
incurred by him in connection with such audit
shall be payable from the State Fund to the
Comptroller and Auditor-General of India.
The Comptroller and Auditor-General of India
and any person appointed by him in connection
with the audit of the accounts of the State Fund
for persons with disabilities shall have the same
rights, privileges and authority in connection
with such audit as the Comptroller and AuditorGeneral of India generally has in connection with
the audit of the Government accounts, and in
particular, shall have right to demand production
of books of accounts, connected vouchers and
other documents and papers and to inspect any
of the offices of the State Fund.
The accounts of the State Fund for persons with
disabilites as certified by the Comptroller and
Auditor-General of India or any other person
appointed by him in this behalf together with the
audit report thereon shall be laid before each
House of the State Legislature where it consists
of two Houses or where such Legislature consists
of one House before that House.

CHAPTER XVI - OFFENCES
AND PENALTIES
89.
•• Any person who contravenes any of the provisions
of this Act, or of any rule made thereunder shall for
first contravention be punishable with fine which
may extend to ten thounsand rupees and for any
subsequent contravention with fine which shall not
be less than fifty thousand rupees but which may
extend to five lakh rupees.
90.
1.

Where an offence under this Act has been
committed by a company, every person who
at the time the offence was committed, was in
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charge of, and was responsible to, the company
for the conduct of the business of the company,
as well as the company, shall be deemed to be
guilty of the offence and shall be liable to be
proceeded against and punished accordingly:
Provided that nothing contained in this subsection shall render any such person liable
to any punishment provided in this Act, if he
proves that the offence was committed without
his knowledge or that he had exercised all due
diligence to prevent the commission of such
offence.
2. Notwithstanding anything contained in subsection (1), where an offence under this Act has
been committed by a company and it is proved
that the offence has been committed with the
consent or connivance of, or is attributable to
any neglect on the part of any director, manager,
secretary or other officer of the company, such
director, manager, secretary or other officer shall
also be deemed to be guilty of that offence
and shall be liable to be proceeded against
and punished accordingly. 			
Explanation - For the purposes of this section:
a.
“company” means any body corporate and
includes a firm or other association of
individuals; and
b. “director”, in relation to a firm, means a
partner in the firm.
91.
•• Whoever, fraudulently avails or attempts to avail
any benefit meant for persons with benchmark
disabilities, shall be punishable with imprisonment
for a term which may extend to two years or with
fine which may extend to one lakh rupees or
with both.
92.
•• Whoevera.
intentionally insults or intimidates with
intent to humiliate a person with disability
in any place within public view;
b. assaults or uses force to any person with
disability with intent to dishonour him
or outrage the modesty of a woman with
disability;
c.
having the actual charge or control over
a person with disability voluntarily or
knowingly denies food or fluids to		
him or her;

d.

e.

f.

being in a position to dominate the will of a
child or woman with disability and uses that
position to exploit her sexually;
voluntarily injures, damages or interferes
with the use of any limb or sense or any
supporting device of a person with disability;
performs, conducts or directs any medical
procedure to be performed on a woman
with disability which leads to or is likely to
lead to termination of pregnancy without
her express consent except in cases
where medical procedure for termination
of pregnancy is done in severe cases
of disability and with the opinion of a
registered medical practitioner and also
with the consent of the guardian of the
woman with disability, 			
shall be punishable with imprisonment for a
term which shall not be less than six months
but which may extend to five years and
with fine.

93.
•• Whoever, fails to produce any book, account or
other documents or to furnish any statement,
information or particulars which, under this Act or
any order, or direction made or given thereunder,
is duty bound to produce or furnish or to answer
any question put in pursuance of the provisions of
this Act or of any order, or direction made or given
thereunder, shall be punishable with fine which may
extend to twenty-five thousand rupees in respect of
each offence, and in case of continued failure or
refusal, with further fine which may extend to one
thousand rupees for each day, of continued failure
or refusal after the date of original order imposing
punishment of fine.
94.
•• No Court shall take cognizance of an offence alleged
to have been committed by an employee of the
appropriate Government under this Chapter, except
with the previous sanction of the appropriate
Government or a complaint is filed by an officer
authorised by it in this behalf.
95.
•• Where an act or omission constitutes an offence
punishable under this Act and also under any other
Central or State Act, then, notwithstanding anything
contained in any other law for the time being in
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force, the offender found guilty of such offence
shall be liable to punishment only under such Act
as provides for punishment which is greater in
degree.

CHAPTER XVII MISCELLANEOUS
96.
•• The provisions of this Act shall be in addition to,
and not in derogation of, the provisions of any other
law for the time being in force.
97.
•• No suit, prosecution or other legal proceeding shall
lie against the appropriate Government or any
officer of the appropriate Government or any officer
or employee of the Chief Commissioner or the State
Commissioner for anything which is in good faith
done or intended to be done under this Act or the
rules made thereunder.
98.
1.

2.

99.
1.

2.

If any difficulty arises in giving effect to the
provisions of this Act, the Central Government
may, by order, published in the Official Gazette,
make such provisions or give such directions,
not inconsistent with the provisions of this Act,
as may appear to it to be necessary or expedient
for removing the difficulty: 			
Provided that no such order shall be made under
this section after the expiry of the period of two
years from the date of commencement 		
of this Act.
Every order made under this section shall be laid
as soon as may be, after it is made, before each
House of Parliament.

On the recommendations made by the
appropriate Government or otherwise, if
the Central Government is satisfied that it is
necessary or expedient so to do, it may, by
notification, amend the Schedule and any such
notification being issued, the Schedule shall be
deemed to have been amended accordingly.
Every such notification shall, as soon as possible
after it is issued, shall be laid before each House
of Parliament.

100.
1.
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The Central Government may, subject to the
condition of previous publication, by notification,
make rules for carrying out the provisions of this
Act.
2. In particular, and without prejudice to the
generality of the foregoing power, such rules
may provide for all or any of the following
matters, namelya.
the manner of constituting the Committee
for Research on Disability under sub-section
(2) of section 6;
b. the manner of notifying the equal
opportunity policy under sub-section (1) of
section 21;
c.
the form and manner of maintaining records
by every establishment under sub-section
(1) of section 22;
d. the manner of maintenance of register of
complaints by grievance redressal officer
under sub-section (3) of section 23;
e.
the manner of furnishing information and
return by establishment to the Special
Employment Exchange under section 36;
f.
the composition of the Assessment Board
under sub-section (2) and manner of
assessment to be made by the Assessment
Board under sub-section (3) of section 38;
g.
rules for person with disabilities laying
down the standards of accessibility under
section 40;
h. the manner of application for issuance of
certificate of disability under sub-section
(1) and form of certificate of disability under
sub-section (2) of section 58;
i.
the allowances to be paid to nominated
Members of the Central Advisory Board
under sub-section (6) of section 61;
j.
the rules of procedure for transaction of
business in the meetings of the Central
Advisory Board under section 64;
k.
the salaries and allowances and other
conditions of services of Chief Commissioner
and Commissioners under sub-section (4) of
section 74;
l.
the salaries and allowances and conditions
of services of officers and staff of the Chief
Commissioner under sub-section (7) of
section 74;
m. the composition and manner of appointment
of experts in the advisory committee under
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n.

o.

p.

3.

101.
1.

sub-section (8) of section 74;
the form, manner and content of annual
report to be prepared and submitted by the
Chief Commissioner under sub-section (3)
of section 78;
the procedure, manner of utilization and
management of the Fund under sub-section
(2) of section 86; and
the form for preparation of accounts of Fund
under sub-section (1) of section 87.

Every rule made under this Act shall be laid, as
soon as may be after it is made, before each
House of Parliament while it is in session,
for a total period of thirty days which may be
comprised in one session or in two or more
successive sessions, and if, before the expiry of
the session immediately following the session or
the successive sessions aforesaid, both Houses
agree in making any modification in the rule
or both Houses agree that the rule should not
be made, the rule shall thereafter have effect
only in such modified form or be of no effect,
as the case may be; so, however, that any such
modification or annulment shall be without
prejudice to the validity of anything previously
done under that rule.

The State Government may, subject to the
condition of previous publication, by notification,
make rules for carrying out the provisions of this
Act, not later than six months from the date of
commencement of this Act.
2. In particular, and without prejudice to the
generality of foregoing powers, such rules
may provide for all or any of the following
matters, namelya.
the manner of constituting the Committee
for Research on Disablity under sub-section
(2) of section 5;
b. the manner of providing support of a limited
guardian under sub-section (1) of section 14;
c.
the form and manner of making an
application for certificate of registration
under sub-section (1) of section 51;
d. the facilities to be provided and standards
to be met by institutions for grant of
certificate of registration under sub-section
(3) of section 51;
e.
the validity of certificate of registration,

the form of, and conditions attached to,
certificate of registration under sub-section
(4) of section 51;
f.
the period of disposal of application for
certificate of registration under sub-section
(7) of section 51;
g.
the period within which an appeal to be
made under sub-section (1) of section 53;
h. the time and manner of appealing against
the order of certifying authority under subsection (1) and manner of disposal of such
appeal under sub-section (2) of section 59;
i.
the allowances to be paid to nominated
Members of the State Advisory Board under
sub-section (6) of section 67;
j.
the rules of procedure for transaction
of business in the meetings of the State
Advisory Board under section 70;
k.
the composition and functions of District
Level Committee under section 72;
l.
salaries, allowances and other conditions of
services of the State Commissioner under
sub-section (3) of section 79;
m. the salaries, allowances and conditions of
services of officers and staff of the State
Commissioner under sub-section (3) of
section 79;
n. the composition and manner of appointment
of experts in the advisory committee under
sub-section (7) of section 79;
o. the form, manner and content of annual
and special reports to be prepared and
submitted by the State Commissioner under
sub-section (3) of section 83;
p. the fee or remuneration to be paid to the
Special Public Prosecutor under sub-section
(2) of section 85;
q. the manner of constitution of State Fund
for persons with disabilities under subsection (1), and the manner of utilisation
and management of State Fund under subsection (2) of section 88;
r.
the form for preparation of accounts of
the State Fund for persons with disabilities
under sub-section (3) of section 88.
3. Every rule made by the State Government under
this Act shall be laid, as soon as may be after it is
made, before each House of the State Legislature
where it consists of two Houses, or where such
State Legislature consists of one House, before
that House.
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102.
1.

2.

The Persons with Disabilities (Equal Opportunity
Protection of Rights and Full Participation) Act,
1995 is hereby repealed.
Notwithstanding the repeal of the said Act,
anything done or any action taken under the
said Act, shall be deemed to have been done or
taken under the corresponding provisions of
this Act.

SPECIFIED DISABILITY
1. Physical disability•• A. Locomotor disability (a person’s inability to
execute distinctive activities associated with
movement of self and objects resulting from
affliction of musculoskeletal or nervous system or
both), includinga.
“leprosy cured person” means a person
who has been cured of leprosy but is
suffering fromi.
loss of sensation in hands or feet as
well as loss of sensation and paresis
in the eye and eye-lid but with no
manifest deformity;
ii.
manifest deformity and paresis but
having sufficient mobility in their
hands and feet to enable them to
engage in normal economic activity;
iii. extreme physical deformity as well as
advanced age which prevents him/
her from undertaking any gainful
occupation, and the expression “leprosy
cured” shall construed accordingly;
b. “cerebral palsy” means a Group of nonprogressive neurological condition affecting
body movements and muscle coordination,
caused by damage to one or more specific
areas of the brain, usually occurring before,
during or shortly after birth;
c.
“dwarfism” means a medical or genetic
condition resulting in an adult height of 4
feet 10 inches (147 centimeters) or less;
d. “muscular dystrophy” means a group of
hereditary genetic muscle disease that
weakens the muscles that move the human
body and persons with multiple dystrophy
have incorrect and missing information
in their genes, which prevents them from
making the proteins they need for healthy

e.
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muscles. It is characterised by progressive
skeletal muscle weakness, defects in muscle
proteins, and the death of muscle cells and
tissue;
“acid attack victims” means a person
disfigured due to violent assaults by throwing
of acid or similar corrosive substance.

2. Visual impairmenta.
“blindness” means a condition where a
person has any of the following conditions,
after best correction—
i.
total absence of sight; or
ii.
visual acuity less than 3/60 or less
than 10/200 (Snellen) in the better eye
with best possible correction; or
iii. limitation of the field of vision
subtending an angle of less 		
than 10 degree.
b. “low-vision” means a condition where a
person has any of the following conditons,
namely:—
i.
visual acuity not exceeding 6/18 or less
than 20/60 upto 3/60 or upto 10/200
(Snellen) in the better eye with best
possible corrections; or
ii.
limitation of the field of vision
subtending an angle of less than 40
degree up to 10 degree.
3. Hearing impairmenta.
“deaf” means persons having 70 DB hearing
loss in speech frequencies in both ears;
b. “hard of hearing” means person having 60 DB
to 70 DB hearing loss in speech frequencies
in both ears;
c.
“speech and language disability” means
a permanent disability arising out of
conditions such as laryngectomy or aphasia
affecting one or more components of speech
and language due to organic or neurological
causes.
d. 2. Intellectual disability, a condition
characterised by significant limitation
both in intellectual functioning (rasoning,
learning, problem solving) and in adaptive
behaviour which covers a range of every day,
social and practical skills, includinge.
“specific learning disabilities” means a
heterogeneous group of conditions wherein
there is a deficit in processing language,
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f.

spoken or written, that may manifest
itself as a difficulty to comprehend, speak,
read, write, spell, or to do mathematical
calculations and includes such conditions as
perceptual disabilities, dyslexia, dysgraphia,
dyscalculia, dyspraxia and developmental
aphasia;
“autism spectrum disorder” means a
neuro-developmental condition typically
appearing in the first three years of life
that significantly affects a person’s ability
to communicate, understand relationships
and relate to others, and is frequently
associated with unusal or stereotypical
rituals or behaviours.

4. Mental behavior•• “mental illness” means a substantial disorder of
thinking, mood, perception, orientation or memory
that grossly impairs judgment, behaviour, capacity
to recognise reality or ability to meet the ordinary
demands of life, but does not include retardation
which is a conditon of arrested or incomplete
development of mind of a person, specially
characterised by subnormality of intelligence.
5. Disability caused due toa.
chronic neurological conditions, such asi.
“multiple
sclerosis”
means
an
inflammatory, nervous system disease
in which the myelin sheaths around
the axons of nerve cells of the brain
and spinal cord are damaged, leading
to demyelination and affecting the
ability of nerve cells in the brain and
spinal cord to communicate with each
other;
ii.
“parkinson’s
disease”
means
a
progressive disease of the nervous
system marked by tremor, muscular
rigidity,
and
slow,
imprecise
movement, chiefly affecting middleaged and elderly people associated
with degeneration of the basal ganglia
of the brain and a deficiency of the
neurotransmitter dopamine.
6. Blood disordera.
“haemophilia” means an inheritable
disease, usually affecting only male but
transmitted by women to their male children,

b.

c.

d.

e.

characterised by loss or impairment of the
normal clotting ability of blood so that a
minor would may result in fatal bleeding;
“thalassemia” means a group of inherited
disorders characterised by reduced or
absent amounts of haemoglobin.
“sickle cell disease” means a hemolytic
disorder characterised by chronic anemia,
painful events, and various complications
due to associated tissue and organ damage;
“hemolytic” refers to the destruction of the
cell membrane of red blood cells resulting
in the release of hemoglobin.
Multiple Disabilities (more than one of
the above specified disabilities) including
deaf blindness which means a condition
in which a person may have combination
of hearing and visual impairments causing
severe communication, developmental, and
educational problems.
Any other category as may be notified by the
Central Government.

Source : http://www.disabilityaffairs.gov.in/
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Annexure 5 - Retail Sector
Job Mapping
VI - Visually impaired, LV - Low vision, OR - Orthopaedic, DW-Dwarf, UIM-Upper limb mobility, LIM-Lower limb
mobility, HI-hearing impaired
Job Title

Job Description

Desired Competency

Shift
(Yes
/no)

Computer
Proficiency

Yes

“Not
required”

No

In House
software

PwDs

Business Format - Hypermarket
Perishables
CCA - L3
Staples CCA
- L3
FMCG Food CCA
- L3

FMCG - Non
Food CCA - L3

Code
management
CCA - L3

“Refilling stocks on the
shelf,
Check FIFO of
products,
Process excecutionStock takes,
Price check and
merchandising /
face up and section
upkeep.”

“Ability to follow
processes/
instructions,
Learning Orientation,
Planning and
organising,
Selling Skills”

Tracking of expiry of
products, ensure quick
liquidation through
return to vendor (RTV),
BOGOF to minimise
shrinkage

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions,
Numerical ability/
understands
numbers, Learning
Orientation, Planning
and organising

VI, LV,
OR, Dw/
UIM,HI

VI, LV,
OR, Dw/
UIM,HI
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VI - Visually impaired, LV - Low vision, OR - Orthopaedic, DW-Dwarf, UIM-Upper limb mobility, LIM-Lower limb
mobility, HI-hearing impaired
Shift
(Yes
/no)

Computer
Proficiency

PwDs

Yes

Notrequired

VI, LV,
OR,Dw/
UIM,HI

Yes

In House
software

VI, LV,
OR, Dw/
UIM

Selling Skills
Customer focus
Ability to follow
processes/
instructions Planning
and organising

Yes

In House
software

VI, LV,
OR, Dw/
UIM

Checkouts - L1

Checkouts-Accurate
billing and ensuring
that checkout happens
in the fastest

Customer focus,
Numerical ability/
understands

Yes

In House
software

OR, Dw/
UIM,HI

CSD (Customer
Service Desk)
- L3

possible timeCSDCustomer handling
forexchanges, refunds,
sale ofloyalty card,
home deliveryrequests
etc

numbers, Ability to
follow processes/
instructions, Planning
and organising

Job Title

Night Refill CCA
- L3

Linen &
Luggage CCA
- L3
Home - L3
Furniture - L3
Sports - L3

Job Description

Desired Competency

Food & Non-Food stock
refill during the night
shift

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions, Planning
and organising,
Planning and
organising, Learning
Orientation, Team
player

Refilling stocks on
the shelf, selling and
process excecutionStock takes, Price check
, merchandising and
section upkeep.

Selling Skills, Ability
to follow processes/
instructions,
Numerical ability/
understands
numbers, Planning
and organising

Selling the product
by giving necessary
demos( product
knowledge), handling
after sales service
issues of warranty and
guarantee and process
excecution-Stock takes
& price checks

Toys &
Stationary - L3
Hi-tech - L4
Multimedia - L4
Appliance - L4

Fashion - L4

VI, LV,
OR, Dw/
UIM
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VI - Visually impaired, LV - Low vision, OR - Orthopaedic, DW-Dwarf, UIM-Upper limb mobility, LIM-Lower limb
mobility, HI-hearing impaired
Job Title

Job Description

Desired Competency

Stock Service
Team/ Direct
Store Delivery
(DSD) - L3

# SST look into various
reports like price
overrides and refund
and take corrective
action by mailing the
Buyers for the same.
# STT will also do the
morning weigh scale
calibration ( making
sure all the weigh
scales in store are
calibrated.) # DSD is
basically the person
doing the receiving of
Pershable items against
the indent sheet
mailed by the buyer,

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions,
Numerical ability/
understands
numbers, Learning
Orientation, Planning
and organising

Front Receiving
CCA - L3

#Thefront receiving
CCA is involved in the
receiving processcheck the PO status ,
then receive the stock
as per the PO,check
for the Quantity and
and the quality along
with the Cost factor.
#Front receiving CCA
would also make
the difference notes
if required. # Front
receiving CCA he would
also be incharge of
moving the received
stock into the store.

Back store - L3

# Back Store CCA
ensures that the
warehouse is
maintained in a orderly
manner. # Ensure that
one product is kept in
one place and the aisle
are free

Shift
(Yes
/no)

Computer
Proficiency

PwDs

OR, Dw/
UIM,HI

No

In House
software

OR, Dw/
UIM,HI

OR, Dw/
UIM,HI
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VI - Visually impaired, LV - Low vision, OR - Orthopaedic, DW-Dwarf, UIM-Upper limb mobility, LIM-Lower limb
mobility, HI-hearing impaired
Shift
(Yes
/no)

Computer
Proficiency

PwDs

& Word
OR, Dw/
UIM,HI

Job Title

Job Description

Desired Competency

Back End Cash
- L2

Basic accounting
knowledge for cash
handling, petty cash
issue and reconcillation
and day to day
handling of Checkout
issues

Numerical ability/
understands
numbers, Learning
Orientation

No

Excel &
Word

Home Delivery
CCA - L1

Schedule and plan
homel deliveries routes
and execute the same

Planning and
organising, Ability to
follow processes/
instructions

No

Excel &
Word

VI, LV

Beauty Advisor
- L4

# Handling customers
and generating sales
# Managing the store
in the absence of the
store supervisor

Selling Skills, Good
Communication skills,
Customer focus

Yes

Excel &
Word

VI, LV

Housekeeper
- L1

Cleaning and
maintenance of the
store

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

Not required

HI

Sales Associate
- L4

# Handling customers
and generating sales
# Managing the store
in the absence of the
store manager

Good Communication
skills, Customer focus,
Learning Orientation

Yes

Not required

VI, LV,
OR, LIM

Helper - L1

Maintaining cleanliness
in the store/fixture
cleaning and other
housekeeping jobs

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

Not required

HI

Business Format - Lifestyle Retail
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VI - Visually impaired, LV - Low vision, OR - Orthopaedic, DW-Dwarf, UIM-Upper limb mobility, LIM-Lower limb
mobility, HI-hearing impaired
Shift
(Yes
/no)

Computer
Proficiency

PwDs

VI, LV,
OR,
LIM,HI

Job Title

Job Description

Desired Competency

Admin
Assistant - L1

# Generate MIS reports
for the store # Act as
an office managermanage office supplies
& stationery # Loyalty
card data entry #
Handle all facilities
and maintenance
related jobs # System
inwarding and
outwarding of stock

Planning and
organising, Team
player, Ability to
follow processes/
instructions

Yes

Excel &
Word

Sales Advisors
- L3

# Achieve sales targets
# Ensure minimum
pilferage happens in
the store # Deliver
service as internal
customer service
standards # Billing at
the cash desk

Customer focus,
Selling Skills, Good
Communication skills

Yes

Excel &
Word

VI, LV,
OR, Dw/
UIM/LIM

Stock Boys - L1

# Maintain the stock
room # Ensure that
all sizes of the
merchandise is
available on the floor
# Global counting of
stock # Also does sales
during peak business
hours /sale period

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions,
Team player, Good
Communication skills,
Customer focus

Yes

Excel &
Word

HI

House Keeper
- L1

Maintaining cleanliness
in the store/fixture
cleaning , back office
and staff rooms,
cleaning the trial
rooms and other
housekeeping jobs

bility to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

Not required

OR,
Dw,HI
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VI - Visually impaired, LV - Low vision, OR - Orthopaedic, DW-Dwarf, UIM-Upper limb mobility, LIM-Lower limb
mobility, HI-hearing impaired
Job Title

Job Description

Desired Competency

Shift
(Yes
/no)

Security - L1

# Manning all entry
& exit points and
counting customer
walk-ins # In store -be
vigilant and walk the
store to prevent shop
lifting # Manage the
registers and records at
the staff entry pointvisitors register, stock
receiving books, etc

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

Computer
Proficiency

PwDs

Not required

VI, LV,
OR, Dw

Yes

Not required

VI, LV,
OR, Dw/
UIM

Yes

In House
software

VI, LV,
OR, Dw/
UIM,HI

VI, LV,
OR, Dw/
UIM

Business Format - Departmental Store

CCA - L3

Sales, Merchandise
Upkeep, Interaction
with customers

Good Communication
skills, Selling Skills,
Customer focus, Team
player

Cashier - L2

Billing of merchandise
at the cash counters

Good Communication
skills, Customer focus,
Numerical ability/
understands numbers

CSD Team
Member - L1

Customer ServiceHandling customer
issues, exchanges,
replacements,repairs.
Credit notes, gift
wrapping etc

Good Communication
skills, Customer focus,
Team player

Yes

In House
software

CSD Team
Leader - L1

Customer Service &
Handling team

Good Communication
skills, Customer focus

Yes

In House
software

VI, LV,
OR, Dw/
UIM

Cash Assistant
- L2

Petty Cash/vouchers
transaction handling,
cashiering control

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions,
Numerical ability/
understands numbers

Yes

Excel

VI, LV,
OR, Dw/
UIM,HI

VM Assistant
- L3

Assisting VM in
installing displays

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

No

Not required

VI, LV,HI
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VI - Visually impaired, LV - Low vision, OR - Orthopaedic, DW-Dwarf, UIM-Upper limb mobility, LIM-Lower limb
mobility, HI-hearing impaired
Shift
(Yes
/no)

Computer
Proficiency

PwDs

Yes

Not required

VI, LV,
OR,
Dw,HI

Yes

Not required

VI, LV

Not required

VI, LV,
OR, Dw/
LIM,HI

Yes

Not required

VI, LV,
OR,
Dw,HI

Good Communication
skills, Customer
focus, Ability to
follow processes/
instructions

Yes

Yes Not
required

VI, LV,
OR, LIM

Sr Cashier - L2

# Manage the floor
cashiers # Issue
float and collect and
reconcile cash at shift
closing

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions,
Numerical ability/
understands numbers

Yes

Excel &
Word

VI, LV,
OR,
LIM,HI

Cashiers - L2

# Billing of customers
# Issue of store
credits & exchanges #
Enrollnment of Inner
circle members

Customer focus,
Good Communication
skills, Ability to
follow processes/
instructions

Yes

In House
software

VI, LV,
OR,
LIM,HI

Job Title

Job Description

Desired Competency

Housekeeping
Staff - L1

Maintaining cleanliness
in the store

Security Staff
- L1

Security Check on
customer/Staff entry/
exit and check on
shoplifting

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Tailor - L1

Alteration of
merchandise-mostly
clothes

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Senior CSR /
CSR (Customer
Service
Representative)
L3

#Achieve sales targets
# Ensure that stock is
displayed on the floor
# Ensure that all VM
norms are followed
# Ensure that all
products on the floor
are barcoded

Good Communication
skills, Selling Skills,
Customer focus

CSD Executive
- L3

# Selling of Gift
Vouchers # Issuing of
points redemption
vouchers # Handling
all customer queries
related to the loyalty
program # Handle
customer issues and
complaints

Yes
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VI - Visually impaired, LV - Low vision, OR - Orthopaedic, DW-Dwarf, UIM-Upper limb mobility, LIM-Lower limb
mobility, HI-hearing impaired
Job Title

Job Description

Desired Competency

Shift
(Yes
/no)

Security Guards
- L1

# Manning all entry
& exit points and
counting customer
walk-ins # In store -be
vigilant and walk the
store to prevent shop
lifting # Manage the
registers and records at
the staff entry pointvisitors register, stock
receiving books, etc

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

Not required

VI, LV,
OR, Dw

Housekeeper
- L1

Maintaining cleanliness
in the store/fixture
cleaning , back office
and staff rooms,
cleaning the trial
rooms and other
housekeeping jobs

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

Not required

OR,
Dw,HI

Tailor - L1

Alteration of
merchandise-mostly
clothes

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

Not required

OR, Dw/
LIM,HI

Helpers on the
Floor - L1

# Help with the stock
movement across the
floor

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

Not required

HI

Loaders - L1

# Move the stock from
the receiving area to
the floor

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

Not required

HI

Selling Skills, Good
Communication skills,
Customer focus

Yes

Not required

VI, LV,
OR, LIM

Computer
Proficiency

PwDs

Business Format - Electronics

Sales Associate
- L4

# Achieve sales targets
# Ensure minimum
pilferage happens in
the store
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VI - Visually impaired, LV - Low vision, OR - Orthopaedic, DW-Dwarf, UIM-Upper limb mobility, LIM-Lower limb
mobility, HI-hearing impaired
Job Title

Job Description

Desired Competency

Shift
(Yes
/no)

Help Desk
Associate - L3

# Handle all after
sales activitieswarranty & guarantee
documentation, sale
of extended warranty
offering # Manage
product delivery to
customer-scheduling
delivering, installation,
tech support etc #
Handle customer
queries and service
requests on the phone

Customer focus,
Good Communication
skills, Planning and
organising

Yes

Excel &
Word

VI, LV,
OR, LIM

Cashier - L2

Accurate billing and
ensuring that checkout
happens in the fastest
possible time

Customer focus,
Good Communication
skills, Ability to
follow processes/
instructions

Yes

In House
software

OR,
LIM,HI

Security - L1

# Manning all entry
& exit points and
counting customer
walk-ins # In store
-be vigilant and walk
the store to prevent
shop lifting # Manage
baggage desks #
Manage the registers
and records at the staff
entry point-visitors
register, stock receiving
books, etc

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

In House
software

OR,
LIM,HI

Computer
Proficiency

PwDs
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VI - Visually impaired, LV - Low vision, OR - Orthopaedic, DW-Dwarf, UIM-Upper limb mobility, LIM-Lower limb
mobility, HI-hearing impaired
Job Title

Job Description

Desired Competency

Shift
(Yes
/no)

Security - L1

# Manning all entry
& exit points and
counting customer
walk-ins # In store
-be vigilant and walk
the store to prevent
shop lifting # Manage
baggage desks #
Manage the registers
and records at the staff
entry point-visitors
register, stock receiving
books, etc

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

Not required

VI, LV,
OR, Dw

Housekeeping
- L1

Maintaining cleanliness
in the store/fixture
cleaning , back office
and staff room and
other housekeeping
jobs

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

Not required

OR,
Dw,HI

Hand Boy - L1

Lifting and moving of
stock -within the store
and receiving area

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

Not required

OR,
Dw,HI

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

Not required

VI, LV,
OR, Dw

Computer
Proficiency

PwDs

Business Format - Mall Management

Security Guards
- L1

# Patrolling with in the
mall # Frisking and
checking customers/
staff # Vigellance teams
mointoring certain
entry and exit points
# CCTV monitoring #
Handling goods inward
and outward from
the mall- Tracking
vehicles,no of cartons
& related paperwork
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VI - Visually impaired, LV - Low vision, OR - Orthopaedic, DW-Dwarf, UIM-Upper limb mobility, LIM-Lower limb
mobility, HI-hearing impaired
Job Description

Desired Competency

Shift
(Yes
/no)

Housekeepers
(Housemen
& Chamber
Maids) - L1

# Deployed to clean
toilets # Machine
operators ( Auto
scrubber & Scooty ride
on mop) to clean the
common mall areas #
Mopping and picking
up litter from the mall
premises and common
areas # Deployed
as stewards in the
foodcourt to clear
tables , take dishes to
dish wash and floor
cleaning

toilets # Machine
operators ( Auto
scrubber & Scooty
ride on mop) to clean
the common mall
areas # Mopping and
picking up litter from
the mall premises
and common
areas # Deployed
as stewards in the
foodcourt to clear
tables , take dishes
to dish wash and
floor cleaning Ability
to follow processes/
instructions

Yes

Not required

OR,
Dw,HI

Housekeeping
Supervisor - L1

# Managing a team
of housekeepers
-supervising their
execution of taks,
grooming, scheduling
of people, attendance
etc

Planning and
organising, Ability to
follow processes/
instructions

Yes

Not required

VI, LV,
OR, Dw

Traffic
Controller - L1

# Ushering traffic to the
parking area, directing
them to vacant areas
and managing vechile
exits from the parking
area

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

Not required

VI, LV

Cashier-parking
- L1

# Issue parking token
to customer’s # Manage
the parking cash
collected and reconcile
it at the end of the shift
# Download the cash
collected data from the
handheld device at the
end of the shift

Numerical ability/
understands
numbers, Ability to
follow processes/
instructions

Yes

In House
software

VI, LV,
OR, Dw/
UIM

Job Title

Computer
Proficiency

PwDs
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VI - Visually impaired, LV - Low vision, OR - Orthopaedic, DW-Dwarf, UIM-Upper limb mobility, LIM-Lower limb
mobility, HI-hearing impaired
Job Title

Job Description

Desired Competency

Shift
(Yes
/no)

Horticulturist
- L1

# Maintain the lawn
and the plants in the
mall

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

HI

Pest Control
- L1

Do all the pest control
treatments in the mall

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

HI

Pantry - L1

Managing the pantry
in the mall office,
delivering tea, coffee to
visitors etc

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

HI

Office Boy - L1

Doing jobs in the
office-making photo
copies, delivering
letters etc

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

No

OR,
Dw,HI

Yes

Computer
Proficiency

PwDs

Business Format - Sports goods
Customer Care
Associate - L3

# Selling to customers #
Billing at cash desk

Good Communication
skills, Selling Skills

Stock room
assistant - L1

# Help in managing the
stock room-moving of
stocks to stock room,
organising the stock
room and helping the
CCA locate stocks as
per customer requests

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Yes

In House
software

VI, LV,
OR, Dw

Not required

Not
required
OR,
Dw,HI

Not required

VI, LV,
OR, Dw/
UIM/LIM

Business Format - Value format - apparel

Customer
Relation
Executive - L3

#Achieve sales targets
# Ensure that stock is
displayed on the floor
# Ensure that all VM
norms are followed
# Ensure that all
products on the floor
are barcoded

Good Communication
skills, Selling Skills,
Customer focus

Yes
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VI - Visually impaired, LV - Low vision, OR - Orthopaedic, DW-Dwarf, UIM-Upper limb mobility, LIM-Lower limb
mobility, HI-hearing impaired
Job Title

Job Description

Desired Competency

Shift
(Yes
/no)

Cashier - L2

# Billling customer
merchandise #
Handling all loyalty
program related
enrollnments

Customer focus,
Good Communication
skills, Ability to
follow processes/
instructions

Yes

In House
software

VI, LV,
OR,
LIM,HI

Inventory
Executive - L3

# Handling the stock
room and managing it

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions, Team
player

Yes

Not required

OR,
Dw,HI

Security Guards
- L1

# Manning all entry
& exit points and
counting customer
walk-ins # In store -be
vigilant and walk the
store to prevent shop
lifting # Manage the
registers and records at
the staff entry pointvisitors register, stock
receiving books, etc

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Not required

VI, LV,
OR, Dw

Housekeeper
- L1

Maintaining cleanliness
in the store/fixture
cleaning , back office
and staff rooms,
cleaning the trial
rooms and other
housekeeping jobs

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Not required

OR,
Dw,HI

Tailor - L1

Alteration of
merchandise-mostly
clothes

Ability to follow
processes/
instructions

Not required

OR, Dw/
LIM,HI

Computer
Proficiency

PwDs
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VI - Visually impaired, LV - Low vision, OR - Orthopaedic, DW-Dwarf, UIM-Upper limb mobility, LIM-Lower limb
mobility, HI-hearing impaired
Job Title

Job Description

Desired Competency

Shift
(Yes
/no)

Computer
Proficiency

PwDs

Learning Orientation,
Ability to follow
processes/
instructions, Ability
to follow processes/
instructions, Team
player

Yes

Not required

OR,
Dw,HI

Business Format - Value format - QSR

Trainee Crew
Member - L3

# The job is multitasking-front of house
and production # Front
of house involvesBilling, dispensing
customer orders,
replenishments of
condiments in the
dining area, clearing
tables and keeping
the restaurant clean
and neat # ProductionInvolves manning the
various stations to
produce the food and
preparing the food
as per the standards,
prepping the stations
so that all the
necessary ingredients
are available in
adequate quantities,
cleaning the station
and equipments,
cleaning food trays etc
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Annexure 6 – List of Schemes and
Budget Allocations by the Ministry
SCHEMES IMPLEMENTED BY
THE MINISTRY
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

17.

Empanelment of more hospitals for cochlear
implant surgery under ADIP scheme - May 5, 2016
Office Memorandum dated May 5, 2016 on
Aids and Assistive Devices approved for
Orthopaedically Impaired for financial assistance
under ADIP scheme - forwarding of.
Revision of ADIP Scheme
Scheme of Assistance to Disabled Persons for
Purchase/ Fitting of Aids and Appliances (ADIP)
List of Districts State-wise Uncovered Under
ADIP Scheme
Deen Dayal Disabled Rehabilitation Scheme
to Promote Voluntary Action for Persons with
Disabilities
Scheme of National Award for the Empowerment
of Persons with Disabilities
Scheme for implementation of Persons with
Disabilities (PwD) Act 1995
Rajiv Gandhi National Fellowship Scheme 2012
IndiraGandhi National Disability Pension Scheme
Employment to Persons with Disabilities in
Private Sector - Incentives to Employers
User Manual for NGO Application Tracking System
Prime
Minister
National
Council
Skill
Development Program
Central Sector Scheme of ‘Support for
establishment/modernization/capacity
augmentation of Braille Presses’ (Effective from
2014-15)
Scheme for Implementation of Persons with
Disabilities Act, 1995 - Issuance of Guidelines
Cochlear Implant Surgery under ADIP Scheme
(2014-15) - Letter No. 4-2(8)2014/DD-I dated 3rd
March, 2015 regarding with List of Approved
Hospital for cochlear implant -2015
Revised Scheme of ADIP - Guidelines for issuance
of Disability Certificates to Children with Special
Needs for assistance under ADIP-SSA (OM dated
23/01/2015)

18. Scheme “Research on Disability related
Technology, Products and Issues”
19. Scheme for Awareness Generation and Publicity
20. Introduction of New Central Sector Plan Scheme
of National Overseas Scholarship for Students
with Disabilities for Studying Abroad. Effective
from ( 2014-15)
21. Cochlear Implant surgery under ADIP Scheme
22. Invitation of Proposal under scheme Science and
Technology Project in Mission mode
23. New Central Sector Plan Scheme of Free Coaching
for Students with Disabilities (SwDs)

Ministries Budget for
2018-2019
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Ministry of Labour & Employment - 7700 Cr
Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment
a.
Department
of
Social
Justice
and
Empowerment - 7750 Cr.
b. Department of Disability Affairs - 1070 Cr.
Ministry of Rural Development - 112403.92 Cr.
Ministry of Urban Development - 41765.13 Cr.
Ministry of Human Resource Development
(MHRD)
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting 4088.98 Cr.
a.
Directorate of Advertising and Visual
Publicity (DAVP)
a.
Directorate of Field Publicity
Ministry of Communications & Information Tech.
- 6000 Cr.

Source : https://www.indiabudget.gov.in/ub2018-19/eb/stat3a.pdf
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Budgetary Allocations (2018-19) (Rs crore)
Actuals 2016-17

RE 2017-18

BE 2018-19

% change
(RE to BE)

Department of
Social Justice

6,516

6,908

7,750

12%

Department of
Disabilities

773

955

1,070

12%

Total

7,289

7,863

8,820

12%

Sources: Union Budget 2018-19, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment; PRS.

Notes: BE – Budget Estimate; RE – Revised Estimate.
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Annexure 7 - List of Training
Partner Organisation
L No

NGOs List

Cities

1

Abhoy Mission

Agartala

2

Voluntary
HealthAssociation
ofTripura

Agartala

Blind Peoples
Association, India

Ahmedabad

4

Unnati - Organisation
forDevelopment
Education

Ahmedabad

5

Aanchal Foundation

Ahmedabad

6

Health &
CareFoundation

Ahmedabad

7

Samerth
CharitableTrust

Ahmedabad

Shiv Kali MahilaSewa
Education Trust

Ahmedabad

9

Jan ChetnaSansthan

Ahmedabad

10

Trishla Foundation

Ahmedabad

11

Viklang Kendra Rotary Sponsored
Crippled & Youth
Welfare Society

Ahmedabad

12

Mangal Deep Vidya
Mandir

Almora

13

The Ability People

Andhra Pradesh

14

Sreya Foundation

Andhra Pradesh

15

Ankitha Charitable
Trust

AndhraPradesh

3

8

L No

NGOs List

Cities

16

Asha Jyothi
Handicapped Welfare
Society

AndhraPradesh

17

Assisi Health Care
Society

AndhraPradesh

18

Bharathi Academic
Rural Development
Society

AndhraPradesh

19

Kalyani Rural
Rehabilitation and
Educational Society

AndhraPradesh

20

Kasinadhuni
Durgamba Butchaiah
Trust

AndhraPradesh

21

Siri Educational
Society

AndhraPradesh

22

Sri Dakshinya
BhavaSamithi

AndhraPradesh

23

SunlightEducational
Society

AndhraPradesh

24

Tadepallis Satya
SaiCheyutha
SocietyTadepallis
Satya Sai Cheyutha
Society

AndhraPradesh

25

Uma Educational and
Technical Society

AndhraPradesh

26

Vasantha Lakshmi
Charitable Trust and
Research Center

AndhraPradesh
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L No

NGOs List

Cities

L No

NGOs List

Cities

27

Uma Educational &
Technical Society,
Kakinada(UETS

46

AMBA

Bangalore

AndhraPradesh

47

Smile Foundation

Bangalore

28

Ashadeep

AndhraPradesh

48

AMOGH

Bangalore

29

Kidpower India

AndhraPradesh

49

Aruna Chetana Schoo

Bangalore

Sarv Shri Maa
Narmada Shiksha Avm
Jan Kalyan Seva Samiti

Arunachal
Pradesh

50

ALFAA (Assisted Living
for Autistic Adults)

30

Bangalore

51

Asha Kirana Seva Trust

Bangalore

31

Nehru Yuva
ChetnaKendra Deoria

Arunachal
Pradesh
Arunachal
Pradesh

52

Bangalore

32

Sri Santosh
ViklangVikas Sansthan

ASHA NIKETAN
Fellowship with
Mentally Retarded
(INDIA), FMR

33

Asha
RehabilitationCenter

Arunachal
Pradesh

53

Association for
theMentallyChallenged

Bangalore

34

Ashadeep

Assam

54

Autism society ofIndia

Bangalore

35

Deshbandhu Club

Assam

36

Gram Vikas Parishad

Assam

55

Bangalore

37

Pratyaya

Assam

Bala Mano Vikasa
Kendra Unit Of
Association For
Preschool Education

38

Prerona Pratibandhi
Sishu Bikash Kendra

56

Balajothi Centre
ForThe Disable

Bangalore

57
Assam

Biswa Gouri Charitable
Trust

Bangalore

39

Sahayika
SishuNirdeshan
Kendra

58

Bangalore

40

Sanjiwani

Assam

Cheshire Homes India,
Bangalore Unit

41

Enable India

Bangalore

59

Cheshire Homes India,
Bangalore Unit

Bangalore

42

Samarthanam Trust
for the Disabled

Bangalore

60

Dharithree Trust

Bangalore

43

The Association Of
People With Disability

Bangalore

61

Bangalore

44

Ability Unlimited

Bangalore

Foundation For
Action Motivation
Empowerment FAME
India

45

Diya Foundation

Bangalore

62

G S M EducationTrustSamvaadInstitute of
Speech& Hearing

Bangalore

Assam
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L No

NGOs List

Cities

63

Grameena Abyudaya
Seva Samsthe

Bangalore

64

Kutumba

Bangalore

L No

NGOs List

Cities

81

Voice of Needy

Bangalore

82

Pooja Sewa Sansthan

Bareilly

83

Aadhar Gyan Dhatri
Samiti

Bhopal

84

Arushi Society

Bhopal

65

Margadarshi The
Association for
Physically Challenged

Bangalore

66

Mitra Jyothi

Bangalore

85

Chingari Trust

Bhopal

67

Naveen Education
Society

Bangalore

86

Devbrat Gram Vikash
Siksha Samiti Sidhi

Bhopal

68

Seva-In-Action
Association

Bangalore

87

Bhopal

69

Sharanam Charitable
Trust

Digdarshika Institute
Of Rehabilitation &
Research

Bangalore
88

Bhopal

70

Shristi Special
Academy

Bangalore

Jan jagran educational
and health wealfare
society sagar

71

Snehadeep Trust for
the Disabled

89

Jigyasa Samaj Kalyan
Sewa Samit

Bhopal

72

Snehadhara
Foundation

90

Life Line
ServiceSociety

Bhopal

73

Society For The
Autistics In India

Bangalore

91

Madhuri Aayaam
Education and Welfare
Society

Bhopal

74

Spastics Society Of
Karnataka

Bangalore

92

Bhopal

75

Sri Nandi Education
Trust

Miriam School For The
Mentally Handicapped
Unit Of Miriam Society

Bangalore
93

Bhopal

76

Sri vaishnavi special
educational academy

Bangalore

Sahara Saksharta
educational and social
welfare society

77

Tamahar Trust

Bangalore

94

Shiv Kalyan Evam
Shikshan Samiti

Bhopal

78

The Com DEALLTrust

Bangalore
95

Swami Vivekanand
Regional Spine Centre
(SVRSC

Bhopal

96

Tarun Jan KalyanSamiti

Bhopal

Bangalore

Bangalore

79

VathsalyaCharitable
Trust

Bangalore

80

AbhirudhiFoundaton

Bangalore
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L No

NGOs List

97

Usha KomalSanskrit
Jan KalyanSewa Samiti
Raisen

98

National
ResourcesCentre for
WomenDevelopment

99

Institute of
HealthSciences, a unit
ofMargdars

Bhubaneswar

100

Vikash

Bhubaneswar

101

Dr. Braja Vihari
Mohanty Memorial
Mentally Retarded
Bhubaneswar 430
Deepalaya New Delhi
Benefit Trus

102

103

104

105

106

107

Cities

L No

NGOs List

Cities

Bhopal

111

The Spastics Society of
Tamilnadu SPASTN

The Spastics
Societyof
Tamilnadu

Bhubaneswar

112

Chetna
BilaspurHimachal
Pradesh

Chhattisgarh

113

Jagruk
ParentsAssociation

Chhattisgarh

114

Kalyani Social
Welfare and Research
Organization

Chhattisgarh

115

Kopal Vani Child
Welfare Organization

Chhattisgarh

116

Prerak Samiti

Chhattisgarh

117

Shanti Maitri Gramin
Vikas Sansthan

Chhattisgarh

118

Unnayak Seva Samiti

Chhattisgarh

119

Raksha Society for The
Care Of Children With
Special Needs

Cochin

120

Amrit Centre For
Special Needs

Coimbatore

121

Vidya Vikasini
Opportunity School a
unit of Vidya Vikasini
Society

Coimbatore

122

Raphael

Dehradun

123

Raphael Ryder
Cheshire International
Centre

Dehradun

124

Sethu Sanstha

Dehradun

125

Asha School - Awwa

Delhi

126

Cross the Hurdles

Delhi

127

DEEPALAYA

Delhi

Bhubaneswar

Shree Navchetan
Andhjan Mandal

Bhuj-Kutch

Humanity Charitable
Trust

Calicut

Confederation
ForChallenged

Chandigarh

Indian National
Portage Association

Chandigarh

National Association
for the Blind
Chandigarh and
Punjab branch

Chandigarh

Ability Foundation

Chennai

Deepam School For
Special Children - Unit
of Jayaguru Seva Trust

Chennai

109

Sri Arunodayam

Chennai

110

The Banyan

Chennai

108
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L No

NGOs List

Cities

L No

NGOs List

Cities

128

Family of Disabled

Delhi

144

Disha CharitableTrust

Goa

129

Muskaan

Delhi

145

Sangath

Goa

130

Sanjivini Society for
Mental Health

Delhi

146

Sethu

Goa

131

Uday Foundation

Delhi

147

Blind Welfare Council
- Dahod

Gujarat

132

American India
Foundation

Delhi

148

Gujarat

133

National Centre
for Promotion
of Employment
forDisabled People NCPEDP

Ankur Special School
For Mentally Retarded
Children

Delhi

149

Ashadeep Charitable
Foundation

Gujarat

150

Gujarat

134

Skill Council for
Persons with Disability
- SCPwD

Asian Cerebral Palsy
and Charitabal TrustT

Delhi

151

Bharat Lokhit Seva
Samiti

Gujarat

135

Nipman Foundation

Delhi

152

Blind Welfare Council

Gujarat

136

Manovikas Charitable
Society

Delhi

153

Disha Charitable Trust

Gujarat

154

Jaina Anupam N
Parmar Charitable
Trust

Gujarat

155

Jay Shree Maruti
Nandan Kisan
Vikash Education
Trust,Sukhsar

Gujarat

156

Jeevandeep Health
Education and
Charitable Trust
Kodinar

Gujarat

157

Khodiyar Education
Trust, Mehsana

Gujarat

158

National Association
for the Blind

Gujarat

159

National Society for
Equal Opportunities
for The Handicapped
Gujarat

Gujarat

137

Society for Advance
Study in Rehabilitation

Faridabad

138

Society For Research
and Development in
Education

Faridabad

139

Tender Heart
Education Society

Faridabad

140

The AdvancedSociety
for theDifferently
Abled

141

Shri Adwait
PariwarFoundation

142

Bhagirath
SewaSansthan

Faridabad

143

Nai Disha
RehabWelfare Soceity

Faridabad

Faridabad

Faridabad
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NGOs List

Cities

160

Navjeevan Charitable
Trust

Gujarat

176

MS Welfare Society

Gurgaon

161

Omkar Foundation
Trust

177

Vishwas, Vision For
Health Welfare and
Special Needs

Gujarat

Gurgaon

162

Renitaben charitable
trust

Gujarat

178

Ashadeep

Guwahati

163

Samprat Education
and Charitable TrustJunagarh

179

Atma Nirbhar-Ek
Challenge

Guwahati

Gujarat

180

Ehsaas

Gwalior

164

Self Care

Gujarat

181

Roshni Ramakrishna
Ashrama Gwalior

Gwalior

165

Shree Andhjan Kalyan
Trust

Gujarat

182

Saraswati Shakti Peeth
Siksha Samiti

Gwalior

166

Shree Bidada
Sarvodaya Trust

Gujarat

183

Adarsh Para Medical
Welfare Association

Haryana

167

Shree Navchetan
Andhjan Manda

Gujarat

184

Aditya Kalyan Samiti

Haryana

168

Smt. Parsanben
Narandas Ramji Shah
Society for Relief
Rehabilitation of the
Disabled

185

Baba Ramdass
Educational and
Welfare Society

Haryana

Gujarat
186

Disha Sirsa

Haryana

169

The Society For The
Mentally Retarded

Gujarat

187

Indian Red Cross
Society Bhiwani

Haryana

170

Vikas Jyot Trust,
Vadodara

Gujarat

188

Indian Red Cross
Society Narnaul

Haryana

171

Blind People's
Association

Gujarat

189

JBDM Education and
Social Welfare Society

Haryana

172

Aekrang childrens
development institute

Gujarat

190

Nav Disha Education
& Welfare Society

Haryana

173

Ashirwad Viklang Trust

Gujarat

191

Haryana

174

Chaithanya
Educational and Rural
Development Society

Santosh Memorial
Educational and
Welfare Society

Gujarat
192

Society For All Around
Human Development

Haryana

Khushboo Welfare
Society

Gurgaon

175
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193

Tapan Rehabilitation
Society

Haryana

194

Umeed Society
Rehabilitation
Institute for the
Intellectual and
Developmental
Disability

Haryana

195

Zoom Education
Society

Haryana

196

DOT Army Wives
Welfare Association
Asha School

Haryana

197

Bhai Kanahaiya Manav
Sewa Trust

Haryana

198

Modern Education
Society

Haryana

199

CORD (Chinmaya
Organisation for Rural
Development )

Himachal
Pradesh

200

Koshish ek asha

Himachal
Pradesh

Nav Chetna Parents
Association for the
mentally challenged
Kullu

Himachal
Pradesh

202

Paradise children Care
Center

Himachal
Pradesh

203

Prem AshramInstitute
of Sistersof Charity

Himachal
Pradesh

204

Sahyog Bal Shravan
Viklang Kalyan Samiti

Himachal
Pradesh

205

Sakar Society For
Differently Abled
Persons

Himachal
Pradesh

201

L No

NGOs List

Cities

206

Udaan Parents and
Guardians Societyof
Mentally Challenged
Children

Himachal
Pradesh

207

GanpatiEducational
Society

Himachal
Pradesh

208

Ashray Akruti

Hyderabad

209

Bhagawan Sri Sathya
Sai Special School VTC
for Mentallly Retarded
Run By SAI SEVA
SANGH

Hyderabad

210

Manasa Special
School For The
Mentally Handicapped
Run by Manasa

Hyderabad

211

Sadhana Society
for The Mentally
Handicapped

Hyderabad

212

Sparsh Foundation

Hyderabad

213

Special Friends

Hyderabad

214

Ushodaya Educational
Society

Hyderabad

215

Youth4jobs

Hyderabad

216

Youth4jobs

Hyderabad

217

Dr. Reddy's
Foundation

Hyderabad

218

Shanthi Niketan
Residential Institution
for Mentally
Handicapped

Hyderabad

219

Anubhuti Vision Sewa
Sansthan

Indore

220

Indore society for
mentally Challenged

Indore
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221

Manovruddhi Samiti

Indore

240

Parents Association of
Mentally Handicapped
of Jamshedpur

222

Nishakt Jan Aadhar
Welfare Society

Jharkhand

Indore

223

Shri Shri Utkarsh
Samity

241

Srijak Samuh

Jharkhand

Indore

242

Navjyothi Manovikas
Kendra

Jodhpur

224

Disha

Jaipur

225

Disha Foundation

Jaipur

243

St.Pauls Residential
Special School For MR
- Run By MGM Trust

Kerala

226

Gram Chetna Kendra

Jaipur

227

Gurukul Spastic
Society

Jaipur

244

Aathichudy Special
school run by swastik
trust

Kanchipuram

228

Institute, DISHA, a
local NGO in Jaipur,

Jaipur

245

The Spastics Centre

Kanpur

229

Lakshya Sansthan

Jaipur

246

Amrita charitable
trust

Kanpur

230

Message Sansthan

Jaipur

247

Kanpur

231

Shri Narsingh Maharaj
Punarvas & Shikshan
Sansthan

Bhawna Society For
Disabled

Jaipur
248

Karnataka

232

Umang

Jaipur

Ashadeepa
Angavikalara Sarva
Abhiwruddhi Seva
Samsthe

233

Disha Foundation

Jaipur

234

Sahakari Avas Pradyog

Jaipur

249

Karnataka

235

Asha School Samit

Jhansi

Sarvodaya Mahila
and Gramina
Abivruddi Samsthe R.
Jamakhandi

236

Child Concern

Jharkhand

250

Karnataka

237

Deepshikha, Institute
for Child Development
and Mental Health(A
Unit of Purshree)

Shree Panchamukhi
Grameenabhivruddi
Samsthe

Jharkhand
251

Karnataka

238

Jeevan

Jharkhand

Tulajabhavani
Shaikshanika Hagu
Grameen Abhivruddhi
Samsthe

239

Lohiya Viklang Seva
Samiti

Jharkhand

252

Yuvashakti Grameen
Abhivruddhi Samsthe

Karnataka
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253

Navajeevana
Rehabilitation Centre
for the Disabled

Karnataka

254

Dr B.R.Ambedkar
Cultural and Welfare
Society

Karnataka

255

Aastha Charitableand
WelfareSociety

Karnataka

256

Baba Garibnath
Viklang Sah Jan Seva
Sansthan

Karnataka

257

Bhartiya Viklang
Sangh Bihar Patna

Karnataka

258

Child Concern &
Samarpan (Special
School for Children
With Special Needs

Karnataka

259

Daroga Prasad Roy
Mahila Prashikshan
Evam Audyogik kendra

Karnataka

Institute for National
Development
Integration and
Awareness

Karnataka

261

Koshi Kshetriya
Biklang, Bidhwa, Bridh
Kalyan Samiti

Karnataka

262

Laxmi Smriti Sewa
Sansthan

Karnataka

263

Rani Laxmi Bai Mahila
Vikas Samiti

Karnataka

264

Shama Vikas Samiti

Karnataka

265

Surya Narayan Mishra
Rural Development
Foundation

Karnataka

260

Cities

L No

NGOs List

Cities

266

Tapovan Bahuviklang
Punarvas Sansthan

Karnataka

267

Yoga Nature Cure
and Health Care
Foundation of India

Karnataka

268

Jeevan Jyothi Trust

Karnataka

269

Society For
Peoples Integrated
Development

Karnataka

270

Ashakirana Education
and Rehabilitation
Society

Karnataka

271

Sri Basaveshwara
Vidya Samsthe

Karnataka

272

People

Karnataka

273

Manju Education
Society,

Karnataka

274

Shri B. D. Tatti
Memorial Charitable
Trust

Karnataka

275

Roshni Trust

Karnataka

276

ALFAA (Assisted Living
for Autistic Adults)

Karnataka

277

Amogh

Karnataka

278

Balajothi Centre for
The disabled

Karnataka
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279

Diya Foundation

Karnataka

291

St. Thomas Mission
Society

Karnataka

280

Foundation For
Action Motivation
Empowerment FAME
India

292

Narayana Special
School - A Unit of
Tallur Family Trust(R)

Karnataka

293

Spurthi Mahila Mandal
(Bijapur)

Karnataka

281

J and J Karunodaya
Institute for Mentally
Handicapped

294

Sri. Veerabhadra
Charitable Trust

Karnataka

295

Adarsh Charitable
Trust

Kerala

296

Mithram

Kerala

297

Chitrari Asha School
Run By Ayyappa
Bhajana Samithi

Kerala

298

Ashraya

Kerala

299

Manovikas School for
Mentally Handicapped

Kerala

300

AWH Model Residental
School for Mentally
Challenged

Kerala

301

Rahma Special
School Unit Of Seshy
Charitable Society

Kerala

302

Association for
Care of Cognitive,
Communicative
and Other Related
Disorders

Kerala

282

Samarthanam Trustfor
The Disabled

283

Shristi Special
Academy

284

Snehadhara
Foundation

Karnataka

Karnataka

Karnataka

Karnataka

Karnataka

285

Society for The
Autistics in India

286

Welfare Association
For Rehabilitation Of
Disabled And Society
(WARDS)

Karnataka

Cheshire Homes India
Coorg

Karnataka

287

288

289

290

The Coorg Foundation

Samuha

SAMUHA

Karnataka

Karnataka

Karnataka

Karnataka
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303

Sneharam Special
School For Mentally
Retarded, Pala

Kerala

313

Pragna Trust

Kolar

304

Aaswasa Bhavan

Kerala

314

Behala Bodhayan

Kolkata

305

Ashadeepam Convent
School For Mentally
Challenged Children

Kerala

315

FMR India Asha
Niketan Kolkata

Kolkata

316

Indian Institute Of
Cerebral Palsy

Kolkata

306

Devashrayam
Rehabilitation
Centre for Mentally
Challenged - A Unit
of Devashrayam
Charitable Society

317

Amarlata Gramin Seva
Foundation

Kolkata

318

Arogya Sandhan
Charitable Trust

Kolkata

319

Asansol Anandam

Kolkata

320

Autism Society West
Bengal

Kolkata

321

Bodhayan

Kolkata

322

Manovikas Kendra
Rehabilitation &
Research Institute For
The Handicapped

Kolkata

323

Mentaid

Kolkata

324

Paripurnata Halfway
Home

Kolkata

Kerala

St.Dominics Special
School For The
M.R.Social Service
Society Of The
Dominican Sisters Of
The H.T.

Kerala

Association of Parents
of the Retarded

Kerala

Social Action Forum
Irinjalakuda

Kerala

310

SWASRAYA-Special
Child Development
and Vocational
Training centre for
Differently Abled

Kerala

311

Chetana Vikas Mandir
- A Unit of Chetana
Apangamati Vikas
Sanstha

Kolapur

312

Jain Sanskrutik &
Shaikshanik Mandal

307

308

309

Kolapur
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325

Pradip Centre for
Autism Management

Cities
Kolkata

Prayas Community
Living Centre,
Tollygunge

Kolkata

327

Turnstone Global

Kolkata

328

Voice of World

Kolkata

329

Welfare Centre For the
Mentally Handicapped

326

Kolkata

330

SPARC India

Lucknow

331

Al Hajira
Educationaland
Welfare Society

Lucknow

332

I Support
FoundationChetna Society For TheWelfare
Of The Handicapped

Lucknow

I Support
FoundationChetna
- Society For The
Welfare Of The
Handicapped

Lucknow

334

Jayatibharatam

Lucknow

335

Paramahansa
Yogananda Society for
Special Unfolding and
Moulding

Lucknow

Shilp Shree Mahila
SewaSamiti

Lucknow

333

336

LNo

NGOs List

Cities

337

Vishnu Dayal
ShikshaSamiti

Lucknow

338

Yuva Kalyan Samiti

Lucknow

339

Kalyanam Karoti

Lucknow

340

Kaushalaya
KundanProgressive
Medical Hospital
ResearchCentre
Registered Charitable
Society

Ludhiana

341

Aakanksha Society

Assam

342

Maa Savasan Mahila
Mandal

MP

343

Navodit Gram
UtthanMahila Evam
Bal VikasSamit

MP

344

Society for Community
Welfare

MP

345

Rajul viklang palak
abhibhavak utthan
samiti

MP

346

Anjani Jan Kalyan
Sansthan Samiti Bina

MP

347

Aadhar Foundation

MP

348

Gramin Adivasi
SamajVikas Sansthan

MP

349

Jan Mangal Sansthan

MP

350

Drishti

MP

351

Kashyap Bal Vikas
Samiti

MP

352

Aariola Prakash
PunjShiksha Samiti

MP
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353

Manasik Nishakt
Vidyalaya Run
by Bhavishya
DancePrashikshan
Avam Social Welfare
Society Samiti

Cities

MP

Dr. Annie Besant
M.R.Special
SchoolHoshangabad

MP

355

Jabalpur Badhirsangh

MP

356

Moulana Azad
Education Foundation

MP

357

Nava Jeevan

MP

358

Navjyoti special
school run by
mahakoshal navjyoti
society

MP

359

Vandan Punarvas
Evam Anusandhan
Sansthan

MP

360

Rajeev Kumar Samaj
Kalyan Gram Vikesh
Shod Santhan

MP

361

Ajay memorial trust

MP

362

Nirmal Jyoti
Educational and
Charitable Society

MP

363

Krantikala
SangamMorena

MP

364

Nagda Zenith Social
welfare Society

MP

365

Bramharshi Vashishth
Sikshan Prasikshan
Avam Sewa Samiti
Narsinghpur

MP

354

LNo

NGOs List

Cities

366

Viklango ke
abhibhavako ka sangh

MP

367

Bargarh Mahavir
YuvakMandal Samiti

MP

368

Vishnu Viklang
SewaSansthan Samiti

MP

369

Bhagwan Singh
SocialWelfare
FoundationSociety

MP

370

Indian Red Cross
SocietyRewa

MP

371

Sanskar Bhartiya
Siksha Prasar And
Samaj Kalyan Samiti

MP

372

The Sun Foundation
Samiti

MP

373

Raj Rani Sewa Evam
Shikshan Prashikshan
Sansthan And Social
Welfare Society

MP

374

Jila Viklang Evam
Punarvas kendra
Sehore run
by Din Dayal
Antyoday Mission
Sehore

MP

375

Lokkalyanjansabha

MP

376

Gurukul shanskrit
shikshan samiti
Viklang vidhyalay

MP

377

Adarsh Viklang Seva
Sangh

MP

378

Dr mahendra kumar
jain Jan kalyan
sansthan

MP
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379

R S Shiksha Evam
SamajKalyan Samiti

MP
392

Ehsaas
MatimandMulanche
Balgruh runby
Chandrakant
BhanjiChande
Memorial Trust

380

Madhya Pradesh
ViklangSahayata
Samiti

Maharashtra

MP

381

Madhya Pradesh
Viklang Sahayta Samiti

MP

393

Param Prasad
CharitableSociety

382

Ujjaini Senior Citizens
Forum (USCF)

MP

394

Jeevdan Special
School

Maharashtra

383

Ajanta Lalit Kala
EvamSamaj Kalyan
Samiti

MP

395

Chetana Society for
the Disabled Children
Unit of Seva Bharathi

Mangalore

384

Ummeed Shikshan
Samiti

MP

396

Mangalore

385

Indian Association for
the Blind

Shree Ganesha
SevaTrust For
ExceptionalPersons

Madurai

386

JK MAASS Foundation

Madurai

397

Manipur

387

M. S. Chellamuthu
Trust and Research
Foundation

Madurai

B.B. Paul Mental
Development Home
a unit of All Manipur
Mentally Handicapped
Persons Welfare Org.

398

Spastic Society of
Manipur run by
Recreation a voluntary
agency

Manipur

399

The Handicapped
Development
Foundation

Manipur

400

Development
forWomen
ProgrammeCentre

Manipur

401

Meerut
ChildrenWelfare Trust

Meerut

402

Bethany Society

Meghalaya

403

Spastics Society Of
Mizoram

Mizoram

404

Apnalaya

Mumbai

388

389

Royal vision Special
School for the
Children With Mental
Retardation Run By
Royalvision

Madurai

Mahatma Gandhi Seva
Sangh

Maharashtra

390

Ajinkya Foundation

391

Sanvedana Cerebral
Palsy Vikasan Kendra
Run by RSS Janakalyan
Samiti

Maharashtra

Maharashtra
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405

Association of Parents
of Mentally Retarded
Children

420

Sweekar Association
ofParents of
MentallyRetarded,
Autistic, C.P.and
Multiple
disabledChildren

Mumbai

Nagpur

406

Community Outreach
Programme (CORP)

Mumbai

407

Jai Vakeel Foundation
& Research Centre

Mumbai

421

Samdrusti Kshamata
Vikaas Evam
Anusandhan Mandal

Nagpur

408

MBA Foundation

Mumbai

409

Muktangan

Mumbai

422

U.S.R. Indu Samiti

Nainital

410

Muskan Foundation

Mumbai

423

Nashik

Mumbai

Prabodhini
Vidyamandir Run
By Prabodhini Trust
Nashik

411

National Association
for the Blind, India

412

National Society for
Equal Opportunities
for the Handicapped

Mumbai

424

Action for Ability
Development and
Inclusion (AADI)

New Delhi

413

Organization For
Autistic Individuals

425

Akshya Pratisthan

New Delhi

Mumbai
426

Amar Jyoti Charitable
Trust

New Delhi

414

SOPAN Samarpan
Center of Autism

Mumbai
427

Association for
Advancement and
Rehabilitation of
Handicapped

415

The American India
Foundation

Mumbai

New Delhi

416

Parivaar Sahyadri,
the Apex Council of
Parents of Persons
with Intellectual
and developmental
Disabilities

428

Brotherhood, a
Delhibased NGO

New Delhi

Mumbai
429

Cheshire Homes India
Delhi Unit

New Delhi

417

Aashianaa

Mysore

430

Deepalaya

New Delhi

418

Mysore District
Parents Association
for Empowering
Developmentally
Disabled

431

Delhi Council for Child
Welfare

New Delhi

432

Dr Shroff's Charity Eye
Hospital

New Delhi

419

Sneha Kiran Of
MysoreSpastic Society

433

Ekta Shakti
Foundation

New Delhi

Mysore

Mysore
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434

Family Of Shiridi Sai
Baba..

New Delhi

450

Motherteresa Seva
Sangha

Odisha

435

Foundation For
Spastic And Mentally
Handicapped Persons

451

Pratikhya Kuruda
Balasore

Odisha

452

Sri Sri Jadimahal Youth
Club

Odisha

436

Handicapped
Childrens Parents
Association

453

Manovikas Society
For Differently Abled
Children

Odisha

454

Rural Organisation
ForSocial Elevation

Odisha

455

Centre
ForRehabilitation
ServicesResearch
CRSR

Odisha

456

Aastha Rehab
CareSociety

Odisha

457

Bharat Jyoti

Odisha

458

Angels and Arks
Educational and
Charitable Trust

Odisha

459

Ashakiran Charitable
Society

Odisha

460

District Disabled
School

Odisha

461

Loksebak

Odisha

462

Ma Jayachandi Saririka
Akshyam Seva Centre

Odisha

463

Sadbhabana

Odisha

464

Aaina

Odisha

465

Centre For Autism
Therapy Counselling
And Help (CATCH)

Odisha

New Delhi

New Delhi

437

Handicapped Women
Welfare Association

New Delhi

438

Inspiration

New Delhi

439

Jingle Bells Education
Society

New Delhi

440

New Global Vision
Society

New Delhi

441

Parents Association
for the Welfare of
Children with Mental
Handicap/ Muskaan

New Delhi

442

SAMADHAN

New Delhi

443

SARTHAK Educational
Trust

New Delhi

Society For Child
Development

New Delhi

444
445

Tamana Association

446

Usha Mahajan
Memorial Social
Service Organisation

New Delhi

447

Viklang Sahara
SamitiDelh

New Delhi

448

Ponty
ChadhaFoundation

Noida

449

Association for
SocialHelp in Rural
Area

New Delhi

Odisha
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466

District Red Cross
Society, Biju
Patnaik Special
School for Mentally
Challenged, Nuapada,
ORISSA

Cities

NGOs List

Cities

480

Society of Friends of
the Sassoon Hospitals
(SOFOSH)

Pune

481

Navchetna Society

Punjab

482

Saint Francis Home
(Regd.)

Punjab

483

Autism India Today

Punjab

484

Babu Jagjivan Ram
Charita

Punjab

485

BIITS Education
Society

Punjab

486

Ambuja Cement
Foundation

Punjab

487

Scientific Awareness
and Social Welfare
Forum

Punjab

488

Nilachal Seva
Pratisthan

Puri

489

Rajasthan Mahila
Kalyan Mandal
Sanstha (RMKM)

Rajasthan

490

Pt.Chhitarmal lata
welfare society

Rajasthan

491

Dhattarwal Education
Society

Rajasthan

492

Aoes Sansthan

Rajasthan

493

Apna Ghar Ashram,
Bharatpur

Rajasthan

494

Mahila Bal Vikas
Gramoudhyog Shiksha
Samiti Bharatpur

Rajasthan

495

Sona Viklang
Punervas Avom Sodh
Sansthan

Rajasthan

Odisha

467

Soputra

468

Veer surendra Sai
Institute for Mentally
Handicapped

Odisha

469

Research Academy
ForRural Enrichment
(RARE)

Odisha

470

Regional
Rehabilitation and
Research Center
Support

Odisha

471

Support

Odisha

472

Action for
Developmentof
Demos(ADD)

Odisha

Patna

473

Integrated
Rehabilitation and
Development Centre

Puducherry

474

Satya Special School

Puducherry

475

Sharon Society Of
Pondicherry

Puducherry

476

Bhagini
NiveditaPratishthan
Pune

Pune

Catalysts For Social
Action

Pune

478

Janaseva Foundation

Pune

479

Savali Association for
Mr & CP Children

Pune

477
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496

Saur Chetna Evam
Urga Vigyan Sodh
Sansthan

511

Jivhala Society For The
Mentally Handicapped

Rajasthan

Solapur

512

Joshaba Foundation

Solapur

497

Suryodaya Vidhya
Mandir Shiksha Samiti

Rajasthan

513

Disable Welfare Trust
of India

Surat

498

Deep Vidhya Mandir
Samiti

Rajasthan

514

Amar Seva Sangam

Tamil Nadu

499

Navjyoti Viklang
Kalyan Evam
Punarwas Sansthan

Rajasthan

515

Arvi Special School
a Unit of Association
for Rehabilitation of
Village Impairment

Tamil Nadu

500

Society for single
womenempowerment
and relief

Rajasthan

516

Community Aid Trust

Tamil Nadu

517

Lantern Charitable
Trust

Tamil Nadu

518

ASHWINI

Tamil Nadu

519

Renaissance

Tamil Nadu

520

Shanthi Neethi Kendra
Kotagiri

Tamil Nadu

521

Parents Association
of Persons with
Disabilities of Autism

Tamil Nadu

522

Mahaishwar Parent
Training Centre
for Persons With
Disabilities

Tamil Nadu

523

Rucode India Social
Welfare Training
Centre

Tamil Nadu

524

Santhi Nilayam School
for the Mentally
challenged

Tamil Nadu

525

Ritham Special School
for the Mentally
Challenged Children

Tamil Nadu

501

Chaanan Association
ForMr Children

Rajasthan

502

Asha Ka Jharna

Rajasthan

503

Chaitany Seva
Sansthan

Rajasthan

504

Shikhar Society
For The Welfare
Of Mentallty
Handicapped

505

Marudhara Bal
ShikshanSansthan

Rajasthan

506

Society for Welfare of
Mentally Handicapped

Rajasthan

507

AShri Dwarkesh
Aksham Seva
Sansthan

Rajasthan

Rajasthan

508

Mercy rehabilitation
society

509

Jubin Spastic Home &
Charitable Sansthan

Rajasthan

510

Spastics Society of
Sikkim

Sikkim

Rajasthan
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526

Children And
Handicapped
Empowerment
Services Trust

Tamil Nadu

527

Seed Trust

Tamil Nadu

528

St Judes School For
Mentally challenged
A Unit of Ecomwel
Orthopaedic Centre

Tamil Nadu

Anbumalar special
school for MR. A unit
of Anbumalar social
service vision

Tamil Nadu

530

Arivalayam

Tamil Nadu

531

Sri Selliah Memorial
Trust

Tamil Nadu

532

The Spastics Society
of Tiruchirapalli

Tamil Nadu

533

Sabarmathi Social
Seva Sangam

Tamil Nadu

534

Asha School for the
Mentally Retarded
Children A unit of
Asha Trust

Tamil Nadu

Peoples Craft Training
Center

Tamil Nadu

536

St. Xaviers Educational
Development Society

Tamil Nadu

537

Bethel inst of basic
level Edu.Unit of
Elohim Edu Religious
Charitable Trust

538

Sristi Special School
a unit of Sristi
Foundation

529

535

Cities

Tamil Nadu

Tamil Nadu

LNo

NGOs List

Cities

539

Ritham Special School
For Mr Children, C/O
Ritham Charitable
Trust

Tamil Nadu

540

Samrakshana
Welfare Society For
Intellectually Disabled
Children

Telangana

541

Parents Association
for The Mentally
Handicapped Persons

Telangana

542

Parents Association
for Mentally
Handicapped Persons

Telangana

543

Kiranam
Organisationfor The
Welfarae ofDisabled

Telangana

544

Sabitha
EducationalSociety

Telangana

545

Sahara disability
rehabilitation
centre a unit of
sahara healthand
development society

Telangana

546

Swayamkrushi

Telangana

547

Prerana Special
School - a Unit of
Prerana Welfare
Society

Telangana

548

shantiniketan
institute for the
Mentally&Hearing
handicapped Academy

Telangana

549

Spoorthy Organization
For Education And
Social Development

Telangana

550

AMOGH

Telangana
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551

Mallikamba
Institute of Mentally
Handicapped and
Associated Disabilities

552

Astitva Matimand
Mulanchi Shala Run
by Astitva Prahladrai
Kagazi Institute for
Hanidcapped

553

Mamta Day Care
Centre Run By Jagruti
Palak Sanstha

Cities

Thane

LNo

NGOs List

Cities

567

Shri Kailash Disability
and Rehabilitation
Society

UP

568

Baba Vishvanath
Smarak Shikshan
Sewa Sansthan

UP

569

Bhartiya Chauhan
Samiti

UP

570

Kailashi Mahila Vikas
Samiti

UP

571

Baba Sunder Singh
Shiksha Samiti

UP

572

Mahila utthan
sansthan

UP

573

Vivekanand Lok Vikas
Sansthan....

UP

574

Agaz Seva Sansthan

UP

575

Sahdev Prasad
Memorial Charitable
Society

UP

576

Sanchit Vikas
Sansthan

UP

577

Achhaibar Gram Vikas
Sewa Sansthan

UP

578

Suryamani
educational trust

UP

579

Gautam Buddh
Shikshan Sansthan

UP

580

Adhunik Vidhya
Mandir Avam Junior
High School Samiti

UP

581

Prominent public
school samiti

UP

Thane

Thane

554

Nirdhar Pratishthan

Thane

555

Sahaara, Mumbai

Thane

556

Theni Social
Rehabilitation and
Development Trust

Theni

557

Abhoy Mission

Tripura

558

Navada Gramudhyog
Vikas Samiti

UP

559

Gramin Vikas Evam
Samajik Seva
Sansthan

UP

560

Lok Jagriti Sansthan

UP

561

Gramin Pragati
Sansthan

UP

562

Omkar Sewa Sansthan

UP

563

Manaswi

UP

564

Mansoori Academy

UP

565

Raj Social Welfare
Society

UP

566

Rajeshwari seva
sansthan

UP
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582

Shri Shakti Jan
KalyanSamiti Durga
ColonyFatehgarh

UP

583

Bhawna Institute
ForThe Differently
DisabledPersons

UP

584

Manav kalyan
avamutthan samity

UP

585

Samarpan Sanstha

UP

586

manav seva samiti

UP

587

Pawahari Smriti
Parishad

UP

588

Yaduvanshi Janta
Shikshan Sansthan

UP

589

Gramodaya Vikas
Sansthan

UP

590

Rawat Shiksha Samiti

UP

591

Ma Deela Devi
Shikshan Prashikshan
Seva Samiti

UP

592

Parents Society
For Persons With
Disabilities Jhabua

UP

593

Laxmi Mahila
ShikshaAvam Jan
Kalyan Samiti

UP

594

Shri Ram Aasare
SinghGram Vikas
ShikshaSamiti

UP

595

Motherchak
NabodayKishalay
Sangha

UP

LNo

NGOs List

Cities

596

Mahatma Jyotiba
Rao Fule Sikshan
Prashikshan and
Manv SewaSansthan
Maharajganj Azamgarh

UP

597

M K V S S Alipur
KheraMainpuri

UP

598

Kalyanam Karoti

UP

599

Krishna Jan
KalyanShikshan
Sansthan

UP

600

Manav Utthan Samiti

UP

601

Mangal
MemorialAmbedkar
SikshanPrashikshan
Sansthan

UP

602

Maa Baliraji
SewaSanstha

UP

603

Samarth Foundation

UP

604

Saraswati
EducationalSociety

UP

605

Indrajeet Singh
Memorial foundation

UP

606

Kamla Seva Samiti

UP

607

Adarsh Viklang Kalyan
Samiti

UP

608

Sampata Parents
andGuardians
Association ofMentally
Challengedpersons

UP

609

Shubhasheesh
ShikshaEvam Vikas
SewaSansthan

UP

610

Institute
OfRehabilitation

UP
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611

Swami
VivekanandShiksha
and SamajKalyan
Samiti

627

Aaditya Welfare
Society

UP

Varanasi

628

Kiran Society

Varanasi

612

Saraswati Gyan
MandirShiksha Samiti

UP

629

Viklang Samakalan
Sansthan

Varanasi

613

panchsheel
thinkerssamiti

UP

630

Deva International
Society for Child Care

Varanasi

614

Viklang Kalyan
SevaSansthan

UP

631

Janardhan Gyanoday
Sewashram

Varanasi

615

Sarva Seva Sansthan

UP

632

Nai Subah

Varanasi

616

Gramin Vikas
EvamViklang Sewa
Samiti

UP

633

Swapna Society for
Dream Of Success

West Bengal

Sabuj Sangha

West Bengal

617

Rural Informative
&Social
HarmonyAcademy

634
UP

635

Kenduadihi
BikashSociety

West Bengal

618

Society For Institute
OfPsychological
Research& Health

UP

636

Kamona Charitable
Society

West Bengal

619

Jan Vikas Samiti

UP

637

Partner Hooghly

West Bengal

620

srajan spastic society

Uttarakhand

638

Vivekananda
Loksiksha Niketan

West Bengal

621

Abhiprerna
Foundation

Uttarakhand

639

Dantan Manav Kalyan
Kendra

West Bengal

622

Happy Family
HealthCare And
ResearchAssocitation

Uttarakhand

640

Rampurhat Spastics &
Handicapped Society

West Bengal

623

Gramin Kshetra
VikashSamiti

Uttarakhand

641

West Bengal

624

Nav Prerna

Uttarakhand

Society for
Handicapped
Orientation
Programme and
Education Hope

625

Bal Bhavan Society

Vadodara
642

West Bengal

626

PT Rajpati Pathak
VaidhyBalika Sikshan
Sanstha

Durgapur
HandicappedHappy
Home

643

Asha Bhavan Centre

West Bengal

Varanasi
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644

Howrah South
PointSocial Welfare
andCommunity
Development Centre

West Bengal

645

Jirat Astha
WelfareSociety

West Bengal

646

Kalyani Life Institute

West Bengal

647

Karimpur Social
WelfareSociety

West Bengal

648

Society For
MentalHealth Care

West Bengal

649

Bansai Prochesta

West Bengal

650

Patlakhawa
Bhagini Nibedita
ManasikPratibandhi
Abasik Vidyalaya

West Bengal
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651

Haiderpur Shelter of
Malda

West Bengal

652

Pratibandhi
SahayakSamity

West Bengal

653

Chuanpur Saptaparni

West Bengal

654

Malda Krishnapally
Janajagoran Society

West Bengal

655

Pirkhali Pathikrit

West Bengal

656

Jalpaiguri
WelfareOrganization

West Bengal

657

Uttarapara Ashraya
-Parents Organization

West Bengal

658

Santiniketan
Ratanpally
Vivekananda Adibasi
Kalyan Samity

West Bengal

National Disability
Network (NDN)
There are about 3000 organizations (Government and
voluntary) in the Indian disability sector providing
rehabilitation services to persons with disability.
However, the focus of their work has been on service
delivery at an individual level. Very little has happened
in the sector to empower PwD, their families and friends
and to promote & protect the human rights of PwD.
Disability has for long been seen as merely a charity/
welfare issue and not as a development/rights issue in
our country. NCPEDP felt that PwD and disability groups
should be encouraged to take the leadership role in
this crusade. Thus was born the idea of forming the
‘National Disability Network’, the first of its kind in India.
Mission
The aim of the National Disability Network is that the
cross-disability rights movement is spread equitably
across the entire country, and there is an environment
of empathy towards the rights and the needs of persons
with disability. The mission of the National Disability
Network is to have at least one disability organization /

disability group in all the 593 Districts of our country as
part of the Network.
Role of the State Partner
Expansion of the Network. Information Dissemination.
To undertake joint advocacy campaigns and activities
with the partners. Unified World Disability		
Day celebrations
Some of the Networks achievements have been:
•• Getting disability included in the Population
Census 2001
•• Establishing Disability Law Unit sin four regions of
the country
•• Inclusion of Disability in 11th Five Year Plan
•• Successfully advocated for India’s ratification
of CRPD
•• Proper enumeration of people with disabilities in
Census 2011
•• Successfully advocated for a new Disability Rights
Bill based on CRPD
•• Inclusion of disability as a cross-cutting issue
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during formulation of 12th Five Year Plan
Submitted Stakeholder’s Report on Disability for
India’s Universal Periodic Review
Submitted Parallel Report on Disability for India’s
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) review
Submitted Parallel Report on Disability for India’s
CRC Review

International Disability
Alliance (IDA)
The International Disability Alliance (IDA) was
established in 1999 as a network of global and, since
2007, regional organisations of persons with disabilities
(DPOs) and their families. IDA brings together over
1,100 organisations of persons with disabilities and
their families from across eight global and six		
regional networks.
IDA was instrumental in establishing the International
Disability Caucus (IDC), the network of global, regional
and national organisations of persons with disabilities
and allied non-governmental organisations (NGOs),
which was to become a key player in the negotiation of
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities (UN CRPD).
Together we promote the rights of persons with
disabilities across the United Nations’ efforts to
advance human rights and sustainable development.
We support organisations of persons with disabilities
to hold their governments to account and advocate for
change locally, nationally and internationally.
The cornerstone of our work is the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
(UN CRPD). We promote the effective and full
implementation of the UN CRPD, and compliance
by governments and the UN System, through the
active and coordinated involvement of representative
organisations of persons with disabilities at the
national, regional and international levels. The 2030
Agenda and its Sustainable Development Goals are also

integral to IDA’s work to promote inclusive, sustainable
development in line with the UN CRPD and the rights of
persons with disabilities.
With member organisations around the world, IDA
represents the estimated one billion people worldwide
living with disabilities. This is the world’s largest – and
most frequently overlooked – marginalised group.
IDA, with its unique composition as a network of the
foremost international disability rights organisations, is
the most authoritative representation of persons with
disabilities on the global level, and acknowledged as
such by the United Nations system both in New York
and Geneva.
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Annexure 8 – Assistive Technology
for PwDs
Apps for the Visually Impaired

Be My Eyes

Availability: iOS and Android
App that connects visual impairments, to volunteer’s helpers all around the world via a live video chat and also for
everyday tasks, navigating in new surroundings to checking the expiry date on a pint of milk.

Voice Dream Reader

Availability: iOS and Android
App allows you to read with your ears. The voice-based mobile app is an innovation for those with physical and
learning challenges, as well as those without. It is a mobile text-to-speech app, offering a high-quality listening
experience, which is the perfect solution for those with visual impairments.

Learn Braille Alphabet
Availability: iOS

Learn braille alphabet is an app widely used by the blind community and is hugely popular thanks to its “learn at
your own pace” interface. This application allows children and adults to learn how to speak, listen and even write
braille alphabets with ease.

Colour Identifier

Availability: Android
App, which uses Augmented Reality (AR) technology to allow your smartphone camera to speak the names of
colours in real time. This app is highly suited for visual impairments.
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Light Detector
Availability: iOS

App that transforms any form of light in to sound and has been proven a massive help for the visual impairments.
For example, if your lamp is switched on and you’d like to get to it safely, simply use your iPhone camera to point
out where the light source is, and a high or low pitched sound will be heard (the pitch depends on the intensity of
the light source).

Voice Brief

Availability: iOS
App is able to read aloud a range of notifications for from your phones applications, including your Calendar,
Weather app, Google Reader, Email, Facebook and Twitter.

VM Alert

Availability: iOS
Video motion alert is a highly advanced video processing app which detects motion seen by your iPhone camera.
Very easy to use, simply fire up the app, aim the camera at the space you’d like to be monitored, and the alarm will
trigger once any motion is detected.

Mobile apps for the Hearing Impaired

uSound

Availability: iOS and Android
App created to optimise hearing for those with hearing loss or impairment, and boasts many similar features to a
high-end hearing aid. This app allows you to add a personal medical audiometric for 100% precision in any
sound adjustments.
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Marlee Signs
Availability: iOS

A simple solution to learning American sign language. Each lesson is broken down in to short videos. This app
has a dedicated “Spell” section which allows you type any word you want, and it will show you how to say it
using sign language.

P3 Mobile

Availability: iOS and Android
The P3 app is another must-have for your mobile, which enables you to make video-based calls over WiFi or via
your phone’s data.

Spread the Sign

Availability: iOS and Android
Learn tons of useful sign language in 25 different languages, a worldwide app created to increase		
valuable communication.

RogerVoice

Availability: Android
App displays subtitles to each of your phone calls automatically, anytime and anywhere, which is the perfect solution
for the deaf and hard of hearing.

HearYouNow
Availability: iOS

App amplifies the sounds around you to help you understand conversations more clearly.
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Mobile Apps for Wheelchair and Mobility Scooter Users

Wheelmap

Availability: iOS
App offers a simple way to search for wheelchair-accessible places all around the globe. You’re also able to add
marks for places that are accessible and less accessible for future reference.
With the destinations outlined on the global map, you’re able to leave comments and upload images to convey your
experience and help others out when deciding whether it’s right for them.

Mobile Apps for People with Dyslexia

Dyslexia Toolbox
Availability: iOS

Dyslexia-friendly features including a camera overlay to help with both reading and writing, customisable colours
and font tools (for your phone and web browser), a text input and output aid and a simple event organiser tool for
a stress free life.

Ghotit Real Writer
Availability: iOS

The app quickly recognises and corrects any words that are badly spelled, along with amending and grammar and
punctuation automatically.

Make Sentences

Availability: iOS and Android
A great way to develop sentence structuring in a range of different ways, including picking and placing words in to
sentences where you see fit or via their useful training walkthroughs.
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Learn to Read, Write and Spell
Availability: iOS and Android

The app is extensively being used in classrooms, libraries and in vocational facilities, due to its age-friendly features
and various ways of developing reading and spelling, whether it be through symbols or sound, it’s aim is to help
people to learn in a way they feel most comfortable.

Dextr Alphabet Keyboard
Availability: Android

Create words, phrases and sentences more efficiently with the advanced text prediction tool for added ease. Plus,
the app is available in 11 languages with more to be added in the near future.

Mobile Apps for People with Autism

Miracle Modus

Availability: Android
App is a way of decreasing the severity of sensory overload, by using hypnotic colours, shapes and soft sounds. An
app created by an autistic developer to help those who need it to feel soothed in stressful situations, or even just
after a long hard day.

Book Creator

Availability: iOS and Android
Book Creator is the perfect iPad app for children allowing them to create their own stories and export their finished
product in to their very own iBook, such a cool idea! Whether it is a fictional fairy tale, comic book, photo book or
journal, Book Creator contains the flexibility to create anything of your own.

Avaz

Availability: iOS and Android
Created for children who have difficulty speaking or who are non-verbal, but with the vision of making every
voice heard.
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iComm

Availability: iOS
App which was created to make communication simple by using your own images and words - both written and
spoken. The app is used widely by children with a broad range of disabilities, particularly those with non-verbal
autism who have real trouble communicating.

Mobile Apps for People with and carers of Alzheimer’s
and Dementia

Medication Reminder

Availability: iOS and Android
Medication Reminder is a hugely helpful app which simply acts as both a reminder and an organiser for
medication and pills.

Allergy Journal

Availability: iOS and Android
This app is great for carers in particular as you’re able to record each of the foods and their symptoms, which has
proven to work well in a commercial environment such as hospitals and care homes.

iPill

Availability: iOS
App is highly user-friendly and simple to use, simply enter the medicines name and time to be taken, and the app
will send obvious notifications to your mobile/tablet so sufferers won’t forget to take their medications.

Fingerprint Magic
Availability: iOS

You simply use your mobile or tablet to paint using your fingers using a range of relaxing colours, a rather enjoyable
app for anybody.
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Carezone

Availability: iOS and Android
CareZone was created to make organising health information plain and simple. Whether it be for yourself, an aging
parents or a person with dementia or Alzheimer’s, this app allows you to simply manage medications hassle free. A
calendar to keep track of appointments and receive reminders to take medication.
Source: https://www.uksmobility.co.uk/blog/2015/10/45-powerful-mobile-apps-for-those-with-disabilities/

Gadgets for People with Disabilities

Dot
This tool functions with six dots on four cells found on the surface of the smartwatch. These dots will rise or lower
to form 4 letters in Braille at any time. It can connect via Bluetooth to any smartphone then retrieve and translate
the text (from an email or messaging app) into Braille for its owner. Dot helps the blind access messages, tweets,
even books anywhere and at any time.

Sesame Phone
Sesame Phone, a touch-free smartphone designed for people with disabilities. This phone is designed to be used
with small head movements, tracked by its front-facing camera. So you can access all the features of a smartphone,
without even touching this device. Gestures are recognized as if you were using a finger to operate it: swipe, browse,
play and more. Voice control is also added to provide a real hands-free experience on the phones.

UNI
UNI is a two-way communication tool for the deaf using gesture and speech technology. This tool works by detecting
hand and finger gestures with its specialized camera algorithm, then converting it to the text in very short time to
provide meaning of a given sign language. Also equipped is a voice recognition software that will convert speech
into text for two-way communication. UNI also enables you to create your own sign language with it’s sign builder,
so it is easy to add custom language to the dictionaries. It is a subscription-based app with two versions, one that
requires a data connection and another that doesn’t.
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Finger Reader
Finger Reader is a wearable tool to help read text. It has two functions: to help the visually impaired read printed
text on a book or on an electronic device, and also to be used as a language translation tool. A user can wear this
device on a finger, then point it on a body of text, one line at a time. The small camera on the Finger Reader will scan
the text and give real-time audio feedback of the words it detects. It also notifies the reader via vibrations when it
is at the start of a line, end of a line, moving to a new line or when the user is moving too far away from the
text baseline.

Axs Map
AXS Map is a crowdsourced map that carries information about wheelchair-accessible ramps and restrooms in
public places such as restaurants, hotels, shopping malls and more. The map also carries information about how
well-designed these facilities are with the help of star ratings.

Transcence
Transcence offers a great solution that can still keep the deaf in group conversations. In a conversation, with the
use of each participant’s smartphone’s microphone, the app catches what they are saying then converts it into text
in real time. Each speaker has its corresponding text bubble, differentiated by color, just like what you would find in
a regular group messaging chat room.

Liftware
Liftware is a self-stabilizing handle on which you can attach an eating utensil like a fork or spoon. Liftware stabilizes
up to 70% of the disruption and helps reduce the spilling of contents from the utensil before food reaches the
patient’s mouth. Each liftware comes with the stabilizing handle, a charger and three utensils, a spoon, fork and
soup spoon. Each charge can last for several meals and the handle can be wiped down while the spoons and fork
can be washed like a normal utensil.

Source: https://www.hongkiat.com/blog/assistive-apps-gadgets/
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Annexure 9 – Sign Language
Interpreters
Name

City

Email

Abhishek

Delhi

absa.joy@gmail.com

Akansha Dobhal

Delhi

akanshadobhal93@gmail.com

Amrita Ghosh

Kolkata

amrita.ghosh191187@gmail.com

Anand Naik

Goa

anandnaik.nolda@gmail.com

Anindita Mukherjee

kolkata

ratri72000@yahoo.co.in

Annu Gautam

New Delhi

annug29@gmail.com

Anushka Abhijit Vaidya

Goa

vaidya024@gmail.com

Aparna Tiwari

Indore

aparna.tiwari86010@gmail.com

Asifa

Rajasthan

asifaimrankhan@gmail.com

Atiya Hajee

Maharashtra

atsyhajee@gmail.com

Bina Singh

Uttar Pradesh

binasingh36@gmail.com

C. G. Chitra

Secunderabad

gopichitra116@gmail.com

Chanda Shukla

Uttar Pradesh

changashukla755@gmail.com

Deepak Kumar

Haryana

deepakdandwal01@gmail.com

Deepika Naik

Indore

deepikanaik0123@gmail.com

Deepika Naik

Indore

deepikanaik0123@gmail.com

Deva manohari K.

Tamil Nadu

hariveda!kp@gmail.com

Dinesh Garg

Delhi

dineshagarwl75@gmail.com

Deva manohari K.

Tamil Nadu

hariveda!kp@gmail.com

Dinesh Garg

Delhi

dineshagarwl75@gmail.com

Dipti

Bhopal

deepdeep_07@yahoo.com

Divya Jain

Indore

djjain1432@gmail.com
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Name

City

Email

Girija Sankar Mahanand

Kolkata

girijasankar525@gmail.com

Gourav Verma

Indore

gverma21000@gmail

Gurmeet Gill

Punjab

gurmeetk77@gmail.com

Harish soni

Madhya Pradesh

sonikgn@yahoo.com

Indira Ghosh

Kolkata

ghoshindira@gmail.com

Ishita Chakrborty

Kolkata

tua.chakrborty@gmail.com

Itee Shukla

New Delhi

iteeshukla01@gmail.com

Jayashree

-

siddhi.green@gmail.com

Jyotsna Pandey

Lucknow

jyotsna204pandey@gmail.com

K Rajeevan

Kerala

krajeevan2gmail.com

Kalipada Maity

West Bengal

kalipada.ded@gmail.com

Kanchan s Sharma

-

jsspdasl@gmail.com

Karam Kaur

New Delhi

karam3684@gmail.com

Kashirasindhu Saraf

Odhisa

sarafkshirasindhu90@gmail.com

Khushboo Soni

Madhya Pradesh

khushboosoni174@gmail.com

Kinjal Shah

Mumbai

kinjal_nkn@yahoo.com

Mathew Martin

Mumbai

pjmathewmartin@gmail.com

Megha Gupta

Madhya Pradesh

mghgpt84@gmial.com

Merrin George

New Delhi

merringeorge87@gmail.com

Monica Punjabi Verma

Indore

monicapunjabi@yahoo.com

Mukesh Kumar

Haryana

mukeshharman96@gmail.com

Narayan Roy

Kolkata

narayanroybkp@gmail.com

Nidhi Mishra

Madhya Pradesh

nidhim158@gmail.com

Niraj Suresh Tiwari

Maharashtra

niraj.tiwari5538@gmail.com

Nisha

New Delhi

jitenderekart33@gmail.com

Nisha Anand

-

nisha_692@yahoo.co.in
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Name

City

Email

Nishu Arora

New Delhi

nishachhabra70@yahoo.com

Pallavi kulshretha

-

pallavi.nsit@gmail.com

Pradeep joseph

Chennai

prdepjosef@hotmai.com

Pradeep pandey

New Delhi

pandey.pradeep007@gmail.com

Prakash Saha

West Bengal

ps4uall@gmail.com

Pratik Datta

West Bengal

pratikdatta51@gmail.com

Pratima Yadav

New Delhi

yadavpratima80@gmail.com

Priya kapoor

-

priyakapoor71991@gmail.com

Priyanaka Dhar

West Bengal

priya.world1986@gmail.com

Priyanka Chatterjee

West Bengal

nil07mca@gmail.com

Rafikul

West Bengal

rimonali56@gmail.com

Raji Gopal

Trivandrum

rajigopal@nish.ac.in

Rajni Chouhan

Uttar Pradesh

rajnichauhan2k@gmail.com

Raju

-

nookaraju775@gmail.com

Rakesh Kr. Gangwal

Jaipur

yashmitacom@gmail.com

Ranabir

West Bengal

ranabir_thakur@rediffmail.com

Rashmi Sodani

Jaipur

yashmitacom@gmail.com

Ranabir

West Bengal

ranabir_thakur@rediffmail.com

Rashmi Sodani

Jaipur

rashmisodani05@gmail.com

Renuka Naik Joshi

Indore

renukanjoshi2015@gmail.com

Richa pandey

New Delhi

pandey.richa1976@gmail.com

Rinalyne wanniany

Shilong

rinalynewanniang@gmail.com

Rubby

New Delhi

dollrubby@yahoomail.com

Santanu Patra

West Bengal

patrasantanau2012@gmail.com

Satyabrata Banerjee

Kolkata

sbanerjee06101987@gmail.com

Sauravroy chowdhary

-

saurav.omrc@gmail.com
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Name

City

Email

Sayali Parab

Mumbai

saouprb16@gmail.com

Shabana Khan

Lucknow

kshabana2012@gmail.com

Hyderabad

muhammed.m6@gmail.com

Shailesh Nabar

Thane

shaileshnabar@yahoo.com

Sharmita Mukherjee

Kolkata

sharmitamk@gmail.com

Shewly Das

Kolkata

shewlydas7@gmail.com

Shifali Singh

Uttar Pradesh

shifalisingh48@gmail.com

Shilpa

Delhi

shilpa.0613@gmail.com

Shiny Augustine

Lucknow

stfrancisschool_shiny@yahoo.com

Shraddha Shukla

MadhyaPradesh

shradhashukla2692@gmail.com

Shubhangi Khawale

Pune

shubhangikhawale1322@gmail.com

Shuchi Patrick

Indore

shuchigupta.advocate@gmail.com

Sneha Tiwari

NewDelhi

snehatiwari89@yahoo.com

Soma Dutta

WestBengal

so123dutta@gmail.com

Sonali Ganguli

Kolkata

gangulisonali110@gmail.com

Sonali Shrivastava

MadhyaPradesh

sonalishrivastava65@gmail.com

Sonia S.

Tamil Nadu

samsoniya@rediffmail.com

Sonu Pandey

NewDelhi

soniya.pandey@gmail.com

Soumik Sardar

WestBengal

soomiksardar@gmail.com

Subha Sarkar

Kolkata

subhalahrisarkar@gmail.com

Sudesh

NewDelhi

sudesh.snsf@gmail.com

Sumeet Gawade

Indore

gawdesumeet@gmail.com

Suraj Singh

Madhya Pradesh

surajsinghboghal23@gmial.com

Swati Chakraborty

Kolakta

shibachak@yahoo.in

Tanima Mondal

-

dollrubby@yahoomail.com

Shaik
moinuddin

mohammed
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Name

City

Email

Taslim Shaikh

Mumbai

taslim.shona@gmail.com

Tikeswar Saraf

Odhisa

saraftikeswar84@gmail.com

Triveni Songaonkar

Mumbai

s_triveni@ymail.com

Umesh Suresh Holdankar

Goa

haldankor.umesh@gmail.com

Upasana Verma

Madhya Pradesh

lovely888verma@gmail.com

Vallari Varinder Singh

Pune

nehavishwarup22@gmail.com

Vikash

Haryana

vikash133@gmail.com

Vinod Ramnath Satarkar

Goa

vinodsatarkar06@gmail.com

Vishal Panwar

Himachal Pradesh

vishal_nwar98@gmail.com
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Annexure 10 – Government Job
Mapping
Group A & B
Job

Requirement

Eligible candidates

Accounts

Seeing, communication, sitting, bending
& Manipulation of Fingers

Must possess at least one arm
and must be of sound mind.
Hearing impaired individuals
can also take up these jobs

Aeronautical

Sitting, standing, walking, bending,
Reading and Writing, kneeling/crouching,
manipulation of fingers, seeing,
communication

Must possess at least one arm
and one leg

Agricultural scientists

Sitting, standing, walking, bending,
Reading and Writing, kneeling/crouching,
manipulation of fingers, seeing,
communication

Must possess at least one arm
to do the job. Hearing impaired
individuals can also take up
these jobs

Archaeologist

Sitting, standing, walking, bending,
Reading and Writing, kneeling/
crouching, Climbing, Jumping, seeing,
communication

Must possess at least one arm
and one leg. Hearing impaired
individuals can also take up
these jobs

Architects

Sitting, standing, walking, bending,
Reading and Writing, manipulation of
fingers, Climbing, seeing, communication

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
can also take up these jobs

Auditors

Sitting Bending Reading and Writing
Seeing, communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
can also take up these jobs

Automobile Engineers

Kneeling/crouching Seeing,
communication Sitting, standing, walking,
bending

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
can also take up these jobs

Administrative officer
(nonsecretarial)

Sitting, standing Walking Reading
and Writing Manipulation of fingers
Communication, seeing

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and low
vision (both) individuals can
also take up these jobs
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Job

Requirement

Eligible candidates

Purchase and Supply

Sitting, standing, walking, Reading and
Writing, manipulation of fingers Seeing,
communication

Must possess at least one
armand one leg

Personnel & Administration,
HR Administrative officer
(secretarial senior)
Administrative officer
(secretarial junior)

Sitting, standing, walkingReading and
WritingManipulation of fingers, seeing,
communication, Sitting, standing,
walkingReading and WritingManipulation
of fingers, seeing,communication Must
possess at least one armand one leg.
Hearing impairedand low vision (both)
individuals can also take upthese
jobs.Must possess at least onearm.
Hearing impaired andlow vision (both)
individualscan also take up these
jobsSitting, standing, walking, Reading
and Writing, communication

Must possess at least one
armand one leg. Hearing
impairedand low vision (both)
individuals can also take
upthese jobs.Must possess
at least onearm. Hearing
impaired andlow vision (both)
individualscan also take up
these jobsSitting, standing,
walking Must possess at least
onearm. Hearing impaired
andlow vision (both) individual
scan also take up these jobs

Lecturer, Reader, Professor
(Arts) Lecturer, Reader,
Professor (Sciences)

Sitting, standing, walking,
bending,Reading and Writing,
manipulation offingers, seeing, hearing
communication Sitting, standing,
walking, bending,Manipulation of
fingers,Seeing,Communication

Must possess at least onearm.
Low vision (both)individuals
can also take upthese jobsMust
possess at least one armand
one leg.

Bank Officers

Sitting Walking Reading And Writing,
Manipulation 0f Fingers Seeing
Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and low
vision (both) individuals can
also take up these jobs

Chemical Engineer Civil
Engineers

Sitting, standingBendingReading and
Writing,SeeingCommunicationSitting,
standing, walking, bending,Reading and
Writing, manipulation offingers, seeing,
communication

Must possess at least one
armand one leg. Must possess
at least onearm. Hearing
impairedindividuals can also
take upthese jobs

Professor & asst.
ProfessorArchitecture
lecturerLecturer, reader,
professor(commerce)

Sitting, standing, walking, Reading and
writing, manipulation offingers Seeing,
hearing, communication

Must possess at least onearm.
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Job

Requirement

Eligible candidates

Lecturer, reader,
professor(electronics)

Sitting, standing, walking,Reading and
Writing, manipulation offingersSeeing,
hearing, communicationSitting, standing,

Must possess at least onearm
and leg. Low vision (both)
individuals can also take
upthese jobs

Computer Operation Officer

Sitting, standing, walking,
bending,Manipulation of fingersSeeing,
communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Low vision (both) individuals
can also take up these jobs

Dentist (as per dental
councilguidelines)

Sitting, standing, walking,
bending,Manipulation of fingersSeeing,
communication

Must possess at least
one leg.Hearing impaired
individualscan also take up
these jobs

Education Officer

Sitting, standing, walking,Reading and
Writing, manipulation offingers, seeing,
hearing communication

Must possess at least onearm.
Low vision (both)individuals
can also take upthese jobs.

Economic Affairs officer

Sitting, Reading and Writing, seeing,
communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Low vision (both) individuals
can also take up these jobs

Editors

Seeing, hearing communication
Sitting, standing Reading and Writing,
manipulation of finger

Must possess at least one
armand one leg. Hearing
impairedand low vision (both)
individuals can also take
upthese jobs

Electrical Engineers

Sitting, standing, walking,
bending,Manipulation of fingersKneeling/
crouching, Push and pull, lifting,Reading
and Writing,SeeingCommunication

Must possess at least
one leg.Hearing impaired
individualscan also take up
these jobs

Environment Science

Sitting, standing, walking,
bending,Manipulation of fingersReading
and Writing,Seeing

Must possess at least onearm.
Hearing impairedindividuals
can also take upthese jobs

Forest ScientistScientist
ChemistryScientist (Botany)
Scientist (Micro-biologist)
Scientist (Bio-chemist)
Scientist (physicist)
GeologyGeologist (junior)

Sitting, standing, walking,
bending,Climbing, jumping,
Manipulation offingers, Kneeling/
crouching, Reading andWriting, Seeing,
Climbing,Communication.

Must possess at least
onearm and leg. Hearing
impairedindividuals can also
take upthese jobs.

Glass tube (technologist &
seniorscientist)

HearingSitting, standing, walking,
bendingManipulation of fingersSeeing,
Communication.

Must possess at least onearm.
Hearing impairedindividuals
can also take upthese jobs.
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Job

Requirement

Eligible candidates

Horticulturalist

Sitting, standing, walking,
bendingManipulation of fingersSeeing,
Reading and Writingkneeling/
crouchingCommunication

Must possess at least one
armand one leg. Hearing
impairedindividuals can also
take upthese jobs

Information Officer

Sitting, standing, walking,Seeing, Reading
and WritingCommunicationHearing

Must possess at least one
armand one leg. Hearing
impairedand low vision (both)
individuals can also take
upthese jobs

Income tax appenateAsst.
Registrar (income
taxappenate tribunal)

StandingReadingCommunication

Must possess at least onearm.
Low vision (both)individuals
can also take upthese jobs

Industrial Engineer

Sitting, standing, walking,
bendingManipulation of fingersSeeing,
Reading and WritingCommunication,

Must possess at least onearm.
Hearing impairedindividuals
can also take upthese jobs

Job analyst

Sitting, standing, walking,
Seeing, Readingand Writing,
hearingCommunication

Must possess at least onearm.
Hearing impaired andlow
vision (both) individualscan
also take up these jobs

Judges/
magistratesSubordinate in
lower judiciaries

Sitting, standing,Reading and
WritingCommunication

Must possess at least one
armand one leg. Low vision
(both)individuals can also take
upthese jobs

Labour welfare officers

Sitting, standing,Reading and
WritingCommunication, hearing

Must possess at least onearm.
Hearing impaired andlow
vision (both) individualscan
also take up these jobs.

Law officers

Sitting, standing,Reading and
WritingCommunication, hearing

Must possess at least onearm.
Low vision (both)individuals
can also take upthese jobs

Librarians

Sitting, standing,Reading and
WritingCommunication, seeing

Must possess at least onearm.
Hearing impaired andlow
vision (both) individualscan
also take up these jobs

Sitting, standing, walking,
bendingSeeing,Communication,

Must possess at least one
armand one leg. Hearing
impairedand low vision (both)
individuals can also take
upthese jobs

Curator (MA Library)
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Sitting, standing, walking,
bendingSeeing,Communication,

Must possess at least one
armand one leg. Hearing
impairedand low vision (both)
individuals can also take
upthese jobs

Sitting, standing, walking,
bendingSeeing,Communication,

Must possess at least one
armand one leg. Hearing
impairedand low vision (both)
individuals can also take
upthese jobs

MaintenanceEngineer/
Inspection Engineer

Sitting, standing, walking,
bendingSeeing,Communication,

Must possess at least one
armand one leg. Hearing
impairedindividuals can also
take upthese jobs

Engineer in Management
training

Sitting, standing, bendingSeeing,
Manipulation, hearing, Reading
&writingCommunication,

Must possess at least one
armand one leg.

Asst. Training Officer

Sitting, standing,
bendingSeeing,Communication

Must possess at least onearm.

Asst. Material OfficerDeputy
Material Officer

Sitting, standing,Seeing,Communication,
walking, Kneeling and crouching,hearing,
manipulation of fingers.

Must possess at least onearm.
Hearing impaired andlow
vision (both) individualscan
also take up these jobs

Mechanical EngineersJunior
Engineer Mechanical

Sitting, standing, bendingCommunication,
Kneeling and crouching, hearing,
manipulation of fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
can also take up these jobs

Medical Officer

Sitting, standing, bending,
walkingCommunication, Reading and
writing,hearing, manipulation of fingers,
seeing,Hearing

Must possess at least one
legand one arm.

Scientific Officer B
(medicaldoctor)

Sitting, standing, bending,
walkingCommunication, Reading and
writing,hearing, manipulation of fingers,
seeing,Hearing

Must possess at least one
legand one arm.

Medical Super indent

Sitting, standing, bending,
walkingCommunication, Reading and
writing,hearing, manipulation of fingers,
seeing,Hearing

Must possess at least one
legand one arm.

Graphist (History)

Animist
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Project and planning
officers inscientific
organisation
(operationofficer)

Sitting, standingWalkingReading and
writingManipulation of fingers

Must possess at least
one legand one arm.
Hearingimpaired individuals
can alsotake up these jobs

Project and planning
officers inscientific
organisation
(operationofficer)

Sitting, Standing, Bending, Reading
andWriting, seeing, Hearing,

Must possess at least onearm.
Hearing impairedindividuals
can also take upthese jobs

Programmer,
Scientist(Information
technology)

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,seeing, Hearing,

Must possess at least onearm.
Hearing impaired andLow
Vision (both) individualscan
also take up these jobs

Scientist (information
science),system engineer,
MaintenanceEngineer(IT), Sr.
MaintenanceEngineer,

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,
Pushand Pull, Reading and Writing,
seeing,Hearing,

Must possess at least
one leg.Hearing impaired
individualscan also take up
these jobs

System manager,Project
Officer

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Reading
andWriting, seeing

Must possess at least onearm.

P.R.O./ Liason Officer Sr.

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Seeing, Readingand Writing,
hearingCommunication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision (both) individuals can
also take up these jobs

Sitting, Standing, Reading and
Writing,seeing,

Must possess at least one
legand one arm. Low Vision
(both) individuals can alsotake
up these jobs arm.Hearing
impaired and lowvision (both)
individuals canalso take up
these jobs

Personnel Managers S

Sitting, Standing, Reading and
Writing,hearing

Must possess at least
one legand one arm.
Hearingimpaired individuals
can alsotake up these jobs.

Physicians

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Reading
andWriting, seeing, Hearing

Must possess at least one
legand one arm

Radiologist Safety
Officer,Radiologist Physicist

Sitting, Standing, Manipulation of
Fingers,Reading and Writing, seeing,
Hearing,

Must possess at least
one leg.Hearing impaired
individualscan also take up
these jobs

Officer (posted in Public
RelationDept./ Div)
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Postmaster

Sitting, Standing, Reading and
Writing,seeing, Hearing,

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision (both) individuals can
also take up these jobs

Printing Supervisors

Sitting, Standing, Bending, Manipulation
ofFingers, Reading and Writing,
seeing,Hearing,

Must possess at least
one legand one arm.
Hearingimpaired individuals
can alsotake up these jobs

Public relations Officer

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Reading
andWriting, seeing, Hearing,
Communication

Must possess at least
one legand one arm. Low
Vision(both) individuals can
alsotake up these jobs

Sitting, Standing, Walking, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least
one legand one arm.
Hearingimpaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
alsotake up these jobs

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Reading
andWriting, seeing, Communication

Must possess at least
one legand one arm.
Hearingimpaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
alsotake up these jobs

OPERATION Research officer

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Reading
andWriting, seeing, Communication

Must possess at least
one legand one arm.
Hearingimpaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
alsotake up these jobs

Director (Research)Asstt.
Director (MolecularBiology)

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of Fingers, Reading
andWriting, seeing

Must possess at least
one leg.Hearing impaired
individualscan also take up
these jobs

Registrar, Deputy Registrar

Research Officers
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Asstt. Director (Research)
Asstt. Director (Medical)
Sr. Research Officer(SROImmunology)Sr. Research
Officer(SRO- Microbiology)
Scientist (Environmental
Microbiology) Scientist
(Histopathology) Scientist
(Analytical Chemistry)
Scientist (Chelating
Therapy) Scientist
(Chelating Biochemical
Toxicology) Scientist
(Cell Cultural)Scientist
(Microbiology/Immunology)
Scientist (Polymer
Chemistry) Scientist
Microbiology, Sr.Scientis

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of Fingers, Reading
andWriting, seeing

Must possess at least onearm.
Hearing impairedindividuals
can also take upthese jobs

Incharge (Arts & Photo
Section)Incharge (IMS
workshop) Jr.Research
Officer IMS) Jr.Research
Officer (IT)

Manipulation of Fingers, Reading
andWriting, seeing, Hearing

Must possess at least onearm.
Hearing impairedindividuals
can also take upthese jobs

Sales & Marketing Officer

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Reading
andWriting, seeing, Hearing,
Communication

Must possess at least
one legand one arm.
Hearingimpaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
alsotake up these jobs

Material Officers

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,
Pushand Pull, Lifting, Kneeling/
Crouching,seeing, Hearing

Must possess at least onearm.
Hearing impaired andLow
Vision (both) individualscan
also take up these jobs

Security Officers Stores
Officers

Standing, Walking, seeingSitting,
Standing, Walking, Reading andWriting,
seeing, Communication

Must possess at least
one legMust possess at
least one legand one arm.
Hearingimpaired individuals
can alsotake up these jobs

System Officers

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Reading and Writing, seeing,
Hearing

Must possess at least onearm.
Hearing impairedindividuals
can also take upthese jobs

Speech Therapist Lecturer

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,seeing, Hearing, Communication

Must possess one leg
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Micro analyst (science
Faculty)

Manipulation of Fingers, Reading
andWriting, seeing, Hearing

Must possess one leg and
canbe hearing impaired

Telecommunication
Engineers

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of Fingers,
Reading andWriting, seeing, Hearing,
Communication

Must possess at least one
legand one arm

Training Officers

Sitting, Standing, Reading and
Writing,seeing, Hearing,

Must possess at least
one legand one arm. Low
Vision(both) individuals can
alsotake up these jobs

Principal Training Officer,
ChiefInstructor, Sr. Training
Officer,Training and
Inspection Officer,Divisional
Engineer (Principal),Training
Officer, Management

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of Fingers,
Reading andWriting, seeing, Hearing,
Communication

Must possess at least onearm.
Hearing impaired andLow
Vision (both) individualscan
also take up these jobs

Tool Engineer,
Designer,mechanical
engineer, Tools

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of Fingers, Reading
andWriting,

Must possess at least
one leg.Hearing impaired
individualscan also take up
these jobs

Sr. Instrumentation Officer

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Reading and Writing, Seeing,
Hearing

Must possess at least
one leg.Hearing impaired
individualscan also take up
these jobs

Training and Placement
Officers

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Reading and Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least
one legand one arm. Low
Vision(both) individuals can
alsotake up these jobs

University & College
TeachersDisciplines
(Science, Engineering,M.B.A.,
Hospital ManagementHotel
Management,Environment,
Law, Journalism,Tourism

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,seeing, Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one
legand one arm.

Veterinary

Sitting, Standing, Bending, Reading
andWriting, seeing, Hearing,

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
can also take up these jobs
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Sitting, Standing, Bending, Reading and
Writing, seeing, Hearing

Must possess at least
one leg.Hearing impaired
individualscan also take up
these jobs

Agriculture

Sitting, Standing, Bending, Manipulation
ofFingers, seeing

Must possess at least
one legand one arm.
Hearingimpaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
alsotake up these jobs

Bank Officers

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Reading
andWriting, seeing

Must possess at least
one legand one arm. Low
Vision(both) individuals can
alsotake up these jobs

Job

Requirement

Eligible candidates

Lab Asst.

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of Fingers,
Readingand Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Jr. Engineers

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of Fingers,
Readingand Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Surveyor

Sitting, Standing, Walking,Manipulation
of Fingers, Readingand Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one
leg andone arm. Hearing
impairedindividuals can also
take up thesejobs

Engineer (Instrument
&Agriculture)

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Lifting,Kneeling/Crouching,
Manipulationof Fingers, Reading and
Writing,seeing, Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Technologist

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of
Fingers, Readingand Writing,
seeing,Communication

Must possess at least one
leg andone arm. Hearing
impairedindividuals can also
take up thesejobs

Agriculture

Group C
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Draughtsman

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of
Fingers, Readingand Writing,
seeing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Cartographer, Computer
topographical, tracer

Sitting, Standing, Bending,Manipulation
of Fingers, Readingand Writing,
seeing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Lithographic artist

Sitting, Standing, Bending, Manipulation
of Fingers, Reading and Writing, seeing,

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Telecom Technical Asst.

Sitting, Standing, Bending,Manipulation
of Fingers, seeing,Communication

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Lab Asst.

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of Fingers,
Readingand Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Blue Printer

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Manipulation ofFingers, Reading
and Writing,seeing

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
also take upthese jobs

Excise Inspector

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending, Push
and Pull, Lifting, Kneeling/Crouching,
Manipulation of Fingers, Reading and
Writing, seeing, Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one
leg andone arm. Hearing
impairedindividuals can also
take up thesejobs

Dietician

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of
Fingers, Readingand Writing,
seeing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
can also take up these jobs

Dresser

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Lifting, Manipulation
of Fingers,Reading and Writing,
Communication

Must possess at least one
leg andone arm. Hearing
impaired andLow Vision (both)
individuals can also take up
these jobs

Dental assist

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Lifting, Manipulation
of Fingers,Reading and Writing,
seeing,Communication

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs
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Statistical asst.

Sitting, Standing, Walking,manipulation
of Fingers, Readingand Writing,
seeing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
also take upthese jobs

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, seeing

Must possess at least one
leg andone arm. Hearing
impaired andLow Vision (both)
individuals canalso take up
these jobs

Museum curator

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Lifting, Reading andWriting,
seeing, Communication

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Push and Pull,
Lifting,Kneeling/Crouching,
Jumping,Crawling, Climbing,
Manipulationof Fingers,
Reading and Writing,seeing,
Hearing, Communication

Language Specialist

Sitting, Standing, Walking,Manipulation
of Fingers, Readingand Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
also take upthese jobs

Sitting, Reading and Writing, seeing,

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
also take upthese jobs

Interpreter

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Readingand
Writing, seeing, Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
also take upthese jobs

Medical Social Worker

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Readingand
Writing, seeing, Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
also take upthese jobs

Social Worker

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Reading and
Writing, seeing, Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
also take upthese jobs

Legal Asst.

Sitting, Standing, Walking, seeing,Hearing,
Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
LowVision (both) individuals
can alsotake up these jobs

Preservation Asst. Archives

Translator
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Shirestedar Peshkar

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Reading and
Writing, seeing, Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
LowVision (both) individuals
can alsotake up these jobs

Petition Writer

Sitting, , Walking, Bending, Pushand Pull,
Reading and Writing,seeing, Hearing,
Communication

Must possess one arm, one leg,
one arm or one leg, Both legs,
Low vision (Both low vision)
individuals also can take up
these jobs.

Higher Secondary and
secondaryschool teacher

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Lifting,Reading
and Writing, seeing,Hearing,
Communication

Must possess one arm, one
leg,one arm one leg, both legs,
lowvision (both) individuals
can alsotake up this job.

Mobility Instructor

Sitting, Walking, Bending, Push andPull,
Lifting, Kneeling/Crouching,Jumping,
Crawling, Climbing,Manipulation of
Fingers, Readingand Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess one arm, one
leg,one arm and one leg,
both legs,low vision (both)
individuals canalso apply.

Special educator

Sitting, Standing, Bending and
Pull,Lifting, Reading and Writing,
seeing,Hearing, Communication

Must possess one arm, one
leg,one arm and one leg,
both legs,low vision (both)
individuals canapply

Supervisor, Telegraph

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending, ,
Lifting, Reading and Writing, seeing,
Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one
leg andone arm. Hearing
impaired andLow Vision (both)
individuals canalso take up
these jobs

Monitor telephone

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending, ,
Kneeling/Crouching, Manipulation of
Fingers, Reading and Writing, seeing,
Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
LowVision (both) individuals
can alsotake up these jobs

Commentator Radio

Sitting, Standing, Walking, seeing,Hearing,
Communication

Must be able to Speak.
Norestriction on Physical
Disability

Sculptors

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Push andPull,
Lifting, Kneeling/Crouching,Manipulation
of Fingers, Seeing

Must possess at least one Leg.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
also take upthese jobs

Modeller

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Push andPull,
Lifting, Kneeling/Crouching,Manipulation
of Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs
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Painter Fine art, cartoonist,
artist

Sitting, Standing, Walking,Manipulation
of Fingers, Readingand Writing, seeing

Must possess the relevant
skill topaint regardless of
the number oflimbs that are
missing. Hearingimpaired and
Low Vision (both)individuals
can also take up thesejobs

Renovator

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Push andPull,
Lifting, Kneeling/Crouching,Manipulation
of Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Furniture designer

Sitting, Standing, Bending, Push andPull,
Manipulation of Fingers,Reading and
Writing, seeing

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Music Composer, Singer,
Musicteacher Vocal,
Instrument

Sitting, Standing, Bending, Push andPull,
Manipulation of Fingers,Reading and
Writing, seeing

Must possess at least one arm.
Lowvision individuals can also
take upthese jobs

Film Editor

Sitting, Standing, Bending,Manipulation
of Fingers, Readingand Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.

Script Writer

Sitting, Standing, Reading andWriting,
seeing, Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Low-Vision individuals can
alsoapply

Programme Announcer

Sitting, Standing, Walking,Manipulation
of Fingers, Readingand Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Low-Vision individuals can
alsoapply.

Ventriloquist

Sitting, Standing, Walking, seeing,Hearing,
Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Low-Vision individuals can
alsoapply.

Trainer Animal

Standing, Walking, Bending,
Lifting,Manipulation of Fingers

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso apply.

Puppeteer

Sitting, Standing, Bending,
Lifting,Manipulation of Fingers,
Readingand Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess arms.

Priest, Pujari, Khadim,
Padre/Dasturji, Granthi

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Lifting,Manipulation of Fingers, seeing

Must possess arms.
Hearingimpaired and Low
Vision (both)individuals can
also take up thesejobs
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Hand Writing Experts

Sitting, Lifting, Manipulation of
Fingers, Reading and Writing, seeing,
Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso apply

Finger Print Expert

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,
Lifting, Manipulation of Fingers, Reading
and Writing, seeing

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso apply.

Expert Wig Man

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Lifting,
Manipulation of Fingers, seeing,

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso apply.

Section Officers:
Superintendent Inspectors

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,
Manipulation of Fingers, Reading and
Writing, seeing

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso apply.

Clerks

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Readingand
Writing, Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
also apply.

Stenographer, Steno typist

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Lifting,Manipulation of Fingers,
Reading and Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
LowVision (both) individuals
can alsotake up these jobs can
aslo apply.

Reporter

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Lifting,Manipulation of Fingers,
Readingand Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
LowVision (both) individuals
can alsoapply.

Operators

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Lifting,Manipulation of
Fingers, Readingand Writing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
LowVision (both) individuals
can alsoapply.

Book Keeper

Sitting, Walking, Manipulation of Fingers,
Reading and Writing, seeing, Hearing,
Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso apply.

Cashiers

Sitting, Walking, Manipulation ofFingers,
Reading and Writing,seeing, Hearing,
Communication

Must possess at least one arm.

Money Tester

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Manipulation
of Fingers, Reading and Writing, seeing,
Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso apply
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Storekeeper, asst.

Sitting, Standing, Reading andWriting,
seeing, Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one
leg andone arm. Hearing
impairedindividuals can also
take up thesejobs

Receptionis

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Reading and
Writing, seeing, Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
LowVision (both) individuals
can alsotake up these jobs

Ticket Collector, Railways

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Manipulation
of Fingers, Reading and Writing, seeing,
Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one
leg and one arm. Hearing
impaired and Low Vision (both)
individuals can also take up
these jobs

Proof Reader (Braille)

Sitting, Standing, Manipulation of Fingers,
Reading and Writing, seeing, Hearing,
Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
also take upthese jobs

Xerox Operator

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,
Manipulation of Fingers, Reading and
Writing, seeing, Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
can also take up these jobs

Station Master

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Reading and
Writing, seeing, Hearing

Must possess at least one leg
andone arm.

Postal and Telegraph
services

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Readingand
Writing, seeing, Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one
leg andone arm. Hearing
impaired andLow Vision (both)
individuals canalso take up
these jobs

Flight Officer, Air
TrafficController, Traffic
Specialist,Railways and Air

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Readingand
Writing, seeing, Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one leg
andone arm.

Railway Station related
(yardman, Train Clerk)

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Readingand
Writing, seeing, Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one leg
andone arm.

Bus Conductor, Mail
Guar, Mail gent, transport
Conductor

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Lifting,Manipulation of Fingers,
Readingand Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one
leg andone arm. Hearing
impaired andLow Vision (both)
individuals canalso take up
these jobs
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Telephone Services

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of Fingers,
Readingand Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one
leg andone arm. Hearing
impaired andLow Vision (both)
individuals canalso take up
these jobs

Signaller, Light house
Keeper

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Manipulation
of Fingers, seeing, Hearing,
Communication Sitting, Standing,
Walking,Manipulation of Fingers,
seeing,Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one
leg and one arm. Hearing
impaired and Low Vision (both)
individuals can also take up
these jobs

Retail Detailer

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,
Push and Pull, Manipulation of Fingers,
Reading and Writing, seeing, Hearing

Must possess at least one leg
and one arm. Hearing impaired
individuals can also take up
these jobs

Sales

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Manipulation
of Fingers, Reading and Writing, seeing,
Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision (both) individuals can
also take up these jobs

Cotton Purchaser

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Manipulation
of Fingers, Reading and Writing, seeing,
Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one leg
and one arm. Hearing impaired
individuals can also take up
these jobs

Stockist

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Manipulation
of Fingers, Reading and Writing, seeing,
Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
can also take up these jobs

Insurance Agents

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Manipulation
of Fingers, Reading and Writing, seeing,
Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one leg
and one arm. Hearing impaired
individuals can also take up
these jobs

Broker Share

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Manipulation
of Fingers, Reading and Writing, seeing,
Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision (both) individuals can
also take up these jobs

Auctioneers

Standing, Walking, Manipulation of
Fingers, Reading and Writing,seeing,
Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one leg
and one arm.

Tradesmen

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending, Push
and Pull, Lifting, Kneeling/Crouching,
Manipulation of Fingers, Reading and
Writing, seeing, Hearing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs
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Travel Agent

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Push and Pull,
Manipulation of Fingers, Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision(both) individuals can
also take upthese jobs

Inspector Excise and
customs

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of Fingers,
Readingand Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Cultivator, Crop

Standing, Walking, Bending, Pushand
Pull, Lifting, Manipulation ofFingers,
seeing,

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Marker, Log

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Manipulation ofFingers, Reading
and Writing,seeing, Hearing,

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
can also take up these jobs

Sandalwork Extractor

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Lifting, Manipulationof Fingers,
seeing, Communication

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Lac Treater

Standing, Bending, Lifting, Manipulation
of Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
can also take up these jobs

Mica Sickle, Dresser

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,
Kneeling/Crouching, Manipulation of
Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one
arm.Hearing impaired and
individualscan also take up
these jobs

Cobber, Mica

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Lifting, Kneeling/
Crouching,Manipulation of Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one
arm.Hearing impaired and
individualscan also take up
these jobs

Precipitator

Standing, Bending, Push and
Pull,Manipulation of Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
can also take up these jobs

Safety Lamp Checker

Sitting, Standing, Manipulation of Fingers,
seeing, Hearing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
can also take up these jobs

Electroplater

Sitting, Standing, Bending, Lifting,
Manipulation of Fingers, seeing,

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision individuals can also take
up these jobs
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Sitting, Standing, Bending, Lifting,
Manipulation of Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision individuals can also take
up these job

Galvaniser

Sitting, Standing, Bending, Lifting,
Manipulation of Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one
leg.Hearing impaired and
Low Vision(both) individuals
can also take upthese jobs
individuals can also take up
thesejobs

Dipper, Coaltar

Bending, Lifting, Manipulation ofFingers,
seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
can also take up these jobs

Oxidiser

Bending, Lifting, Manipulation of Fingers,
seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Browner

Sitting, Standing, Bending, Lifting,
Manipulation of Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Metal Sprayer

Standing, Lifting, Manipulation ofFingers,
seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired and Low
Visionindividuals can also take
up thesejobs

Standing, Lifting, Manipulation of Fingers,
seeing, Push and Pull

Must possess at least one arm
and one leg. Hearing impaired
and Low Vision individuals can
also take up these jobs

Standing, Lifting, Manipulation of Fingers,
seeing, Push and Pull

Must possess at least one arm
andone leg. Hearing impaired
and LowVision individuals can
also take upthese jobs

Pickle

Standing, Lifting, Manipulation of Fingers,
seeing, Push and Pull

Must possess at least one arm
andone leg. Hearing impaired
and LowVision individuals can
also take upthese jobs

Veneer Cutter

Sitting, Standing, Bending, Push and Pull,
Manipulation of Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Enameller, Chemical

Degreaser

Rumbler
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Sitting, Standing, Bending, Push andPull,
Manipulation of Fingers,seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired and Low
Visionindividuals can also take
up thesejobs

Wool Sorter, selector Jute,
GradercoirCarboniser,
Textile

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Lifting,Manipulation of Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Visionindividuals can also take
up thesejobs

Carboniser, Textile

Standing, Walking, Push and Pull,Lifting, ,
Manipulation of Fingers,seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Spinner

Sitting, Standing, Manipulation ofFingers

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Pelt Grader

Sitting, Standing, Bending,Manipulation
of Fingers, Readingand Writing, seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Miller, food grains

Standing, Bending, Lifting, Manipulation
of Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Husker, Machine

Standing, Walking, Bending,
Lifting,Manipulation of Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired and Low
Visionindividuals can also take
up thesejobs

Medical

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Manipulation
of Fingers, Reading and Writing, seeing,
Communication

Must possess at least one
leg andone arm. Hearing
impairedindividuals can also
take up thesejobs

Gardening

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Kneeling/Crouching,
Manipulationof Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one
leg andone arm. Hearing
impairedindividuals can also
take up thesejobs

Dairy farm Worker

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Manipulation ofFingers, seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs

Grinder, Paper pulp
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Industrial
ProcessingPounder, Parcher,
Siever, Oilexpeller, crusher,
Juice measuringman, Lime
juice Tank Attendant,Juice
heater, Carbonation &
Filterpress, tobacco,
Embroidery,Stitching,
Leather, Wood,
Metals,Polishing, Watch,
Bicycle,Electricians, Radio,
TV, Wiring,Battery, Pipes,
Welding, Gold,gems, Cigar,
Pottery, Bricks, Tiles,Glass,
Mirror, Lamination,Calendar,
bead making, Latex,Tyre,
Flower, Paper, Map,
Book,Film development,
Painter, Organtuner, Piano
Tuner, FurnitureMaker,
basket Maker,
SaltProduction, Slitting
Machiner,garbatti maker,
Wig, Candle, Doll,Rubber,
Concrete, Fan

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of Fingers, Seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired and Low
Visionindividuals can also take
up thesejobs

Health Inspector

Sitting, Standing, Walking,Manipulation
of Fingers, Readingand Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one
leg andone arm. Hearing
impaired andLow Vision(both)
individuals canalso take up
these jobs

Sanitary Supervisor/
jamadar

Sitting, Standing, Walking,Manipulation
of Fingers, Readingand Writing, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision (both) individuals can
also take up these jobs

Pharmacist

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending, Push
and Pull, Lifting,Kneeling/Crouching,
Manipulationof Fingers, Reading and
Writing,seeing, Hearing

Must possess arms.

Draftsmen

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Lifting,Kneeling/Crouching,
Manipulationof Fingers, Reading and
Writing,seeing, Hearing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired individuals
canalso take up these jobs
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Job

Requirement

Eligible candidates

Starter (motor transport)

Sitting, Standing, Manipulation ofFingers,
Hearing.

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearingimpaired individuals
can also take upthese jobs

Daftary Attendant

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Manipulationof
Fingers, Seeing

Must possess at least one
leg and onearm. Hearing
impaired and Low Vision(both)
individuals can also take up
thesejobs

Peon

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Push andPull,
Lifting, Kneeling/Crouching,Manipulation
of Fingers, Reading andWriting, seeing,
Communication

Must possess at least one
leg and onearm. Hearing
impaired and Low Vision(both)
individuals can also take up
thesejobs

Bearer

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Lifting,Kneeling/Crouching,
Climbing,Manipulation of Fingers,
Reading andWriting, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one
leg and onearm. Hearing
impaired and Low Vision(both)
individuals can also take up
thesejobs

Wash Boy/ Dish Cleaner

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Lifting,Kneeling/Crouching,
Climbing,Manipulation of Fingers,
Reading andWriting, seeing,
Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision (both) individuals can
also take up these jobs

Lascar a Mazdoor

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Manipulationof
Fingers, Reading and Writing,
seeing,Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one
leg and onearm. Hearing
impaired and Low Vision(both)
individuals can also take up
thesejobs

Dusting Man

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Lifting,Kneeling/Crouching,
seeing

Must possess at least one
leg and onearm. Hearing
impaired and Low Vision(both)
individuals can also take up
thesejobs

Sitting, Standing, Lifting, Manipulationof
Fingers, Reading and Writing,
seeing,Communication

Must possess at least one
leg and onearm. Hearing
impaired and Low Vision(both)
individuals can also take up
thesejobs

Process Server
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Unskilled Office Worker

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Lifting,Kneeling/Crouching,
seeing

Must possess at least one
leg and one arm. Hearing
impaired and Low Vision(both)
individuals can also take up
these jobs

Sweeper

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Push andPull,
Kneeling/Crouching, Lifting,Manipulation
of Fingers, Seeing

Must possess at least one
arm. Hearingimpaired and Low
Vision (both)individuals can
also take up these jobs

Laundry/Dhobi

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Push andPull,
Kneeling/Crouching, Lifting,Manipulation
of Fingers, Seeing

Must possess at least one
leg and onearm. Hearing
impaired and Low Vision(both)
individuals can also take up
these jobs.

Dry Cleaner

Sitting, Lifting, Manipulation of Fingers,
seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearing impaired and Low
Vision (both) individuals can
also take up these jobs

Watch Man

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Push andPull,
Lifting, Kneeling/Crouching,Manipulation
of Fingers, Seeing,Hearing,
Communication

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearingimpaired individuals
can also take upthese jobs

Sitting, Standing, Manipulation ofFingers,
Reading and Writing, seeing

Must possess at least one leg
and onearm. Hearing impaired
individuals canalso take up
these jobs

Standing, Walking, Manipulation of
Fingers, seeing, Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one
leg and one arm. Hearing
impaired and Low Vision (both)
individuals can also take up
these jobs

Grounds Man

Standing, Walking, Manipulation of
Fingers, seeing.

Must possess at least one
arm. Hearingimpaired and Low
Vision (both)individuals can
also take up these jobs

Planter

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Lifting, Manipulation ofFingers,
seeing, Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one
leg. Hearingimpaired and Low
Vision (both)individuals can
also take up these jobs

Book Maker

Usher
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Tractor Helper

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Kneeling/Crouching,Lifting,
Manipulation of Fingers, seeing,Hearing,
Communication

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearingimpaired individuals
can also take upthese jobs

Carpet Making,
weaving,embosser, etc.

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Kneeling/Crouching,
Manipulation ofFingers, Seeing

Must possess at least one
arm. Hearingimpaired and Low
Vision (both)individuals can
also take up these jobs

Show Maker/ Cobbler

Sitting, Bending, Lifting, Manipulationof
Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one arm.
Hearingimpaired individuals
can also take upthese jobs

Carpenter

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Push andPull,
Lifting, Manipulation of Fingers,seeing

Must possess at least one
arm. Hearingimpaired and Low
Vision(both) individualscan
also take up these jobs

Book Binding

Sitting, Manipulation of Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one
arm. Hearingimpaired and Low
Vision (both)individuals can
also take up these jobs

Packer

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Lifting, Manipulation ofFingers,
seeing, Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one
arm. Hearingimpaired and Low
Vision (both)individuals can
also take up these jobs

Driver

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of Fingers

Must have one leg.

Janitorial asst.

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Lifting, Manipulation ofFingers,
seeing, Hearing,Communication

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearingimpaired individuals
can also take up these jobs

Porter

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Lifting, seeing, Hearing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearingimpaired & Low Vision
individuals canalso take up
these jobs

Caretaker (burial at
Cremation grounds)

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Lifting, Manipulation of Fingers,
seeing,Communication

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearingimpaired & Low Vision
individuals canalso take up
these jobs

Embalmer

Sitting, Standing, Push and Pull,
Lifting,Kneeling/Crouching, seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearingimpaired individuals
can also take upthese jobs
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Mali

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Lifting,Kneeling/Crouching,
Manipulation ofFingers, seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearingimpaired & Low Vision
individuals canalso take up
these jobs

Tailor

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,
Manipulation of Fingers, Reading and
Writing, seeing, Hearing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearingimpaired & Low Vision
individuals canalso take up
these jobs

Bus Conductor

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Push and
Pull, Bending, Manipulation of Fingers,
Reading and Writing, seeing, Hearing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearingimpaired & Low Vision
individuals canalso take up
these jobs

Domestic Servant

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,
Kneeling/Crouching, Manipulation of
Fingers, seeing, Hearing, Communication

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearingimpaired & Low Vision
individuals canalso take up
these jobs

Net Maker

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of Fingers, seeing

Must possess at least one
arm. Hearingimpaired and Low
Vision (both)individuals can
also take up these jobs

Waiter

Sitting, Standing, Walking,
Bending,Manipulation of Fingers, Reading
andWriting, seeing, Hearing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearingimpaired individuals
can also take upthese jobs

Washer man

Sitting, Standing, Walking, Bending,Push
and Pull, Lifting,Kneeling/Crouching,
Jumping, Crawling,Climbing, Manipulation
of Fingers,Reading and Writing, seeing

Must possess at least one leg.
Hearingimpaired individuals
can also take upthese jobs
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Abbreviations

Abbreviations

People With Disabilities

PwDs

Employees State Insurance

ESI

Corporate Social Responsibility

CSR

International Labour Organization

ILO

World Health Organization

WHO

International Classification Of
Functioning

DGET

ICF

Directorate General of Employment And
Training
National Council of Vocational Training

NCVT

Conventions On The Rights Of People
With Disabilities

CRPD

Industrial Training Institutes

ITI’s

Rights Of People With Disability

RPwD

Swarnajayanti Shahari Rojgar Yojana

SJSRY

Socio-Economic Classification

SEC

Urban Self Employment Program

USEP

International Classification Of
Impairments, Disabilities, And
Handicaps

Urban Wage Employment Program

UWEP

ICIDH

Leonard Cheshire Disability

LCD

Unique Disability ID Card

UDID

World Health Organization Disability
Assessment Schedule

WHODAS

Inclusive Education For The Disabled At
Secondary Stage

IEDSS

United Nations Partnership On The
Rights Of Persons With Disabilities

UNPRPD

Department of Empowerment of
Persons With Disabilities

DEPwD

United Nations

UN

Bachelor of Fishery Sciences

BFS

Gross Domestic Product

GDP

Rajiv Gandhi National Fellowship

RGNF

Foreign Direct Investment

FDI

University Grants Commission

UGC

National Skill Development Council

NSDC

Junior Research Fellows

JRF

National Centre For Promotion Of
Employment For Disabled People

NCPEDP

Senior Research Fellows

SRF

House Rent Allowance

HRA

Transitional Work Group

TWG

Retail Employees With. Disabilities
Program Guide

IGNOU

REDI

The Indira Gandhi National Open
University
State Channelising Agency

SCA

Customer Service Associate

CSA

Out Patient Department

OPD

Skill Council For Persons With Disability

SCPwD

Hindu Undivided Family

HUF

Retailer Association's Skill Council Of
India

RASCI

Central Value Added Tax

CVAT

Standard Operating Procedure

SOP

National Highways Authority of India

NHAI

Non-Visual Desktop Access

NVDA

Goods And Services Tax

GST

Employees Provident Fund

EPF

Economic Times Intelligence Group

ETIG

Miscellaneous Provisions

MP

World Health Organization Family of
International Classifications

WHOFIC
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